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Local Knowledge about Water and Sanitation Patterns
in Shan Kalay Kyaung Village
Khin Khin Nyein
Department of Anthropology, University of Mandalay, Myanmar
Myint Myint Khaing
Department of Anthropology, University of Mandalay, Myanmar
Abstract
This paper aims to reveal how local people in Shan Kalay Kyaung Village apply their local knowledge
in water and sanitation patterns. The objectives of this research are to explore the water and
sanitation patterns used by the people in Shan Kalay Kyaung Village, to explain what are local people’s
perspectives upon their own water and sanitation patterns: whether they think they have safe water
and sanitation pattern and to find out their knowledge about water usage and sanitation patterns to
adjust with their natural resources. This research has been conducted over about 3 months and will
be continued. To obtain data, qualitative research methods were used. Participant observation, indepth interview (IDI), key informant interview (KII) and focus group discussion are used in conducting
the research. This paper finds that the local knowledge of people in Shan Kalay Kyaung Village enables
them to adjust to their available water resources. Furthermore, this paper revealed that their local
knowledge also adjusts with the climate change during past two decades. Moreover, the research
mediated the local people’s perspectives that some of them are proud of using traditional water and
using local knowledge in water and sanitation patterns whilst some believe that local knowledge does
not work well in the safe water and sanitation patterns as the circumstances of getting safe water
slightly changed during twenty years.
Keywords: water and sanitation pattern, local knowledge, water resource
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Introduction
Background of the Study
I used to help in a research project in my study site. This research is about how the people in Shan
Kalay Kyaung Village use water resources for their daily needs. It further investigates whether the
water is safe for health and environment from a chemical point of view. In the project, I helped to
highlight some views of people on the quality of used water, from a social science perspective. The
study will include add those perspectives in the conclusion of the project.
Shan Kalay Kyaung Village is located on the riverbank of Irrawaddy. The people in the village depend
on the river water for their household water except for drinking water during rainy season. In the dry
seasons like summer and winter, tube well water is the main source for their water resources. In
general, it can be said that people in the village depend mainly on the tube well water for the
household water. While I was studying in this village, I was surprised by some patterns of water usage
and sanitation. The most surprising fact was they use their local knowledge to fix the problems of
water usage and sanitation patterns given by the natural water resources. For example, how they
solve the problem of unclear river water during flood in order to make it useable.
Moreover, another surprising fact is that most of the people in the village value the quality of water
they use and they do not really care about the actual requirements for safe water. As far as we know,
tube well water is not safe to drink. But middle aged people and elderly drink raw tube well water.
They claimed tube well water as their traditional water.
Actually, people in the village suffer from health problems that can be related to the quality of water.
They complain about backbone ache that is a symptom of kidney disease, frequently caused by
unclean water. Even though some of them know the actual cause of the symptom, they still prefer
drinking tube well water rather than drinking water. I understood from my social research
perspectives that they have familiarized with this circumstances and problems brought by the water
resources in their physical environment and have become adaptable to reduce some impacts of the
water usage and sanitation pattern they use.
During that period, it gradually became clear to me that their values and perspectives on the water
they use are stronger than the fact that the water is actually not safe for their health or environment.
Thus, I wanted to know where the idea of the patterns of water usage and sanitation used in their
village come from. Are these patterns of water usage and sanitation pattern suitable for their daily
needs and in their physical environment? If so, how do they apply their local knowledge to adapt with
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these patterns brought by the circumstances of their physical environment? What would happen to
their own local knowledge when the circumstances change as the physical environment changes? Do
they really consider the water usage and sanitation patterns they use are safe, hygienic and good for
themselves and their environment? Is everyone in the village satisfied with the water they use and
their local knowledge? Why are some people satisfied and some not? This research seeks to discover
how their local knowledge adapts to the steadily changing physical environment and its water
resources.
There have been many studies conducted about the water usage and sanitation patterns from water
quality perspective, medical perspective, drainage system, chemical perspective etc. But no
researcher sees deeply through the lens that can indicate what is the knowledge that constructs one
community’s patterns of water usage and sanitation and their valuation of those kinds of knowledge
in their own community. I suppose that anthropological studies should also be focused on the studied
communities with the perspective of how local people adapt to their natural environment and how
they implement lifelong knowledge of their ancestors and modify this knowledge in order to fit in with
their environment when this environment changes. Learning to understand how local people adapt
to their environment and how they implement and modify their local knowledge can help to get better
solutions for their problems in their community for the future.

Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:


To explore currently the people in the village use what kinds of water resources for their daily
water supply.



To reveal that how they use their local knowledge to get daily water supply and to solve some
problems related to water resources.



To find out what is their perspectives and value of the water they use currently.

Research Questions
How the people in the village use their local knowledge in water usage and sanitation patterns
currently?
How is their local knowledge slightly modified as the water resources change because of climate
changes during past two decades?
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What is their perspective and values on the patterns of water usage and sanitation, and what are the
reasons that build up their perspectives and values on that water they use?

Literature Review
Water Usage and Sanitation Patterns in Myanmar
Myanmar requires massive investment in sanitation and hygiene facilities to meet its targets in this
area under the global Sustainable Development Goals (2030). Although rural areas lag behind, urban
areas are also struggling to meet the need for sanitation as more people migrate to cities. Myanmar
is one of the few countries in ASEAN where the number of city-dwellers that that do not have access
to improved water sources has increased over the past two decades. Data is limited, but research
suggests that 50 per cent of schools nationwide and more than 50 per cent of health facilities have
severe gaps in water, sanitation and hygiene services (UNICEF, 2018).
Mandalay is a major city in central Myanmar with a population of 1,225,000 people that lacks a
wastewater management system, a solid waste disposal procedure, and access to treated drinking
water. Myanmar only treats about 10% of its wastewater, and there is effectively no treatment in the
city of Mandalay (United Nations World Water Assessment Programme, 2017).
The United Nations Development Programme reported drinking water quality and access to drinking
water as one of the serious problems in Mandalay State (UNDP, 2014). The Asian Development Bank
reports that there is a water point for every 80 households in Mandalay and that most of these are
untreated private supplies (ADB, 2013). Only 50% of the urban population has access to piped water
in Mandalay, which consists of a mixture of untreated groundwater and surface waters (ADB, 2013).
In these studies, it is clearly stated that there are many challenges for water usage and sanitation
patterns in Myanmar. There are also difficulties for accessing safe water and sanitation. But, my focus
is on whether the local people really consider they are suffering from problems related to water
resources in their environment.
Concepts of Local Knowledge
Though knowledge systems may differ in their epistemologies, methodologies, logics, cognitive
structures, or in their socioeconomic contexts, a characteristic that they all share is their localness.
Hence, in so far as they are collective bodies of knowledge, many of their small but significant
differences lie in the work involved in creating assemblages from the “motley” of differing practices,
instrumentation, theories, and people (Hacking, 1992).
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In my study, I focus on what the local people understand about their local knowledge. Do they really
appreciate the local knowledge when they use it to solve some problems related to the condition of
water resources? How do they consider the transmission path of local knowledge? Do they notice that
the local knowledge itself changes according to the changes of circumstance in their environment?
Studies on Local Knowledge about Water and Sanitation Pattern
The transmission of local knowledge to the younger generation is called socially distributed knowledge
(Gibbons, 2002). Local knowledge about water conservation and management are maintaining the
ecological, cultural operations in the society. But, there is limited ability of indigenous knowledge to
inform potential impacts on water security. Loss of ecological and traditional water security can
confront many inhabitants. Nevertheless, all resource levels can be incorporated within existing
frameworks on current water systems using locally available materials (Mahlangu and Garutsa, 2014).
In this study, it is stated that local knowledge about water conservation and management has limits
to inform the real problems when there are potential impacts on water security. But locally available
materials or local knowledge are applied to current water resources. My focus on this topic is the
incorporation of local knowledge into water resource management and how local people feel about
this kind of incorporation.

Research Methodology
Study Design
In collecting data in the studied area, the ethnographic research methods such as Key Informant
Interview (KII), In-Depth Interview (IDI), Focus Group Discussion (FGD), observation and Participant
observation were used.
KII is done with all the 15 people from nine households in the studied population size as they use and
manage the water resources in their environment for their daily need by themselves and can give
information about water usage and sanitation patterns, their local knowledge used in managing water
usage and sanitation, perspectives and value on the water quality of the water resources that they
use. All the data obtained from the interview are collected with a recorder from cell phones, videos,
and field notes.
IDI is conducted when there might have some personal aspects in that area such as their deep
thoughts on whether the quality of water is safe or not, how they really manage for their drinking
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water and sanitation by using their local knowledge and how much they care about access to safe
water in their village. All data are collected by recording and making videos.
Observation is conducted when I wanted to know what kind of water they use for their drinking water,
household cleaning water and water for agriculture. Moreover, to see how they really manage to get
clean water in order to use it for various purposes. Furthermore, the ways of disposing of liquid waste
or how they manage sanitation pattern are also observed.
Fortunately, some parts of water usage and sanitation management can be participated in and allow
participant observation – e.g. the way to use residual method to remove the dirt in the water, the
ways they use containers to store the water.
Secondary data like how many households have tube well water are also used in this research. For
data analysis, the data were transcribed. After rechecking the transcript, I added some potential
questions needed to collect more data and returned to the village in order to collect more data and
observe more actual situations. After this step, the data were analyzed from the anthropological
perspective. To present research findings, a descriptive research design was used.
Study Site
Shan Kalay Kyaung village is located on the east bank of Irrawaddy River. It is located in Amarapura
Township, Mandalay Region. This place is a village with a total population of 2860 people from 660
households. This village is a highly segmented village with farmers, small scale level handicraft
workshop owners, workers for wood carving, shopkeepers, tea shop owner and government official
staff.
Study Population
Study populations in this study were chosen randomly in different parts of the village as all the
households are related with water and local knowledge used for water resources for their daily need
of water. The study population were (15) persons in this village. Especially, (3) elderly people were
selected in order to know how they value their tube well water since they were born. And 10 middle
aged people were selected as they can understand the feelings and thoughts of both younger
generation and elderly people about safe water. One out of those 10 people is a nurse from rural clinic
and she was selected in order to understand what are the medical perspectives such as whether the
water they use is safe for health or not. 2 children were selected as they have different thoughts about
local knowledge and in order to see if these children really share all the local knowledge of their
parents.
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Sample Size and Sampling Procedure
Local people from Shan Kalay Kyaung Village, Amarapura Township, Mandalay State were chosen
randomly for information on the local knowledge about water usage and sanitation patterns. The
informants were chosen from different segments of the research study area to understand different
perspectives from different segments of the society.
Ethical Consideration
The administrative group in Shan Kalay Kyaung village was asked for permission for us to undertake
research activities.
Facts and figures related to local information were also applied after getting permission. For
interviewing local people, villagers were selected according to their desires and interest to participate
in this study. The confidential data provided by informants were kept safely. The participant's rights
and sensitivities were safeguarded.
Limitation of the Study
In the study area, the local knowledge about water usage and sanitation patterns are studied.
However, this paper might need to reach out further because of some time management problems,
some weaknesses of data collecting methodologies and some deep aspects that are difficult to reach.

Discussion
The Water Usage and Sanitation Patterns
The people in Shan Kalay Kyaung Village use tube well water, purified drinking water, river water and
rain water for specific purposes. Water is used for drinking, religious purpose, cooking, washing,
cleansing and agricultural purpose. They have some patterns of storing water in order to get enough
water supply and to save the time and labor. They also have their own unique sanitation pattern.
Tube Well Water
Tube well water is used for religious practice, drinking, cooking, washing, cleansing, bath and toilet. In
using tube well water as drinking water, the local people do not boil the water. They only use the filter
to clean the water. I also found they have concept that the deeper the well, the cleaner water they
can get. And also, there is a concept that if the water source in their compound is good, the water
come out from that tube well is good to drink. The local people use the words; “traditional water,
natural water” to describe tube well water. More old people and middle-aged people like to use tube
well water as drinking water. In the process of storing tube water, they can use a pump and store the
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water in the big container above their building. This process can give the local people extra time. One
informant mentioned this, “I have to only click the button when using pump. We can get extra time
and can spend time for other work”.
Purified Water from Industries (i.e. Bottled Water)
The usage of industrial purified water as drinking water started 5 years ago. In using this water, it is
also used for cooking. I found one belief concerned with purified water from industries when one
informant said that, “even they say this is purified water, this one can be unpurified. I cannot know
even if the industry just pack unpurified water in the bottle.” This show the belief of the informants
on purified water from factories.
River Water
In using river as drinking water, before this time, the local people used river water as drinking water
either raw or boiled as hot tea. Now, they drink river water only if the water is boiled. One informant
said about this case, “many strange diseases break out. So, we don’t drink river water as raw like
before”. Other usage of river water is in bath taking and washing the clothes and dishes. In washing
clothes and dishes, the locals believe when they use river water, clothes and dishes can be cleaner.
Moreover, they believe that river water is clean as river always flows. In using river water, one local
said his belief about river water, “river is not clean indeed but it is better than other type of water we
use”. River water is also used in agricultural processes.
Rain Water
Rain water is collected in containers and was much used about 50 years ago. But now, it is only used
for washing and cleansing. That is because the precipitation rate is lower in these years.
Drinking Water
For drinking water, the locals use tube well water and purified water from factories. Currently, they
use tube well water as drinking water without boiling. Although the young people (teenagers) ask to
buy purified water from industries for drinking water, the old people and middle aged people are more
likely to drink tube well water placing in clay pot. They drink river water only if boiled. One informant
said about this case, “many strange diseases break out. So, we don’t drink river water as raw like
before”. The percentages of using purified water from industries and tube well water as drinking water
are shown as below. These percentages are calculated based on the answer of local people.
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purified water from industries(33.3%)

Drinking water for daily
usage

tube well

purified water from

water(16.7%)

industries+ tube well
water(50%)

Figure 1: Percentage of different types of water used for drinking

Water for Religious Purpose
For the usage of water in religious purposes, the locals use water recognized as drinking water for
religious purposes.
Water for Cooking
They mostly use tube well water for cooking. Although the usage of purified drinking water from
industries as cooking water can be found, this usage is only a little percentage. The water used for
cooking is stored separately with glaze pot and bucket.
Water for Cleansing and Washing
For washing and cleansing, tube well water, river water and rain water are used. In washing clothes
and dishes, the locals believe when they use river water, clothes and dishes can be cleaner.
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The Local Storage Pattern of Water
In storing water used in the research area, the locals store water in cement containers, brick
containers, glaze pots and large plastic tanks. They connect pipe from these containers to kitchen,
bathroom and toilet.
Sanitation Patterns
In sanitation pattern, there are two types; by digging drain and large pit. In sanitation pattern with
drain, digging the drain a little longer can cause the water flow easily and dry easily. One informant
said, “So, this can prevent the disadvantages caused by flood in this pit”. In digging pit, the locals dig
near the place where they take bath and allow the water to drain into the pit. This pit is not covered.
If the pit is full of the polluted water, the locals draw water from this pit and pour this water onto the
street and plants in their compounds. And another type of pit is pit dug a little far from the place
where they bathe and this pit is covered with cement layer. The polluted water come out from cooking
and washing hands is just thrown onto the ground of their compounds.
Local Knowledge about Water Usage and Sanitation
Local people in Shan Kalay Kyaung village share their local knowledge use for water usage and
sanitation.
The local people use their knowledge about water usage and sanitation patterns in order to get safe,
clean and pure water. Mostly elderly people and middle aged people use this kind of implementation
of local knowledge. But teenagers and children don’t really know what is the purpose for each specific
local practice even though they practice some of them as their parents order them to. For example,
middle aged people used to apply residual method to unclean river water in order to get useable water
for cleaning and washing. When these middle aged people told their children how to use this method,
children follow the instruction. Nevertheless, in the minds of those children they prefer using tube
well water that is more convenient to get rather than using river water. This might be because of the
favorable circumstance change from generation to generation. In the past two decades, there are less
techniques than nowadays. For example, in the past two decades, there was not enough technique to
cover the dug well and to join the pump with the tube well. So, during rainy season, when flood came,
the dug well sank under the flood of river water. So, the people in those days had no choice except
using river water treated with residual method. But, nowadays, there are many households who know
the technique of tube well and pump or who can afford these. That is the reason why most people
except elderly don’t want to use river water that needs residual method treatment or boiling. So, the
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local knowledge move from managing to clean the water to managing to maintain the pump or tube
well.
Moreover, because of the climatic change, the local knowledge also changes. For example, in past
decades, there was no acid rain. So, the local people use rain water as drinking water. But, now, there
are some news about acid rain. So, even though the acid rain does not happen or they really do not
know the impacts of this acid rain, they are afraid to drink rain water. This fear changes their
knowledge to not drink rain water instead of the fact that they used to drink it for the last twenty
years.
In this way, some local knowledge changes because of changes of favorable condition and climatic
change.
Their Value Upon their Own Local Knowledge
Most elderly people are really proud of their local knowledge as they are used to solving problems by
using this knowledge. Middle age people are neutral to both old local knowledge and aspects and
thoughts of teenagers as they are in-betweens. For example, the middle aged people are children of
elderly people but they are also parents of youngest generation in the village. So, they think they
should appreciate both perspectives and values of elderly and teenagers. Teenagers and children are
most modern group in the village. They want to know the characteristics of safe water and they want
to obey the rules of hygiene.
This kind of different perspectives and value come from the age gap, the experiences throughout their
life, the way of life they daily practice and their trust and acceptance of information given by medical
profession.

Conclusion
In Shan Kalay Kyaung village, the local people in the village use their knowledge in order to get safe,
clean and pure water in every season. They also use their knowledge for sanitation and some problems
faced during flood or climatic changes. This knowledge becomes local knowledge of the village and is
transmitted through generation to generation.
Local knowledge, itself changes rapidly and significantly as during past twenty years, the climatic
change came with a rapid acceleration. Moreover, because of the development of technology and
higher living standard, the local knowledge tends to change and sometimes changed completely. So,
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some local knowledge about water usage and sanitation change because of climatic and technological
changes.
There are some local people who are really proud of their local knowledge just as there are other
people who feel unsatisfied about their local knowledge used for water and sanitation patterns. This
kind of differing perspectives is because of age gap, differences in experience and differences in level
of trust and acceptance of information given by medical professions.
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Abstract
Yangon is the old capital city as well as the commercial city of Myanmar. For the last two decades, the
expansion of new industrial zones and new supermarkets made the Yangon environment more
attractive for a big rural-urban migration from various regions of Myanmar. The purpose of this paper
is to study the spatial variation of slum and house renters or mobile settlements/migrants. The main
data were obtained from 57 in-depth interviews which included squatters, renters, and authorized
persons of administrative offices of the study area. Based on the collected data, the spatial distribution
and variation of renters and squatters with the feelings of their daily working and living lives, and their
opinions, form the basis of this research. The results show that renters are more and more gathering
to the downtown areas and squatters are getting wider in the suburban and periphery areas. The
results further demonstrate that the squatting took place at the fringe of the urban areas Hlaingthayar, Dagon Myothit (South, North, Seikkan) Townships - because of job opportunities, low
living cost, and proximity of workplaces. The house renters gravitated downtown and close to Central
Business District (CBD) - Pabedan, Latha, Kyauktada and Lanmadaw Townships - because of living
standards, biggest commercial places, markets, and their working places.
Keywords: squatters, renters, spatial analysis, Yangon, Myanmar
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Introduction
The concept of urban resilience is increasingly being used to describe the attributes of the urban
system that are needed to deal with environmental disasters, conflict and financial crises (Leichenko,
2011; Meerow et al., 2016). There is a well-established literature on urban resilience, but little
exploration of how urban systems respond to the rapid influx of new and often long-term residents,
displaced by conflict and disasters elsewhere. Cities have grown and developed thanks to rural–
urban migration and internal population growth, with new arrivals gradually becoming incorporated
into the formal economy and accessing better-quality services in some cases (IOM, 2014a). In the
past, in-migration from rural areas and across borders was an important driver of economic growth
and cultural and social diversity. Even so, many urban governments are reluctant to support
integration, hoping to deter further rural-to-urban migration, due to common, long-held views that
rural-urban migration transfers poverty to cities, among other reasons (IOM, 2014b). The large-scale,
sudden population movements, prompted by both rapid-onset ‘natural’ disasters such as floods and
‘man-made’ disasters like conflict are on the rise, seeing increasing numbers of displaced people
moving into urban areas (UNHCR, 2016). Yangon City has attractive industrial zones, good
transportation, education, urbanization. Especially after Nargis storm, homeless and jobless people
of Ayeyarwady region came to Yangon area, to stay in informal settlements. Moreover, there are
settlements of various other people from other regions who move to settle in Yangon for their
standard of living, better health care and availability of services, varied employment opportunities,
higher wages, quality of education, and future prospects. Based on interview data, this paper draws
on the mobile settlement of mobile/migrant condition of Yangon urbanization.

Problem Statement
This research addresses three problem points: it considers resilience to mobile displacement in
Yangon urban areas, focusing on renters, squatters and renters of squatters. According to a newspaper
headline “Lumping Sum Rent a Growing Problem for tenants in Yangon!”, the renters and squatters
opened their hearts and talked like this;
“When I started a travel agency as an entrepreneur back in 2014, I got into trouble when
renting office space. Here [in Yangon] it is very expensive to rent an apartment as an office
and also to pay the rent in a lump sum. Seventy percent of the investment in my business
went to rental expenditure when we paid our lump sum of 12 months of rent in advance”.
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“Shopkeepers are confronted with a similar challenge. The system adds to the difficulty of
running a business" said Ko Pouk Si, owner of a restaurant on Bogyoke Aung San road in
Kyauktada Township. “My restaurant is located on the ground floor and the rate [for rent] is
MMK 1 million (750$) per month, but we need to pay 12 months (9000$) all in one go in
advance. “So the owners are asking for an extra MMK11 million (8000 $) in the next year [for
the remaining 11 months ahead]. We cannot go on running the restaurant with this [rental]
rate and system,” he complained.
“The worst is paying down rental fees for at least six months,” he said, “We settled down in
Yangon five years ago and have been renting an apartment since then. When the rent started
rising, we could no longer afford that.”
----runs a Shan noodle shop along the road for a living and has to rent a home. For the couple, an
advanced rental payment of six months is very financially challenging. They reside at the loft of the
third floor of an old, three-story building. The monthly rent is MMK 160,000 (110 $), and a payment
of six months of rent comes up to MMK 960,000 (660$).
“If we could pay our rent on a monthly basis, it would be fine for us. Currently, we can’t afford
to pay [the lump sum], so we have to share the apartment with another family. We don’t
want to share our apartment but there is no choice,” he said.
Rapid Migration and Lack of Cheap Housing Fuels Yangon Slum Growth
“My dream was to be a tour guide so I wanted to study English and computers, which is why
I moved to Yangon,”
she said, recalling how in 2000, at the age of 19, she headed for the country’s then-capital. She arrived
in Yangon empty-handed and had to find cheap housing and take any available work to make ends
meet. For the past 16 years she has toiled in one of the many garment factories in Hlaing Thar Yar
Industrial Zone on Yangon’s north-western outskirts.
“When I moved here I had ambitions. I had no intention of working in a garment factory but
I couldn't afford to keep studying English. Now it's only about the money,” she said wearily.
----has lived in a bamboo hut in Nyaung Yar, a slum area in Hlaing Thar Yar, for 19 years. He has seen
many migrants arrive over the years, but said the slums here swelled overnight after Cyclone Nargis
devastated Ayeyarwady Delta in 2008. Myanmar’s worst-ever disaster killed an estimated 138,000
people and destroyed the livelihoods and assets of many more farmers.
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“We live from hand to mouth and the cost of living goes up day by day. All of my
wage is spent on just surviving,” he said, adding that in recent months, rumors have
been circulating that Nyaung Yar’s several thousand residents will be forcibly evicted
by the government.
“Now, I am really anxious, I worry that when I’m at work my house will be destroyed by the
government; the same thing they've done to other squatters in Yangon,” he said.” So many
problems of slum issue are still growing and taking place at the suburban part of the study
area.

Study Area
Yangon Region has 45 townships and Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC) have designated
33 townships. Yangon city is Myanmar’s largest city and Myanmar’s commercial capital since colonial
times and lying between 16˚ 41' 00'' N to 17˚ 5' 30'' N latitudes and 95 ˚ 59' 30'' E and 96˚ 27' 30'' E
longitudes. The population of Yangon in 2019 is 7.83 million and it is expected to be over 10 million in
2040. Yangon is largest and biggest commercial city of Myanmar. It is also largest population and most
densely populated area in Myanmar. Most of the industrial zones are around the Yangon Area. With
these attractions and many opportunities, the jobless and homeless from the various regions of
Myanmar come to get their jobs and their future as mobile or migrant. These conditions are why we
observe and approach this issue.

Objectives
-

To examine the distribution of renters of Yangon City

-

To assess the increase in squatters of Yangon City

-

To analyze on the variations of the renters and squatters

Data and Methodology
Data
The main data was got from 57 in-depth interviews who included from settlements, renters and
authority persons of administration offices.
Methods
The description method is based on field survey and open talk interview (adding with mobile phone).
The responses help to explain the spatial distribution of renters and squatters and variation between
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renters and squatters. Figure. 1 presents the workflow of mobile settlement (renters, squatters and
renters of squatters) of Yangon City.

Figure 1: Workflow of mobile/ migrant settlement in Yangon City

Analysis and Discussion
Renters and Their Opinions
Renters are the residents by ‘bidding’ at various rent levels. Their bids are determined by their need
for centrality and their ability to pay. The most expensive areas which have the best accessibility for
maximizing profits, are located in the center of the city. Largest space was occupied by the residential
activities and number of trade-offs between land costs, transport costs and density. Those living closer
to the center occupied high valued lands at very high densities but incurred low transport costs.
Towards the periphery, lived those with private transport who can incur higher costs on transport but
gave priority to low density residential areas.
Renters’ Opinions
Most of the renters are higher and middle income, education, and health care. In the CBD area
Markets, Super Marts, hospitals, Clinics etc. are better because of smoother Transportation and
communication. However, according to their responses the rental cost is increasing year by year.
Moreover, the rental fees are required for six months or one year in advance. Figure shows the renter
condition of Yangon City. According to data, the number of renters are higher in inner city.
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Figure 2: Renters Situation of Yangon City

Squatters’ Opinions
According to field survey, very few informal settlement areas remain in inner-city Yangon, especially
in the historical downtown area. The squatters have been removed over years to make way for the
development of office buildings, hotels and apartment buildings.

Figure 3: Squatters Condition of Yangon City

The settlements that remain are very small, consisting of only a few households, or they are comprised
of port workers, railway workers and government security workers. Outside the downtown area, the
situation is quite different.
The largest slum areas (accommodating many hundreds of residents and often one to two thousands)
are located in the periphery of Yangon. Their responses show them as having low income and living
standard, and all on daily wages. Their education level is primary and middle standards. About 15 %
of squatters are renters of squats in the suburban and fringe areas close to fields, industrial zones and
railway lines. They have no electricity and water supply, low costs and no jobs. They have no future
prospects of working.
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Figure 4: Spatial Variation of Renters and Squatters

Figure 5: Renters and Squatters of Yangon City

Figures 4 and 5 show the condition of renters and squatters of Yangon City. Hlaing Thar Yar, Shwe Pyi
Tha, Mingalardon and Seikkyi Khanaungto have more squatters than renters. North Okkalapa, Dagon
Myothit (East), Dagon Myothit (South), Dagon Myothit (Seikkan), Thingangyun, Tharkela and Dala
have equal numbers of renters and squatters. The other towns have fewer squatters than renters.
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Figure 6: Relationship squatter and renter of Yangon City

For the migration factors, push factors are population pressure, poor infrastructure, inadequate job
offers, bad educational chances, poor health care, ecological problems, natural disasters, and social
compulsions. Pull factors are improvement in the standard of living, better health care and availability
of services, varied employment opportunities, higher wages, quality of education, no social
compulsions and future prospects.
Yangon city has many pull factors for squatters. The squatters can solve their daily lives such as food,
drought, natural disasters, poor living conditions, housing, education and health care, agricultural
change, unemployment and political conditions. The renters approach Yangon area because of
closeness to jobs, higher incomes, higher life style, safe health care services, and social communities.
Squatters and renters share the same options on employment, incomes, health care and education,
but not as regards urban facilities.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between squatters and renters in Yangon City. According to data, the
renters are higher at downtown area such as Latha, Pabetan, Kyauktada and Lanmadaw townships.
The renters hire shelters for their business, and apartments.
The squatters placed at the peripheral area of Yangon City. Hlaing Tha yar, Mingalardon, North
Okkalapa, Shwe Pyi Tha, Dagon Myothit (East), Dagon Myot hit (North), Dagon Myothit (South), and
Dagon Myothit (Seikkan) Townships find sites for their job opportunities, low price of living cost, not
far from working place with highway terminal and industrial zones etc.
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Conclusions
According to National Census in 2014, the population is 5.7 million and it will be round about 10.79
million in 2040 with the 2.6% annual growth rate. Recently drafted Yangon Master Plan proposes new
areas of urban expansion including new town centers, and major investments in transportation. The
Master Plan targets infrastructure, particularly transportation, water supply, and garbage disposal etc.
However, it does not address systematic land use planning which is at a greater level of detail.
Therefore, many challenges await Renters and Squatters.
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Principles on Freedom of Expression and Countering
of Hate Speech in Myanmar
Khin Mon Lin
Independent Researcher

Abstract
The existence of intolerance and discrimination on the basis of race, religion and gender are increasing
human rights violations, which has led to the occurrence of violence and ethnic conflicts in the
country. Hate speech is regarded as racism and discrimination against the individual or the targeted
minority people in Myanmar. However, hate speech can easily be seen in social media, even on state
owned media without effective control. In the political regime, it is rooted that hate speech is misused
as a weapon to spread discrimination against ethnic and religious minorities in Myanmar, including
Rohingya Muslims (a minority group in Rakhine State). According to the UK-based Burma Human
Rights Network (BHRN) report 2020, a number of cases of social media hate speech and disinformation
by some political parties' members is documented during the 2020 General Election. Although there
is some national legislation which prohibits discriminatory hate speech, the general election case
study indicated that it is in reality very different from what the international and domestic legal
framework seeks to achieve.
Keywords: human rights, freedom of expression, hate speech, discrimination, incitement
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Research Objective
The purpose of this study is to identify the national commitment of prohibiting hate speech in
Myanmar, and to explore the cases of hate speech spread by the political parties or individual
candidates during the 2020 election.

Research Question
What was learned from the case study of Myanmar General Election 2020 to distinguish hate speech
from freedom of expression?

Research Methodology
The study involved obtaining information from books, articles, reports, and periodic journals issued
by the relevant international institutions like Human Rights Watch, Article 19 which is the international
organization mainly focusing on free expression and hate speech, and other NGOs. Relevant
scholarship was also reviewed. This paper included case by case analysis on the practice of general
freedom of expression and the extent of the interpretation of hate speech to be prohibited in
Myanmar.

Introduction
There is no doubt that the realization of freedom of expression (Article 19 of UDHR and Article 19 of
the ICCPR) is a fundamental right of any democratic society; it should be a powerful tool for the citizen
to criticize freely the authority and their policies. However, since all speech is not good and of no
benefit for society, freedom of expression might lead to inequality, racial and religious hatred
constituting incitement to hostility, discrimination or violence. Massaro (1991) expressed in his
research that not all free speech is good speech, which means that freedom of speech is not always a
sound or just public policy. Carlsson (2016) stated relating to media freedom, that hate speech became
one of the root causes threatening freedom of expression and freedom of the press among other
barriers -state censorship and repression, self-censorship, surveillance, propaganda-disinformation,
and various organized crimes. The term "hate speech" is widely defined as "any kind of communication
in speech, writing or behavior, that attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory language with
reference to a person or a group on the basis of who they are, in other words, based on their religion,
ethnicity, nationality, race, color, descent, gender or other identity factor" (United Nations Strategy
And Plan of Action on Hate Speech, 2019).
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To counter hate speech, it is hard to distinguish it from political speech which is strongly protected in
liberal democracies; sometimes it can be regarded as both political and hate speech (Barendt, 2019).
According to Şükrü Balci and Abdulkadir Gölkü (2011), hate speeches mainly show ideological
functions, which have direct connections with hate crimes and in modern societies hate crimes are
reinforced by hate speeches. On the other hand, the fight against discrimination and racism has built
a body of standards that seeks to respond to the phenomenon of hate speech as a way to guarantee
the equal exercise of rights (Torres and Taricco, 2019, p .10). There are various methods used for
dissemination of hateful content targeted at individuals or group of people. One of the most widely
used means of spreading the discriminatory content is the Internet (online) (Wotoch, 2015). In this
regard, YouTube also describes the definition of ‘hate speech’ as: “content that promotes violence or
hatred against individuals or groups based on certain attributes, such as: race or ethnic origin, religion,
disability, gender, age, veteran status, or sexual orientation/ gender identity"(YouTube Community
Guidelines).
In Myanmar, hate speech and harmful misinformation lie at the core issue of violence against interethnic and religious minority people. Although there is some legislation which prohibits discriminatory
hatred speech, some human rights activists criticize that the law is mainly relying on censorship and
criminal penalties. From military rule (1962-2015) a range of repressive laws are in place seeking to
silence those who wish to scrutinize governmental decisions along with hate speech especially against
the military. Here, it should be questioned whether the restriction of free speech is merely to protect
the government’s authority and sustain their power. Besides, some doubts that the relevant anti-hate
speech legislation can affect equally all ethnic or religious minority people in Myanmar. It should be
considered that addressing hate speech does not mean merely limiting or prohibiting freedom of
speech, and keeping hate speech from turning into something more dangerous, particularly
incitement to discrimination, hostility and violence, which is prohibited under international law.
Myanmar is moving forward to democratic society, and has already signed four core human rights
treaties; Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (1979), Convention on the Persons with Disabilities (2006) and
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966). Moreover, for the ongoing
national peace process, it is urgently needed to address the existence of intolerance and
discrimination among certain groups of people. It is time for the government to show their good faith
by considering what form of speech should be strictly prohibited as hate speech that can drive to a
dangerous place and unnecessary violence.
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1.1 Freedom of Expression and the Concept of Hate Speech
The right to freedom of opinion and expression is a fundamental human rights, protected by Article
19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and Article-19 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Since all human rights are universal, indivisible, interrelated,
interdependent and mutually reinforcing, the right to freedom of expression is regarded as the
cornerstone for other basic rights. Moreover, it is given legal force through all major international and
regional human rights treaties; Article 9 of the African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
(ACHPR); Article 13 of the American Convention on Human Rights (AmCHR), and Article 10 of the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) (Article, 2015). It is also regarded as customary
international law (Filartiga v.Pena-Irala, 630 F. 2d 876 (1980) (US Circuit Court of Appeals, 2nd circuit).
However, the right to freedom of expression is not an absolute right. “The citizen shall comply with
lawful legislation by the government (a) for respect of the rights or reputations of others; (b) for the
protection of national security or of public order, public health and public morals”, Article 19(3) of the
ICCPR. Moreover, the prevention of discrimination, violence, hatred and incitement to violence is
fairly developed in international human rights standards, including the Genocide Convention which
includes “direct and public incitement to commit genocide” as one of the acts punishable under the
Convention (Article 3). The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (ICEARD) requires States parties to “declare an offence punishable by law all
dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred, incitement to racial discrimination, as
well as all acts of violence or incitement to such acts against any race or group of persons of another
color or ethnic origin, and also the provision of any assistance to racist activities, including the
financing thereof" (Article 4). In addition, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
requires States parties to prohibit by law “any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence” (article 20 (2)). Therefore, states,
international multilateral governance bodies and civil society organizations have made efforts to
resolve the conflicts between freedom of expression and equality of rights (Torres & Taricco, 2019).
The UN’s International Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination interprets ‘hate speech’
as “a form of other-directed speech which rejects the core human rights principles of human dignity
and equality and seeks to degrade the standing of individuals and groups in the estimation of society”
(Article…). Moreover, the European Court of Human Rights also considers ‘hate speech’ as: “all forms
of expression which spread, incite, promote or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or
other forms of hatred based on intolerance, including intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism
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and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility towards minorities, migrants and people of immigrant
origin” (Gündüz v. Turkey, App. No. 35071/97 (2004), paras 22 and 43).
Due to the lack of a universally accepted definition, the scope of hate speech may vary depending on
the contextualization. International and regional human rights instruments set out the standards for
defining and limiting ‘hate speech’ by adopting a range of international guidelines for tackling it.
Human Rights Council Resolution 16/18 sets out a universally agreed action plan for states to address
intolerance on the basis of religion or belief. The UN Rabat Plan of Action 2013 provides practical legal
and policy guidance to states on implementing Article 20(2) of the ICCPR. It establishes a series of
criteria for identifying hate speech and its eventual criminalization: (i) the prevalent social and political
context at the time the speech was articulated and disseminated; (ii) the position or social status of
the speaker, including the position of the individual or the organization in the context of the audience
to which the speech is addressed;(iii) the intention of the speaker; (iv) the content or form of the
speech, which may include the evaluation of the extent to which the speech was provocative and
direct, as well as a focus on the form, style and nature of the arguments expressed in the speech in
question or in the balance reached between the arguments expressed; (v) the attributes of the
discourse, including elements such as the scope of the discourse, its public nature, the relevance and
size of the audience; and (vi) the possibility, including the imminence, that there is a reasonable
probability that the discourse will succeed in inciting real action against the target group, recognizing
that this causal relationship must be rather direct.
The Camden principles on freedom of expression and equality recommend that:
The national legal systems should make clear, either explicitly or through authoritative interpretation,
that: (i) The terms “hatred” and “hostility” refer to intense and irrational emotions of shaming,
showing enmity and aversion towards the target group. (ii) The term “promotion” shall be understood
as requiring the intention to publicly promote hatred against the target group. (iii) The term
“incitement” refers to statements about national, racial or religious groups that may create an
imminent risk of discrimination, hostility or violence against persons belonging to such groups (Torres
& Taricco, 2019, p. 5).
Therefore, in rare circumstances, international human rights law permits restrictions on speech;
criminal penalties should be used as a measure of last resort. Besides, international guidance on
countering ‘hate speech’ emphasizes positive policy measures and that criminalization should be used
to prohibit speech only as the last resource, in line with international standards (Article-19, 2020).
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1.2 National Legal Commitments on the Protection of Free Speech and Prohibition of Hate Speech
in Myanmar
In Myanmar, the government guarantees a range of fundamental rights of citizens in the 2008
Constitution that leads to the democratic society. It can also be found in various laws and legislation
that can be applied when confronting discrimination, such as hate speech.
Concerning the right to freedom of expression, Section 354 of the 2008 Constitution, and Section-4 of
the Law relating to the Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession 2011, provide that a citizen can
express and publish freely their conviction and opinion, but that some forms of expression can be
lawfully restricted as hate speech that can lead to discrimination, incitement to violence and war. It
does not apply against laws enacted for Union security, prevalence of law and order, community peace
and tranquility or public morality, but is clearly restricted to not prejudicing the relations between one
national race and another or among national races and other faiths (Section-354(d) of the 2008
Constitution). Moreover, it is clearly provided in the Constitution regarding the spread of hateful
content against a targeted group of people;
"The abuse of religion for political purposes is forbidden. Moreover, any act which is intended or is
likely to promote feelings of hatred, enmity or discord between racial or religious communities or
sects is contrary to this Constitution. A law may be promulgated to punish such activity" (Section 364
of the 2008 Constitution).
Indeed, for over a hundred years there has been the legislation to regulate hate speech along ethnic,
racial and religious lines. The following laws can be identified as prohibiting hate speech in Myanmar:
section-295(A) of the Penal Code 1860 criminalizes speech “with deliberate and malicious intention
of outraging religious feelings”—in essence, insulting religion by words, either spoken or written, or
by visible representations, insults or attempts to insult the religion or the religious beliefs of that class.
Besides, whoever makes, publishes or circulates any statement, rumor or report with intent to cause,
or which is likely to cause, fear or alarm to the public or to any section of the public whereby any
person may be induced to commit an offence against the State or against the public tranquility; or
with intent to incite, or which is likely to incite, any class or community of persons to commit any
offence against any other class or community, shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend
to two years, or with fine, or with both (Section-505 of the Penal Code).
In addition, in the political context, it is likely to refer to hate speech related to current national
conflicts for political purposes. Especially, as such speech is more likely to be used during election
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periods, it is a crucial time to distinguish hate speech from political speech which is definitively
protected in a democratic society. It is hard to establish the boundaries. According to the Political
Parties Registration Law 2010, the political party has the obligation to abstain from writing, delivering
or organizing and instigating speech that can cause conflict or that can affect dignity and morals
relating to nationality, religion, individual or public. And they must abstain from abuse of religion for
political ends (Section-6 (d and e).
Incitement to racial discrimination is punishable under Section-24 of the Ethnic Rights Protection Law
(2015),
"No one shall commit any act which is intended or is likely to promote feelings of hatred, enmity, and
discord among the ethnic groups" ,"it shall, on conviction, be punished with imprisonment for a term
not exceeding two years or with a fine not exceeding two hundred thousand kyats or with both"
(Section-27).
Although the related national legal framework for the prohibition of hate speech can be found, there
is no special law punishing hate speech with wide range of definition. Besides, it should be questioned
whether the above legislation is sufficient to protect an ethnic or religious minority. Beata Wotoch
(2015, p.45) pointed out as an important issue the escalation of discriminatory activities such as hate
speech demonstrations and the inadequacies in existing to deal with such activities. There is an urgent
need to adopt specific laws to prohibit and punish libel, insult and incitement against minority groups.
Over the last few years, countries in Southeast Asia such as Singapore, Malaysia, Myanmar and
Thailand have passed, amended or announced their intention to introduce bills aimed at securing
social, racial or religious harmony (http://www.mizzima.com). Since 2006, the Myanmar government
is drafting an Anti-Hate Speech Law, the so called Protection against Hate Speech law. It is intended
(a) to protect against bodily and verbal malevolent actions which can create and aims to create hatred,
dissension, hostility and conflict among diverse religious faiths and ethnic groups; (b) to pay due
regard to the rights of others among diverse religious faiths and ethnic groups; and (c) to create and
establish a human society settled together within the State. Under this law, Hate- Speech denotes any
bodily or verbal action by any manner or by a certain language which can create conflicts and
dissension among diverse religious faiths and ethnic groups (Section2 (j)). The Utterance of hatespeech is strictly prohibited, along with reiteration and dissemination of hate-speech, incitement by
means of hate- speech, publicity for hate-speech through information technology for the purpose of
creating dissent and conflict among diverse religious followers and ethnic groups (Section10).
However, in this bill, most provisions are about forming committee led by the ministry. When it comes
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to enforcement there is still concern among some legal experts and civil society organizations relating
to the power of the ministry to investigate cases.
In practice, however, many challenges may arise with legislation against hate speech because it is not
always easy to distinguish to what extent freedom of expression can be recognized and to what extent
legitimate restriction of expression. Regarding the countering of hate speech, Beata Wotoch (2015)
described that freedom of speech and hate speech have always been problematic and it proves
extremely difficult to establish the boundaries. Thus, after the draft law has been entered into force,
it should be monitored to assess its effectiveness. The situation in Myanmar is in reality very difficult
as regards what it seeks to achieve within the international and domestic legal framework to protect
minorities from the negative effects of discriminatory hate speech. It can be seen that Anti-Muslim
hate speech became a huge discriminatory attack on a racial and religious minority. Therefore, the
government should make an effort with measures required to build peaceful co-existence between
different groups of people, to prevent unnecessary tension that can lead to incitement to war or
nationwide violence.
1.3 Hate Speech against Minority Muslim People in Myanmar
Intercommunal violence between Burmese Buddhists and Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State can be
traced back to2012: a rape case occurred that was the main cause of the conflict. It appeared as a
conflict based on race and religion due to exploitation by some political leaders. Since then, the
tension between the different groups has increased. Sensitive issues need time to rebuild trust.
In a country, religious leaders can be considered as playing a particularly important role in influencing
the behavior of those who share their beliefs (The Plan of Action for Religious Leaders and Actors,
n.d.). The faith of the individuals or the group has sometimes been misused to justify incitement to
violence and discrimination. U Warathu is notorious for delivering religious hate speech because of a
graphic video posted on social media relating to the rape case in Rakhine State. The Office of the
United Nations Resident Coordinator in Myanmar said "the video is a wrong use of freedom of
expression, reinforcing negative stereotypes which may encourage animosity.” U Warathu was also
involved in the anti-Muslim 969 movement. In 2015, Buddhist nationalists formed a group called
MaBaTha (The Association for Protection of Race and Religion). In 2016 the NLD government legally
dissolved MaBaTha although the group soon reorganized under a different name. In 2017 U Warathu
made inflammatory comments in a sermon "If women can’t find a husband, get a dog: canines are as
able as Muslim men,” he said to hundreds of his supporters, including women. The Buddhist authority
of Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee banned him from delivering sermons across the country for one
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year because of his religiously incendiary rhetoric. Against the order, U Warathu has delivered several
“silent sermons” at which his mouth was covered by two pieces of colored tape while one of his
previous sermons played over loudspeakers.
Following the religious conflict in 2012, legal experts decided a Hate Speech Law or Interfaith Harmony
Law needed to be enacted. Meantime, a prominent lawyer U Ko Ni (who was assassinated in 2014)
proposed the Maintenance of Religious Harmony Act in the wake of clashes between Buddhists and
Muslims in Meiltila, Mandalay Region, under the rule of President U Thein Sein. It is intended to
promote harmony among religions and to take effective action against those who try to disturb that
harmony. However, it was not be implemented (Myanmar Times, 2017).
Htin Lin Oo, a writer and former National League for Democracy information officer, was sentenced
to two years with rigorous for violating Section 295(a) of Myanmar’s Penal Code, which prohibits the
deliberate and malicious outraging of religious feelings. The charge emerged from a speech in which
he had accused several prominent Buddhist organizations of extreme nationalism and was mostly
referencing Myanmar’s notorious monk, U Warathu. That case suggests that the law has been
exclusively deployed to target alleged insults against Buddhism, rather than to protect religious
minorities from discriminatory hatred speech.
Subsequently, social media online platforms like Facebook become the place where perpetrators can
spread their hatred message targeted to some users. Among Myanmar’s population of 53 million, less
than 1% could access the internet in 2014. However, by 2016, Myanmar appeared as having more
Facebook users than any other South Asian country. To date, more than 14 million people had internet
access and use Facebook. And many people considered Facebook the only internet entry point for
information, and that many regarded posts as news (The Guardian, 2018). Facebook has made public
its efforts to tackle misuse of its platform as a political tool. Viral disinformation, posting fake news
including videos of anti-Rohingya propaganda linked to some political groups, has spread on Facebook,
deepening divides along lines of ethnic and religious identity of minority groups in Myanmar.
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Source: Post by Myanmar Hard Talk page

This post illustrates the spreading of disinformation without control by using the online platform in
particular on Facebook. It became the place to spread hate speech by using misinformation which the
politician exploits intentionally for their interests to draw public attention and public support while
defending it as their free opinion.
It was frequently posting outright disinformation including content that could inflame racial or
religious tensions, in association with known extremists. In one of its most egregious examples of
spreading disinformation, Myanmar Hard Talk published a provocative video that it claimed contained
footage found on a computer belonging to the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army. In 2016 and 2017,
ARSA attacked Myanmar police outposts, prompting a Tatmadaw campaign against the Rohingya that
some have described as genocide. The MHT video claimed ARSA is a threat to Myanmar’s sovereignty
and that the group was training to invade Rakhine State.
Frontier found that much of the footage was drawn from videos first posted by Mr Rick Heizman, an
openly anti-Muslim campaigner who has claimed that Rakhine State is the target of a global Muslim
conspiracy to destroy Buddhism, and once called for 800,000 Rohingya to be expelled to Bangladesh.
The contents of the original Heizman videos could not be verified, and there was no explanation for
how he obtained the footage. It had over 100,000 views and 7,000 shares when Frontier reported it
to Facebook, which then removed the post.
Indeed, it is found that the perpetrator targeted the particular group of people who rely on online
social media as their only source of news. They lack knowledge to identify if the news is reliable or
not, and sometimes they share the post without tracing the source of the news. Therefore, Matthew
Bugher said “Unchecked intolerance and discrimination have led Myanmar to a dark and dangerous
place (Article-19, 2020). Tackling hate speech is also crucial to deepen progress across the United
Nations agenda by helping to prevent armed conflict, atrocity crimes and terrorism, end violence
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against women and other serious violations of human rights, and promote peaceful, inclusive and just
societies (United Nations Strategy And Plan of Action on Hate Speech, 2019). It is critical for the
government to address the misuse of religious faith as a political weapon.
1.4 Case Study: Hate Speech in 2020 Myanmar Election
It is critical before and during a general election to establish whether political parties are using hate
speech or religious incitement in their election campaign. A number of webpages and posts can be
found where misinformation and hate comments are spread during election campaigning. The
politicians intentionally spread misinformation and hate speech to fight other political parties,
sometimes targeting minorities provoking thousands of discriminatory comments by using faked
photos. There were a number of complaints to the Union Election Commission in 2020 election.
According to the UK-based Burma Human Rights Network (BHRN) report 2020, 39 cases of hate speech
and misinformation on social media were documented by online users. The comments, some of which
are shared thousands of times, contain vile accusations against Muslims and largely seek to discredit
Aung San Suu Kyi and her NLD party (Burma Human Rights Network, 2020). Among them, there was a
very controversial election campaign poster raised by an individual candidate in Latha Township,
Yangon.

Source: RFA

After the official two-month pre-election campaign period began in September 2020, the independent
candidate U Kyaw Soe Htut, who was running for a parliamentary seat in Yangon’s Latha Township
which is ethnically and religiously diverse, used a poster with a symbol of three Banyan leaves that
represent Myanmar’s Buddhist majority and the slogan “No Rohingya” on his campaign posters. The
West Yangon District Election Sub-commission ordered the candidate to remove the poster. However,
Kyaw Soe Htut defended his poster, saying that his slogan did not infringe campaign rules and that it
was not a religious issue. He also pointed out to the election sub-commission that the Rohingya are
not among Myanmar’s official 135 ethnic minority groups. He complained that he was just exercising
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his right to freedom of expression and he added, “Because we don’t recognize the Rohingya as an
ethnic group in Myanmar, his campaign does not violate the election commission’s rules against using
religion and nationality.”
However, under Section 6 (d) and (e) of the Polity party Registration Law 2010, he must abstain from
writing, delivering speech or organizing and instigating that can cause conflict or that can affect dignity
and morals relating to nationality, religion, individual or public; and abstain from abuse of religion for
political ends.
In this regard, U Aung Myo Min, executive director of the human rights group Equality Myanmar said
“The campaign slogan directly targeted the Muslim minority people in Rakhine State, even though the
Rohingya are not included among the 135 ethnic groups, it is easy to identify whom they refer to, and
it is contrary to the Constitution and the Election Law because it fosters hatred (Interviewed by DVB,
2020)”
In that case, it is important to clarify whether the political parties are using their freedom of expression
as parliamentary candidates who have the right to present their party policy or whether they are
spreading intentionally racial or religious hatred targeting a particular group. Besides, it can be found
that other parties are using their religious beliefs in their election campaign by saying "To vote them
to enable to conserve our nationality and religion in Myanmar". Due to current race and religious
conflicts in Myanmar, such form of speech is difficult to assume as free speech. It is very rooted to
misuse faith as a political weapon. One researcher pointed out that "free speech must integrate both
individualist and communitarian concerns, juridical correct understanding and limitations of free
speech in furtherance of community harmony and cohesion, dignitary rights" (Kaniklidis, 2015, p.1).
Therefore, there is concern for some politics, and human rights activists pointed out that it need to be
addressed urgently as a threat to the rule of law in the country. At the 2020 general election, two
Muslim parliamentary candidates Daw Win Mya Mya and Ko Si Thu Maung were selected from
National League for Democracy although there was not any Muslim candidate in 2015 election. In that
case, the local people protested and conducted a signature campaign against Daw Win Mya Mya
based on her race and religion and sent a letter to the NLD demanding the party remove her candidacy
(Burma Human Rights Network, 2020). It is the constitutional right of the citizen to participate in
electoral process, it should not be denied due to their religion and race. They experienced the personal
attack by other political party and local people. However, both of them won their parliamentary seats.
It can be assumed that the government should listen more when a minority' seeks to silence voice and
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opinion in the political fray. The electoral process should be a good time to cultivate the attitude of
the citizen in exercising democratic values peacefully and respectfully.

Conclusion
To sum up, hate speech can be regarded as a human rights violation if it constitutes discrimination,
incitement to hostility or violence towards a person or a group based on the grounds of their race,
religion, and other form of identification. Hate speech and hate-based propaganda constitute an insult
to a person’s core identity, and attack the dignity of a group of people. Some severe forms of hatred
targeted a specific group, inciting violence against them. The legitimate restraint to free speech should
be recognized in the interests of the whole community in order to build up "a peaceful, safe and
humane environment”.
The case study of general election 2020 showed a lack of sufficient measures to enable the authorities
to combat the spread of hate speech and disinformation on social media against a targeted minority
group during the election. An efficient legal enforcement mechanism for the Union Election
Commission against those using hate speech against different races and religions could not be found.
Countering hate speech urgently needs to be implemented by the new government from the lessons
of the 2020 Election. The hate speech is simply spread online by misinterpretation of free speech,
even by the political members. The weakness of law enforcement and the application of exiting antihate speech law are just to protect the authority or the majority group of people rather than to protect
the minority. The government should enact comprehensive anti-hate speech law consistent with the
2008 Constitution to fully protect ethnic and religious minority people.
The knowledge of the individual and the whole society should be promoted by education programs to
reduce the negative impact of hate speech in the national peace process. Hate speech should be
countered by collective effort including the government, civil society organizations and corporations
like Facebook with technical support from the latter and financial support from the government. Not
only the government, but all state actors should respect the rights of minority people by
acknowledging that they are vulnerable. The election has alerted the new government to the need to
protect minority communities from the spread of hate speech inconsistent with constitutionality and
legal policy in line with international human rights law; it should be prohibited without undermining
the right to freedom of expression, by respecting democratic values.
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Socio-Cultural Impact on Caregivers’ Experiences of
Educated Training to Autistic Children
Khin Muyar Aung
Anthropology Department, Dagon University, Myanmar

Abstract
The number of people who are recognized as autistic all over the world is increasing year after year,
as well as it impacts on families in terms of health, education, economy and social factors. With the
title of “Socio-cultural impact on caregivers’ experiences of educated training to autistic children” this
paper studies the autistic child who lives in Yangon. The objectives of this paper are to find out the
experiences of caregivers facing socio cultural issues concerned with autistic children and to describe
how their train and educate their autistic child. The study has a descriptive study design. The
methodology applied in this paper includes Individual Depth Interview (IDI), Key Informant Interview
(KII), observation, and informal interview. Date were collected in close association with the Myanmar
Autism Association in Yangon, which educates and trains autistic children. Today, caregivers make
efforts to educate themselves and overcome difficulties by attending training. Training an autistic child
is more arduous than a normal child. Caregivers face difficulties in the socio-cultural background of
their living environment and treatment, as well as sorrows and difficulties when training their autistic
child. This paper elaborates how caregivers do their best to enable autistic children to live
harmoniously in society, to have a better future, and to acquire basic skills according to age to live
their daily lives like normal people. This paper seeks to discover how caregiver face socio cultural
issues concerned with the autistic child, and how the education and training proceeds. The caregiver
has to train an autistic child based on individual needs.
Keywords: Autistic child, Caregiver, descriptive study, socio cultural environment
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Introduction
According to World Health Organization (2013), Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) comprise a range
of developmental disorders characterized by impairment in functions related to central nervous
system maturation and a varied mixture of impaired capacity for reciprocal socio-communicative
interaction. According to Chambon et al. (2017), diminished social functioning constitutes one of the
core features of ASD. The people who are responsible for taking care of those identified as autistic
should undergo special training. Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) or autism can be regarded as a
defect because of the abnormal development processes of an individual's brain. In addition, society
and many communities have also accepted that autism is a type of disability.
In Myanmar, concern with autism according to the different religious and cultural backgrounds of
Myanmar people, there are various assumptions and treatments. As most of the people in Myanmar
are Buddhists, they believe that autism in the existing life is due to consequences of pre-existence.
Actually, autism means the situation of someone’s lifelong living with deficiency in communication,
thinking and creativity due to growing up with unbalanced capability or abnormality. People, who
have autism symptoms, suffer from capacity deficiencies for their whole lives due to the unnatural
development processes of their brains and nerves. In reality, they are not sick. In Myanmar autism is
kind of intellectual disability. Although they are not people who have intellectual inability, they feel
awkward in their daily lifelong routine as they cannot do things properly like other people. Most
people think an autistic person is a reincarnation of a custodian spirit. People with disabilities are often
labeled “the other”; somehow separate from people who are not considered to have disabilities. The
number of people who are recognized as autistic all over the world has increased year after year along
with its effects on families and the country in terms of health, education, economy and social factors.
“Caregivers” refers to all those including parents who take care and educate or train autism-diagnosed
people and help and teach autistic children to be able to eat, sleep and do personal routines by
themselves. Caregivers have to train them to be able to live in harmony with others. When training is
provided for them, the caregivers are faced with different socio-cultural effects. Hence, it is essential
that the caregivers, including parents, who are responsible for taking care of such individuals, educate
or train them in the necessary skills in which they should be proficient, according to their age levels.
This study also explores how the caregivers train or educate autistic children based on the experiences
of those that have been affected, in order that they will be able to live in accordance with the customs
of their communities and be better prepared for the future, instead of becoming useless. This research
will focus on “Socio-cultural effects on caregivers' experiences of educated training to autistic child".
The location selected for the study is Myanmar Autism Association situated in Yangon, Myanmar.
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Objectives
1. To describe how caregivers train and educate their children with autism.
2. To explore the experiences of caregivers facing socio cultural issues concerning autism.

Research Question
What are the caregiver’s experiences of educating/training an autistic child?

Rationale
If a child is autistic, their caregivers including the parents need to educate or train it as much as
possible by fighting against stress, worries and sorrows. All over the world, the number of autismdiagnosed children is on the rise. Although there is no exact nationwide list of autism-diagnosed
people, it was learnt according to one of the responsible persons from Myanmar Autism Association
that the number of such children is increasing day by day. The autism-diagnosed are people who find
difficulty with social relations and interactions and who have some problems in their ability to
concentrate. Because of those conditions, they are in need of special care since it is very difficult to
educate or train them. Additionally, it was also found that although several autism-related studies
have been made from medical or psychological perspectives, there is no such research found to have
been implemented from the sociocultural perspective. This study is aimed at investigating how autism
children are educated or trained based on the experiences of the caregivers with such children.

Literature Review
The term “autism” was first identified in 1943 by Dr. Leo Kanner, a pediatric psychiatrist at Johns
Hopkins Hospital (Barbera, 2009). The word autism originated from ancient Greek in which the word
autos mean self. In recent years, autism is the most commonly diagnosed of childhood development
disorders. Disorders of this spectrum affect children of all countries, ethnicities and social levels and
they do not have cultural barriers (Kulla et al, 2015). According to Ochs et al. (2004), an account of the
abilities and limitations of autistic persons can shed light on anthropological theories of society and
culture. Basher (2014) elaborates that caregivers face extreme difficulties in dealing with challenging
behaviors, teaching their child to communicate, teaching basic life skills, guarding their child from
danger, and preparing their child for adult life. According to Cicourel (2012) the emergence of social
differentiation and reproduction of human communal life is necessarily linked to socialization
practices of the young, and caregiver practices with aged persons, especially when the latter group is
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diagnosed as having modest or advanced dementia. Various unexpected behaviors of the child can
catch parents’ attention due to their disruption of the social cohesion of everyday life (Desai et al.,
2012). Ismalina et al. (2016) state that the majority of caregivers are the child’s biological parents. In
most of the studies, a large number of the participants were mothers who are primary caregiver. The
researcher encountered a lot of challenging conditions in educating or training autism children in his
study. This study will also explore the socio-cultural experiences affected when educating or training
such children.

Methodology
The study was conducted in ethnographic research design. The study area was the Myanmar Autism
Association special school in Yangon. Founded In February 2013 with 15 committee members
including parents of autistic children, Myanmar Autism Association, has 14 teachers delivering training
for 35 autistic people with two hours per person at least by sharing the training time from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm daily.
To collect data, qualitative research methods were used by using available data, interview, in-depth
interview and participant observation. Participant observation was used in personally engaging in the
observation of how the caregivers educate or train autistic children. In collecting data, observation,
individual in-depth interview and key informant interview and informal interviews were used.
In conducting the interviews, those who were not willing to cooperate were not asked to participate.
Interviews were conducted on how the caregivers train or educate autism children to learn to live
harmoniously in their communities. Those individuals who were keen on participating in observation
were selected for key informant interviews. Individual in-depth interviews were conducted on the
specific skills in which the caregivers educate or train the children and what types of experiences they
have had in giving the education or training.
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Findings
The Myanmar Socio- Cultural Context that Influences on How Autism is Understood
This part explored the socio-cultures of caregivers regarding the cultural backgrounds of their living
environment, treatments, sorrows and difficulties that they face during educating/training autistic
children to be able to stand alone in their lives. There are many situations of socio-culture that
influence caregivers after diagnosis of autism. There are many assumptions with regard to abnormal
situations once autism has been identified. Although caregivers are conscious that their children are
late in talking, need special care and need to go to special schools, relatives will suggest “it is just late
talking” and “childish misbehavior”. Then caregivers are faced with many suggestions on how to treat
their children with all sorts of therapies based on their religion, relatives’ sayings and socio-cultures.
They may have assumed that being late in talking is being bewitched, and consult with astrologers and
do yātrā (support of life). A caregiver told how she tried to get her autistic son to talk based on her
belief:
“I donated many kyeezee (triangular brass gong) at many pagodas as it was suggested that
my son will talk if I donate them at pagodas. I also feed my son with chicken tails as I was
told that he will be able to talk after eating them. But there is no progress.”
She continued with other activities according to Myanmar tradition:
“I let my son eat the flat fish’s tongue and wear the green sheet decorated under the
Myanmar orchestra by making as an amulet to keep off evil on his neck according to advice
of elders.”
Another caregiver also said what she did so for her daughter to talk as follows:
“I dug a hole in the ground and put my daughter into it. Then, apart from my daughter’s face,
I filled that hole with dirt. Another way was that I put my daughter in a mat roll together with
a cock. Then I suddenly splashed water onto her face. The reason for doing like this is to force
a voice from her mouth by giving her a shock together with the cock. I touched my daughter’s
tongue seven times with a wooden spoon without breathing. Additionally, I pressed my
daughter’s tongue with plum tree thorns. Those are the ways that I tried for my daughter to be
able to talk.”

There were sociocultural practices influencing Myanmar society and communities that were
implemented without understanding an abnormal child's autism symptoms. Such practices did not
provide support for the utterance of words by the child or for a reduction in socially unacceptable
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behaviors that are a normal result of autism. However, it was found that 'autism' was not known to
many people in Myanmar society because of the dominating overarching sociocultural situation.
Likewise, a caregiver of an autistic child explained about their experiences on how they tried for their
deaf child based on their beliefs:
“People think this child was not allowed to talk as he was reincarnated from a treasure trove.
His mother wished for her son by offering milk at the Mya Nan Nwe Shrine daily as she
believed that her wishes would be fulfilled. She also did varieties of activities according to her
belief. Although her son was treated by famous monks, like Kone Lone Sayadaw, there was
no progress. To expiate past sins and misdeeds, she also wished at the Wut Kway Taw Pyay
pagoda. Moreover, she let her son try being a monk for a while and taking a bitter traditional
medicine. She believes that her son will be able to talk by doing these things.”
Generally, caregivers do not know that their children should have a medical check-up for being unable
to talk. They try various ways with wishes for their children to become normal, regardless of their
religion. There are many assumptions for situations of abnormal children such as intellectual inability,
half-wit and deaf child. Some children do not sleep at night due to an autistic character. Such situations
of insomnia also are explained in different ways and treated traditionally such as by changing places
of bed and letting children sleep by lit candles in daytime. Thus, although children are treated by
various ways such as religious therapy, traditional medical therapy and German traditional therapy,
the children do not progress. In fact, autism cannot be cured by treating with traditional therapy,
asking astrologers or invoking spirits. They are also not reincarnated from treasure troves. Effective
and essential training gets delayed due to lack of knowledge and awareness. However, many
caregivers learn that their children can be improved by training them and accepting the actual
situation. They have realized that curing with traditional ways doesn’t work. But recognition that this
kind of suffering can be reduced by training may have been delayed.
Socio-Cultural Experiences of Caregivers with Regard to Autistic Children
According to the interview, caregivers experience some difficulties while training autistic children. The
main difficult situations that caregivers face when they train autistic children arise from the objective
of getting the child to stand in the environment like other people and to perform daily routines such
as face washing, tooth brushing, eating, and proper social dealing and so on. Caregivers are depressed
because of financial and social issues that they face.
After diagnosis of “autism”, lack of knowledge among caregivers on how to educate their autistic
children is also a difficulty. Today, caregivers make efforts to educate them and overcome difficulties
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by attending training. Firstly, they have to attend training to understand autism and be able to train
systematically.
After completing the training, they have to learn practically with the child. The characteristics of
autistic children differ from one case to another and the training methods of caregivers differ likewise,
but they usually have challenges. Moreover, autistic people’s brains do not develop in step with their
ages. Thus, when a caregiver trains an autistic child of five years of age, they cannot teach him or her
like a normal five year old. In order to know the situation and weakness of an autistic child, there is
no regular process.
A caregiver has to tackle the situation based on experience, interest, innovation and skillfulness. The
competence of a caregiver means having knowledge about autism, sympathy and creativity for the
specific needs of a specific child. It is also the case that while some people around the autistic children
are supportive, others look down and discriminate. Since having to educate or train their autistic child,
the caregiver is faced with challenges including being lonely, coming adrift from their friends and
failing to observe social rules, as a consequences of having no opportunity to visit anywhere.
Whatever behaviors an autistic child is exhibiting, the caregivers have to bring him or her up. Based
on the experience of a caregiver, it was learnt that an autistic child cannot stand on his or her feet
without enough training. Therefore, a caregiver may become faced with a situation in which he or she
has come adrift from other people and in consequence become lonely since he or she has to monitor
the child nearly the whole day.
In starting training, caregivers have to start themselves with innovative teaching methods. A caregiver
has to understand the behaviors of his or her autistic students individually. In these situations, the
caregivers have to make efforts to become aware of what the children want to do, based on their
experiences. Regarding his experience, a caregiver said that:
“Experiences in real situation and in lessons studied in training are mostly different. The
situation of an autistic child as learned in the training is never identical with the situation of
an actual autistic child. There are variations on the “autistic spectrum.’ In reality,
concentration of a caregiver based on the actual situation, good-will and creativity are much
more important in supporting an autistic child.”
In this context, it is very important for the autistic child to understand that they are going to be trained
by this caregiver in order to live in a social community harmoniously. Every person with autism
syndromes has situations such as being weak in social dealing, being alone and no harmonious
relationship with people. In order to train for those situations, they are trained by the organization as
a group, running, jumping, playing all together and performing alternatively, so that they can
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understand what sharing is and the nature of living together. The coordination of autistic children also
is crucial.
Required Areas to be Trained for Characteristics of an Autistic Child
Through interviews, it is learnt that children with autistic syndrome need special training if they are
to acquire the basic skills that they need according to their ages to live their daily lives like normal
people in the sociocultural environment. Types of training are various as strengths and weaknesses in
each autistic child are different. After observing and knowing strengths and weaknesses thoroughly,
children are trained. Caregivers have to train autistic children with systematic observation and
coordination for the best situation. A responsible and experienced person from the Myanmar Autistic
Association said that the following facts such as sight, hearing, touch, smell and harmonious sensation
should be used to observe and train an autistic child as their senses are different from other people.
Regarding the senses, autistic people are used to behaving with hyper-response or hypo-response.
Sight
Autistic people with good sight can suffer glare when they see even normal colors and things. On the
other hand, autistic people with deficient sight feel an undue motion, vibration and unclear vision with
darkness.
Hearing
Regarding the ability to control sound, there are excesses and deficiencies. Some autistic people, who
have excessive sound control, are very weak in differentiating unnecessary sounds. Although it is not
a problem for a normal person, an autistic person feels disturbed.
Touch
For some autistic people with unnatural sense of touch, they feel great pain even if they are touched
lightly. (They do not like it if someone touches their skin and body. They need to be forced to wear or
change clothes. Some people with excess sense feel obsessive whenever they touch something - tor
instance, touching or holding other bodies)
Smell
Some autistic people cannot smell anything including some strong smells (for example: flower scent,
coffee, snack flavor). Inversely, some autistic people like something only if they feel some smells.
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Balanced Nerve Control
Regarding the balance of a body, postural asymmetry, some people have a problem in bone and joint.
Thus, such people have to walk sideways. They also live with scoliosis. Their special strength is that
autistic people can memorize things more than normal individuals. Thus, even if they show an
interesting action just once, they can imitate and perform it.
Educating or Training Autistic Children not to Exhibit Socially- Unacceptable Behaviors
An autism child acts in an unacceptable manner if their wishes are not fulfilled. In fact, they exhibit
such socially- unacceptable behaviors not because they really want to do so but because they cannot
express their dissatisfaction in words. Since autistic children are dissatisfied with their inability to
describe themselves so that others will understand, they feel ill at ease and exhibit socially
unacceptable behaviors. Therefore, the provision of education or trainings to them with a view to
lessening or diminishing their habits of exhibiting socially- unacceptable behaviors is also a highly
significant way of educating or training them. When autistic children are not satisfied with something
and have a tantrum, they pull hair, bash and bite others who are sitting nearby them. Although they
are trained not to do that, autistic children do not understand. According to the nature of autism,
whenever they feel nervous, they behave in a socially- unacceptable manner. Thus, as it is not easy to
guess when they will do such things, it is also difficult to control them.
A caregiver also described her experience with regard to the behavior of an autistic child as follows:
“When I didn’t know the characteristic of autism, I bashed my daughter. I thought it was
shameful as she was being delinquent and shouting whatever she wanted, and she cannot
be controlled. In fact, the reason for happening like this is she cannot express what she wants.
That’s why she shouts and lies on the ground. Later, I know what she wants. Now, I have a
better rapport with her as I understand whether she is satisfied or not. As I know what she
wants, her behavior becomes stable.”
A caregiver who is training an autistic child said that as autistic children do not know how to express
their wishes to others, they have difficulties in social dealing, especially in mutual communication.
That is why they behave as they do. She expressed her experience of autistic behavior as follows:
“Normally, an autistic child is treated strangely by other family members. When the autistic
child comes back from school, they go to their room. Later, whenever he comes back from
school and sees other family members, he behaves rudely by flinging something or bashing
or biting them. But the caregiver said he is not rude at the school. It can be assumed that as
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he is not warmly treated by family members, he responds bitterly. They are sensitive. If
caregivers sympathize with why they behave like that, it may have lead to rapport.
As autistic children are weak in social dealing, caregivers let their children accompany them to the
public areas so that they can live in communities accordingly. In this situation, caregivers were gazed
at strangely by people. The reasons for accompanying them to public areas are to familiarize them
with social environments so they can live among other people harmoniously. If the place they are
accompanied to is too crowded with people or new and not familiar to them, they shout harshly, bite
anyone and pull hair. So they are looked at by people as insane persons. Sometimes, caregivers have
to apologize for pulling others’ hair. Caregivers of autistic children are used to apologizing with sweet
smiles. For them, it does not matter whether they are right or wrong. They are always ready to say
“sorry.” When autistic children are accompanied to a supermarket, they are happy to ride escalator
many times. The person who accompanied them may feel dizzy but not autistic children. Thus, when
autistic children are called to go among people, caregivers have to acknowledge and praise them by
allowing them to do activities that they want in order not to be underestimated by others and be
happy in themselves. Sometimes, even caregivers feel discriminated and isolated by many people
while they are teaching their children to be able to live in society by reducing weakness of social
dealing.
“Caregivers call their children outside. Then autistic children usually shout and tug other
people according to the characteristic of autism. People who are tugged are angry. They think
they are tugged by an insane person. I feel sorry for that. Although I try to train children with
deficiency, I’m faced with people around who don't have sympathy for children’s behavior.”
When they train autistic children to live in public areas harmoniously, sometimes, they face difficulties
due to lack of understanding and knowledge about autism among communities. Caregivers do not
want their children to be underestimated and dealt with under various assumptions. They want them
to be treated as normal. They also do not want them to be discriminated because of their socially
unacceptable behavior. Their children are weak in ability due to autistic character. Nevertheless, they
are just human beings who need special training.
Similarly, only when a caregiver knows about his child’s mind, it will establish a good rapport to train
and educate him. There are mutual interconnections for caregivers regarding an autistic child.
According to interviews, an autistic child should be trained by coordinating caregivers. They also
should have a record book to train an autistic child. Regarding such as record book, record book is
needed to have interconnection while an autistic child is being trained.
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By observing the correspondence in the record book, it can be understood how caregivers are
coordinating among themselves; what needs; what progress, and what significances there are. An
autistic child needs to be retrained at home by another caregiver for necessary skills. The record book
also is a main network to have collective training and education among parents, teachers and
caregivers. A caregiver helps and trains the child by looking at exercises written by teachers from
school. Autistic children are educated in such a way that teachers, and caregivers are coordinating as
much as possible and systematically. Only then can autistic children have progressive development.
In one of the interviews conducted, one of the caregivers recounted his experience that his autism
child normally lies down anywhere on the street, pulling hair, spitting on the caregiver's face and biting
him when the child is not in good mood.
According to him, only when such behaviors are displayed by the autism child is the caregiver viewed
with a strange look by a lot of people. Although the caregiver is fully aware of the autism child's
condition, he or she is often belittled and blamed by the people around him or her, without being
considerate for him or her. Such an experience is challenging for the caregivers.
Prior to providing education or trainings to the children, the caregivers first have to train them to learn
to concentrate. To be able to concentrate, autistic children have to take therapy of eye contact first
before doing any training at school. The nature of the therapy is to calm down the mind of an autistic
child and to train for the habit of concentration. The process of training is (1) Picking beads up by
selecting colors and putting them in a string in serial order. Picking up seeds individually by using their
three fingers and putting them into a bottle with wide orifice. During the training with beads, the
teacher has to hold both of the autistic child’s hands to be able to use string and beads. In the
meantime, the teacher has to instruct him continuously. By doing this, autistic children are educated
and trained to be the habit of concentration.
(2) Children also have to pour water into a bottle. By practicing like this, they will be able to
concentrate; concentration is a special need whenever autistic children do any training.
Thus, training means to be educated by two ways of control: prevention to stop and restraint to
prevent in advance. Concerning training not to do socially unacceptable behaviors, a caregiver said:
“The way of restraint in advance is not appropriate. Caregivers from the special school train
and remind them many times verbally not to do socially- unacceptable behaviors. After
watching them, if they are intending to do socially- unacceptable behaviors, caregivers
immerse their fingers in ice water. By doing this, they can feel the sense of touch and stop
their current behaviors.
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Similarly, children can be clutched; their hands can be immersed in the warm water; and they can be
massaged continuously. This way can stimulate their awareness, stop and reduce their bad behaviors.
Similarly, caregivers explained why they have to do that as follows:
“It can cause blood circulation in fingers and sense of cognition. It can also train to stop bad
behaviors due to tantrum.”
A caregiver said how she educates her autistic child due to her wish for him to live together with other
people that:
“I train my child to get exposure of dealing with social environment by bringing him to public
areas. Sometimes, it may be inconvenient situation for him in the social environment. Being
an autistic child, as he cannot express what inconvenient is, he usually lies down and tosses
on the floor or road and shouts. At that time, I cannot tell him anything else. In this situation,
his caregiver and I have to sprinkle water on his head or pour water on his legs. By doing this,
it can change their sense of mind and control to stop their current behaviors.”
In order to live like other people equally, autistic children are brought to various places. While they
are taken to such various places, sometimes they do socially unacceptable behaviors as they are not
satisfied about something. In this situation, they need to be educated in the ways of control to stop
those socially unacceptable behaviors. Autistic child are weak in ability due to autistic character. So,
they need special training.
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Discussion
This paper discussed, from a socio cultural perspective, the education and training of caregivers for
people who are identified as autistic, due to abnormal development of brains and nerves, and who in
turn need special education and training to enable them to function acceptably in society. According
to caregiver’s experiences, autistic people cannot function harmoniously in a social environment
unless someone helps and guides them to be able to live in the culture of society and community. If
an autistic child is trained slowly, correctly and systematically, he or she can be improved. However,
if they are educated strictly, their behavior can get worse. When a caregiver helps a child to improve,
it is not easy to know his or her special because strengths, weaknesses and deficiencies are different
for each child. Thus, they cannot be trained with a predetermined plan. Nor can it be estimated when
they will fulfil their potential. Thus, caregivers’ experiences can help by improving and innovating
training methods for the benefit of autistic children.
Thus, it is learnt that caregivers have necessarily to cooperate and educate autistic children by
realizing different strengths, weaknesses, main needs and syndromes to improve their interpersonal
skills, understand the concept of sharing and not to be lonely. So that they can live in the community
equally and harmoniously and become valuable human beings for their families even if not for the
country.

Conclusion
This study was based at the Myanmar Autism Association in Yangon. When caregivers train autistic
children, they have to watch their behavior with interest and explore their strengths and weaknesses
based on their needs. With regard to the children’s deficiencies, caregivers sadly have to face
discrimination and the low opinion of others in society. Caregivers must also coordinate their training
for the greater benefit of the children. If an autistic child is dissatisfied with something but is unable
to explain his or her dissatisfaction he or she will usually resort to socially unacceptable behavior.
In summary, autistic children are being educated and trained by caregivers in the best ways not to
behave in socially unacceptable ways but to have confidence in themselves, and motivation.
Thus, this study is presented from the experiences caregiver s in the best ways of training autistic
children so that they will be able to become valuable human beings and live in society and community
equally and harmoniously.
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Abstract
In this article, the authors study monasteries constructed in the 18th century, also known as the
Konbaung Period, and distinguish four types in line with the study result: 1) Timber monasteries with
traditional architecture, 2) Waso monasteries, 3) adaptive reused monasteries from the royal families’
apartments, and 4) western style monasteries. Except of for the Waso monasteries, the other three
kinds are still visible and maintained by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture (MORAC). In
contrast, Waso monasteries cannot be found nowadays. Waso monasteries were for sojourning
monks who came, for various reasons, from distance places during the Waso period. The architecture
of the Waso monasteries can be studied only through the murals of the Kyauktaw Gyi Temple, painted
during the Konbaung Period. However, the murals become faded with age, and the paintings are in
danger of damage and decay because of poor and inappropriate maintenance. We need to record and
analyze these murals before they are ruined. Against this backdrop, this paper aims to explore the
architecture of the Waso monasteries as well as the social and cultural factors associated with them
in the paintings on these murals. At the same time, it aims to fill a gap in the architectural records of
the Konbaung Monasteries.
Keywords: mural paintings, Waso monastery, architecture, social culture
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1. Introduction to Waso Monasteries through Mural Paintings of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple
According to U Nandiya (Buddhist monk, 2018), the word “Waso” is derived from a Pali word “Watha”
which means “living” and “so” means “pledging”. Therefore, the meaning of Waso is “pledging the
living”. Buddhist monks have to pledge that they will not go to other places and only stay at the
appropriate monastery during the three Waso months under the terms of the Vinaya and that is why
is the temples are called Waso. The month of Waso is the most auspicious month for Buddhism. It is
also the busiest month for the development of Buddhism. That is why the ancient poets often refer to
it as “The Noble Waso” in Burmese “La Myat Waso”. The full-moon day of Waso is really significant
for Buddhists as the day the embryo-Buddha was conceived in his mother’s womb. It was the day He
renounced the world. It was also the day He preached the very first sermon of Dhamma Cakka. And it
was the day He performed the miracles. On the full-moon day of Waso or the day after that, it is a
custom for young men and women to go out offering flowers at the pagodas. There is also a practice
of offering robes to the Buddhist monks who are going to reside at their respective monasteries. Waso
is a significant month for paddy cultivation is. Accordingly, Waso is a month that is really important
for both the secular world and the future state in which there is entire freedom.
The images of the Waso monasteries that the authors will now describe were frescoed on the interior
walls of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple. The custom of painting murals on Buddhist buildings, especially the
interior walls of temples, dates back to the 11th century AD (Bagan Period). The early mural painting
style of the Bagan Period is very similar to the pictorial art of northeast India, the Bihar-Bengal region,
notably Nalanda-Bodhgaya. Mural paintings were intended not only to convey narrative but also as
ornamentation. Murals from the Bagan Period depict stories from Buddha texts, sharing the lessons
and rewards of merit-making.
In murals, specific topics were illustrated on the walls, where they were distributed according to the
general plan. The main themes are:


the historical life of the Buddha and his several hundred previous existences- the jatakas;



the series of the twenty-eight Buddhas of the past, who sit below their respective trees,
displaying either bhumisparsa mudra, the gesture of Enlightenment or dhammacakra mudra,
the gesture of teaching;



iconographic topics painted on the ceiling including:


the Budddha’s footprints;



Buddhist cosmology usually seen in the vestibule hall;
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a large lotus always painted on the keystone of the shrine;



divine figures distributed on the walls, such as the bodhisattas, the gods Sakka and
Brahma;



ornamental motifs, such as creepers or architectures, mythical creatures and colorful
floral or geometric patterns; and



secular scenes related to kingly activities and scenes from daily life (Ministry of
Religious Affairs and Culture, 2016).

The general plan of the murals is basically the same from the 11 th to the 18th century. However,
costumes, body expressions and ornamental motifs are different with the times. Therefore, the study
of the murals can be divided into periods by looking at them. However, the general setting of murals
at Kyauktaw Gyi Temple is not the same as for the murals at other temples. Kyauktaw Gyi Temple
exists at the eastern shoreline of the Taung Tha Man Loch in Amarapura Township. The construction
of this temple, which was donated by the Bagan King, began on 26 th April 1849 and was completed in
1850. The official title of the Kyauktaw Gyi Temple is Maharsakyaranthi (Mya Kyar Phyu, 2010). The
mural paintings of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple, which was built in the Amarapura period, are the only mural
paintings which reflect the standard of living of that era in the Upper Myanmar. If those mural
paintings are examined in detail, the routine of the residents, the socio-economic conditions, culture,
costumes, festivals, trades, art, architecture of Buddhism, belief and monastic education culture are
being described in there. Furthermore, Deva, Zawgyi, flying winged Angels, constellations, natural
scenes and wild animals are drawn there too.
The images of the Waso monasteries that the authors researched were painted on the interior walls
of the south and west entrance vestibules. In this documentary record, not only the architecture of
the Waso monasteries with detailed records of the materials used, but also the movements of the
monks and the daily activities of the monks who were living at the monastery are included. It
furthermore describes the monastic culture and traditional customs of the Amarapura Era, as well as
the festivals and socio-culture associated with the monastery. By observing the mural paintings, one
can estimate the standard of people, education, beliefs and religious architecture of Amarapura Era.
Thus, the mural paintings at Kyauktaw Gyi Temple can be metaphorically called a comprehensive book
on that era from various angles and perspectives.
Let us begin with a brief history of the origin of Waso monasteries through literature, and nature and
traditional customs of Waso; and then go on to study, through the murals, the architecture and social
culture associated with Waso monasteries, and finally to reach some conclusions from our study.
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2. Research Methodology
As a first step of this research, the authors will have to record the mural paintings from Kyauktaw Gyi
Temple. Murals are regarded as the primary data because the images of the Waso monasteries can
be seen only in those mural paintings in the religious buildings donated by King Bagan during the
Amarapura Period. The authors interviewed archeologists and traditional Burmese architects, and
collected the respective references for secondary data.
There are two main components in this paper. In the first component, the study and analysis of the
social cultures and the architectural features of Waso monasteries concerning the mural paintings,
interviews and literature study were described. In this step, the authors used the descriptive and
analytical methods. As the next step, we explored the social cultures of Amarapura Period that are
related to Waso monasteries, and their architectural features, using the critical method.

3. Brief History of the Origin of Waso Monastery
Monastic architecture has been developed in Myanmar since Pyu Era (2 nd century BC). There are some
monastic complexes in Pyu ancient cities such as Beikthano, Hanlin, Sri Ksetra and Maing Maw. As
there is no evidence on the ground (only brick remains can still be seen) and lack of written inscriptions
about Waso monastery, the type of Waso monastery was probably not built during the Pyu Period.
At Bagan Era, there were 2,004 monasteries around the capital. Although over 2,000 monasteries have
been built in the Bagan Era (9th to 13th century), recorded history and field studies show that only some
200 are left today. (Michael & Maitrii, 2012) Three different types of monastery can be seen in terms
of their usage and spatial composition: they are Taik monastery (monastic school), Klon monastery,
and underground monastery. The usage and aim of the Taik monastery (monastic school) is for
educational purposes and it is used to teach Buddhist literature. The Klon monastery can sometimes
be seen inside the huge stupa or temple compound (Sun Oo, 2001) The underground monastery is
another type in Bagan Dynasty. This kind of monastery is seemingly designed to study Buddhist
literature and meditate quietly. Therefore, there is no evidence on the ground that the Waso
monastery was constructed during the Bagan Period. However, it is not possible to be sure whether
the Waso monastery culture flourished or not as professionals are still studying the inscriptions of
Bagan Era.
Moreover, it is also difficult to say whether the Waso monastery existed in the Ava Era as it still
remains to be confirmed through inscriptions like the Bagan Period.
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After the fall of the Ava Dynasty, King Alaungpaya (U Aung Zayya) acceded and became the founder
of the Konbaung Dynasty in the middle of the 18th century. The Konbaung Dynasty can be divided into
three periods. They are the early period of the Konbaung dynasty, the mid period of the Konbaung
dynasty (also known as Amarapura Era) and late Konbaung Dynasty (can be called as Yadanapon Era).
Nowadays, other religious structures of the early Konbaung Period can be seen but monastic buildings
are hard to see. The monasteries of the middle period and late period of the Konbaung Dynasty can
still be seen around Amarapura (immortal city) and Mandalay which used to be their capitals. The
kings of the Amarapura and Yadanapon Eras began to exhort Pariyatti Sasana (teaching) more than
Paripatti Sasana (practice) in order to propagate Buddhism. In addition, Pariyatti Sasana was believed
to be the foundation of Buddhism. That is why the monasteries were the educational learning centers
in the Amarapura and Yadanabone Period and were able to teach even advanced literature. The
education of all classes of people, not only just for the young monks and novices, but also that of the
royal family, depends on the monasteries. As Buddhist monasteries proliferated, the education and
literature culture of the Amarapura and Yadanabone Period became stronger. Buddhism not only
promoted education and literature, but also greatly influenced art, architecture, painting, sculpture
and culture.
As mentioned above, there were many monastic schools in Amarapura and Mandalay (the royal
capitals) as - the middle and late Konbaung Period was called the Pariyatti Period for Theravada
Buddhism. At that time, it was said that if the monks had never learnt in monastic schools in Mandalay
and Amarapura, the result would be illiteracy. Young monks and novices from the rural areas near the
capitals and surrounding areas came daily to these monastic campuses to study Buddha literature.
Candidates from farther away used to live and study in the monasteries like hostels within their
monastic campus. At Waso, candidates from nearby villages came to and stayed at the cities where
their campuses are located, obeying the rules set by the Buddha.
Late Konbaung (Yadanabone) kings held annual examinations for learners to develop Pariyatti Sasana.
These exams are divided into three categories. These are 1) scriptures exam 2) Vinaya exam and 3)
Pataka exam. During the reigns of King Mindon and King Thibaw, the scriptures exam was held
annually at the Thudammazayat located at the foot of the Mandalay hill. The exam lasts for one month
and is held annually from the Myanmar months of Nayon to Waso. (Maung Cho, 2008) At that time,
candidates from all over the country had to gather in the Royal Capital (Mandalay) to take the exam.
That is why the monasteries were called Waso monasteries and had residential guest monks. Although
these monasteries had fewer monks during non-Waso periods, monasteries were overcrowded with
young monks and novices who came from other places during Waso. As the number of students grew
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with flourishing of the Pariyatti Sasana and the religious examinations held in Capitals during Waso
period, it can be said that the Waso monastic culture bloomed in the Konbaung Period.

4. Nature and Traditional Customs of Waso
The Waso is one of the names of months from Burmese calendar. This period is sacred for all Buddhists
not only from Myanmar but also from around the globe because it marks the commencement of
“Buddhist Lent”, which lasts for three full months during the monsoon season. The peculiarity of those
sacred months is that the monks are prohibited to go outside overnight or for long. This customary
set of rules is not a set of rules along with Gautama Buddha becoming a Buddha. This regulation
started when the Buddha lived in Veluwon monastery, Yazagyo Kingdom. On that occasion, the monks
used to visit their corresponding places at any time during three seasons. The crops were damaged as
the monks walked across the cultivated fields in the rainy season. When the farmers complained to
Buddha, monks were directed to spend more time and energy on the propagation of the Buddha’s
teachings and the practice of meditation at their own monasteries instead of travelling from one place
to another. That is the reason why all the Buddhist monks do not go outside overnight and sojourn at
the appropriate monasteries during the Lent days (Moe Tayar, 2018).

5. Study on the Waso Monasteries in Mural Paintings of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple
When the authors observe the mural painting of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple, seven Waso monasteries are
recorded with the detail of their architectural features, the usage of materials, the daily routine of
monks in Waso monasteries, the social cultures and traditional customs of people related with the
Waso monasteries at the Amarapura Period. However, because of the bad condition of the area of
two of the Waso monasteries in the murals, it is difficult to trace where and how they were
constructed. Therefore, the authors selected five other Waso monasteries with comprehensive
information and clear images from the mural paintings. In these five Waso monasteries, only one was
constructed in the Shwe Gugyi Stupa Compound. The other four were built in the Maha Vijarayanthi
Stupa Compound. The following diagram shows the compound of the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa; the
red area is the space where four Waso monasteries were constructed in the Amarapura Period.
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Figure 1: Locations of Waso Monasteries that were built in the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa
[drawn by Department of Architecture, Mandalay Technological University, 2004]

5.1 Study and Analysis of the Waso Monastery (1)
This monastery is a Waso monastery built inside the Shwe Gugyi Stupa Compound. An image of this
Waso monastery is documented on the inner wall of the south decorated archway of Kyauktaw Gyi
Temple. The artist not only drew the details of the architecture of the monastery, but also described
images that were commonly seen on the campus of the monastery at that time. According to the
interview with U Pauk Pauk (Former Director of Department of Archeology, Mandalay Division), 2020,
regarding the mural, the artist depicted the image of a family assigning their son to the abbot to learn
literature. A closer look reveals that the family seem to be wealthy or king’s officer. This is because
the couple is followed by a servant woman carrying alms to donate to the abbot and a male servant
carrying their young son on his shoulders. Moreover, the fashion of the couple is similar to the style
that used to be worn by wealthy people of the Amarapura period. The young child on the male servant
is staring at a group of children playing in the shade of the tree near the monastery, as is the nature
of children. In the picture of the children playing, the artist painted the children’s hairstyles in detail
to show that foreigners lived there during the Amarapura Period. Two of the children have their hair
shaved off except on the sides of their heads. The hair on both sides of the head is long and braided.
This hairstyle is a Chinese tradition that is common in Chinese children. Therefore, it shows that
Chinese people also lived there in the Amarapura Period. After observing the social activities around
the monastery, the daily activities of the monks at the monastery can be seen. Inside the monastery,
two monks appear as studying Buddhist literature. On the outside veranda, two monks or three in a group are painted as having conversation. After that, on the right veranda of the monastery, it can be
seen that there are two people carrying packages to donate to the monks. This mural tells us about
the traditional customs of monastic education culture, the relationship of the children and monastery
and the information that foreigners lived in Myanmar at the Amarapura Period.
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(a) Activities of Monks
(a)

(b)

(b) Social activities and culture of people around monastery

Figure 2: Image of Waso Monastery (1) at mural painting of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple [by author, 2020]

5.1.1 Space Utilization of Waso monastery (1)
A look at the spatial organization of this Waso monastery reveals that there are four spaces. These are
1) stairs 2) transition spaces or foyers 3) veranda around the monks’ apartment and 4) monks’
apartment. There are two stairs in front of the monastery, and the two stairways come together in a
wide transition space or foyer. Through the transition space is access to the veranda that can be used
as a multi-functional space for teaching, appointments and preaching, in addition to meeting with the
monks in the monastery and also for walking meditation. Therefore, this wide veranda can be
considered as a semi-public space or community space of the monastery. Monks’ apartment can be
accessed through the veranda. The function of the monks’ apartment is put into use as a dormitory
for the monks. The base of the entrance to the apartment includes a 6 inches or 9 inches wood plate.
This wood plate is called a “vaingta” in Burmese. In Burmese tradition and belief, the “vaingta”
prevents demons and evil spirits from entering the building. The monks’ apartment can be regarded
as a private space since only monks are allowed to enter. Thus, this Waso monastery is mainly
composed of approaching space (stairs), transition space (foyer), semi-public space or community
space (veranda) and private space (monks’ apartment).
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(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(a) Monks’ apartment (b) Veranda (c) Foyer (d) Stairs
Figure 3: Space Utilization and Three Dimensional Form of Waso Monastery (1) [drawn by author, 2020]

5.2 Study and Analysis of Waso Monastery (2)
Now let’s look at this Monastery, which was built in the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa Compound. The
picture of this monastery is painted on the interior wall of the south gateway of the Kyauktaw Gyi
Temple. The muralist depicted not only the architecture of the monastery but also the daily activities
of the monks who are living there. According to a conversation with U Pauk Pauk (2020), in this image
a monk and his acolyte who seem to return from a donation ceremony are painted at the left side of
the monastery. It is considered as a return from a donation ceremony instead of almsgiving because
there is no monk’s alms bowl. A monk who was descending the stairs can also be seen. That monk
appears to be unwell as he is wearing a reddish brown jumper under his robe. A monk and his acolyte
who seem to be returning to the monastery, and an old monk and two acolytes who are sweeping the
monastery grounds, can be seen at the right side of the monastery’s façade. Two monks who are
paying homage in front of the stupa are also depicted. On the veranda in front of the monks’
apartment, a monk is teaching children and a novice. Two monks are serving alms on the left veranda
of the monks’ apartment. The artist painted details of items used by the monks when they serve alms,
such as plates, bowls and a jug of water. On the right side of the apartment, a bowl of rice, a plate
with curry and a water jug are prepared for the monks. In front of the right apartment, two students
are on their knees for punishment because they did not study well. By judging the way monks return
from the donation ceremony, that the monastery grounds are being cleaned, and that the monks are
serving alms on this monastery, the artist may have figured out the traditional customs that were
often seen in the early morning hours of the monastery at the Amarapura Period.
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(a)

(b)

(a) Activities of monks on monastery

(b) Activities of monks around monastery
Figure 4: Image of Waso monastery (2) at mural painting of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple [by author, 2020]

5.2.1 Space Utilization of Waso Monastery (2)
It is said that Waso monastery (2) was built inside the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa Compound, although
it is difficult to verify its exact location since the mural didn’t say. However, according to the historical
evidence, it is recorded that Waso monasteries were built at the cardinal points of the Maha
Vijarayanthi Stupa Compound (Nyan Myint, 2009). When the authors study this Waso monastery,
there are 1) Stairs 2) transition space or foyer 3) Veranda and 4) monks’ apartments. The front of the
monastery has two stairs leading to the monastery, connected by a foyer as a transition space located
between the stairways and the wide veranda. The wide veranda that can be used as a multi-purpose
space may be reached through that foyer. Main monks’ apartments can be accessed through the
veranda. The apartment located on right side of the two main apartments is an extension apartment.
This is because there is a tradition of adding a veranda onto the monastery’s apartments built during
the Konbaung Period. Therefore, this apartment has been added later and so it can be seen that there
is no veranda on the other side. The functional usage of all these main and extension apartments is as
a dormitory for the monks. After studying this monastery, it can be divided into four spaces 1)
approaching space (stairs) 2) transition space (foyers) 3) semi-public or community space (wide
veranda) and 4) private space (apartments). The following figure shows the floor plan with their
respective usages.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)
(a) Monks’ apartments (b) Veranda (c) Foyers (d) Stairs

Figure 5: Space Utilization and Three Dimensional Form of Waso Monastery (2) [drawn by author, 2020]

5.3 Study and Analysis of Waso Monastery (3)
This monastery was built in the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa Compound as well. The muralist emphasized
the architectural features of the monastery but also described the social cultures between the
monastery and people in the painting. As per U Pauk Pauk in 2020, full-grown men or adults playing
traditional sports on the ground space at the façade of the monastery can be seen in the image. Some
of the men in that mural painting are practicing Myanmar traditional martial arts. The reason to be
sure of them as “full-grown men or adults” is that they have got traditional Burmese tattoos on their
thighs. In the past adult men proudly used to wear tattoos on their thighs in order to prove their
manliness. At the right side of the façade of the monastery, three men appear to be speaking with the
monk. Furthermore, it seems like two fathers each with alms bowls are consigning their sons to an
abbot. In accordance with the Burmese custom of “One set of alms bowl, one set of paritta”, their two
sons have learnt one set of paritta and applied to learn another. Behind the two fathers, their sons
are sitting modestly, handing out leaflets made of palm leaves. The mural shows that people relied on
monastic education in the Amarapura Period. Moreover, there was no need to pay for this education.
Consequently, the artist also documented that monasteries were places where not only literal
knowledge but also martial arts, can be learned. The following figure illustrates the social cultures
explained above.
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(a)

(b)
(a) Activities of monks on monastery

(b) Social activities and culture of people around monastery
Figure 6: Image of Waso Monastery (3) at mural painting of Kyaultaw Gyi Temple [by author, 2020]

5.3.1 Space Utilization of Waso Monastery (3)
When studying the space utilization of Waso monastery (3), there is nearly the same spatial
composition with Waso monastery (2). It is also composed of monks’ apartments, the wide veranda,
two staircases and foyers at the façade of monastery. However, this monastery has four monks’
apartments. The two apartments located on either side of the two main apartments are extension
apartments. The floor plan and three-dimensional form of Waso monastery (3) are described below.

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)
(c)

(c)
(d)

(d)
(a) Monks’ apartments (b) Veranda (c) Foyers (d) Stairs

Figure 7: Space Utilization and Three Dimensional Form of Waso Monastery (3) [drawn by author, 2020]
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5.4 Study and Analysis of Waso Monastery (4)
This monastery is also built inside the compound of Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa. The artist also described
the monastic architecture and the action of novitiation ceremony held at the monastery during the
Amarapura Period in the mural. According to the interview with U Pauk Pauk in 2020, at the novitiation
ceremony, an entertainment band, marching male donors and selective postulants are depicted. At
the front of the procession, the musicians have scarves on their heads, and are wearing longyi around
their waists without shirts, and playing their instruments happily. They are playing Burmese traditional
drums and flute. Behind the musicians, donors follow holding fans and monk’s bowls. Behind them
are young men having robes and accessories. They appear to be marching in a procession, embracing
the ornaments. At the end of the procession there are postulants who are about to become monks.
One of the young postulants is riding a horse and beside him there is a groom holding an umbrella.
The other postulants are accompanied by men holding umbrellas and the scene of all of them coming
into the monastery is also included in the mural. At the same time, children who are playing at the
façade of the monastery can also be seen. A man who is carrying water to donate to the monks is
drawn at the right side of the monastery. People who are donating alms and offerings for the monks
can also be seen. At the front veranda of the right extension apartment a monk is lying and seems to
be studying there with a palm leaf inscription in his hand. A younger monk is sitting modestly next to
the monk and waiting to perform the monk’s chores and necessaries. On examining the culture of
Amarapura Era through this mural painting, the culture of novitiation ceremony, musical instruments
and the fashion of musicians of that era are learnt. Besides that, it is remarkable that there is no
woman included in the painting for the novitiation ceremony.

(c)
(a)

(b)
(a) Novitiation Ceremony

(b) Activities of Children

(c) Activities of monks on monastery

Figure 8: Image of Waso monastery (4) at the mural painting of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple
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5.4.1 Space Utilization of Waso Monastery (4)
This Waso monastery is also built with four spaces- monks’ apartments, wide veranda, foyers and
stairs. The locations of the staircases are a little different from the previous three Waso monasteries.
Two stairs are inserted at the each side of the monastery, with just one staircase at the front of the
monastery. Except for this difference, it is nearly the same in spatial composition as Waso monastery
(3). The following figures show the floor plan and its three-dimensional form.

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)
(d)
(c)

(d)

(d)

(a) Monks’ apartments (b) Veranda (c) Foyers (d) Stairs
Figure 9: Floor Plan and Three-dimensional Form of Waso Monastery (4) [drawn by author, 2020]

5.5 Study and Analysis of Waso Monastery (5)
This Waso monastery s also built inside the Maha Vijarayanthi Stupa Compound. The muralist
recorded the architecture of the Waso monastery while drawing the social cultures and daily activities
of ordinary people and the monks that often happen in the monastic campus. During September 2020,
U Pauk Pauk told the author in the interview with him that this mural describes that the men with
tattoos on their thighs are mastering martial arts on the left side of the Waso monastery’s plain
ground. A monk seems to be staring at them comfortably, resting his one hand on the handrail of the
monastery’s veranda. In addition, a man is feeding two monastery-bred dogs beside the front stair of
the monastery. It looks like two men are having a conversation nearby. Not far from the two of them,
a man is seen fetching water from a stream or loch with a cruse. After observing the activities of
ordinary people inside the compound of the monastery, two men who were sitting modestly with
their hands in prayer gesture and donate an alms bowl and other offerings to the abbot on the
veranda. The abbot who has been worshipped seems to be commanding something to his junior monk
beside him. Next to them, a monk is giving something to eat or an object to a young novice. And then
the artist includes the image of two monks discussing Dhamma at the left corner of the veranda. The
activities of the monks and the social culture of the people in this mural painting, reveal that the Waso
monasteries of the Amarapura Period were not only a place of sanctuary for the monks, but also a
place of learning for people.
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(a)

(b)
(a) Activities of monks on monastery

(b) Social activities and culture of people around monastery
Figure 10: Image of Waso monastery (5) at the mural painting of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple [by author, 2020]

5.5.1 Space Utilization of Waso Monastery (5)
The functional usage of the Waso monastery (5) also has four divisions. They are absolutely the same
with the above four Waso monasteries- categorically monks’ apartments, wide veranda, foyers and
staircases. However, it can be seen there is only one staircase at the front and also another one at the
left side of the monastery. What is different from the other monasteries is the doors at the foyers.
The functional usage and three-dimensional form of this Waso monastery is expressed the following.

(a)

(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(a) Monks’ apartments (b) Veranda (c) Foyers (d) Stairs

Figure 11: Functional Usage and Three-dimensional Form of Waso Monastery (5) [drawn by author, 2020]

6. Findings of Social Cultures of Amarapura Period Related to the Waso Monasteries
and Architectural Features
After studying and analyzing about the traditional customs, social cultures and architectural features
of five Waso monasteries, the authors try to point out their findings. At first, the social culture and
traditional customs of Amarapura Period related to the Waso monasteries will have to be revealed
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through the murals that the authors mentioned above. After that, the architectural features of Waso
monasteries will be unveiled.
6.1 Social Cultures of Amarapura Period Related to the Waso Monasteries
A study of mural paintings related to the Waso monasteries at Kyauktaw Gyi Temple reveals that
monasteries were standing at the forefront of the education system of the Amarapura Period.
Although there were many monasteries that specialized in Buddhist literature, the Waso monasteries
were to emphasize not only literature but also a place for teaching in the fields of professions such as
astrology, art and handicrafts. There is also a traditional culture that does not charge a fee for such
studying professional skills. More than that, the education system of Waso monastery is a system of
equal access to education without distinction among the royal, rich and poor civilians. Moreover, the
monastery campus is a gathering place for children to come and play in their spare time, as well as a
space for the young and the old to play traditional Burmese sports and to have group discussions.
Therefore, it can even be considered a community space for public in the Amarapura Period.
Therefore, Waso monasteries played in an important role in the education sector of the Amarapura
Period. Furthermore, it was a center that trained children and young people living near the monastery
to become honest and virtuous people in accordance with the teachings of the Buddha. Since the
community was getting benefitted in this way, the community also donated items such as four
necessities (alms, robe, monastery and medicine) for the monks and also people volunteered for the
monastery’s requisite chores as much as they were capable. It is also observed that seasonal religious
ceremonies (e.g. donation festivals, novitiation, etc.) were often participated at Waso monasteries.
These festivals were not just events where monks get donations but also include local entertainments
for the people. Furthermore, monks also had influence on the administrative and tax sectors. For
example, if a poor person is having difficulty to pay taxes, a monk leader can submit “myittasa” to the
king for asking exemption. “Myittasa” means a homily, letter from a monk to a king or an officer giving
advice. (Thiri Shwe Zin, 2011) By seeing this, it shows that the monks are able to help many people
not only religiously but also socially. Therefore, as regard of the murals of Kyauktaw Gyi Temple, the
interaction not only between Waso monastery and its surrounding community but also that of monks
and laymen can also be clearly seen.
6.2 Architectural Features of the Waso Monasteries
When the architecture is expressed, the fact that is related to form composition, spatial composition
and roof form will be firstly revealed. The second step is to distinctly point out the opening types,
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decorative elements and material usages. In the final stage, the way that architecture of Waso
monasteries is different from other monasteries found in Konbaung Period will have to be presented.
6.2.1 Form Composition, Spatial Utilization and Roof Form
More than the five Waso monasteries that are studied above, interviews with archeologists and a
traditional Burmese architect, and historical records mention that the rectangular form is mainly used
to build the form composition of Waso monasteries. The type is obtained by further adding a wide
veranda onto the rectangular form and inserting one or two staircases - at the front is their original
form. As the number of monks increased, a rectangular form is adjoined after the original rectangle.
If more needed, another rectangle is built up on the right side of the two rectangles as an extension
form, and finally another rectangle is inserted as a final extension block on the left side of the original
form. The following figure illustrates the steps of form composition based on the original form.

Figure 12: Steps of Form Composition [drawn by author, 2020]

After studying the form composition of Waso monastery, the authors have to examine the spatial
arrangements. As examined there, the Waso monasteries are mainly composed of four area, namely
1) approaching area 2) transition area 3) semi-public area and 4) private area. The study of the
monasteries that were built from the Bagan period to the present reveals that the preaching hall is an
integral part of the monasteries, but these buildings are constructed without having preaching hall.
Instead of that, a large veranda is used as a multi-functional space. In addition, the Buddha Image
apartment, which is most commonly found in Konbaung monasteries, is not found in Waso
monasteries. As a consequence, in terms of the interviews and historical records, the kitchen is not
attached with the monastery but is built separately in a monastic compound to avoid fire hazards.
Therefore, the Waso monasteries are built with compact spaces only including essential spaces for
monks obeying the traditional customs.
Furthermore, the roofs of Waso monasteries are constructed with simple gable roof design. The roofs
of the monasteries built during the Konbaung Dynasty were decorated with roof tiers and
ornamentations, but the roofs of Waso monasteries are designed to be simple and easy to build.
According to the interview with U Win Maung in 2020 (a well-known archeologist and traditional
architect), not only the monasteries of the Konbaung Period but also the monasteries built from the
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Bagan to Ava Period were constructed in a linear arrangement on the east-west axis. Therefore, it is
difficult to trace the exact orientation of Waso monasteries, but according to the construction
methods of other monasteries at that time, the main apartment of Waso monasteries is thought to
have been built parallel to the east-west axis.

Gable Roof

Figure 13: Roof Form of Waso Monastery [drawn by author, 2020]

6.2.2 Type of Openings, Decorative Elements and Material Usages
When analyzing the opening types of all case studies of Waso monasteries, one kind of opening type
can only be found. However, the openings are different in sizes based on their usage. Sometimes some
of the openings are for the purpose of door function and some are aimed for window. The type of
opening found in all case study of monasteries is awning-opening type. It is called “Kela” in Burmese.
This type is an opening type that can be adjusted according to the angles of the sun that change over
time. It is a suitable type to regulate the amount of lighting and ventilation entering inside monks’
apartment. During the rainy season, Kela can be carefully controlled to allow in a certain amount of
natural lighting and ventilation while protecting the interior from the effect of driving rains.
Decorative elements can be found in the adornment of the roof eave boards with floral patterns. At
the wall and awning openings, it can be seen that bamboo cards are simply decorated to be
aesthetically pleasing. Except the case study on the Waso monastery (3), the rest of four others’
verandahs are designed with bamboo claddings. At the case study (3), the veranda is decorated with
wooden balustrades. According to the decoration made of wooden balustrades, the social class and
ranking of the monastery donor can be estimated. Due to laws and regulations of the Konbaung
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Period, if a monastery is donated by the rich, the veranda can be decorated with wooden balustrades,
so this case study on the Waso monastery (3) can be regarded as a monastery donated by a rich man.
As to the material usages of the Waso monasteries, it can be found that wood and bamboo are mainly
used. The main structures such as posts, beams, stairs and floors are constructed with wood to fortify
the building sustainably. Walls and openings’ leaves are covered with bamboo cladding. The roof is
made of bamboo plates and in order to make it stronger, it is reinforced with bamboo sticks over it.
The materials are readily available, but they are perishable and weaknesses such as flammability, poor
weather resistance may have caused the disappearance of Waso monasteries.
6.2.3 The Architectural Differences between Waso Monasteries and Other Konbaung Monasteries
An examination of the architectural features of Waso monasteries reveals that they are very different
from the styles of other Konbaung Monasteries. However, the form of the monasteries of the
Konbaung Period, including Waso monasteries, is the same rectangular form. Nevertheless, the
extension apartments like those in Waso monasteries are rarely found. In addition, the construction
of large verandas is a feature of the monasteries of that time. However, the verandas of other
monasteries are used as transitional spaces and walking meditation instead of a multi-functional
space. The Waso monasteries are mainly composed of monks’ apartments and wide veranda, but the
rest of the Konbaung Period monasteries are systematically organized with various spaces such as
shrine, lodge, preaching hall, abbot apartment and store. Subsequently, the roof of the Waso
monasteries is simple gable style, while the other monasteries of Konbaung Period are built with
tiered-roof styles adorned with ornamentations. Ornamentations and wooden sculptures are the
symbol of Konbaung-Era monasteries, but are rarely found in Waso monasteries. This difference is
also significant. Besides, the building components except the stairs of the Konbaung monasteries are
made of high quality teak. Waso monasteries are built using only readily available wood and bamboo.
Such differences in material uses are also a factor in the rapid disappearance of Waso monasteries. In
means of the differences mentioned above, the Waso monasteries, unlike other Konbaung
monasteries, are regarded as simple structures considering only the basic needs of the monks.

7. Conclusion
The Konbaung Period can be assessed the culmination of monastic architecture. Splendid wooden
monasteries that were built during the Konbaung Era can still be seen today around Amarapura and
Mandalay. The relevant government organizations also provide systematic maintenance. Most of the
donors who built these wooden monasteries are Kings, Queens, royal families, king’s officials and the
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rich. However, the Waso monasteries that the authors are currently researching have disappeared
already and are beyond the reach of the masses today. Therefore, it is expected that this research
discovered through the mural paintings, will be a solid record for the architecture of the Waso
monasteries, which is a gap to be recorded. It is believed to be a research paper that also identifies
the social culture of the Amarapura Period, which was associated with the Waso monasteries and the
people.
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Historic Sites and Cultural Heritage of the Shan in Kyaing Tong, Eastern Shan
State
Maw Maw Aye
Department of History, University of Yangon, Myanmar

Abstract
Kyaing Tong is the principal city and the largest area of Eastern Shan State. Kyaing Tong is an ancient
historic city and the eastern gateway to the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, bordering with the
People’s Republic of China to the north, the People’s Democratic Republic of Laos to the east, and
Thailand to the south. Because of the distinct geographical setting and strategic position, Kyaing Tong
was a political center during the Myanmar monarchical times. As Kyaing Tong lies near the Golden
Triangle, people could easily communicate with the neighboring countries in terms of political,
economic, and cultural relations through the eras. The aim of this paper is to show that Kyaing Tong
has long traditions of history and its own rich cultural heritage. The study emphasizes the historical
significant sites and historic buildings of Kyaing Tong based on what they are and how to preserve
them. It is shown that Kyaing Tong is an interesting place for its historic sites and remaining historic
heritage which can still be seen today. Moreover, Kyaing Tong is renowned as the home of a variety
of Shan ethnic groups, and it has the most scenic views.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Eastern Shan State, Ethnic Groups, Historic Sites, Kyaing Tong
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Introduction
According to the Kyaing Tong Chronicle, ancient Kyaing Tong was established by a Chinese hermit, and
then Wa or Lawa influenced it from A.D 1134 to A.D 1229. Gon Shan ruled it in A.D 1243. A succession
of Swabwars started to rule Kyaing Tong in A.D 1253. During the reign of Myanmar kings, it was called
“Alan Oo King Hpya” or “King Oo Lhan Hpya” (meaning that Kyaing Tong is situated at easternmost
Myanmar and served as a garrison town with the Myanmar flag was hoisted due to its strategic
position (Than Tun, 2004).
In the long course of Myanmar history, Myanmar intermittently was at war with its neighbors, China,
Thailand, Assam, and Manipur, and also with Great Britain. There were glorious periods in its history
when Myanmar fought foreign invaders during the reigns of Kings Anawrahta, Bayinnaung, and Alaung
Paya. The Shan contingents gallantly fought together with Myanmar to win against the foreign foes.
Relations between the Myanmar kings and the Shan chiefs before the British occupation were based
on the policy laid down by the central court of Inwa (Ava) and implemented by the ministers. Other
components of the central policy consisted of loyalty, allegiance, voluntary services, regular tributes,
and taxes needed by the central government headed by the king. In the three wars with the British,
the Shan sacrificed thousands of lives in guarding Myanmar sovereignty. The Shan forces had fought
against the British during the First Anglo-Myanmar War of 1824 and the Second Anglo-Myanmar War
of 1852. (Sai Aung Tun, 2009). Unlike the rest of the Shan States, Kyaing Tong had been enjoying
internal peace ever since the middle of the century when the three Siamese (Thailand) invasions had
successfully been repulsed by Kyaing Tong forces, and except for attacks on Kyaing Tong and
Monglem, in 1872 and again in 1881, external peace was also maintained. No notable event occurred
until Sao Kawngtai became Sawbwar when he declared himself independent of allegiance to King
Thibaw (Sao Saimong Mangrai, 1965). Kyaing Tong rebelled against the Myanmar king during the reign
of King Thibaw so the relations of Kyaing Tong and the Myanmar king diminished. Sawbwars therefore
ruled as a king in Kyaing Tong (Than Tun, 2004).
Myanmar fell into the hands of the British in 1885 after the third Anglo-Myanmar War, and both Shan
and Myanmar became colonial subjects of the British for nearly a hundred years. During the British
rule in Myanmar, the Shan states were separated from Myanmar proper in accordance with the British
policy of “divide and rule.” At first, the British had no idea how the Shan states should be ruled. Finally,
they readopted the method of the Myanmar kings to rule the Shan state through their own chief. They
held out the olive branch to all Shan chiefs, persuading them to submit and vow allegiance to British
power. By those terms, many traditional and hereditary privileges and rights were curbed and the
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positions of the Shan chiefs were no better off than in the time of the Myanmar kings. This created
dissatisfaction among the Shan chiefs. They were under the tight control of the British commissioner
and governor. In 1922 the British introduced reform, and all the Shan States were placed under the
institution of the Federated Shan States. A council was created, having the British commissioner as its
chairman and the British resident as its secretary. The Shan chiefs were members of the Federal
Council but their roles were merely advisory. They had no legislative and executive powers at all. The
Shan chiefs presented memorandum after memorandum stating their grievances and dissatisfactions
and appealed for reform and an increase of most of their privileges and rights in administering their
states. The British turned a deaf ear to their appeals and were slow to introduce reasonable reforms.
Political agitation took place in 1930 when the roundtable conference was held in London to discuss
the question of the separation of Myanmar from India. The Shan chiefs sent another memorandum
and requested permission to participate in the roundtable conference and ascertain the position of
the Shan States after the separation of Myanmar from India. But they received no favorable response
from the British government. The Shan States were not only separated from Myanmar proper but
placed under the Frontier Area Administration created by the British authority (Sai Aung Tun, 2009).
The Second World War broke out and the Japanese invaded Myanmar. The Shan States came under
the Japanese military administration and were also separated from Myanmar proper. Moreover, two
prominent Shan states, Kyaing Tong and Mong Pan were given to the Thai government by the
Japanese military authority as royal gifts without the knowledge or agreement of the Shan people.
The 1945 the world war came to an end. The Japanese withdrew from Myanmar and the British
reoccupied it. The Shan States were again placed under British rule. Kyaing Tong returned under the
British rule in 1946 (Sai Aung Tun, 2009).
After independence, tranquility prevailed in the Shan States, but only for a short time. Suddenly, to
the great surprise and shock of the Shan, Kuomintang soldiers armed with modern war equipment
appeared on their doorstep with the grand plan to make Shan land a springboard to reinvade and
recapture China from the Red Army. These Kuomintang remnants were led by General Li Mi of the
Eighth Army. The number of Kuomintang soldiers at the beginning of 1950 was about seventeen
hundred and they occupied the northeastern Shan States around Mong Yang in Kaing Tong State (Sai
Aung Tun, 2009). After gaining Myanmar independence, the Eastern Shan State was formed and Khon
Shi Li, the first Secretary of Frontier Area was appointed at Kyaing Tong on 1 October 1950 by the U
Nu Government. The succession Secretary of Frontier Area became U Nyo and U Tun Lu (Than Tun,
2004).
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By May 1951 the Kuomintang force had increased to two thousand and established bases along the
Myanmar-China border in the Ko Kang and Mong Lun states. Many new recruits further enlarged the
Kuomintang army. The Myanmar government asked the Kuomintang either to leave the Union
territory or to surrender. But the Kuomintang was determined to remain in Myanmar and to make its
territory a military base to invade mainland China. The Myanmar government did not expect
resistance from the Kuomintang to its legal demand for evacuation or surrender. But when the
commander of the Union forces in Kyaing Tong sent an ultimatum to the chief of the Kuomintang
force, General Li flatly refused to surrender and warned that he would retaliate with full force if attack
by the Union forces A few Kuomintang suspects were arrested by the Myanmar intelligence officers
in Kyaing Tong. The Kuomintang went so far as to reconstruct the Kyaing Tong-Tachilek road that led
to the Myanmar-Tai border, through which they hoped to get quick military supplies from Thailand.
The Myanmar government had no choice but to launch an attack against the Kuomintang. From Jun
1950 to December 1951, five operations were launched against the Kuomintang. Finally, the problem
was brought under control with the help of the United Nations, but it had heavily taxed the resources
of the newly born independent nation of Myanmar. The Kuomintang incursion into northeastern
Myanmar from 1950 to 1953 was a short period, but it created a series of bad consequences (Sai Aung
Tun, 2009).
Only in 1959, over ten years after joining Myanmar to gain independence from the British, did the 34
Shan princes, or chiefs, officially relinquish their hereditary powers to the elected Shan State
Government. However, some of them remained in government positions and were instrumental in
pushing for constitutional reform towards a federal system of government that would put the ethnic
states on a more equal footing with Burma Proper. They were not demanding secession, even though
this provision had been written into the 1947 Constitution. Yet their push for constitutional reform
was given as a main pretext for the military coup by General Ne Win in March 1962, who claimed that
it was necessary to prevent the disintegration of the Union of Myanmar (Shan Women’s Action
Network (SWAN), 2009).
Shan State is one of the largest areas among Regions and States of Myanmar which was for centuries
comprised of numerous Shan principalities, each with their own hereditary ruling prince of Sawbwars,
meaning “Lord of the Sky” (SWAN, 2009). During the administration of Sawbwars in Kyaing Tong, they
built and repaired the city walls, moats, and city gates to protect the city and the people. They also
constructed their residential houses called in Haws, at first in vernacular style, and later in western
style. During the colonial period, Kyaing Tong became the center of the British administration.
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Therefore, the British built residential houses, churches, post offices, and roads to improve their
administration in Kyaing Tong.
According to the historical setting of Kyaing Tong, there are many ancient pagodas, ancient historical
sites, and historic buildings in it. The arguments for this paper are that ancient buildings, valuable
evidences of Kyaing Tong are becoming ethnic heritage. Although the Archaeology Department and
National Museum and local administration departments have tried to start preservation of some
places and buildings, systematic historic preservation is necessary for them. Moreover, local ethnic
especially new generations need to be aware and participate in heritage conservation.

Literature Review
Relations between Myanmar and Kyaing Tong included in the Chronicle of turning around within the
Country is written by Dr. Than Tun with the relevant classical literature of Myanmar and Gon Shan.
Therefore it can be used in my paper in terms of historical background and political situations about
Kyaing Tong. History of the Shan State from its Origins to 1962 written by Sai Aung Tun is complete
for the Shan States in terms of political, socio-economic, and cultural conditions. So it is useful for
political situations of the Shan State. The Shan States and the British Annexation written by Sao
Saimong Mangrai is useful for studying the city walls, moats and gates of Kyaing Tong.
There are Magazine articles concerning Kyaing Tong which are written in Gon Shan, Myanmar and
English. Among them, “Today scene of ancient heritage Khemarahta’s city wall and city gates” written
by Khon Sa Wun in the 25th Anniversary Silver Jubilee Magazine of Khemarahta Kyaing Tong
Monastery is reliable for studying the city walls, moats and city gates of Kyaing Tong at the present
day. “Chronicle of Kentung Town” which is compiled with Gon Shan in Shan Parabike (Parabike, long
scrolls of paper folded fanwise in book albums is usually of paper) translated by the Chief Minister of
Hsenwi State. It is translated into English by Shan Swe in Guardian Burma’s National Magazine which
can be used for some historical sites of Kyaing Tong. Some facts included in The Misty Hill Station
Town that is the Record of Loi Mwe Pagoda Trustee can be used for studying the buildings of Loi Mwe.
Moreover, some scholars do research for their Master Degree and Doctor of Philosophy Degree about
the City Walls, Heritage in the Myanmar Frontier: Shan State, Haws, and Conditions for Public
Participation and Cultural landscape and Vernacular Architecture in Historic Town of Keng Tung, Shan
State, Myanmar respectively. I can compare and put in the required documents based on this
researches and the data collected in my field studies.
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Rationale and Research Questions
The research hopes to discover places and ancient buildings that are matters of pride for Shan ethnic
and cultural heritages of Kyaing Tong. This informs the present conservation situation of these sites
according to the responsible persons. Moreover, this is particularly important because the research
explores significant ancient buildings, valuable remaining evidences and the public need to participate
on the preservation systematically.
The research studies are based on the research question such as why can we regard these sites as
historic sites? And how can people preserve these materials as cultural heritages? This especially
focused on the ancient building and places that are valuable for local people.

Methodology
Historical background for the study area is vital regarding historic sites in Kyaing Tong. So, study on
relevant literature concerning with the subject are firstly approached. Field studies which involved
interviewing some local people focus on current conservation of these significant places and buildings.

Findings
Studying with relevant historical documents and remaining historical evidence such as Haws,
fragments of city walls and moats, preserved city gates, and Dipderocarpasalatu plant that firmly
establish Kyaing Tong as an ancient historic town in Trans-Than Lwin Region. Moreover, it can be noted
that these evidences are historical heritages and cultural heritages for the people of Kyaing Tong.
By studying field studies and from personal interviews, it can be seen that the 12 city gates are
preserved by the Archaeological Department and National Museum. At present, the responsible
persons and the elders of the Shan ethnic have protected as the legacy of Shan Sawbwars under the
guidance of the State. But city walls and moats need to be conserved against extending residential
houses, creating planted area and poor public participation in the conservation process. Hundred Year
Aged-old Building and Lone Tree can be preserved by the local military regime. Haws have been by
the relatives of Sawbwars. Today is the globalization era, so the conservation of cultural heritage is
vital for all ethnic groups. It tells us that public participation and awareness are vividly needed in the
preservation of the historic sites and cultural heritage in Kyaing Tong.
Furthermore, Kyaing Tong is the home of the Shan ethnic groups especially Gon Shan ethnic group.
Every ethnic group possesses the colorful traditional dress, own literature and traditional customs.
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Nowadays, all the ethnic groups who live in Kyaing Tong have good relations and have similar cultural
relations with all the neighboring countries and Myanmar.

Discussion
1.1 Geographical Setting of Kyaing Tong
According to the topography of Myanmar, Shan State is
situated in the Eastern Hill Region and is the largest state
of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar. Shan State can
be divided into three parts; Northern Shan State,
Southern Shan State and Eastern Shan State. Kyaing Tong
is the largest town in Eastern Shan State bordering with
People Republic of China to the north, People
Democratic Republic of Laos to the east and Thailand to
the south. It is also located close to The Golden Triangle.
Figure 1: Map of Kyaing Tong and

The border towns of Kyaing Tong are the Mong La

bordering Countries

Township to the east, the Mong Pyain Township to the

west, the Mong Khet Township to the north and the Mong Hsat Township and the Mong Hpayak
Township to the south. It is located between East Longitude 99˙ 16' and 101˙ 15', between North
latitude 21˙ 05' and 21˙ 35' (The Department of Settlement and Land Records, 2012). Total area of
Kyaing Tong is about 12400 square miles and it also located between Mekong River and Thanlwin
River. Kyaing Tong is the most mountainous region and some are 5000 feet or 7000 feet height
(Myanmar Encyclopedia, 1955).
Kyaing Tong is situated over 2700 feet above sea level. It was circled by three mountains; Lone Tree
Hill called Suam Mong Kon, Song Taung or Song Hkam pagoda called Song Taung Kon and Suam Sup
Kon where Khe Mar Ra Hta Buddha Image or Standing Buddha is located (Ma Thida, 2014). Kyaing
Tong is composed of Kyaing Tong Township, Mong Khet Township, Mong Yang Township, Mong La
Township and Mong Pauk sub-Township. Kyaing Tong Township is the biggest area as well as the most
populated in Eastern Shan State. There are 5 quarters and 36 village tracts in Kyaing Tong Township
(The Department of Settlement and Land Records, 2012). Variety of Ethnic groups totally 31 live in
Kyaing Tong Township (Department of Population, Ministry of Immigration and Population, Kyaing
Tong, 2014). Among them Gon Shan and Shan live in the plain and Lahu, Akha, Lwa, Wa, Ann and
Palaung and other hill tribes live in the upland area (Khon Sa Wun, 2014).
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The names of Kyaing Tong have been called since the foundation date of Kyaing Tong. The name of a
region which is used by people is very important historical background for this region. According to
the Kyaing Tong Chronicle, the city of Kyaing Tong was formerly known by the three names of
Dammelarp, Mong Aung Pu and Sanda Wazi. It was also called Tongkapuri because it was established
under the guidance of a Chinese hermit named Tongarathi (Shan Swe, 1969). And then it was named
as Keng Tung (Kyaing Tong) (Shan Swe, 1970). In the Hman Nan Maha Yarzawindawgyi (The Glass
Palace Chronicle, 2008), it was recorded as Khema Vara, Khema Rahta and Kyaing Tong. Regarding a
brief history of Keng Tung written by U Sai Long Seng Lung, it was called Mong Zantara Kwarm and
Khemarahta Zayasohti Tunggapuri. Nowadays, it is renowned as Kyaing Tong or Khemarahta.
Because Kyaing Tong is an ancient city, it has significant historical sites. Among them Loi Mwe, Nong
Tong Lake, the City Gates, ancient city Walls and Moats, Haws and Lone Tree are the most
distinguished historical sites of Kyaing Tong
1.2 The Misty Hill Station Town (or) Loi Mwe
Loi Mwe is one of the
historical sites of Kyaing
Tong, it is located over
20

miles

from

the

southeast of Kyaing Tong
and is situated 5542 feet
above sea level (Field
studies, 8. 3. 2016). Loi
Figure 2: Loi Mwe Township

Figure 3: Loi Mwe Lake

Mwe is Shan dialect. Loi
means mountain and

Mwe means snow. So, Loi Mwe means the Misty Hill Station Town. The ethnic groups such as Akha,
Lahu, Shan, Lishaw, Lwa, Wa, Bamar, Chinese and Indian live in Loi Mwe. Therefore, many dialects and
several cultural traditions can be seen there. The majority of residents in Loi Mwe are Christians;
others are Buddhists, animists, Moslems and Hindus (Pagoda Trustee Committee, n.d.).
During the 18th century, Circle Headman ruled Loi Mwe under the administration of Kyaing Tong
Sawbwar. After the British annexation of 1886, Loi Mwe was still ruled by Circle Headman. The British
interfered in the administration of Loi Mwe after Shan State was regarded as a state of the BritishIndian in May, 1886. The British settled at Loi Mwe with a temporary office in 1900. A Hindu temple
and a shrine for a nat were established under Sir J. George Scott in 1903. The Catholic monk,
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Longbardini, reached Loi Mwe in 1912 to propagate Christianity. The Colonial Government started to
construct over 100 brick and stone buildings in European style in 1913. The buildings for their servants
were the hospital, residential buildings, Roman Catholic Churches, Panwaing Baptist Church and
District Officer’s house. At that time, Loi Mwe was at the level of village tract and the British
Government regarded Loi Mwe village as a District (Administrative Center) of the Eastern Shan States.
The first District officer of Loi Mwe was Colonel. V.G Robert. Nine Townships had been considered
under the administration of Loi Mwe District since 1918 (Pagoda Trustee Committee, n.d.).
The British Government ruled these nine townships strictly with military, law and order,
communication and revenue administration from Loi Mwe so the power of Sawbwars gradually
declined. Although the Governor General of India proclaimed Shan State as the Feudatory Princely
States, Sawbwas were subordinate to the power of the District officer. After renaming as Loi Mwe
District, in 1927the British started to construct motor roads; from Loi Mwe via Panwine to Kyaing
Tong, from Loi Mwe via Holatt to Kyaing Tong and from Loi Mwe via Hparthe to Tachileik, to be
convenient for administration and communication. After constructing the Loi Mwe-Kyaing Tong motor
road, Loi Mwe became a prosperous city engaging in trade or commerce. From 1930 to 1940, Loi Mwe
was a most prosperous town. Under the administration of the British, damson, avocado pear, kind of
creeper bearing edible fruit (or) chayote, pear, one kind of local fruit called in pinsein fruit and green
tea as well as opium and hashish were sold as Loi Mwe’s products to other towns. At that time, Loi
Mwe used British money and rupees, and local weights (Pagoda Trustee Committee, n.d.).
During the Second World War, the British troops at Loi Mwe retreated to Central Myanmar when the
Japanese troops were marching to Mae Sai via Tachileik at the end of 1941. The Chinese troops
entered Loi Mwe because of lack of administration. When the Japanese entered, the Chinese
retreated to Kyaing Tong and burnt and destroyed the whole of Kyaing Tong. Japanese troops
established headquarters at Loi Mwe with the existing office buildings. The Japanese transferred Loi
Mwe district to the Thai Government as the Thai Government supported the Japanese in WWII.
According to the agreement, Japanese Prime Minister Togyo himself signed and transferred Loi Mwe
district to the Thai Government in Bangkok on 4 July 1943. When the British returned to Myanmar,
Loi Mwe District was again ruled by the former District officer Colonel Robert at the end of WWII. The
last Frontier officer at Loi Mwe was Governor Capt. V.G Robert. After gaining independence in 1948,
the Myanmar Government allowed Kyaing Tong Sawbwars to rule instead of the District officer. The
District office situated in Loi Mwe was moved to Kyaing Tong from 1957 to 1958. The Revolutionary
Council regarded Loi Mwe as District village in 1963 (Pagoda Trustee Committee, n.d.).
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An ancient historical building of Loi
Mwe is the house built for the first
District officer, V.G Robert. In order
to calculate about the age of this
house from 1918 to 2020, it has
lasted for 102 years. So, the
inhabitants of Loi Mwe and Kyaing
Tong called this house the Hundred
Years Aged-old Building (Hundred
Figure 4: Hundred Years Aged-old Building

Years House). The building style of
this house was as a model of a

European house. Because of snow over Loi Mwe for 9 months every year, the British regarded it as a
miniature England (Field studies, 8. 3. 2016).
In this house every living room has a fireplace and master bedroom. There are eight rooms, four
master bedrooms, two living rooms, and two small rooms. The building style and interior decorations
were of high standard in those days. All the walls of the living room and a master bedroom situated
at the right-hand side and the wall of the main entrance of the building include peacock designs, but
the rest of the rooms on the left-hand side do not. The house was renovated on 14 March 2006 to
preserve the ancient colonial buildings. Now, it is preserved by Loi Mwe’s military regime (Field
studies, 8. 3. 2016).
Loi Mwe lies 5542 feet above sea level and its weather is cool and pleasant. It has the distinguished
traditional customs of the inhabitants' ethnic groups, fantastic scenic views and beautiful cherry
flowers; the Satu Rahta Thu Mingala Pagoda and Loi Mwe Lake are supplements for Loi Mwe as a most
interesting place. Furthermore, Loi Mwe is famous for its many kinds of wine, green tea, and
strawberries which are attractive to visitors. It can be proved that Loi Mwew was important for the
administration of the Colonial Government (1918-1945) in the Eastern Shan State, and because of the
colonial buildings it became the most interesting historical site for Kyaing Tong.
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1.3 The Historic Nong Tong Lake

Figure 5: Old Nong Tong Lake and Current Nong Tong Lake

Nong Tong Lake is located in the center of Kyaing Tong and it is also one of the historical sites and the
pride of Kyaing Tong. It is a kind of natural lake and is 6250 feet wide (Field studies, 1.6.2016).
According to the Chronicle of Kyaing Tong, during the life time of Godama Buddha, Buddha predicted
that the four hermits from the north headed by Sunda Theikkha Tong (or) Tongarathi would arrive to
the Dammelarp or Kyaing Tong which was the flooded area and they dried up this basin with their
power. And then, they would build a great city on the dried up basin of the lake. Owing to this
chronicle, local people believed that the brother hermits built a city under the guidance of Tongarathi.
They built a city in a part of the dried up basin called Nawng Le (Shan Swe, 1969).
After the long time of the Prinibbanna of Lord Buddha, heavy rain fell in Dammelarp or Kyaing Tong
for seven days and seven nights continuously. Thus, Dammelarp or Kyaing Tong basin became flooded.
After meditation for three years later, the four hermits gained the secular world super natural power.
When they arrived Dammelarp or Kyaing Tong, they temporarily stayed at the un-flooded area named
Twan Phu Lon or Lwe Lon. And then they went to Suan Suck hill. The four hermits came to know about
the prediction of the Lord Buddha. So, they vowed themselves and tried to dry out Dammelarp Lake
to be flowed to the southern part of the lake with their super natural power stick. But they found that
the water seeped down along the southern part of the lake. Therefore, they vowed again and tried to
dry it out to flow to the northern side as usual. In this case, the water did miraculously flow to this
side. After seven years and seven months later, Dammelarp or Kyaing Tong Lake changed into a small
lake. At present, it can be seen as Nong Tong Lake (Record of Gon Shan, n.d.).
At present, Nong Tong Lake noted in the Kyaing Tong Chronicle is regarded as an ancient historical site
as well as a recreation place for health and mental fitness by local people. Moreover, the traditional
local foods in Nong Tong Lake are very attractive to the local people as well as visitors.
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1.4 The City Gates, Walls and Moats of Kyaing Tong
According to the Kyaing Tong Chronicle, Wa (or) Lwa influenced in Kyaing Tong from A.D 1134 to 1229.
Gon Shan reached Kyaing Tong in A.D 1243. The Sawbwars of Kyaing Tong started to rule Kyaing Tong
in A.D 1253 (Than Tun, 2004). Sao Narn Toom (A.D 1253-64) was the first Sawbwa of Kyaing Tong and
Sao Sai Long was the last Sawbwa (Khon Sa Wun, 2014). Sao Sai Long was installed as the forty-third
ruler of Kyaing Tong (Sao Sanda Simms, 2017). In the Chronicle of Kyaing Tong, Sawbwa Sao Pha Long
moved to Kyaing Tong in A.D 1817. He had repaired and extended the walls, moats and city gates of
Kyaing Tong for three years since A.D 1819 and again repaired them. The Chronicle recorded that
these walls and moats 4 miles 1 furlong long were completed in A.D 1833 (Than Tun, 2004).
Captain W.C. Mcleod and Dr. D. Richardson were sent in December 1836 by Mr. E.A. Blundell, the
Commissioner of the British Tannintharyi, to open “the gold and silver road of trade” between
Mawlamyine and the Shan States through Chiang Mai. They recorded the walls, moats and gates of
Kyaing Tong as follows;
The fort stands on high ground at the foot of the range of hills passed by us on the march, and
which run to the north and northeast. The wall on the southern face has been lately extended,
in consequence of an order from Inwa (Ava), directing that all Tsobuas shall surround their
capital with walls 6,000 cubits in circumference. The wall, which is about fifteen feet high
including the parapet, consists of a double wall of brick and mud of about two feet thick, with
the space between them filled up with earth. In many places the weight of the earth during
the rains has brought down portions of the wall, and parties of Chinamen are at work repairing
these breached, the inhabitants paying them for their labor. This industrious race furnishes
the only artisans in the place. Many of them come in search of work, be it what it may, during
the dry season, and after collecting a little money together they return to their homes. But to
return to the fort; it has twelve gates, four or five of which are on the eastern face, but it has
no bastions or embrasures for canon. The wall, following the conformation of the ground
presents a most irregular fortification. Swamps supply the place of a ditch, and where these
do not exist, a cutting has been made in some places to the depth of 30 feet from the foot of
the wall through the hilly ground to a level with the swamps, but no water enters it (Sao
Saimong Mangrai, 1965).
In the Shan Hill written by Scott, he recorded that Kyaing Tong was established with secret city gates
and walls about 4 miles 4 furlongs long. There were about one thousand houses. The majority of Shan
living in Kyaing Tong were Gon Shan. The size of Kyaing Tong is double that of Wales. According to the
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record of Scott, Kyaing Tong is about 12400 square miles wide and is situated on a plain which is 20
miles long and 15 miles wide. The wall was 15 feet in height but the bricks have decayed and some
parts of the wall were falling down. Walls looked good but not strong (Scott, 2017).
There are 12 city gates in Kaing Tong. These city gates can be seen today in Kyaing Tong and they are
as follows; (Field studies, 17.6.2016)
1. Mangala Gate (Now, Airport Road )
2. Padaeng Gate (Now, near the Old Hospital)
3. Zeing Lann Gate (Now, near No.4 B.E.H.S)
4. Ngum Fah Gate (Now, near wall of Lone Tree Hill)
5. Pha Yang Gate (Now, beside the Tharthapala Monastery)
6. Jen Mong Gate (Now, near Paw neint village)
7. Yang Kharn Gate (Now, near Yang Kharn Market)
8. Naung Laik Gate (Now, near Police Station)
9. Naung Pha Gate (Now, Mong Yang Road)
10. Kai Hai Gate (Now, near Naung Pha Shin Phyu Monastery)
11. Yang Poung Gate (Now, No. 8 Military Police)
12. Yang Gong Gate (Now, Namp Paw Awe and Yang Kon Road).
Padaeng Gate is the only one left standing and the best remaining preserved gate. It lies at Loi Mwe
road in the No. 3 Quarter. It was built of Sand-Stone and the preserved gate is the original one. It was
protected by the Department of Archaeology and the National Museum.
Figure 6: City Gates of Kyaing Tong
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At present, the group headed by the representative of parliament from Kyaing Tong, the elders of
Shan ethnic and the responsible persons have planned and protected the Padaeng Gate under the
guidance of the State (Maung Maung Naing, 2020). Pha Yang Gate, Naung Pha Gate, Kai Hai Gate, and
Jen Mong Gate remain as fragments. But these gates could be used as the gates for the local people.
The rest of the city gates are preserved with the little stone pillars with the names of the gate in 2017
by the Department of Archaeology and the National Museum. Nowadays, all gates can be regarded as
cultural heritages of Kyaing Tong.

Figure 7: Present Preserved Padaeng Gate View (Maung Maung Naing, 2020)

To study the walls and moats inside the quarters, one walks along the Song Sat Kon, Taunggyi Road
and Yan Kham Gate to the outer part of the south of Quarter No. 1. It ends near the Tachileik Road
and No. 4 Basic Education Middle School and it is about two miles long. Although some parts are
ruined, the part that from the Hpan Yan Gate to Ngan Hpa Gate still exists. No wall and moat were
found at Quarter No. 2 and Quarter No. 3. One wall lies beside the Airport Road; Magalar Gate to the
Mong Yan Road, Naung Hpa and Kai Heik and it is about 2 miles long. Then, next lies from the Mong
Yan Road and Kai Heik Gate to the Taunggyi Road and Yang Khan Gate about 2 miles long ( Khon Sa
Wun, 2014).
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Figure 8: Map of Wall and Moat of Kyaing Tong (Khon Sa Wun, 2014)

Figure 9: Wall, Moat and bricks can be seen today

The walls, moats, and city gates of ancient Kyaing Tong can be found till today. But the walls and moats
far from houses still exist originally with bushes, while some walls disappeared with the extension of
houses and digging the ground for building residential houses. Nowadays, the rest of the city walls,
moats, and gates are preserved as ancient historical sites and cultural heritages of Kyaing Tong by the
Department of Archaeology and the National Museum of Kyaing Tong. Nowadays, it can be proved
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that Kyaing Tong flourished in glorious power in the past. Moreover, local people take pride in the
valuable ancient cultural heritages and very interesting historical sites.
Sawbwars (Saohpa) was head of the Shan state. Sao is the Shan word for ruler, lord, king, master, of
prince and pha means sky. Thus Sawbwar means Lord of the Sky. By virtue of this concept, the
Sawbwars became the ruling class of Shan society with their special God-given right to rule their
subjects (Sai Aung Tun, 2009). During their rule, many of the princes lived in grand, elaborately
designed palaces, (called “haw” in Shan) with unique architectural features. The succession of
Sawbwars ruled in Kyaing Tong built city gates, walls and moats for the security of the city as well as
constructing Haws, their residential houses.

Figure 10: Kyaing Tong palace (Forbidden Glimpses of Shan State, 2009)

Sawbwar Sao Kawn Kiao Intaleng attended three durbars, including the first one in Delhi in 1903 for
which Sir George Scott was responsible. Another, in 1906, was in Yangon when their Royal Highnesses,
the Prince and Princess of Wales, visited that city (Sao Sanda Simms, 2017). After attending the Delhi
Durbar in 1903, Sao Kawn Kiao Intaleng returned to Kyaing Tong and he built his new palace in Indian
style in 1906. It was the grandest of the Shan palaces. It was demolished on 9 November 1991. In
1994, the Myanmar Ministry of Hotels and Tourism constructed the Kyaing Tong Hotel, on the site of
the old palace (Shan Women’s Action Network, 2009).
Nowadays, five Haws still exist in Kyaing Tong. Among them, Zeing San Haw, Naung Wun Yaung Haw
and Sao Sai Long Haw have been preserved by the relatives of the sawbwars who lived in these Haws.
Sao Saing Meng Haw is changed its name into Nwe Ye Gust House. Zeing Kaung Haw was named as
the Shan Cherry Educational Welfare of Others and changed as the children’s foster and educational
center (Field studies, 19.6.2016).
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Figure 11: Houses of Kyaing Tongs Sawbwas (Haw)

1.5 Lone Tree Hill (or) Suam Mong Hill

Figure 12: Kanyin Phyu (Diptero Carpus Alatus) tree

The hill in which the tree, Meik Mat Yang in Gon Shan dialect, Botanical name Dipdero Carpas Alatu
located is called Lone Tree Hill or Suam Mong Hill. The Lone Tree Hill called in Myanmar Thit Tabin
Taung lies at the No.1 Quarter in the Suam Mong Hill. Suam Mong means the third prince (Field
studies, 26.6 2016).
According to the local legend of Gon Shan people, the chief warrior, Sao Sai Taw fought against the
sons of Wan Ti Phan, the king of Sipsong Panna, and won the battle. He therefore married the
daughter of Wan Ti Phan and had three sons. Sao Sai Taw prepared another war to Min Tar Taw Pyay.
In case he was defeated in this battle, he arranged for his sons to rule their territories respectively.
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So, he ordered that the three regions - Kyaing Hung, Mong Lin and Kyaing Tong had to be ruled by his
three sons viz the eldest son (Sao Eike), the second son (Sao Yee) , the youngest son (Sao Sam or Sao
Seik Pann Tu) respectively. As Sao Sai Taw was defeated in this battle, the queen and his ministers
continuously maintained the kingdom. When the three sons came of age, the queen and ministers
conferred to rule three territories to princes according to their father’s order. In A.D. 1360, when Sao
Sam reached at the age of 32, the three brothers met and discussed to conclude peace and tranquility
for their regions and friendship relations among them. They named Kyaing Tong as the central region.
They planted three Kanyin Phyu (Diptero Carpus Alatus) trees as the token of their friendship. The
eldest son planted it in Wun Pan; the second son in Pin Meik Sayee Tar and the last son in Suam Moon
Hill (Records of Gon Shan ethnic, n.d.).
Among these trees, the Kanyin Phyu tree planted by the last son is still alive at the Suam Mong Hill.
Therefore, this hill became well-known as the Lone Tree Hill (Thit Tabin Taung) at present. There are
a few differences to calculate the age of this tree. According to the legend of local people and records
of Gon Shan ethnic, they stated that this tree was planted around 1426 A.D. In this situation, the life
of this tree may be over 500 years.
Forbidden Glimpses of Shan State describes that Locals were bewildered by this signboard which
declared that this tree was planted in 1744 by King Alaung Min Taya. In fact, King Alaungpaya had
never visited Kaing Tong (SWAN, 2009). At present, the height of this tree is 218 feet, the breast girth
is 38 feet and 8 inches and the basal girth is 39 feet and 10 inches (Field studies, 26.6.2016).

Conclusion
Historic remains can prove the glorious past of a region and cultural standard of its nationalities.
Heritage conservation is therefore necessary and needs to protect their original style systematically.
Even though the historic cities of Myanmar like Yangon, Bagan, and Mandalay gain momentum for
heritage conservation under the guidance of the State, a conservation strategy for Kyaing Tong is
required. Kyaing Tong is a remote state on the borderland and is isolated from central Myanmar.
Kyaing Tong can be designated as an eco-tourism city because of its favorable conditions such as the
original lifestyle of hill tribes, the scenic beauty, trekking, mountain biking. The development of ecotourism could promote socio-economic development, ethnic identity, and pride for future
generations. Although the heritage conservation effort in Kyaing Tong is faced with many
requirements, it needs to be promoted.
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Interesting places and historic evidences are rich in Kaing Tong. These are connected with the
historical background. According to the geographical setting, Kyaing Tong is far from the Central
Myanmar, so it stands separately and owns divers cultural traditions. Myanmar kings generally gave
full authority to the Shan Sawbwars to rule on his behalf. During that times, Kaing Tong had often
faced annexations by neighboring countries throughout the era. Because of these situations,
succession of Kaing Tong’s Sawbwars created fortified walls, moats and city gates. In their lifestyle,
their residential houses, Haws are built with vernacular style in the early days and European style
during the colonial period. In fact, City gates, moats, walls and Haws became the historic relics and
cultural heritage of Shan ethnic group in Kyaing Tong.
By studying the history of Kyaing Tong, this paper mainly focuses on the historical sites rather than
the traditional way of life of the ethnic groups. So, it cannot be regarded as the complete paper for
Kyaing Tong. Moreover, other historical buildings during the colonial period need to be studied in
further research. Many things must be added to fill the historical gaps regarding the distinctive social
life, traditional customs, and culture of Eastern Shan State’s ethnic nationalities. According to the
historical evidences of Kyaing Tong, it can be regarded as the ancient historical place in the Trans-Than
Lwin area.
Nowadays, the Department of Archaeology and National Museum, local responsible persons and local
elders with national spirit have protected the historic sites and cultural heritages of Kyaing Tong under
the guidance of the State. Moreover, the city elders preserve with patriotism and pass on the national
culture, religious beliefs and traditional customs to the next generations.
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Lubyeks or Lushwintaws: Their Life, Performance and History
Mi Mi Hlaing
Department of History, University of Mandalay, Myanmar

Abstract
This research paper describes the changes of anyein in Mandalay and the role of the lubyek. An anyein
is a non-dramatic performance with dance of minthamee, and humor of lubyeks (Ahmar, 2005). The
study examines the background history of anyein to find out when lubyeks appeared, and their efforts
to analyze the rules of lubyeks. The research was conducted from 2019 to 2020. The qualitative
method was used in the research paper and it was based on facts from interview. This paper presents
about arts of lubyek in Myanmar culture which are liked by the audience. It is observed that the
performances of lubyek have dominated anyein and Myanmar society. The jokes reflect the current
condition and relax the people’s suffering in their daily life. The lubyeks portray the people's desire as
a joke on behalf of the people. The free show of anyein is in direct contact with the public and their
arts have certain specifications. It is highlighted to analyze the dominance of lubyek and their art upon
anyein thabin and society, and that they preserve their norms and art value. Their performance can
be studied in their contemporary entertainment. This paper shows how comedian‘s arts should be
preserved and recorded systematically since their art is unique to Myanmar culture and continues to
survive.
Keywords: Mandalay anyein, the performances of lubyek, the free show, contemporary performance
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Introduction
An anyein is a non-dramatic performance by a prima donna or actress1-minthamee, humorists-lubyeks
- and an orchestra. An anyein performance a fine art which emerged in consistency with the Myanmar
traditional way of life. It is a kind of public show and starts at 9:00 pm and ends at midnight. The area
for performance does not take much space. On hearing the music of an anyein performance, the
audience walks in, stand where they like. If they enjoy the performance, they will continue to watch
it. So it is an open-air performance with no restraint of rules (Ahmar, 2005, p.1). Only with the
cooperation of minthamees, Myanmar orchestra-saing waing

2

and lubyeks could success be

achieved. A lubyek fully supports minthamee and others. In performing anyein, the minthamee paves
the way for telling joke and the lubyek must know how to make joke on her words. It would be a good
anyein only when the minthamee and the lubyeks perform cooperatively. In Myanmar performance
art, there are three types of lubyek: yotthay lubyek, anyein lubyek and zat lubyek. "Dance and Drama
began with marionettes" means yotthay lubyek began the performing art. Among the three types of
lubyek, yotthay lubyek is the artist who was most well-versed in the subjects of dramatic art. Anyein
lubyek is the artiste who can make jokes freely with spontaneous insight and quick wit. Because of
freedom of speech, an anyein lubyek is likely to reflect the life of the people most closely. This study
found that the humorist is a significant artist in Myanmar culture and they are only found in the
Myanmar cultural context.

Aims and Objectives
The research paper aims to observe the impact of lubyek and his performance upon the anyein and
the community.
The objectives are:


to examine the background history of anyein; its change and progress



to know when lubyeks appeared and their efforts



to analyze of the rules which lubyeks have to follow in their performance

Research Questions
1. How the changes occurred in anyein performance throughout the ages?

1
2

minthamee is alternate in dance and sings at the performance.
saing waing consisting of drum, gongs, oboe and clappers.
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2. How does the lubyek emerge and their efforts?
3. What are the main rules to be followed by lubyek?

Research Methodology
This research makes use of qualitative method. Data are collected by using available information from
published books. The materials used in this research paper are the book of Ludu Daw Amar entitled
”The history of anyein”, the book of Nay Win Myint, interviews with the lubyeks about their lives and
experiences, the books of U Chit Saya he who himself is a lubyek and learnt the art of lubyeks from his
father, and interviews with famous lubyeks: U Htin Paw (71 years old), U San Ni (76 years old) and U
Chit Saya (68 years old).

Study Site
The study area is Mandalay where the arts of anyein, zat and orchestra etc. are flourishing and artistes
can be found collectively. The study was conducted between 2019 and 2020.

Findings and Discussion
The Form of Anyein
Anyein comes from Myanmar word “gentle”, it was only performed and served in the palace at the
reign of Myanmar kings. The nature of an anyein was to entertain a few people who could appreciate
it well. During Yadanapon Period in Mandalay, Myanmar art and culture, including anyein, reached
the apex, but during the colonial period because of the lack of colonial government support for public
performances in Upper Myanmar, some artists had to move to Lower Myanmar, and find a living
through the form of public performances. Naturally, the famous dancers of the royal circle Yintaw Ma
Lay and Hsin Kho Ma Lay had to move and settled in Lower Myanmar (Maung Thein Naing, 2011,
p.104). From there on, the anyein performance was introduced to the common people. At that time,
the form of anyein changed from performing on the ground - myey waing anyein in the Konbaung
Period to the sit and sing anyein - htai-so anyein in the Colonial Period. By special request, they
appeared at an assembly to perform. They entertained every guest and received gifts in appreciation
of their performance. They were amateurs who were invited by the audiences (Ahmar, 2005, p.4).
In 1888, a harp anyein took place in which the dancers, Ma Sein Kyawt and Ma Sein Lon performed
dance and songs with the melody of the harp. The pattala anyein also included the combination of
dancing and singing. Then there appeared piano anyein such as; sandaya Ma Ma Gyi, Myanmar Nyunt,
U Chit Phwe and Ma Sein Thone. The Burma Echo newspaper reported on December 14, 1907, on a
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Pwè performed on the grounds of the Royal Palace in Mandalay attended by the British Viceroy and
his wife (Withey, 1978, pp.573-6).
Originally, the instruments of anyein are xylophone- pattala, oboe- nhe, gong-maung, small brass
gong- kyay naung, solo drum – doe and timing bells-si (U Maung Maung Tin, 2019, pp. 84-5). The
xylophone was a sacred instrument of the Myanmar orchestra, and the man in charge of the
xylophone was the leader of an anyein. In the early Colonial period, anyeins with musical instruments,
instead of performing on the ground, began to perform on stage. With the performance of anyein on
stage, the comedian called “lubyek” appeared. While performing on stage, due to the efforts of lubyet
U Chit Phwe and minthamee Daw Sein Thon, anyein came to perform on the stage in the late Colonial
period. The stage is simply set up; there is only one screen hung at the back with the names of the
anyein in the center, the minthamee in the left, and the lubyeks in the right written. No stage curtain
is used. Lubyeks’ name were written in order of seniority (See Photo 1).
U San Ni (75 years of age, interview in 17.10.19) discussed that,
“The anyein troupe’s popularity depended on the comedian’s talent. When the period of
minthamee’s declined, the comedians couldn’t keep it up for long. So Badaytha sector was
introduced. Badaytha means like songs, dances and adding famous actors, short plays. But
actually those are unrelated to anyein. In my opinion, in anyein the minthamee should get on
stage by 10:00 PM. That is the time when all the jokes have been told and everyone is excited.
Those who want to have a laugh and be entertained are also there at that time. Everyone is
wide awake and excited after the jokes.”
Change started at the golden days. The first change was introducing opera. The other anyein followed
the success of Thitlwin anyein’s opera. The second change was putting the show onto the anyein stage
with the inclusion of western-styled musical instruments in Myodaw anyein. The audience’s attention
cannot be kept when the anyein sector, the high point of the anyein, comes on late night by singing
songs along with taking turns of three actresses and three lubyeks. The original styles of Anyein were
fading out due to audience’s preference for the changes (U Htin Paw U Htin Paw, 70 years old,
interview in 26.5.2019).
With the changes of era and political system and as it was getting favorite with audience, changes
emerged in appearance and adornment of the stage anyein. With the creation of new appearances,
original features of anyein were gradually changed. In the 1980s, stage of anyein, background curtain,
western musical instruments, and illumination with spot light etc. became modernized. Besides
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singing, dancing and jokes, choral dancing- yein, opera, play- pyazat, one-act pyazat were performed
and it looked like the zat. With the creation of new inventories, singing, dancing and humorous sector
were getting weak. In this way, changes and developments of anyein occurred in successive periods.
Photo 1: Mandalay Anyein (Fourth Thabin period)

Anyein thabin, (without pattala), 19 January 2019, Mandalay National Museum Photo by Nyi Thit, mmtimes.com

Humorous Man (Lubyek)
Nay Win Myint (2012, pp.332-3) discusses why lubyeks are addressed in various ways: gentleman-atarms-letswè (Figure 1), jester-pyawtawsak, comedian-lushwintaw, humorous man- lubyek. He claims
gentleman-at-arms are lubyeks who are close to kings and princes. Later, they are known as jester,
and then, they are addressed as lubyek because of shifting from serious words into humorous words.
In 1888, thanson 3 U Ywet, zither performer -Htai-pyaw performer, who entertained only non-dance
and music, was a forerunner of the lubyeks of the future. Yangon was home to a large number of
people from China, India, various ethnic groups, and upcountry people in the colonial period. The
jokes of the U Ywet were applauded by Yangon audience because he told the everyday life of Yangon
people by making different tones. In 1898, Ma Sein Ngon who was first Mon minthamee from
Mawlamyine, did not include lubyeks in her anyein (Thabinwun U Nu, 1967, p.106-115).
Daw Ahmar (2005, p.264) stated that in 1890, U Chit Phwe (1873-1944) who entertained the public
with humor, was the very first lubyek in anyein. U Chit Phwe entertained as a lubyek when his wife,

3

Thanson means multi-voice of difference races.
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minthamee Ma Sein Kyaw, took a rest after a dance performance. Hmawbi Saya Thein (1965, p.85),
argues that singing performance by sitting of U Pe Phyu’s anyein became favorite of Yangon audience.
The singer while playing harp and his partners were cheered by the audience for their humor, sarcasm
and satire. When the minthamee is taking a rest, lubyeks (Taung Zin and Nyat Gyi) have to entertain
the audience with their sense of humor. Sayar Phyu introduced a new lubyeks act into the anyein
performance. The two cases above-mentioned were at first controversial. Mostly singing, dancing and
jokes which are the rules of modern anyein thabin derived from U Chit Phwe. The new characters of
the anyein innovated and performed by U Chit Phwe, made people around the world notice Myanmar
performing art.
In the 1920s and 1930s, the term "lubyek" was changed to "lushwintaw" because the meaning of
"lubyek" had a negative sense (Ahmar, 2005, p.267). But both terms are still used today. The lubyek’s
artistic performance is defined as making fun, jest and frivolity. In Myanmar culture, Lubyeks are
similar to the kwetseik who performed religious or historical story-telling by performing various roles.
After the minthamee sings and dances, the lubyeks entertain the audience with their humors.
U San Ni (75 years of age, interview in 17.10.19) said that,
“I guess the term Lushwindaw is more polite and formal. Lubyek is a comedian who says
whatever he wants to say - a bit rougher. So even though the advertisements say
Lushwindaw, sometimes the comedians address themselves or each other as lubyek.”
Figure 1: Letswè (Prince’ follower), Illustration by U Win Maung, 1973

The Turban is a lubyek’ trade mark and prestige, he dresses in a Myanmar turban- a gaungbaung,
Myanmar jacket- a taikpon - and sarongs or double length men’s garment- a taungshay longyi used
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by gentleman (See Figure-2) (Ahmar, 2005, pp.260-4). Ancient lubyeks wore white knee-length
trousers under a longyi. They were prohibited to dress casually on the stage. There is a traditional
custom that the rules of arts hand down from mentor to candidate- thamarsin. If he has long hair and
applies a kind of tree bark; thanakha (Limonia acidissima), he was not allowed to be on the stage. They
have to wear white shirt, taikpon, and taungshay longyi (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.268-345).
The famous comedians in Mandalay (about the 1970s and 1980s) were born and raised by parents
who lived in rural areas. Most of them are passionate people who lack basic education, but took the
advice of a mentor seriously and tried to become famous. Lubyek U Yan Aung believed that the
performer is “the vision is omen, the past is the gift and the voice is the prophecy” so only magnificent
and dignified words should be used in thabin. Although lubyeks are smart dress, they have to perform
much chance in comedy.
Nay Win Myint (2012, pp.5-12) expressed in an interview with U Tein Nyo, he said that the subjects of
the humorist include various matters of knowing from literature, knowing by oneself and knowing by
intelligence. He said that the humorist has to learn the humorous letters by heart. The humorist must
not tell jokes about indecent organs of the human body, and dreadful, terrifying and detestable and
shameful jokes must not be told. In their younger age, they had to pay respect to seniority and when
their mentor called, they immediately went to him and with obedience, held his slipper. If a lubyek
cannot memorize the notes, he would get little fee. They have to give massage to their mentor in
order to get the annotations from him. But it was not sure that they would get the scripts.
U Kyaw Kyar said that they don’t have formal education, they make their lives with performance arts.
Due to the influence of arts, they are recognized by the public. For this kind of performance, many
steps have been passed. Firstly, performance is done for the anyein owner’s pleasure. We are in front
of audiences even when the owner likes us. With the assumption that “As long as a person is alive, he
can find money”, the humorists used to take fee in advance prior to the new performing season. As
they easily get money, they made no savings (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.64-5).
The lubyeks would be allowed to perform on the stage after four or five years of learning about
enunciation, intonation, facial expression, hand manners, music, verse, and various dances from the
teachers (Thabin Wun U Nu, 1967, p.120). In the show, if two lubyeks have the same qualification, the
one with more seniority is better. If they have the same seniority, the one with more experience is
better. It calls seniority- war and experience- thambar in Myanmar (Chit Saya, 2019, pp.64-5).
Experience is very important in the routine. The one who makes the audience laugh is called attractive
man- chukaung. A lubyek should try to know up-to-date information and current affairs to be up-to-
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date. The art of making people laugh is not easy. The unabashed one with the courage to speak up
cannot be a lushwindaw (Chit Saya, 2014, p.13).
Figure 2: Lubyek’ dressing style

Illustration by U Win Maung, 1973

U Htin Paw (70 years old, interview in 26.5.2019) said that
“Lubyeks must know about one another and they must have ability to follow the jokes of one
another. It is important to have a good partner for a lubyek. The audience cheers on when
lubyeks perform in coordination with each other or the minthamee.”
The audience knows lubyeks together with their partners. These were threesome of lubyeks as follow;
Mya Man - Leinmaw - Ngwe toe,
Mutta Aung Sein - Pauksa- Kye Nyo,
Sein Win Aungbu- Meiksat,
Tet Toe-Taing Kyaw-Thein Dan,
Yang Aung- Kyauk Ni- MyatTha
Htin Paw-Chit Saya- Dipa,
Thein Dan-Sanni-Layti,
Thaung Dan- Jonny- Meik Sat,
Par Par Lay- Lu Zaw- Lu Maw, are the most successful threesome of Lubyeks in the Mandalay
anyein.
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U Kyauk Ni was one of the well-known partners of Yan Aung- Kyauk Ni- Myat Thar in Mandalay anyein,
he said that his father was a prince -zat minthargyi and his younger brothers are lubyeks in anyein. His
father sent his son to dramatic performance, and hsaing waing which would go to rural areas in order
to perform for the public, and made him learn about arts. Experience was gained from performing
together with seniors (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.77-8). From that threesome, U Myat Thar (90 years
old in 2020) learned in hsaing waing since he was in 13 years old. He learned about knowledge on
humor at Myanmar orchestra by working as an oboist. With the advice of his friend, he arrived at
Mandalay aged 28 and learned from the lubyek U Aung Sein Kalay. Another one is U Yan Aung born
from Myanmar orchestra musician father. He is an enthusiast in playing musical instruments. At first,
he performed as the Minthar and become the Lubyek when the Lubyek Yan Gyi Aung resigned abruptly
during a performance. The name Yan Gyi Aung written on the backstage screen was deleted and he
was substituted. (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.308-330) The background conditions for becoming Lubyek
are not the same for everyone. Some persons have the lineage of artistes and some have artistic trait.
In this way, there appear the artistes called “Lubyek”.
U San Ni (75 years of age, interview in 17.10.19) said that
“Lubyek U Thein Than was one of a famous comedian duo, Thein Than and Kyauk Ni. He was
a talented painter and mask maker and also knew how to train comedians. During one of his
performances in Myingyan, a shoemaker boy who aspired to be a comedian begged him to
take him along to Mandalay to learn to be a comedian. He noticed Ledi’s personal talent,
which was voice mimicking. He could mimic the voices of U Thein Maung, Daw Mya Lay, and
Win Oo who were well known movie actors and actresses. Whenever customers came to
Thein Than’s sculpting and painting workshop, he would invite them to sit down and say,
there is a boy here with a talent for mimicking voices, he came to me from Myingyan, Ledi
please come out and do some voices for the guests.”
So people started to recognize Ledi and he became famous even before he stepped on to the anyein
stage. That boy was so talented in voice mimicking.
With the success of lubyek threesome, the era changed from the actor to the lubyek. An instance will
be cited with reference to the life of Htin Paw, Chit Saya and Dipa. The parents of U Htin Paw were
natives of Mahlaing Panaing and they transferred to Mandalay during Japan Period (1942-45). He was
born in China quarter, Mandalay. He was educated to the fourth Standard (the highest of primary
school) at 78 Street, Daw Sain Yin School. At age of ten years old, he went to Shwe Nan Tin zat along
with his uncle. After one month, he came back and learned about sewing but was not interested. He
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was an apprentice at U Awaba, the owner of Keit San anyein, for three or four years (Interview with U
Htin Paw, 26.5.2019).
U Chit Saya inherited the arts of his father the humorist U Tet Sein. From his visit to Keit San anyein
along with his father at the age of eight years, he started his performance with Htin Paw. While
studying at high school with the recommendation of mintha Myodaw Thein Aung, he became lubyek
(Chit Saya, 2014, pp.136-7). Among them, U Di Pa is unique and can step in the shoes of his father who
is famous as the lubyek mintha Champion U Bahlaing. He learned about workshop and sewing but
failed because he was not passion in arts while he was young. However, art was aroused when he was
eleven years old and he became a member of arts community by performing orchestra in a ceremony
to propitiate the nat -natkanar (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.206-8).
As lubyek became well-known owing to good facial expression, Htin paw and Chit Saya performed
mostly in collaboration. They are admired by the audience upon just seeing the faces. Aforementioned famous lubyek threesome and their arts and lives are different in parents, mentor and
experiences. The specification is that their art skillfulness is varied and different. It is presumed that
those attributes are helpful for becoming successful lubyeks. Lubyek has to perform dancing besides
the arts of singing (khon-htauk, Byu-pat and Pa-ri-kan) etc. Most of the lubyeks tried to get encouraged
by people. They have to get experiences in their life, to imitate from their environment.
By hobby, they learnt dancing, but it is not that every lubyek knows the art of dancing. They danced
in association with minthamee in humorous form. Lubyek mintha (Figure-3) was added as one
character of show performance to make the show active. In the beginning, the lubyek mintha did not
use make-up himself as completely as a mintha. In fact, the make-up he wore made him funnier. He
sat with his back to the audience near the xylophone and the music played a prelude for his
appearance. U Chit Hpway was the first lubyek mintha before the Second World War, U Dhat Si,
Champion Ba Hlaing, Mootta Aung Sein, U Hpet Kyi and Thayè Aung Sein were famous lubyek minthas.
After the Second World War had Awba, Yang Aung and Champion Ba Hlaing’s son Dipa and Kyè
Tapwint San Hein. Lubyek mintha must have a good vocal power to sing songs and have an ability to
dance well. Moreover, he must be able to tell jokes. Take a white face powder with a big puff and one
dab in the middle of the face with it was enough face make up that would stand in contrast to his skin
color. It is noteworthy that there were those who changed from lubyet to mintha. Those who could
make the permanent change from lubyek to mintha were Thayè Aung Sein and Myodaw Thein Aung.
(Ahmar, 2005, pp.305-6).
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Figure 3: Performance by Lubyek Mintha

Illustration by U Win Maung, 1973

The Rules of Lubyek
In anyein, there are artistic rules to be followed by lubyeks. The arts of lubyek make the audience felt
a variety of aesthetic enjoyments. One of the rules in anyein is that lubyek must recite the pastoral
song -hkundauk (a song of two or four stanzas sung in a pastoral scene). Lubyek has to make his
performance remarkable by verse recitations. Indeed he has to apply his verses appropriately to the
event. The event may be a ceremonial cremation of a monk or commemoration at the various roles
of merit which we called novitiation ceremony- ahlu- etc. Therefore a lubyek has to learn many poems
by heart and the one who can recite them becomes a first class artist (Ne Win Myint, 2012, p. 296).
As a sign to show that anyein would be started soon, the music troupe begin playing a lively melody;
speeding the tempo to get to the show quicker- myindat yodaya. Then a kind of music heraldingtainhtoe the appearance of the minthamee was played. Firstly, lubyek have to greet the audience of
the town and village, and then tell the reason for performing there. They have to invite the minthamee
with lanka-verse and introduce her to the audience. The junior minthamee came out and sat with her
back to the stage in front of pattala (see Figure 4). After the minthamee came out, the junior lubyek
called her with pastoral song (Ahmar, 2005, pp. 269-277).
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Figure 4: An Anyein’ appearance

Illustration by U Win Maung, 1973

In an anyein, the senior lubyek has to recite hkundauk in rhymes. Depending on the subject, they may
recite it aloud. According to the statement of Daw Ahmar (2005, pp. 260-277), there are various kinds
of hkundauk: The Marriage ceremony- mingalar hkundauk, the novitiation ceremony- ahlu hkundauk,
the New year ceremony- thingyan hkundauk, the Offering robe ceremony- kahtain hkundauk and the
Varity topic- badaythar hkundauk. Myanmar celebrates the festivals for twelve seasons, and the
twelve Seasons’ hkundauk of U Dat Kho is a song that can be sung in any month so that U Dat Kho’
hkundauk has been recited till today.
Another kind of lubyek’s art is the recitation of an etymology- byupat. An etymology is when the
lubyeks explain to illustrate the hkundauk and the background of the story and the reason for the
performance. Besides hkunhtauk, another kind of scripts which lubyeks have to recite is prelude. After
one lubyek talks about the hkundauk the other one has to recite a prelude- parikam. It is to be recited
before the start of the ceremony. For example, the show held in Mandalay, lubyeks had to make
hkundauk about King Mindon, the founder of Mandalay royal city and royal palace (Ne Win Myint,
2012, pp.8-10). After reciting hkundauk, lubyek had to recite the letters praising the ward where the
show is performing, and invitation letters of pagoda festival, initiation ceremony and wedding
ceremony etc. Famous lubyeks, such as, U Chit Hpwe and U Chit Saya Gyi, wrote the hkundauk or the
parikam by themselves (Chit Saya, 2014, pp.65-6). Especially, the recitation of verses such as
hkundauk, byupat and parikam were basically the art of Lubyeks and it is also a Lubyek art milestone
learnt from the seniors.
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Anyein made the audience happy with singing and dancing of minthamee and amused with jokes of
humorists. Anyein is a form of entertainment that focuses on the field- gwin and the link- Jeik. Lubyeks
deal with each other, and they have to compete with the minthamee. A good lubyek cannot only to
tell the jokes he has learned correctly but also support to others. He is also shrewd in speaking, the
use of facial expression and others. Chit Saya (2019, p.171) describes how the art of lubyek is
performing with facial expressions. It involves the use of facial muscles and tendons to show gestures
such as smiling, rejoicing, grimace and laughing. The Facial expression, vocal expression and
appearance are the characteristics of an excellent lubyek. This expression is called maung in Myanmar
word. If one has all the qualifications, it is called as best comedian. Most of them lubyeks have one of
these qualities (Nay Win Myint, 2012, p.122).
Humor or joke- byekLon represents the voices of people, and is to make them laugh immediately or
after thinking. There is a restriction that lubyeks are not allowed to make jokes about religion, politics,
monks and heads of state. However, when they see improper things, jokes come out automatically
and easily without constraint (Ahmar, 2005, p.313). There are two types of Byeklon: joke of expression
with face and vocal joke (Nay Win Myint, 2012, p.17). Thanson U Ywet is the origin of the vocal jokes
and is still used today by lubyeks (Thabin Wun U Nu, 1967, pp.106-8).
The essence of the joke is the facial expressions and an intonation. Talent and experience are the
things that cannot be obtained from learning. As audiences become more knowledgeable, lubyeks try
to modernize. They tell jokes based on time and place. When jokes become violent, lubyeks have to
make sense of them politely in another way. Polite jokes are not funny and dirty jokes are not pleasing
to one’s ears. Therefore, polite jokes and dirty jokes should not be used. Some jokes make only the
audience near the stage laugh immediately, while some jokes make only half of the audience laugh.
Some jokes can make all the audience laugh.
Moreover, there are some jokes which make the audience laugh until they reach their homes and till
the next morning. Such kinds of jokes are called the joke brought to the home or the subject of the
joke- Eain par byeklon captivated by the audience. It is the best joke ever told among the people. Jokes
do not have copyright and anyone can use them freely. The jokes are the same, but they may not be
funny. Without understanding the rules, young lubyeks misunderstand that they can be good lubyeks
only if they dare to speak in a lowly manner on the stage - lubyeks can become lupyeks-ill-mannered
men (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.251-337).
Most of the jokes are a reflection of the current time. Jokes are often used in a way that does not hurt
the other person. It is a tradition to explore the information about the location of their entertainment
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and include it as a joke. Lubyeks are like good beginners, adapters and good defenders. The beginner
starts the joke and another comedian follows. The senior lubyek ends the joke with a gesture while
the other two lubyeks act as defenders. This type of joke is not discussed or rehearsed (Nay Win Myint,
2012, p.194).
Non-auspicious jokes must not be used in the show. The jokes are taken from senior or mentor, books,
tea shops, etc., but the best jokes comes from daily life. A joke has to have a conception as well as a
good inspiration. Comedian U Kyaw Kyar has accepted that a joke is valuable only if it reflects real life.
A good joke must make the audience laugh and give the message. The preparation of jokes is not
complete in one time and they become the best after many preparations. Humor is better in laughing
with affection and respect than with timidity (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.66-69).
People laughed at lubyek before he had said anything. To produce a derived effect with very little
effort is possible only when the person who does it has a large experience. Perhaps that is the nearest
explanation to the lamaing in the Myanmar word. It is possible only when the person who does it has
experience (Ahmar, 2005, p.300). If only one lubyek is good, the others will not be noticed (Nay Win
Myint, 2012, p. 92). At the show, the local audience and the lubyeks become familiar, and the
performance goes on well. A joke that is funny in one performance may not be funny for other
audience (Interview with U Htin paw, 26.5.19).
The jokes of the senior comedians are well experienced but thoughtful and have a cover meaning and
essence. Humor has gone from being a joke to being a modern critique from positive point of view.
When a lubyek makes a joke, he has to wait for another one to finish his joke. Supporting each other,
giving mutual respect and sacrifice are the characteristics of a good lubyek. Some jokes are beneficial
for others, while some have drawbacks for others. It is said that a comedian can be successful only if
he is popular together with his partners among people. If the joke on stage is not funny, lubyeks have
to find the reason and solve it. A good joke can become a good one only when it is perform
harmoniously (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp.81-93). The actress buys the songs that she will sing from the
music composer, Lubyeks cannot buy jokes, but think them up for themselves. The best humor that is
laughing depends on the audience. The popular humor appreciated in cities like Yangon and Mandalay
are with dialogue type, those for rural areas via manners (Ahmar, 2005, p.385).
A lubyek is free to make a joke on whatever he sees and hears (Ahmar, 2005, p.261). There are variety
of jokes etc. Weak point joke -chaykoke byeklon is a joke told by a comedian based on the weakness
of other lubyek. Vice versa talks- lak khote Lak pyan bbyeklon is a funny conversation between
minthamee and lubyeks. Minthamee has to perform and after performance, she has to make jokes
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together with the lubyeks. Obstructive joke- chan khat byeklon is a humorous presentation of the
particular subject which other lubyek cannot make joke (Chit Saya, 2019, p.67).
Thoughtful joke-tway lone is the joke which is to be thought of beyond the surface meanings as well
as a joke that has a dirty meaning. Accidental joke - larb lone is obtained accidentally in the daily
routine. If that joke is popular, it is called larb lone. Trenchant joke- bauk lone is the joke made by a
single lubyek when the other lubyek made little support. Irritable joke- sait lone is made by holding
the weakness of other lubyet (Nay Win Myint, 2012, pp. 18-92).
The lubyeks making sexual jokes are the lowest standard. The ribald jokes are disgusting and
embarrassing for women. Women audiences do not like ribald jokes. Lubyek U Paw San said that when
the dirty humor is laughed at it’s because the audience cannot stand them. Humors cannot be taught,
and not every joke is sure to make the audience laugh. (Nay Win Myint, 2012, 262) Lubyek Chit Saya
(68 years of age, interview in 21.11.20) said that
“The ribald jokes were told by puppet comedians. Its captivated the audience as the puppets
danced only with the movement of their legs, arms and head and performed with their
voices.”
Ahmar (2005, p.314) suggested that sexual jokes cannot be heard together with family members and
they should be adjusted. Myanmar theatre reformers have criticized the comedians for making dirty
jokes. Inappropriate songs were sung and composed in Myanmar theatre. Music pollution has been
removed, but pornography has not yet reformed. Only nationalism can eradicate ribald humor. As
long as the audience accepts the ribald joke, the comedians are still joking. Therefore contrary to the
definition of subtle art, humor is a form of criticism of the anyein thabin.

Conclusion
Anyein is an open art. Its pleasure can be felt from its performance by a literate, a non-literate, the
old and the young regardless of religion and race. The anyein transformed their entertainment from
its beginning to the 1970s and 1980s. Some of anyein tried to modernize their musical instruments,
stage decorations and performances. In 1980s, there were two changes in Mandalay anyeins. After its
rise, the life situation and arts of lubyeks who performed many times in 1980s when there were many
anyein troupes were analyzed. Since lubyeks are anyein members, the changes of anyein circle are
related to what lukbyek does. The audiences are varied and diverse. It is found that noble and fresh
jokes are rare due to the appearance of television though a new joke could be used around the city.
The art of telling humorous jokes is a discipline that has been passed down from generation to
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generation. Today there are no comedy courses and courses at the State Schools of Music, Dance and
Drama in Yangon and Mandalay and National University of Arts and Culture Yangon and Mandalay.
Thus, it is suggested that a systematic curriculum of lubyek’ performances should be included in these
schools and universities. It is reflected that the changing situations of lubyeks’ lives and arts should be
recorded and preserved.
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Abstract
The Irrawaddy River is Myanmar’s largest and most commercially important water way. Over the
years, declining water quality has affected fisheries resources in some areas especially due to the
throwing of untreated household waste in the river. Water quality affects fisheries resources generally
as well as the population of Irrawaddy dolphins, which number around 70 and are a main ecotourism
attraction. There is a direct correlation between water quality, aquatic biodiversity, and the
socioeconomic situation of local communities who depend on the river and its resources. This research
uses physicochemical indicators to test water quality in the Irrawaddy River, comparing various
indicators to World Health Organization (WHO) standards. The main recorded fish species are Order
Cypriniformes and Siluriformes groups, as well as Synbranchiformes and Perciformes groups.
Furthermore, the socioeconomic situation of local communities in the vicinity of Singu, the main
ecological habitat of Irrawaddy dolphins, was investigated by conducting interviews concerning the
socioeconomic livelihoods of fishing communities. Concerning the results of water quality testing, the
criteria of water color is higher than WHO standards although the result is chemically potable,
therefore, not damaging yet. Nevertheless, fisheries resources are gradually declining due to serious
impacts as Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing, including battery shock fishing, and
throwing household waste into the river. These are the main reasons for the decrease in fish
population, as confirmed by local fishermen and local communities. Therefore, it is essential to have
effective governance with stakeholder mapping for the sake of local community.
Key words: water quality, fisheries resources, Irrawaddy dolphins, IUU fishing, stakeholder mapping
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Introduction
Singu Township is located on the east bank of the Irrawaddy River, around 70 km upstream of
Mandalay city. The Singu segment of the Irrawaddy River (hereafter referred to as the study area) is
one of the most important areas of the river because of its rich aquatic diversity, including hosting a
population of around 70 Irrawaddy dolphins. Communities along the river depend on fisheries and
other aquatic resources for their livelihoods as well as ecotourism income from the dolphins.
However, riverine communities report that fisheries and other aquatic resources are in a state of
decline, due mainly to Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing methods including electric
shock fishing, and household dumping of wastewater into the river.
This study examines the state of water quality and fisheries resources in the Singu segment of the
Irrawaddy River to better understand the main causes of fisheries decline. The research combines
three approaches. First, water quality testing was conducted in the Singu stretch of the river using
physiochemical indicators, which are assessed against World Health Organization (WHO) standards.
Second, fish classification was undertaken using methods outlined by Talwar and Jhingran (1991) and
Jarayam (2013) as well as by using Fishbase software (2013) when necessary.
Third, interviews were conducted with a range of relevant stakeholders (experienced fishermen, local
communities, village leaders, township officials, policy makers) to understand the cause and extent of
IUU fishing practices, and why there is widespread infringement of fishing rules and regulations laid
down by Department of Fisheries. An assessment of the socioeconomic situation of local communities
in the vicinity of Singu segment of the Irrawaddy River (Ku-Lae village area) was also conducted. The
research brought together diverse stakeholders to discuss and build common understanding around
the key challenges and opportunities for sustainably managing the river and its resources, and to build
environmental awareness for conservation ethics.
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Figure 1: Google map of Singu segment, Irrawaddy River, Myanmar

Figure 2: The study area, Singu segment, Irrawaddy River, Myanmar

Review of the Relevant Literature
The Irrawaddy River is one of the five great rivers in the Mekong region and flows through the
heartlands of Myanmar. The river’s basin is 413,674 square kilometers, covering 61% of Myanmar’s
total area (Simmance, 2013). The Ayeyarwady River, one of the few remaining free-flowing rivers in
Asia, is rich in biodiversity and forms the cultural, economic and environmental backbone for the
country (Kumar et al., 2017). Fishing constitutes a key source of income and protein for rural
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communities, contributing between two to six billion US dollars to the domestic economy annually
(WWF, 2018, p.4). However, small-scale fishing-based livelihoods are becoming a struggle to maintain.
The Irrawaddy River faces a unique and daunting set of environmental risks and pressures. The top
risks identified by WWF (2018) include flooding, mining, bank erosion, pollution, sedimentation,
navigation challenges, river morphology changes, and fish species degradation.
Simmance (2013) described about hydrological, ecological, anthropogenic pressures and socioeconomic factors vary along the length of the Ayeyarwady River (Irrawaddy River). The Ayeyarwady
River (Irrawaddy River) faces a unique and daunting set of environmental risks and pressures. WWF
(2018) stated they were also asked to identify how these sectors providing goods and services are
impacting upon the river system, creating risks for the stretch of river in their region. The top risks
identified in each sub-basin. These include flooding, mining, bank erosion, pollution, sedimentation,
navigation challenges, river morphology changes, and fish species degradation. WWF (2018) described
the use of pesticides and fertilizers upstream also causes pollution for those using the river
downstream. It is of paramount importance that economic development plans taking place, especially
in the upper reaches of the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy River) and its tributaries, take into account their
impacts on the users downstream.
Water Quality
Water pollution is also a growing concern across the Ayeyarwady River Basin, especially due to rapid
economic development. This is particularly evident at the local level, where industrial development,
mining and agriculture have transformed the landscape resulting in largely unknown and unquantified
impacts on water quality. According to Malik et al (2010), aquatic pollution is growing at an alarming
rate and threatens conservation ecology and public health. However, there is a lack of reliable
information on key parameters related to water pollution within the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy River)
Basin.
Kumar et al. (2017) have undertaken an initial assessment of water pollution within the Ayeyarwady
(Irrawaddy River) Basin, with specific reference to the industrial, urban, mining and agriculture
sectors. They note that unregulated extraction practices and small-scale mining pose high risks to
surface water quality from mining disturbances. Sagaing Region and Mandalay Region are home to
the majority of mines in the country. Both of these areas are in the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy River)
Basin, hence the high proportion (87%) of mines that are found within the Ayeyarwady Basin.
According to Kumar et al. (2017) contamination from mining activity can result in significant impacts
on the water quality, through deforestation, soil erosion, loss of biodiversity, acid mine drainage, and
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contamination from sediment, cyanide, mercury and other toxic metals. Mining activities may be
responsible for high turbidity and sediment loads in surface waters. Tailings and waste waters are
major products from gold extraction that can contain high amounts of contaminants such as copper,
zinc, nickel, cobalt, chromium, mercury, cyanide, and sulfate ions. Mercury is commonly used by
artisanal and small-scale gold mining operations (Fashola et al., 2016; Telmer et al., 2006).
Gold mining can result in significant impacts on the environment including deforestation, soil erosion,
loss in biodiversity, acid mine drainage and contamination of surface and ground waters by cyanide,
mercury and other toxic metals (e.g. Fashola et al., 2016; Abdul-Wahab & Marikar, 2012). There is a
lack of reliable information on key parameters related to water pollution within the Ayeyarwady
(Irrawaddy River) Basin. Reducing exposure to hazardous chemicals is essential to achieving the SDGs
in the Ayeyarwady Basin, as well as ensuring a sustainable and properly utilized water resource base.
Radford and Lamb (2020) also highlight the negative impacts of sand mining, which involves the
extraction of sand from the bed, alluvial islands and banks of the river. The authors expect this to be
of concern for fishers; however, it was only identified as a problem by fishers when it was occurring
within their immediate fishing vicinity. In some cases, sand is exported to Singapore and China where
it is used for land reclamation and construction (Soe & Hammond, 2019); these activities extend
further upstream along the Ayeyarwady River (Irrawaddy River), near Mandalay.
Agriculture is also coming under increased scrutiny for its potential impact on water quality. According
to Kumar et al. (2017), agricultural intensification may increase pollution in the future. Use of
pesticides and fertilizers upstream causes pollution for those using the river downstream (WWF 2018).
In addition to agriculture and mining, Lae Lae Win Swe (2019) note that the improper disposal of water
is another main cause of water pollution that often accompanies processes of urbanization and
industrialization. The large-scale contamination of water has many undesirable consequences: it
causes serious health problems, and harms ecosystems and the natural environment as well as a
country’s economy. It is of paramount importance that economic development plans taking place,
especially in the upper reaches of the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy River) and its tributaries, take into
account their impacts on the users downstream.
Lae Lae Win Swe (2019) further mention there is an issue of water pollution at the household level, as
many people are unfamiliar with the rules, laws, and regulations surrounding pollution. In fact, they
argue that one of the main causes of water pollution in Myanmar is that ordinary people do not
properly understand the negative consequences of water pollution. This means that they intentionally
or unintentionally break the rules and regulations. Therefore, public awareness about water pollution
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and its consequences could be promoted nationwide. Effective enforcement of existing laws and
regulations through fines could also help to prevent pollution in the meantime. This study
demonstrates that it is necessary to have better governance to control, manage, and monitor water
resources for the sake of local fishermen communities.
Water quality monitoring of the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy) is vital to safeguard the river as a resource
(SOBA, 2019; Damania, 2019). At present, despite of the obvious needs, there is a very limited amount
of data available on the water quality in Myanmar. According to Mjelde et al (2017), the ecological
status is evaluated by biological assessment methods using selected biological quality elements.
Physico-chemical and/or hydromorphologial parameters are included as supporting elements. The
classification scheme includes five status classes: high, good, moderate, poor and bad. ‘High status’ is
defined as the biological, chemical and morphological conditions associated with no or very low
human pressure. This condition is the same as or close to the ‘reference condition’, i.e. the best status
achievable. The reference conditions are type-specific, so they differ for different types of rivers, lakes
or coastal waters. Assessment of quality is based on the extent of deviation from these reference
conditions. ‘Good status’ means ‘slight’ deviation, ‘moderate status’ means ‘moderate’ deviation, and
so on. The definition of ecological status takes into account specific aspects of the biological quality
elements, for example ‘composition and abundance of aquatic flora’ or ‘composition, abundance and
age structure of fish fauna’. In this study, physico-chemical indicators are examined to assess the
quality of water in the study area.
Fisheries
Ketelsen et al. (2017) describe the fisheries sector as an important and quickly evolving sector,
especially in the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy River) Basin. Effective fisheries management is of vital
important for local fishing communities, but the lack of data on fisheries consumption and production
creates problems for resource monitoring and management, and hinders the development of a
sustainable fisheries sector. According to Ketelsen et al. (2017) the actual catch may be significantly
higher than official statistics suggest. All licensed fishers in Myanmar are required to report their
catches, but in reality, this only occurs with larger fisheries. A significant proportion of the population
relies on fishing for household consumption, and this catch often goes unreported (SEAFDEC, 2012).
Increases in illegal fishing methods (electro-fishing, poison, explosives) are also poorly captured in
official statistics. As a result, statistics on inland catches are considered underestimated and detailed
trends in species harvested are not known. There is also a small population of dolphins in a 200 km
stretch north of Mandalay, where a conservation zone was established by the Department of
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Fisheries, with support from the World Conservation Society (WCS). This population, famous for
cooperative fishing with local communities, is under threat from electro-fishing, increased sediment
loads from land use changes and pollution from alluvial gold mining. There are five categories of
fisheries in the 1991 Freshwater Fisheries Law: 1) leasable fisheries, 2) tender license fisheries, 3) non‐
license fisheries, 4) implement license fisheries, and 5) reserved fisheries. In practice and in statistics,
three major inland fishery categories are commonly referred to: 1) leasable fisheries, 2) tender lot
fisheries, and 3) open access fisheries (free access to certain zones, using certain implements).
In the study area, there are licensed fishers as well as unlicensed small-scale fishers. The government
introduced a yearly fishery auctioning system where fishermen can obtain a fishing license for the
year. Everybody can apply and the person who bids the highest price wins the rights to fish in a
particular area. The winners can then on-sell fishing rights in smaller areas from their overall area for
that year. Therefore, all small-scale fishers need to contact the auction winner in an area to pay for
their fishing rights in order to get permission for fishing in the auction winner’s fishing zones. This is
the rules and regulations for fishing since the past about 5 decades was the auction system introduced
by the government to raise tax revenue. That fishers had customary fishing rights before this auction
system was introduced and they lost these fishing rights when the government introduced the
commercialized auction system.
There are other fishing rules and regulations such as a closed season (June, July, August) to allow for
spawning and breeding, restricted zones, and regulations around the use of fishing gear. A key issue
of concern in the study area is Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported (IUU) fishing (IUU) including using
wrong mesh size and wrong fishing gear that are banned to avoid overexploitation and protect certain
species (e.g. Irrawaddy dolphins). The Department of Fisheries (DoF) makes the rules and the
authorized persons of DoF implement the rules and regulations. Penalties apply for those who do not
follow the laws and regulations. Illegal fishing is a term used by fishers to describe the actions to obtain
fish by using electric shock, poison, or blocking small channels (to quickly kill large numbers of fish,
making them easier to collect). Fishers considered these actions harmful to local fish populations, with
especially damaging effects on reproduction. Leadbitter (2017) identify about Myanmar fisheries
sector that is illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing as a significant and known problem and the
government is taking steps to reduce this but enforcement has long been, and continues to be a major
gap in the capacity of the country to control the illegal take of fish.
National Intelligence Council and the US Intelligence Community declared globally in 2016 that IUU
fishing disrupts both small- and large-scale fishing operations and adversely affects populations who
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depend on threatened fisheries. IUU fishers typically operate at lower costs than legal fishers and
reduce expected government revenues by fees and taxes. Duncan Leadbitter (2017) stated the
government has taken a number of steps to cut fishing effort and better control catches. Some of
these are very recent and their effectiveness has not yet been demonstrated. Moreover, there are
significant gaps in the monitoring and reporting of key fishery metrics such as catch and effort such
that gauging success or failure may be very challenging.
Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported (IUU) fishing is an issue around the world and poses a serious
threat to the sustainability of fish stocks, the food security of people and the incomes of compliant
businesses (Agnew et al., 2009; Vasco, 2017). A study by MRAG (2005a) finds “a striking relationship
between the level of governance of a country and its vulnerability to IUU” fishing. IUU fishing appears
particularly common where governance is weak, domestic fisheries management arrangements poor
(or poorly resourced) and where countries have failed to sign up to key international treaties and/or
regional management arrangements (Meere & Lack, 2008). IUU fishing imposes significant economic
costs on some of the poorest nations in the world, which depend on fisheries for food, for employment
for a significant proportion of the unskilled workforce and, in many cases, for income derived from
fees by foreign vessels for access to the fishing zones (Agnew et al., 2004). Newman (2015) also finds
that IUU fishing exerts additional pressure on fish stocks, which may already be under pressure from
unsustainable rates of legal fishing activities, and can thereby contribute to the depletion of fish
stocks. In these circumstances the potential for IUU fishing to have far-reaching economic and social
consequences is high.
FAO Committee on Fisheries (COFI) (1999) stated that the international community has been trying to
eradicate IUU fishing through various measures since it became a prominent issue on the global
agenda, more than twenty years ago, but its complex nature defies simple or uniform solutions. The
first decade of fighting IUU fishing has produced the beginnings of some effective responses and raised
awareness among governments and civil society about the negative impacts of IUU fishing. Boto et al.
(2012) stated large-scale IUU fishing undermines conservation measures directed at conserving stocks
and ensuring the long-term sustainability of fisheries. It is doubly insidious as, because it is extremely
difficult to monitor, its effects are also very difficult to predict because reliable estimates of total
extractions cannot be used in stock assessment models. Boto et al. (2012) mentioned he effects of
IUU on developing countries include financial, economic, social and environmental/ecological
impacts. According to Suebpala et al. (2015), in addition, the community-based management with
collaboration among small-scale fishers, policy makers, and other stakeholders is highly
recommended. Importantly, establishing any regulations and policies must be based on an integration
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of scientific information with the concerns of socio-economic impacts. In the study, discussions about
community-based management were held with the aim of raising environmental awareness with
fishing communities.
This study is mainly focused on small-scale fishing groups and the rules and regulation that laid down
by decision makers. Battery/electric shocked type fishing is the main factor that is causing the
deterioration of fisheries; therefore, the incomes of fishing is decreasing. A few fishermen are out of
step with the rules and regulations because they are using IUU fishing methods such as battery shock
type fishing, as well as chemicals. Sanding mining and gravel mining enterprises along the river are
also causing destruction of the riverbed which are important habitats for fish breeding, spawning, and
nursing fingerlings. Illegal electric fishing, by-catch by fisheries gill nets, mercury poisoning, and
habitat loss from gold mining operations in the river have further jeopardized the Ayeyarwady River
(Irrawaddy River)’s dolphin population (Simmance, 2013). The study examines the rules and
regulations laid down by Department of Fisheries, for example, restrictions on fishing during the
breeding/spawning season and the ban of the use of electric/battery fishing as well as use of
chemicals. Most of the communities follow the rules but a few do not. If there is no control of IUU
fishing, it will lead to the reduction and possible disappearance of fisheries and other aquatic life in
the near future. This study is concerned with ecological health of the river, the socio-economic
situation of local fishermen, and the governance of fisheries and the river system.

Purpose or Rationale of the Paper
It is important to examine the main factors impacting fisheries resources in order to develop better
governance of water and fisheries resources that effects local communities. The Singu segment of the
Irrawaddy River is a critical habitat not only for various fisheries resources but also for Irrawaddy
dolphin population. The research hopes to contribute towards developing a better governance
approach because all stakeholders are actively involving in this research work.

Research Question
What is the state of water quality and fisheries resources in the Singu section of the Irrawaddy River?
What are the main factors impacting on fisheries?
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Aims and Objectives
To assess the quality of water resources, to observe the fisheries resources and its population richness,
to inform/educate all stakeholders, and to inform stakeholders for policy making processes.

Methodology
Research was conducted in the Singu segment of the Irrawaddy River over a period of one year, from
March 2018 to February 2019.
For water quality analysis, physicochemical indicators were analyzed using standards set by the World
Health Organization (WHO). Water quality was tested for pH, color, turbidity, and conductivity.
Chemical analysis was checked on calcium, total hardness, magnesium, chloride, total alkalinity, total
iron, and sulphate. Water samples taken from the Singu segment of the Irrawaddy were sent to the
Water laboratory of the Water and Sanitation Department, Mandalay City Development Committee,
Mandalay Region, for analysis. Water sample bottles were sent to the lab within 24 hours of collection
and the result took about one week.
Fish species were obtained from local fishermen and local markets and preserved in 10 % formalin.
Fish species identification was conducted according to taxonomic criteria developed for Fisheries in
Laos as outlined by Talwar and Jhingran (1991) and Jarayam (2013) as well as using Fishbase software
(2013) when necessary. The methodology classifies fish according to a number of criteria including
common name, local name, body structure, fin color, scale type, number of spine and soft rays of
dorsal, anal, ventral, pectoral and caudal fin. The body shape, color, fin rays’ patterns and
morphological characters were mainly observed.
There are about 30 species in this study area. The relative abundance of the fish species was calculated
as follows (Bisht et al., 2004):
Relative abundance = (Total number of individuals of a species) is divided by (Total number of
individuals of all the species)
The average relative abundance was categorized as follows:
Uncommon (uC) = having relative abundance less than 0.01
Common (C) =having relative abundance of 0.01 and above but less than 0.05
Very common (vC) = having relative abundance of 0.05 and above
Interviews were conducted with local fishing community members to understand local fishing
practices, their perceptions of the key threats to fisheries resources and how this is impacting on their
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livelihoods. Discussions with different stakeholders were held to raise awareness of the need for
conservation of water and fisheries resources. This included local fishers and community members,
village leaders, township officer, representatives from Department of Fisheries as well as NGO groups
and conservationists. More than 400 people attended the meetings, which discussed conservation of
water and fisheries resources, socio-economic development of local communities and eco-tourism.

Results and Findings
The results of water quality testing are as follows: pH (scale) = 6.8, color = > 50 (units), turbidity = 21.6
(N.T.U), conductivity = 106.8 (micromhos/cm). Chemical analysis for calcium (Ca) = 19, total hardness
(CaCO3) = 60, magnesium (Mg) = 5, chloride (Cl) = 8, total alkalinity = 60, total iron (Fe) = > 0.2,
manganese (Mn) = 0.03, sulphate (SO4) = < 200. Overall, the water quality test results from the Water
and Sanitation Department Laboratory concludes is that the water is chemically potable, which means
water is within the safety standards for use and drinking. However, the color (units) was found to be
a little higher than the imperative limit of World Health Organization (WHO) standard, suggesting
some impurity. The WHO standard for water color has two rates, desirable and imperative; the result
of water quality should be between these two ranges. WHO designates the value of water color for
desirable is 5 and for imperative is 50. The result of water quality in the study area is >50. Therefore,
while in some areas water quality is observed to be very poor because of household waste, most of
the areas of river portions in the study area is still clean according to the survey results.
Presently, the biggest risk for fisheries is unsustainable fishing practices, namely battery/electric
fishing that will eliminate all aquatic life if it continues. All fishermen agreed that this is dangerous to
all aquatic life survival especially for fish species that directly impact their incomes as well as
livelihoods. As a consequence, fishermen expressed a strong desire for people to use traditional
fishing methods and to have very strict/strong penalties applied for illegal (battery/electric) fishing
along the river. The main factors impacting on fisheries are battery shock type fishing/electric fishing
in the study area because that kind of fishing eliminates various kinds of aquatic life as well as all size
of fishes from minute juveniles to adults. Therefore, the best way to conserve the fisheries populations
is to eliminate battery shock type fishing/electric fishing in the study area. Concerning sustainable
water resources, it is necessary to follow the rules and regulations of the department of fisheries as
well as department of municipal office such as not throwing household/oily wastes into the water
bodies as well as not throwing plastic bags and solid wastes into the river and its tributaries as these
all are very dangerous for survival of all aquatic life.
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The main recorded economically important fish species in the study area are of the Order
Cypriniformes = 40%, and Siluriformes = 30%. In addition, there are Synbranchiformes = 15%,
Perciformes = 10%, and others = 5% according to the calculation of the relative abundance of empirical
fish species in accordance with the result of this survey and actually these all species diversity were
gradually declining by comparing the empirical data of the species richness in past time, for example,
there is one third of population diversities were left within five years of catching various fish record of
the local fishermen. According to the classification data in this study, the state of fisheries in Irrawaddy
is decreasing gradually due mainly to battery shock/electric fishing. Secondly, sand mining or gravel
mining is destructive to the habitats of all fishes, as well as chemicals including pesticides as well as
insecticides from agriculture farm lands. These impacts are leading towards toxicity of all kinds of
fishes on both main stream of river and its tributaries. The third main challenge is the throwing of
household/oily/plastic wastes into the water bodies in the study river.
According to the experience of the local fishermen and discussions with them as well as record of this
study; the diversity of fishes is decreasing year by year due to the main challenges and the second
main challenges as well as the third main challenges; there all challenges are regarded heading
towards the fisheries resource diversity less than before or the precious time. The limitations of the
fish classification data are battery shock type/electric fishing, sanding mining/gravel mining, using
chemicals in agriculture farms lands nearby river, throwing household/oily/plastic wastes into the
water bodies of the river; these all factors are challenges regarding the understanding the state of
fisheries in Irrawaddy River. Therefore, in this study, according to discussions with all local fishermen
communities, fisheries resources are gradually declining due to the various impacts on it by comparing
with catching amounts of various fish populations in the past and the main reasons cited for this
decline are Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing such as battery shock fishing, and
throwing household waste into the river.
Based on this finding, it is essential to have effective governance with the involvement of all
stakeholders to ensure the sustainable use and management of the river and livelihoods of local
communities. The socioeconomic situation of local communities, mostly fishermen, are mainly relying
on the income from fishing for their livelihoods. Therefore, the interviews and discussions were also
done in the vicinity of Singu segment, Irrawaddy River. According to the results of the interviews and
discussions with fishers; there are rare populations for all various fish species in nowadays because of
the fishermen’s decreasing fishing rate in the river that is related with their socioeconomic incomes.
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Figure 3: The location of the study area
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Figure 4: Water quality analysis, Singu segment, Irrawaddy River, Myanmar
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Figure 5: Fisheries resources, Singu segment, Irrawaddy River, Myanmar

Figure 6: Discussion with local fishermen communities
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Figure 7: Discussion with stakeholders from different sectors

Discussion
In the study area, the sustainable governance of water and fisheries resources requires organizing all
stakeholders to participate in collaborative research work to understand the causes and impacts of
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing. It is essential to forge links between and among all
stakeholders to discuss approaches to better management and conservation. Most of the identified
fish species in the study area are of economic importance to local communities. It is vital to improve
the governance of water and fisheries resources through the participation of diverse stakeholders.
Many stakeholders from related departments, such as township officer, village leaders from township
administration office, authorized persons from department of fisheries (DoF) local police from
administration police office, governmental stakeholders from various official sectors; all of these
stakeholders are playing a vital role to conserve fisheries resources in the study area of Irrawaddy
River.
Therefore, in this study, there are lots of challenges on the sustainability of fisheries sectors due to
cause and impacts of IUU fishing such as battery shock type/electric fishing, sanding mining/gravel
mining, using chemicals in agriculture farms lands nearby river, throwing household/oily/plastic
wastes into the water bodies of the river; that are heading towards serious threats as well as main
challenges. IUU fishing is occurring in the study area because some people are very eager to earn a lot
from fishing within very short time even in the restricted seasons for illegal fishing. Some bad
fishermen are doing IUU fishing for grasping lots of income due to poor knowledge on
environmental/ecological awareness in fisheries resource against sustainable state regarding the
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criteria of Sustainable Development Goals, SDGs. In doing so, all authorized persons as well as related
stakeholders need to enhance local people and fishermen communities regarding public awareness
on sustainable fisheries resources that is vital importance issues to conserve the aquatic ecosystem,
nowadays, it is essential to conserve all aquatic life in the riverine ecosystem especially fisheries
resources as well as Irrawaddy dolphin populations in the study area of Irrawaddy River.
According to Agnew and Barnes (2004), IUU fishing also damages the ecosystem and associated
species: IUU fishermen do not respect the various control measures put in place to ensure responsible
fishing by legitimate fishers, with the result that they may kill large numbers of other fish as by-catch,
with birds, seals and whales as incidental mortality. These deaths also go unreported. Isolina Boto, et
al. (2012) described IUU fishing usually contributes to unsustainable impacts on both target species
and the ecosystem. This is likely to reduce productivity, biodiversity and ecosystem resilience. This in
turn is likely to lead to a reduction in food security for artisanal fishers. According to Sovacool (2012),
Environmental conservation has a multitude of concerned stakeholders that can complicate planning
and implementation. Simmance (2013) pointed out about Environmental Flows Assessment (EFA),
play a critical role in developing robust decision led scientific analysis. The successful implementation
of an EFA requires an adaptive, inter-disciplinary and transparent approach with target stakeholders.
According to Vasco (2017), the adoption of policies aimed at the involvement of communities in the
management of fisheries resources, by assigning them a certain level of rights of use of fishing, can
promote behavioral change and, at some level, minimize the issue of IUU fishing. In this study, the
results of the water quality test suggest the water quality is currently/generally still stable, but it did
not test for many pollutants. Measures need to be taken to ensure that water quality does not
deteriorate in future, particularly the throwing household waste into the river, sand mining, gravel
mining, and use of chemicals for catching fish. All these factors are degrading the river system. To
solve the challenges, better governance for conservation of natural resource is vital important with all
stakeholders from different sectors.
Cosens et al. (2016) argues that law provides an avenue to facilitate both adaptive capacity and “good
governance.” While adaptive capacity is essential to adaptive governance, good governance is
essential to its implementation. We use the term “adaptive governance” to include these types of
processes as stated by Chaffin (2014). In this study, regarding good governance of water and fisheries
resources, there adaptive capacity, there can use any other alternative ways when one designated
method is not smooth (in case), it is essential to have compact links between and among the
stakeholders with stronger rules and regulations regarding environmental law of conservational
approaches regarding community-based management. It means that rules and regulations that laid
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down by government as well as department of fisheries for the sake of local communities as well as
for the conservation of aquatic ecosystem especially for fisheries resources and dolphins. There are
essential to control of battery shock type electric fishing and try to eliminate these types of illegal
fishing in order to be sustainable fisheries resources. If that kind of battery shock type fishing is
continued, there will surely be big challenges for all aquatic life especially for fish survival as well as
elimination of value fisheries resources and their life history. Because this area is regarded for habitat
of Irrawaddy dolphin. All discussions are heading towards conservation approaches by linking as well
as informing to all levels such as academic, training, admin, raising awareness for conservations with
sustainable approaches, decision making, policy making through seminars, presentations via
workshops, and conferences in order to inform, exchange, share our knowledge between and among
all above stakeholders. In doing so, it is necessary to have capacity-based engagement with
interdisciplinary approaches for the sake of community.

Conclusion
In this study, there are empirical challenges for sustainable fisheries sector due to the impacts of IUU
fishing especially battery shock type/electric fishing; because some bad local fishermen are ignorant
that is related with their desire of more earning of highest amount within very short time, therefore,
it is necessary to educate the local fishermen to use the net of right mesh size for fishing of standard
size, keep rules and regulations for fishing season, and avoid IUU fishing; that all are leading towards
sustainable fisheries sector. There are not only for small-scale fishers but also for other stakeholders
are responsible to solve all challenges that related to aquatic resource degradation and fish declining
in the Irrawaddy River. Nowadays, according to this study of Singu segment of Irrawaddy river, the
fisheries population is seriously decreasing because there are mainly electric fishing (battery shocked
type fishing), little polluted events near the bank of the river due to weak environmental awareness,
in doing so, it is vital importance to conserve the riverine ecosystem regarding water as well as
fisheries resources with effective conservation approaches, because there are many serious reasons,
including IUU fishing, that are heading towards to be reduction of fisheries populations, and to be
polluted water resources due to households wastes in the river flowing route, all of these impacts are
effecting on the socioeconomic situations of local groups. Raising public awareness on water and
fisheries resources to be sustainable state is also vital task to implement in the study area. That is why
this is important issue with innovative solutions to recover/better riverine ecosystem under the better
governance for the socioeconomic development of local fishermen communities regarding the
sustainable development goals, SDGs.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the ethics of lawyers, and how they play an important role in the administration
of justice. The fundamental aim of legal ethics is to maintain the honor and dignity of the law
profession, to secure a spirit of co-operation, to establish the spirit of association in the Bar itself, and
to secure that lawyers discharge their responsibilities to the community. If the ethical principles and
standards have been violated, it can cause loss of public confidence in the administration of justice,
delay in finding out the truth, diminish the value, honor, and dignity of the law profession, and
threaten the judicial pillar and entire rule of law system. Every state is responsible for providing its
own set of codes of ethics governing lawyers’ professional responsibility. Codes of conduct are
important in developing higher principles and standards. In Myanmar, there is no express provision
relating to the ethics of lawyers, but there are some provisions in relevant laws such as the Bar Council
Act 1929 and the Legal Practitioners Act 1880. Guidelines may also be found in cases. Although lawyers
must obey the ethical standards, some violations by some lawyers can be found. Now, Pyidaungsu
Hluttaw drafted the Bar Council and Legal Practitioners Law (Draft) in 2019. If this law is adopted, the
ethical standards of lawyers will be strengthened; and practical guidance on how to ensure the ethical
standards should then be provided.
Keywords: administration of justice, lawyer, ethics, dignity, public confidence
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Introduction
The Legal Profession plays an important role in the administration of Justice. Thus, lawyers are
considered to be the center of the administration of justice. The legal profession is rooted in traditions
based on ideas of courtesy, honesty, good faith, integrity, justice, and fairness. Ethics means the
discipline dealing with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation. Ethics play an
important role in becoming a successful lawyer. This research focuses on the ethics of lawyers in
Myanmar. It presents some fundamental ethical standards, under International Principles and some
Myanmar Laws and Cases, such as independence, honesty, integrity, competence and
professionalism, confidentiality, avoiding conflicts of interest advertising and soliciting for business. It
looks at lawyer-client relationships, including fees, and the duties of a lawyer to the Court.

Background
Lawyers must understand the importance of maintaining high professional standards and be aware of
their main duties. Ethics is an important guide to ensure the right and proper conduct in the daily
practice of the law.
“Ethics are principles and values, which together with rules of conduct and laws, regulate a profession,
such as the legal profession. Ethical standards should be developed by the legal profession to ensure
the independence of the profession” (Horizon Institute, n.d.).
According to Principle 26 of the UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, “the ethical standards are
usually derived from domestic legislation but may also be consistent with international and regional
standards”.
According to Yangon University Professor of Law, Dr. Tin Aung Aye, “Filling the legal knowledge is the
easy one, but keeping the legal ethics is the difficult one” (Tin Aung Aye, 2005).
Currently, in Myanmar, there is a weak rule of law and weak access to justice. Myanmar’s judicial
system faces monumental problems as regards quality, independence, corruption, the impartiality of
judges and lawyers. Also, the relations between judges and lawyers in Myanmar lack mutual respect.
In some cases, a lawyer’s acumen, analytical skills, and advocacy are irrelevant because decisions are
based on bribery or influence, not the law.
Also, there is no express provision relating to the ethics of lawyers. In 2019, the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw
(parliament) drafted the Bar Council and Legal Practitioners Law (Draft), but it has not been approved
by parliament yet.
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The purpose of the research is partly to support strengthening the judicial pillar by researching the
ethical standards of lawyers in Myanmar. The main aim of the research is to give suggestions for
improving the ethical standards of lawyers in Myanmar. Some general objectives of the research are
to find out the strong points and weak points in ethical standards of lawyers and to value and maintain
the honor and dignity of the law profession.

Research Questions
1. What are some ethical standards of lawyers in International Principles?
2. What are some ethical standards of lawyers in Myanmar?
3. How to improve the ethical standards of lawyers in Myanmar?

Research Methodology
This paper reviews and analyzes the legal concepts and terminology of ethical standards of lawyers
under some International Principles and National Laws in Myanmar. This paper cites some relevant
primary and secondary sources to present the ethical standards of lawyers. The research has used the
qualitative method, literature review, online research, articles by scholars, and legal cases.

Findings/Discussion
Legal ethics should strengthening the honor and dignity of the legal profession and people’s trust in
it to find out the truth and dispense justice. A violation of ethics is damaging to the honor and dignity
of the judicial pillar. The main criteria for effective legal ethics are a preference for honesty and
integrity by the lawyers, preservation of their honor and dignity, a low level of corruption, a high level
of education and quality of lawyers, guarantees of independence of lawyers and their compliance
with the existing laws, rules, and guidance. Lawyers should maintain and enhance their legal
knowledge, skills, and the personal qualities necessary for the proper performance of their duties.
The government of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar places great importance on lawyers abiding
by the law relating to ethics in correspondence with International Legal Ethical Standards. There needs
to be an effective enforcement mechanism.

Ethical Standards under International Principles
Professional ethics develop by way of customs and practice. Ethics are more important in the legal
sector where lawyers are viewed with a level of suspicion. Lawyers must be aware of ethics in their
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practice of the law and that should be addressed by any code of professional ethics or code of
conduct.
“The importance of ethics to the practice of law are;
First, because lawyers are integral to the working-out of the law and the Rule of Law itself is founded
on principles of justice, fairness, and equity.
Second, lawyers are professionals. This concept conveys the notion that issues of ethical responsibility
and duty are an inherent part of the legal profession. The legal profession especially must have the
confidence of the community.
Third, lawyers are admitted as officers of the court and therefore have an obligation to serve the court
and the administration of justice.
And finally, because lawyers are a privileged class for only lawyers can, for reward, take on the causes
of others and bring them before the courts” (Macfarlane, 2002).
Ethical standards include Independence, honesty and integrity, the lawyer and client relationship,
conflict of interest, confidentiality, dealing with client money and fees, etc.
Independence: According to the International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession (2019),
“a lawyer shall maintain independence and be afforded the protection such independence offers in
giving clients unbiased advice and representation. A lawyer shall exercise independent, unbiased
professional judgment in advising a client, including as to the likelihood of success of the client’s case”
(International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession 2019, International Bar Association,
principle 1).
Corruption: “In April 2010, the International Bar Association (IBA), in cooperation with the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC), launched the Anti-Corruption Strategy for the Legal Profession, a project
focusing on the role lawyers play in fighting corruption in international business transactions and the
impact on legal practice of international anti-corruption instruments and associated implementing
national legislation with extraterritorial application. Its objectives are: to explore the level of
awareness of the risks of corruption; to investigate the legal profession’s awareness of the tools
available to mitigate these risks; and to examine the role bar associations, law societies, and law firms
have in ensuring the legal profession is equipped to engage effectively in the international fight against
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corruption. Many lawyers remain unaware of the implications of this international anti-corruption
regulatory framework on both their legal practice and on the legal profession” (IBA, OECD and UNODC
Survey, 2010).
Honor and Dignity: “The fundamental aim of legal ethics is to maintain the honor and dignity of the
Law Profession, to secure a spirit of friendly co-operation between the Bench and the Bar in the
promotion of highest standards of justice, to establish honorable and fair dealings of the counsel with
his client opponent and witnesses, to establish a spirit of brotherhood in the Bar itself, and to secure
that lawyers discharge their responsibilities to the community generally.” (Anand, 1972, p.63).
In UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers (1990) states that “lawyer shall at all times maintain the
honor and dignity of their profession. Lawyers' duties include advising clients on their rights and
obligations and assisting clients in every appropriate way and taking legal action to protect their
interests; and assisting clients before courts, tribunals, and administrative authorities, where
appropriate” (UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers 1990, principle 12).
Fairness: “Lawyers shall at all times maintain the highest standards of honesty, integrity, and fairness
towards the lawyer’s clients, the court, colleagues and all those with whom the lawyer comes into
professional contact” (International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession 2019 (International
Bar Association, principle 2).
Besides, “a lawyer shall not knowingly make a false statement of fact or law in the course of
representing a client or fail to correct a false statement of material fact or law previously made by the
lawyer. Lawyers have an obligation to be professional with clients, other parties and counsel, the
courts, court personnel, and the public. This obligation includes civility, professional integrity,
personal dignity, candor, diligence, respect, courtesy, and cooperation, all of which are essential to
the fair administration of justice and conflict resolution” (International Bar Association, 2019,
Commentary on IBA International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession, p.15).
Competence: Lerman et al. suggest that “a lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client.
Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation
reasonably necessary for the representation. An attorney might have experience and expertise yet
still fail to provide competent representation if he does not undertake adequate fact investigation or
is not sufficiently diligent, thorough, and prepared” (Lerman & Schrag, 2020, p. 166).
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To strengthen the competence and quality of lawyers, governments and professional associations of
lawyers shall ensure that lawyers have appropriate education and training and be made aware of the
ideals and ethical duties of the lawyer and human rights and fundamental freedoms recognized by
national and international law (UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers 1990 (UN), principle 9).
Confidentiality: Herring (2017) states that “the ethical basis of the principle of confidentiality acts in
several ways. A client has a right of privacy. This right to protection of private life is now seen as a
fundamental human right. Lawyers have a special obligation flowing from their position in society and
the trust imposed on them by their clients to keep information private. It is an implied term in a
contract between a lawyer and a client that the lawyer will keep the client’s information confidential.
There is a public interest in ensuring that discussions between clients and lawyers are kept
confidential. It is in society’s interests that people are able to obtain the best possible legal advice”
(Herring, 2017, pp.150-151.).
The duty of confidence gives rise to an ethical obligation. In many places in the world, a breach of
client confidentiality would be grounds for disciplinary action by local bar associations. There are
exceptions, such as where the client consents, or where the lawyer is compelled by law to disclose,
or where the wider public interest requires disclosure (MacFarlane, 2002).
Avoid the Conflict of Interest: According to UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers (1990),
“lawyers shall always loyally respect the interests of their clients (UN Basic Principles on the Role of
Lawyers1990 (UN), principle 15). A lawyer shall at all times maintain and be afforded the protection
of confidentiality regarding the affairs of present or former clients unless otherwise allowed or
required by law and applicable rules of professional conduct”(International Principles on Conduct for
the Legal Profession 2019, International Bar Association, principle 4).
“The general rule is that loyalty to a client prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse to
that client without that client’s consent. Conflicts of interest most commonly arise under the following
conditions:
1. When an attorney is asked to simultaneously represent two or more clients with conflicting
interests.
2. When an attorney is asked to successively represent the interests of a client whose interests
conflict with the interests of a former client.
3. When an attorney enters into certain personal business transactions that conflict with the
interests of a client” (Schneeman, 2000, p.84).
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Under International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession (2019),“a lawyer shall not assume
a position in which a client’s interests conflict with those of the lawyer, another lawyer in the same
firm, or another client unless otherwise permitted by law, applicable rules of professional conduct,
or, if permitted, by client’s authorization” (International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession
2019, International Bar Association, principle 3).
“A conflict of interest exists if the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another
client; or there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially
limited by the lawyer’s responsibilities to another client, a former client, a third person or by a
personal interest of the lawyer. A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter or whose
present or former firm has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not use information relating
to the representation to the disadvantage of the former client except when permitted by applicable
law or ethics rules” (International Bar Association, 2019, pp. 17-18).
Fee: As another ethical standard, “lawyers are entitled to a reasonable fee for their work, and shall
not charge an unreasonable fee. A lawyer shall not generate unnecessary work” (International
Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession, 2019, International Bar Association, principle 10).
Kauffman (2013) shows that “the common methods for paying for legal services are the hourly rate,
the contingent fee, and the fixed fee (Kauffman, 2013, p.303). Lawyers often bill their clients based
on an hourly rate, which is then measured for billing purposes infractions, such as one-tenth or onesixth of an hour. Hourly rates can fluctuate drastically, which variables ranging from the experience
and reputation of the lawyer to the type of practice and the lawyer’s location” (Ibid., 2013, p.304)
“A contingent fee also called a contingency fee is a method of payment in which the lawyer’s fee is
dependent on a recovery for the client and is a percentage of that recovery. The U.S Supreme Court
first recognized the legitimacy of the contingent fee”.
“A fixed fee, also called a flat fee, involves the lawyer charging a predetermined amount for the legal
services the client desires. Fixed fees can be commonplace for fairly routine and standardized legal
services, such as drafting a simple will or a real estate document, representing a party in an
uncontested divorce, or representing a debtor in a straightforward case. Fixed fees are viewed as
being consumer-friendly because the client knows when hiring the lawyer just how much he will cost”
(Kauffman, 2013, p.305).
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Advertising and Soliciting for Business: Traditionally, advertising by lawyers was forbidden almost
everywhere. It was a long-standing principle of legal ethics in Anglo-American countries that an
attorney must not seek professional employment through advertising or solicitation, direct or
indirect. The reasons commonly given were that seeking employment through these means lowers
the tone of the profession, that it leads to extravagant claims by attorneys and to unrealistic
expectations on the part of clients, and that it is inconsistent with the professional relationship that
should exist between attorney and client.
Cannon (2008) describes that “the rules related to solicitation reflect concerns about the intimidation,
undue influence, and unfair bargaining position that lawyers may have when they confront a
prospective client face-to-face, on the phone, or otherwise in real-time” (Cannon, 2008, pp.299-300).
In the U.S. Supreme Court the case of Edenfield v. Fane (Edenfield v. Fane (1993) 507 S.C.761 (U.S), “a
Florida certified public accountant sought relief from regulations that prohibited direct solicitation of
clients. The court held that such restrictions are a violation of free speech in a business context where
prospective clients are sophisticated and experienced business executives. The U.S. Supreme Court
denied certiorari on a case from Georgia that challenged the rules banning in-person solicitation. In
that case, the lawyer gave free legal services to doctors who referred patients to the lawyers, who
then solicited the patients directly. They argued that Edenfield should control”.
Lawyer-client relationships: Lerman and Schrag (2020) state that “many lawyer-client relationships
begin when a prospective client makes an appointment, comes to a lawyer’s office to explain a
problem, finds out whether the lawyer can help, and decides whether she wants to retain that lawyer.
A lawyer may offer a free initial consultation. In the initial meeting, a lawyer should explain the
confidential nature of the lawyer-client relationship and the basis on which the lawyer’s fee is
determined. A lawyer also should check for conflicts of interest with his other clients before allowing
the prospective client to reveal confidential information” (Lerman & Schrag, 2020, p.152).
Duties of a Lawyer to the Court: “As a result, the primary duty of the lawyer is to assist in the
administration of justice. A lawyer’s duty to the court prevails over his duty to his client since this is
of paramount importance for the effective functioning of the judicial system. Lawyers ought to fulfill
their duty as participants in the proceedings, including in the case when this duty conflicts with their
duty to the client. A lawyer as an intermediary between a client and a court and is obliged to observe
two duties. Furthermore, a lawyer must strictly and independently execute his duty to his client as a
means of achieving a balance between conflicting duties” (Vilchyk, 2018, p.97).
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In order to strengthen the ethical standards of lawyers, UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers1990
(UN) states that “Codes of professional conduct for lawyers shall be established by the legal profession
through its appropriate organs, or by legislation, in accordance with national law and custom and
recognized international standards and norms” (UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers 1990 (UN),
principle 26).
Therefore, “States statutes also have an effect on the ethical behavior of attorneys. Again, the exact
role played by the State legislature varies by State. However, in every instance, the State legislature
passes legislation concerning the ethical practice of law that attorneys must abide by. The Laws of the
State may be passed regarding the requirements for licensing attorneys and admitting attorneys to
the State bar. In addition, State legislatures may pass laws regarding the unauthorized practice of law,
handling trust account funds, and other matters that directly affect attorneys. The unethical conduct
of an attorney may also be a violation of State law” (Schneeman, 2008, p3).
Ethical Standards under Myanmar Laws and Cases
In Myanmar, there is no express provision relating to the ethics of lawyers, but there are some
provisions in relevant laws such as the Bar Council Act 1929 and the Legal Practitioners Act 1880. The
Bar Council Act 1929 has been amended in 1989 with the State Law and Order Restoration Council
Law No.22/1989. Guidelines may be found in the rulings laid down by the Supreme Court concerning
the cases as they occur from time to time.
A lawyer has no right to pursue a case favorable to his client through illegal or immoral means. It is
important for lawyers, their clients, and the public to understand that the impartiality of the court
decisions depends on lawyers fulfilling their duties.
Avoiding Conflict of Interest: Lawyers shall always respect their clients’ interests. A lawyer must also
represent a client with the utmost competence and preserve the confidences of a client.
In U Aung Htun v the Union of Myanmar and another (U Aung Htun v the Union of Myanmar and one
(1993) B.L.R 235 (Myan.)), after a lawyer had heard the subject-matter of the case from one client,
the lawyer represents the opposite client in such a matter. It has been held that this amounts to nonconformity with a high standard of ethics and conduct of a lawyer.
Fee: According to the Legal Practitioner Act (1880), “any legal practitioner who acts or agrees to act
for any person may by private agreement settle with such person the terms of his engagement and
the fee to be paid for his professional services” (Legal Practitioners Act 1880 s.42 (Myan.)).
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Moreover, “any such legal practitioner shall be entitled to institute and maintain legal proceedings
for the recovery of any fee due to him under the agreement, or, if no such fee has been settled, a fee
computed in accordance with the law for the time being in force in regard to the computation of the
costs to be awarded to a party in respect of the fee of his legal practitioner” (Legal Practitioners Act
1880 s.43 (Myan.)).
In 1954 in a Civil Miscellaneous case, an advocate who earns a fee by entering into an agreement
contingent upon the success or otherwise of the case with which he has been entrusted acts very
improperly and is unworthy of the legal profession. Such an agreement for fees smacks of a deviation
from the high standard of professional ethics required of an Advocate of the High Court. The advocate
was guilty of professional misconduct on two counts, they had entered into an agreement for fees
contingent upon the success of the case, and under the circumstances of the case, they by adhering
to the letters of the contract had no right to retain the whole fee (Civil Misc, Application No.24 of
1954 (Myan.)).
In the case of U Than Tin v Daw Khin U and ten (U Than Tin v DawKhin U and ten, 1996, B.L.R 61
(Myan.)), if a lawyer may receive the professional service fee depending on winning or losing the case,
it is misconduct of the lawyer’s ethics. The ethics of lawyers have been breached by receiving the fee
that is fixed on the percentage of the benefit entitled by his client.
Corruption: In CEELI Institute Report, Meyer (2014) states that “courtroom corruption “is so deeply
embedded into the legal system that it is essentially taken for granted; accepted if not embraced.” A
lawyer is one of the actors in any courtroom, along with the judge and a law officer (prosecutor). Until
lawyers have the professional ethics and skills to effectively function in a legal system based on due
process and the rule of law, they will continue to fall back on their abilities as “brokers” in a
dysfunctional system. While there is a necessary effort underway to address corruption among judges
and law officers, reform will also require the development of a trained, ethical legal profession”
(Meyer, 2014, p.23.).
Besides, “if bribes are not paid, trial delays and court schedules are manipulated to punish the lawyer
and obstruct the processing of the case. Proceedings are intentionally scheduled at inconvenient
times, especially if the lawyer must travel some distance. Prosecutors obtain repeated adjournments
and judges are sometimes late by several hours. Lawyers often travel long distances to remote
courtrooms, only to have hearings canceled or postponed” (Meyer, 2014, p.23).
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Myanmar ratified the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) in 2012, and the
Myanmar Anti-Corruption Law, 2013 was subsequently enacted to comply with the provisions of the
Convention. Under this law, all public servants, including judges and law officers, are subject to
penalties including imprisonment and a fine if they engage in corruption. Moreover, the Supreme
Court issues directions from time to time to protect the case of corruption.
During the hearing of the criminal case no. 319/2017 regarding with Forestry Law, in Kin U Township
Court, Sagaing Region, the advocate Daw------------ took 3,020,000 Kyats from the client to give to the
Judge and the clerk. Therefore, she has been charged under the Anti-Corruption Law 2013 in 2019
(Take Action by Anti-Corruption Commission of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, 16 May 2019).
In criminal case no.259/2018, Danu Phyu Township Court, Irrawaddy Region, the advocate U------took 5 lakhs from the client for giving a bribe to the Township Judge. As he appeared to be guilty, he
has been charged under Section 57 of the Anti-Corruption Law 2013 in 2020 (Take Action by AntiCorruption Commission of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, 24 March, 2020).
In 1938 a Civil Miscellaneous case, an advocate who stoops to the nefarious tactics of bribing or
attempting to bribe a judicial officer is guilty of the grossest professional misconduct for by such
means, if successful, justice is both dishonored and betrayed. An advocate found guilty of an offence
like bribery or attempted bribery could in any circumstances suffer so slight a penalty as a suspension
for four years (Civil Misc, Application No.75 of 1938 (Myan.)).
Advertising and Soliciting for Business: In regard to the other business of lawyers, Courts Manual
(1999) describes that “any person who, having been admitted as a pleader, enters into or carries on
any trade or other business shall give notice thereof in writing to the High Court who may suspend
such pleader from practice or pass such orders as the High Court may think fit” (Courts Manual 1999,
para 27 (Myan.)).
In 1965, an advocate U Aung Thein advertised his business by distributing cards on which his name
and address are printed, and blank signed application forms on which his name and address are
printed to be used by others, inducing clients invited by his pupils, transferred his client’s case to his
pupils by using his name without due care and attention. These events amount to non-conformity
with the high standard of ethics and conduct of a lawyer. He is guilty of misconduct; the Chief Court
has suspended him from practicing as an advocate of the Court (Civil Misc, Application No.4 of 1965
(Myan.)).
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Duties of a Lawyer to the Court: Lawyers should take care to refrain from acts that would amount to
contempt of court. If contempt of court is committed they must be aware of the fact that action will
be taken on either under Section 228 of the Penal Code or under Section 3 of the Contempt of Court
Act.
Under the Penal Code (1861), “whoever intentionally offers any insult, or causes any interruption to
any public servant, while such public servant is sitting in any state of a judicial proceeding, shall be
punished with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which
may extend to one thousand kyats, or with both” (Penal Code 1861 s.228 (Myan.)).
Section 3 of the Contempt of Court Act, 1926 provides the punishment for contempt of the Court. The
enactment is as mentioned: “Save as otherwise expressly provided by any law for the time being in
force, a contempt of Court may be punished with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend
to six months, or with fine, which may extend to two thousand kyats or with both” (The Contempt of
Court Act 1926 s.3 (Myan.)).
In 1952 in a Civil Miscellaneous case, a professional man in the legal profession, whatever grade he
belongs to, should realize fully that it is professional misconduct to make a false statement to a Court
which he must have known before he made it to be false. An advocate and every legal practitioner
are expected to maintain a high standard of decorum in their conduct before Court and to maintain a
high degree of professional ethics.
U Hla Pe, against whom a proceeding under the Legal Practitioners Act had been opened, is a Lower
Grade Pleader practicing in the Pyinmana District. U Hla Pe had induced his client U San Shwe to file
an application for sanction to prosecute H.M. Akbar and the latter’s lawyer, U Po Sai. Such conduct is
grossly improper conduct within the meaning of clause (b) of Section 13 of the Legal Practitioners Act.
Even if U Po Sai was guilty of misconduct, it could not form a subject for enquiry in the proceedings
which has been opened against U Hla Pe. Thus those contumacious statements were wholly
unnecessary and irrelevant for the purpose of the enquiry, which was being held against U Hla Pe
under the Legal Practitioners Act. A legal practitioner ought to restrain himself from being vindictive
or too fractious. It was held that U Hla Pe is suspended for a period of one month from the date when
he delivers his certificate to the Court of District Judge (Civil Misc, Application No. 12 of 1952 (Myan.)).
Lawyers should enter the courtroom only if wearing the dress prescribed by the Supreme Court under
Letter No. 541/22 Yana (2004) dated the 10th September 2004, as mentioned in paragraph 3(a) and
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(b) for Advocates (Man and Woman) and paragraph 3 (c) and (d) for Higher Grade Pleaders (Man or
Woman).
Enforcement Action: “If the lawyer commits the professional or other misconduct, High Court may
reprimand, suspend or remove from practice any advocate of the High Court” under the Bar Council
Act, 1929 (Bar Council Act 1929 s.10.1 (Myan.)).
Besides, “the High Court may suspend or dismiss any pleader holding a certificate issued under section
7 who is convicted of any criminal offence implying a defect of character which unfits him to be a
pleader” (Legal Practitioners Act 1880 s.12 (Myan.)).
Moreover, “the High Court may also, after such inquiry as it thinks fit, suspend or dismiss any pleader
holding a certificate as aforesaid‐
(a) who takes instructions in any case except from the party on whose behalf he is retained, or some
person who is the recognized agent of such party within the meaning of the Code of Civil
Procedure, or some servant, relative or friend authorized by the party to give such instructions, or
(b) who is guilty of fraudulent or grossly improper conduct in the discharge of his professional duty, or
(c) who tenders, gives or consents to the retention, out of any fee paid or payable to him for his
services, of any gratification for procuring or having procured the employment in any legal
business of himself or any other pleader, or
(d) who, directly or indirectly, procures or attempts to procure the employment of himself as such
pleader through, or by the intervention of, any person to whom any remuneration for obtaining
such employment has been given by him , or agreed or promised to be so given, or
(e) who accepts any employment in any legal business through a person who has been proclaimed as
a tout under section 36, or
(f) for any other reasonable cause” (Legal Practitioners Act 1880 s.13 (Myan.)).
At present, Pyidaungsu Hluttaw drafted the Bar Council and Legal Practitioners Law (Draft) in 2019. If
this law were to be enforced, the ethical standards of lawyers would be strengthened, and practical
guidance on how to ensure the ethical standards could be provided.

Suggestions for Improving the Ethical Standards in Myanmar
Lawyers are indeed the officers of the court, and they are likewise a part of the judicial system of the
State. By performing their task honestly and ably, they help the courts in the administration of justice.
They should keep up the highest standard of honesty, integrity, and fairness towards a client, the
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court, other lawyers, and individuals from general society. Honesty and gentlemanly conduct are
essential for an effective legal advisor. In order for legal assistance to be effective, it must be carried
out independently.
A lawyer must perceive that he is recruited as an expert and if his conduct falls below that expected
of him by his client, he may be liable if his incompetence causes injury or loss. A lawyer must be able
to advice on the prospects of his client’s case succeeding in court. In the event that it is a totally
hopeless case, he has a duty to decline to represent the client. In this circumstance, the client is
entitled to consult another lawyer.
Thus, a lawyer must represent a client with the utmost competence. Lawyers ought to likewise act
diligently and promptly. A lawyer ought not to deal with a legal case without the right amount of
preparation. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and
preparation that is reasonably necessary to represent a client.
Under other ethical standards, a lawyer should preserve the confidences of a client. A lawyer can
never use a client’s confidence in their personal benefit of any kind. And afterward, lawyers have a
duty to keep the affairs of their client confidential, and the circumstances that they are able to disclose
client information is strictly limited. The client information cannot be used for their personal interest.
In addition, the lawyers ought not to represent as a lawyer the case in which there is conflict between
professional duties and private interests, or when there is a conflict between the duty to one client
and another.
Next to the ethical standard, lawyers are duty bound to serve their clients. They are additionally
entitled to demand payment from the client for services rendered. However, fee disputes constitute
a major source of friction between lawyers and clients. In principle, lawyers are ethically enjoined to
keep their fees reasonable, neither too high nor excessively low. It ought not to be forgotten that the
profession is a branch of the administration of justice and not a mere money-getting trade.
It should be noticed that the legal profession is not a business but a profession. Lawyers are entitled
to a reasonable fee for their work. In the event that he didn’t get the fee for his professional services,
he shall be entitled to institute legal proceedings. Likewise, he should not ask for money for bribes.
Sometimes, Myanmar’s judicial system faces great issues in the case of quality, independence,
corruption, the fairness of judges and lawyers. The relation between judges and lawyers in Myanmar
remains with little mutual respect. Clients observe lawyers as “brokers” with police, witnesses, court
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clerks, opposing counsel, and judges. On certain occasions, a lawyer’s acumen, analytical skills, and
advocacy are irrelevant on the ground that decisions are based on bribery or influence, not the law.
A strict etiquette forbids an advocate to advertise himself. Albeit a customary use of simple
professional cards is permissible, it is not professional for the lawyers to furnish signed photographs
of themselves for publication in legal newspapers.
The relationship between a lawyer and a client is a contractual one. Lawyers have legal obligations
towards their clients. However there are likewise significant ethical principles governing the way
lawyers should conduct themselves towards their clients.
So along these lines, the lawyer must act in good faith and give the client all the information and facts
related to the case. The lawyer should likewise clarify for the client about current or future conflicts
of interest to the client. The lawyer is bound to use reasonable care and skill in the discharge of his
duties. They must always loyally respect the interests of their clients. Furthermore, the client has a
duty, to tell the truth of the case.
If the ethical principles and standards have been violated, it can cause loss of public confidence in the
administration of justice, delay in finding out the truth, diminishing the value, honor, and dignity of
the law profession, and threatening the judicial pillar and entire rule of law system.
In many countries, professional associations of lawyers have sought to expound the principles of
ethical conduct in written form. Such code normally contains both statements of general ethical
principles and particular rules governing specific problems of professional ethics.
In order for ethical standards or a code of conduct to be effective, they must be enforceable.
Disciplinary proceedings are critical to ensuring that rules of ethics are enforceable. In order for ethics
and codes of conduct to be enforceable, lawyers must be aware of them.
In Myanmar, the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw drafted the Bar Council and Legal Practitioners Law (Draft) in
2019. If this law is adopted, the ethical standards of lawyers will be improved and strengthened.
The government shall assure that lawyers have appropriate education and training and be made
aware of the ideals and ethical duties of the lawyer recognized by National and International Law in
cooperating with the Bar Council and educational institutions. In order to reduce corruption, lawyers
need to respect their legal profession and ethical values.
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Lawyers are essential providers of access to justice and for ethical standards to be effective the public
must know when lawyers have fallen short of their duties. It is necessary for rules and principles of
ethics to be clearly written and accessible for the public. Establishing a code of professional conduct
for lawyers, consistent with international standards and safeguards on the independence and role of
lawyers, is essential to the integrity of any judicial system.

Conclusion
Legal ethics are important to ensuring an independent, competent, effective, and accountable legal
profession. Where comprehensive rules of ethics exist, they should ensure that lawyers are required
to follow client care procedures, act in the best interests of the client, and fulfill their duties. Without
ethics, trust in the legal profession and, as a result, in the justice system itself, is undermined. The
codes of conduct relating to ethics are important in developing higher standards of conduct. The
existence of codes will have great educative, corrective, and appreciable value for lawyers.
Disciplinary proceedings are key to ensuring that rules of ethics are enforceable. Judicial corruption
diminishes the value of professionalism and public perception of lawyers. Besides, lawyers have also
to bear in mind honesty, integrity, punctuality, courtesy, patience, and observance of the prescribed
procedure. Not only the judges but also law officers and lawyers shall have the necessary qualities,
skill, and awareness. Ethics can strengthen public confidence in the administration of justice.
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Abstract
This paper studies the distribution and situation of child laborers, who engage in urban informal
employment. Research was conducted in Sittway Town in Rakhine State. The Objectives of the paper
are to analyze the distribution pattern and to observe characteristics of child laborers, who live in an
urban environment and work in the urban informal sector. The urban informal sector includes
activities such as: carrying things in the markets, selling items on the street, and working in bicycle
repairing, tea, and clothes shops.
Secondary data such as population numbers and the base map of the study area are recorded from
“Township Profiles, GAD, Sittwe, 2018, MMR.” A field survey was conducted in 2019-2020 for primary
data: age, gender, schooling, occupation, working hours and income of child laborers. For the spatial
distribution pattern of child laborers, GPS was used to capture the geographic locations. MS Excel is
used for graphical representation of the data and Arc GIS 10.4.1 for spatial distribution of child
laborers and the proximity analysis. The results show that major concentrations of child laborers
working in the informal sector are mainly in the service industries, located a little far from the town
center. Records indicate that work schedules as long as eight to sixteen hours per day and six to seven
days per week are practiced in low wage jobs. They are generally working for 11 or 12 hours and 6 to
7 days per week. The paper is intended to support the implementation of responses at national and
local levels.
Keywords: urban informal employment, characteristics of child laborers, proximity analysis, spatial
distribution pattern and working hours
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1. Introduction
The paper presents about child labor in the informal sector in Sittway Town. Its area is 15.54 square
kilometers (6 square miles). Sittway has few job opportunities although it is a major town in Rakhine
State. The reasons are the ethnic conflict in the State since 2012 and the location of the state. It is
located in the western most part of the country, between the Bay of Bangal in the west and Rakhine
Yoma in the east (Figure 1). It is divided by Rakhine Yoma from other regions and states of the country.
It is often found that child laborers are engaged in the informal sector. The researchers are interested
in the distribution patterns and socio-economic conditions of child laborers. Questionnaire interview
is conducted to get the characteristics of child laborers.
The researchers want to highlight work-life imbalance of child laborers such as age, education, job
status, working hours, low paid, and then to put an official on notice that children have to leave school
early although they are willing to study, and have to work for the family.
On the basis of the above-mentioned facts, researchers are also interested in the reasons of child
laborers. Research question is what are the reasons of child laborers?
The objectives of the paper are to examine the distribution patterns, and characteristics of child
laborers working in the informal sector.
The paper has four parts. The first section is the introduction, the second one is data and methodology,
the third is results and discussion, and the final is findings and conclusions.
1.1. Definitions and Limitations of the Study
According to Myanmar's laws related to young workers, minimum working age for factories and shops
is set at 14, as of January 2016. Workers under the age of 18 also have restrictions on night work and
hazardous work (May 19, 2016). In this paper, child laborers under the age of 18 are interviewees.
The age bracket ranging from 5 to 17 years of age is common in many UN reports. The term “child
labor” is often defined as work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their
dignity (Amman, 2014).
The informal sector is a subset of unincorporated enterprises not constituted as separate legal entities
independently of their owners (ICLS, 1993).
Child laborers around the world are routinely engaged in low paid and unpaid forms of work. They are
classified as child laborers when they are school age children and young to work in the informal sector.
The study has the limitation because it has three major conflict ethnic groups. Ethnic groups do not
want to communicate with each other. Employees do not want to answer the interviewers, who are
not the same ethnic group, and child laborers are afraid of their employers. Another difficulty is that
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they only understand their mother language. Therefore, interviewers for this research paper are
native speakers. Moreover, interviewees are Arakanese people, local people, and the data of other
major ethnic group cannot be available because of the ethnic crisis. That is why there is a limited
number of respondents when the researchers conduct the field survey in Sittway Town.

Figure 1: Location Map of the Study Area
Source: Google Earth and Ministry of Health, 2020
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Design
Exploratory research aims at providing insights into and an understanding of the problem faced by the
researcher. Descriptive research, on the other hand, aims at describing something, mainly functions
and characteristics (Surbhi, 2017).
The Study uses descriptive and exploratory research. Exploratory research aims at providing an
understanding of the distribution patterns of child laborers and the reasons of child laborers by the
analysis of primary data. Descriptive research, on the other hand, aims at describing the characteristics
of child laborers by tabular and graphical presentations.
2.2. Sampling Design
Child laborers are initially selected using convenience sampling method that is a type of nonprobability sampling method where the sample is taken from a group of people easy to reach, for
example, standing at a market and working on the roadside shops. Total numbers of respondents are
55 child laborers in urban informal sector. In this method more questions are asked to know details
of the characteristics of child laborers and their families.
2.3. Data Collection Techniques
Both secondary and primary data are used to fulfill the objectives of the research.
Secondary data are the base map and population data of the study area recorded from the Google
Map, the internet and related unpublished M.A Thesis.
Primary data are collected by the use of GPS and semi-structured questionnaire. The geographical
location of child labor is recorded by GPS. Status of child laborers is collected by field survey with semistructured questionnaire. To get the primary data child laborers are interviewed. They are aged
between 7 and 18 years old and work in the urban informal sector such as selling items on the streets,
working in tea shops and restaurants and working as helpers in the market and motorcar and
motorcycle workshops.
2.4. Data Analysis Techniques
Data analysis is done with the help of tables, graphs, statistical analysis, and interpretation of the
collected data and the visualization of the map. Proximity analysis, multiple ring buffers, is used to
examine distribution patterns of child laborers in Sittway. The pattern is illustrated in the figure.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Distribution Patterns of Child Laborers
Totally 55 samples are collected from the study area. Appendix table shows the spatial coordinates of
all child laborers and their characteristics like age, year started working, nature of work, working hours
per day and working days per week and education etc.
Geographical location of child labor is presented on the map. Mean center of the town is calculated
to study the distribution pattern of the child laborers. How far is the working place of the child laborer
from mean center of the town? How do they distribute – do they work in every part of the town? To
analyze the distribution patterns of Child laborers, multiple ring buffers are carried out with the
distances of 1.5 km, 3 km, 4.5 km and 5.5 km from mean center of the town. The result shows that
child laborers are found from the 2nd ring to last from the center. They are distributed throughout
the town except near to the town center. They usually work in the informal sector, which locates a
little far from the town center (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Distribution
Patterns of Child Labor
from Mean Centre of the
Town
Note: Multiple ring buffers
are

used

analysis
laborers
kilometers

for

of

spatial

the

child

within

1.5

of

buffer

distances from the mean
center of the town
Source: Field Survey in
2020
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3.2. Data Presentation and Tabular Analysis of the Characteristics of Child Laborers
Tabular analysis, graphical and geographical presentations are done regarding to the characteristics
of child laborers. The used variables are age, gender, schooling, occupation, hours of work and income
of child laborers.
Table 1 shows the number of child respondents according their age groups from 7-13, 14-16, and 1718. 60 % of child laborers are in the age group of 14-16. This is the highest working age group. The
lowest percentage is in the age of 7-13.
Table 1: Distribution according to the Age of Respondent

Age Group

Frequency

Percentage

(7-13)

9

16.36

(14-16)

33

60

(17-18)

13

23.64

Total

55

100

Notes: In this study, the youngest child labor is the age of 7, field survey in 2020

The characteristics of child laborers are studied based on the year job started and the present, 2020.
Types of Jobs are classified into 3 groups: self-employed (roadside sellers and buying waste materials),
salaried, and non-regular (helpers to carry things in the market and collecting waste materials).
Child laborers mostly engage in low paid jobs in the informal sector. Owners are not willing to pay
less-skilled workers and therefore they get the minimum wage. A few child laborers engage in the
work of their family; 7.3% are self-employed to start with and then decrease to 4% in 2020. Over 70%
of workers engaged in a shop to start with, increased to 84% in 2020. 22% were helpers in the market
and waste collectors as their first jobs. This type of work decreases to 12% in 2020. It can be seen in
Table 2 and Figure3. Due to self-employed decreasing, and salaried work increasing, Income of the
workers is lowered and economic crisis is worse.
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Table 2: Distribution of Respondent by the Types of Work

Types of Jobs

Number of

Number of

% in the

% at the

Child Labor as

Child Labors in

former job

present

the first job

2020

job

Own work

3

2

7.317073

4

work in a shop

29

42

70.73171

84

collecting waste materials

9

6

21.95122

12

Total

41

50

100

100

helper in the market and

Source: Field survey in 2020

45
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20
15
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5
0

Number of Child Laobur
as the first jobs

Number of Child
Laoburs in 2020
Own work

work in a shop helper in the
market and
collecting
waste
materials

Figure 3: Number of Respondents by the Types of Work at the Started Year and the Present
Source: Table 2
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willing to school

unwilling to
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Figure 4: Percentage of Child Laborers; Parents cutting back at school to work
Source Field survey in Sittway Town, 2020

Actually, parents are legally responsible for making sure that children attend school. The situation is
opposite in the study area. Nearly 70% of child laborers are willing to go to school (Figure 4). However,
they have to leave school if parents need them to support the family’s business and expenditures. All
wages of the child laborers are used for the costs of the family.

Percentage of respondents
7,84

1,96

Middle school

15,69

Elementar school
49,02

High school
illiteracy
Post-secondary education

25,49

Figure 5: Child Laborers’ Standard of Schooling before joining the jobs
Source: Field survey in 2020
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92.16 % of the children started school but did not complete a full primary cycle; the most drop-out
rates is by middle school level and the second highest is elementary level. 7.84 % of child laborers in
the age group of 7-14 years are illiterate (Figure 5).
Over two-thirds of child laborers are boys in every standard level of the school except in high school
level. This means that drop-out rates for boys are more than that of the girls in their younger years.

% Child Labour by Gender
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

% Child
Labour by…

Boys

Girls

Figure 6: Distribution of Child Laborers by Gender; Source: Field survey in 2020

The above figure shows the gender of respondents. 62% are male and 38% are female (Figure 6). The
interesting point is that girl workers are younger (the age of 7 years old) than the boys (the age of 9
years old) at the start year.
Figure 7 shows the working hours and the age group of respondents. It is found that the younger the
laborers, the longer the working hours. The opposite is true for the older child laborers. These
situations point out the lack of strong law for child laborers.
Actually, the maximum working hours of the age group between 14 and 16 are 4 hours according to
Myanmar's Child Labor Law in 2016. Although the law prohibits more than 4 hours/day, the working
hours are longer with the agreement of the parents and the employers. There are 59% of employees
who are working 7 days a week although Sunday is off day. The longest working hour is 12 hours for
the age of 16 to 18 according to the child labor law. However, 47 % of children have to work for more
than 12 hours.
Working hours, working days per week and the age limitation of the child laborers are not totally in
accord with Myanmar's Child Labor Law. It can be seen in table 3 and 4. This research paper also
intends to highlight these situations.
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Percentage of longest working hours
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35
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working hours

15
10
5
0

Between 9 hours Between 8 hours Between 5 hours
and 16 hours
and 16 hours
and 16 hours
(7-13)

(14-16)

(17-18)

Figure 7: The Comparison of the age group and the working hours of child laborers; Source: Based on Table 3
Table 3: Age Group and Working Hours of Child Laborers in Sittway Town

Working age

Working hours

(7-13)
(14-16)
(17-18)

Between 9 hours and 16 hours
Between 8 hours and 16 hours
Between 5 hours and 16 hours

frequency of
respondents
(16 hours/day)

Percentage
of longest
working
hours

4
9
3

44
27
23

Note: Total Number of respondents is 55; Source: Field Survey in 2020

Table 4: Myanmar's Child Labor Law**

Working age
Working hours

14-16

16-18*

4 hours or less

Legal

Legal

More than 4 hours/day

X

Legal

Between 6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

X

Legal

Work on Sundays

X

Legal

* with medical certificate of fitness

Source: Child Labor in
Myanmar’s
Garment
Sector – BSR, 2016
Note: Myanmar's laws
related to young workers
are not complete, but
minimum working age for
factories and shops is set
at 14, as of January 2016.
Workers under the age of
18 have restrictions on
night work and hazardous
work.
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In Sittway Town, 96% of the child laborers are full time workers. The rest 4% are part-time workers.
The minimum working hours of full timer are 8 hrs per day and maximum hours 16 hrs per day.
3.3. What are the Causes of Child Labor?
School age children drop-out of school and become child laborers. What are the reasons for child labor
in urban area of Rakhine State? Top reasons are poverty and self-interest to work. The highest
percentage cause is poverty – 65.3%. The second important reason is self-interest – 23.07%. The rest
are ethnic conflict, orphanage and illness (Figure 8).

Frequency of Respondents
40

34

35
30
25
20

12

15
10
5

0
Frequency of
Respondents

2

2

2

Being
illness

Poverty

Self
interest

Conflict

Orphanage

2

34

12

2

2

Figure 8. Causes of Child Laborers; Source: Field survey in 2020

Family income is a key determinant of educational level. Now, some children are no longer attending
school with self-interest to engage at work.
Actually, the poverty reason is based on the conflict. Ethnic conflict has happened in Rakhine State
since 2012.
The interesting theme is why they are self-interested in employment while they are schooling age.
The root cause is the ethnic conflict in the state.
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4. Findings and Conclusions
The study addresses the distribution pattern and status of child labor in the capital town of Rakhine
State. 55 samples are collected by convenience sampling. The geographical location of the child labor
is recorded with GPS to analyze the distribution pattern of the child labor. 12 variables are used to
interview and analyze.
Child laborers engage in the informal sector and their distribution is found in all buffer rings from the
mean center except in the first ring of the center. Over half of the child laborers are aged 14-16. This
finding accords with the study of Biranchi Poudyal in Kathmandu.Most child laborers work in tea shop
and restaurant and work as helpers in the market. They are illegally employing workers under the age
of 14. 67% of children cannot attend to school although they are willing. 25.49% of Child laborers drop
out from the elementary level of schooling.
59% of the workers have to work 7 days per week. The longest working hours is for 16 hours and 28%
of the workers.
The major cause of child labor is household financial hardship according to the interview with child
workers. They usually work in the urban informal sector. The jobs of child laborers, who engage in the
informal sector, are mostly low wage jobs. Their minimum wage is 40,000 MMK per month and the
maximum is 300,000 MMK. The average wage is about 70,000 MMK per month. Their wages
contribute to the households. Poverty is the main driver of child employment. Other key reason is the
ethnic conflict in the state.
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Appendix Table. Spatial Coordinates and Database of Child Laborers
Nature
Work

of

working
Working
Educathours per day per
ion
data
week

Spatial coordinates
Latitude

Longitude

ID

Age

Started
Year

1

14

2019

market seller
helper

11

6

g5

20.137900

92.883977

2

13

2019

market seller
helper

12

6

g7

20.137562

92.883928

3

15

2019

market seller
helper

11

6

g7

20.138471

92.884474

4

17

2018

g7

20.137900

92.883977

5

15

2015

g5

20.138471

92.884474

6

14

2016

g4

20.137500

92.883889

7

14

2016

g6

20.142782

92.901141

9

13

2019

10

15

2019

12

15

2019

13

17

2018

14

14

2018

15

14

2018

16

14

2019

17

17

2012

18

14

2019

19

13

2019

work in tea
shop

20

17

2019

market seller
10
helper
work
in
ngwe
oh 10
store
work in cloth
11
shop

6

work in cloth
11
shop
work in a
16
shop
work in cloth
12
shop

7

illiterate

20.142777

92.902236

6

g9

20.142782

92.901141

work in book
8
shop

6

g4

20.141856

92.900451

10

6

g6

20.141410

92.901977

9

6

g5

20.141416

92.904755

g5

20.141410

92.901977

g6

20.183739

92.887417

g3

20.142164

92.902303

work in cloth
shop
work in cloth
shop
work in cloth
shop
work
in
coffee and
cold drink
packing in
prawn
wholesale
work in tea
shop

11
11

7

11
16

7

g8

20.183739

92.887417

16

7

g7

20.183739

92.887417

work
in
16
restaurant

7

g10

20.183739

92.887417
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Continued
Appendix Table. Spatial Coordinates and Database of Child Laborers
working
hours
per data

Working
day per
week

Education

Spatial coordinates

work in tea shop 15

g9

20.183739 92.887417

2019

work in tea shop 15

g11

20.183739 92.887417

16

2017

work in tea shop 15

g2

20.183739 92.887417

25

9

2018

work in a shop

6

g3

20.142055 92.902265

26

18

2019

work in tea shop 8

7

no edu.

20.149177 92.899273

27

16

2017

work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant

16

7

g3

20.118461 92.884697

28

17

2019

work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant

15

7

g9

20.118601 92.886223

29

16

2017

16

7

g3

20.118601 92.886223

31

17

2019

15

7

g10

20.118601 92.886223

32

18

2017

11

7

no edu.

20.118461 92.884697

33

14

2019

12

7

g9

20.118461 92.884697

34

16

2016

work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant

16

7

no edu.

20.118601 92.886223

35

16

2019

work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant

16

7

g7

20.118601 92.886223

36

14

2019

7

g7

20.118601 92.886223

37

15

2016

7

g5

20.118601 92.886223

38

14

2019

7

monast
ery

20.151315 92.871802

ID

Started
Age
Year

Nature of Work

21

17

2018

22

17

23

work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant
work in "kyi nu
yeik" restaurant
work in street
hawder's shop
work in street
hawder's shop

13

work in "kyi nu
16
yeik" restaurant
lend rubber ball
to play on the 3
beach
buy
wast
materials;
16
plastic bottle

Latitude

Longitude
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Continued
Appendix Table. Spatial Coordinates and Database of Child Laborers
ID

Age

Started
Year

Nature of Work

working
Working
Educathours per day per
ion
data
week

Spatial coordinates
Latitude

Longitude

39

16

2016

collect waste

11

7

attend
in
UNICEF
20.151315 92.871802
SCHOOL
AT 3 PM
START

40

17

2019

work in street
16
hawker's shop

7

g10

20.118461 92.884697

41

11

2019

work in food stall
16
on the beach

7

g4

20.118461 92.884697

42

16

2017

work in street
hawker’s shop

16

7

g4

20.118461 92.884697

43

13

2015

work in (food
stall)
street 16
hawker’s shop

7

g3

20.118461 92.884697

7

g8

20.118461 92.884697

44

17

2013

work in (food
stall)
street 16
hawker’s shop

45

16

2019

work in motor
cycle workshop

15

6

g10

20.144390 92.879513

46

14

2019

work in "kyi nu
15
yeik" restaurant

7

g8

20.118601 92.886223

47

13

2019

bakery shop

4

g5

20.136915 92.887280

48

16

2019

work in canteen

13

5

g7

20.145783 92.861867

49

14

2019

Canteen

10

5

g5

20.145783 92.861867

50

13

2018

Canteen

9

5

g4

20.136915 92.887280

51

14

2018

canteen tea shop

10

5

g6

20.136915 92.887280
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Continued
Appendix Table. Spatial Coordinates and Database of Child Laborers
working
hours
per data

Working
day per
week

Education

Spatial coordinates
Latitude

Longitude

ID

Age

Started
Year

52

14

2018

canteen tea shop 11

5

g7

20.146462

92.859178

53

17

2019

Canteen

5

5

g4

20.136915

92.887280

54

15

2019

car workshop

8

7

g7

20.149177

92.899273

55

15

2017

work in a shop in
may yu market

10

g5

20.138471

92.884474

Nature of Work

Source: Field Survey in 2020
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Climate Change in Myanmar: Impact, Mitigation and Adaptation
Nang Theingi Maw
Department of Philosophy, University of Mandalay, Myanmar

Abstract
Nowadays, climate change is the primary threat the world faces to sustainable development,
especially in developing countries like Myanmar. According to UN reports, Myanmar is highly
vulnerable to the negative impact of climate change. The aim of this paper is to analyze the impact of
climate change both on the environment in general and on the Myanmar people in particular. It looks
at the current situation of adaptation and how well the government has planned for it. It concludes
that both the Myanmar people and the environment are at significant risk to the negative effects of
changing precipitation patterns, increasing temperatures, prolonged droughts and rising sea levels in
various regions. These will lead to damage of agriculture production, a loss of biodiversity and the
spread of diseases.
The research seeks to answer the question: “How can we prevent the negative impacts of climate
change in Myanmar?” To answer this, this paper will examine the three factors to highlight Myanmar’s
vulnerability to climate change from security and ethical perspectives. First, it will explore how
Myanmar’s natural environment is vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. Second, it will look at
how the changes to the natural environment will have significant negative effects on the security of
the human population. Finally, it will look at how the Myanmar government has planned to address
these problems. Although Myanmar governmental actions have laid a suitable framework for adapting
to climate change, this has not yet reached sufficient levels. In this respect, it needs to take into
consideration an ethical perspective that examines the values and priorities of individuals, institutions,
and society, because science alone cannot achieve success. Cooperation between the government, its
citizens and the international community can accelerate our opportunity to make significant
improvement in climate change mitigation and adaptation.
Keywords: climate change, adaptation, mitigation, environment
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Introduction
The issue of climate change is the hot topic of the present day. Global warming is an undeniable fact
and the greenhouse effect has enveloped the whole earth. The impacts from this greenhouse effect
leads to climate change, which is the primary threat to security and sustainable development today.
The cause of climate change is not only natural occurrences but also anthropogenic activities. In order
to solve these issues, science alone is insufficient. In this respect, it is necessary to take the moral
sector into consideration. Thus, this paper will discuss the role of moral responsibility in adapting to
climate change. There is a moral demand for action on climate change and there are no good reasons
for avoiding it (Garvey, 2008, p.113).
The negative impacts of climate change affect Myanmar’s natural environment and its human
population in various ways. For example, it is causing increased flooding of the river in coastal zones,
rising sea levels and strong precipitation in the delta areas, prolonged droughts, higher incidents of
wildfire due to higher temperatures, and lower rainfall in the central dry zone. It is also connected to
landslides in the hilly regions. Moreover, the impacts of climate change also affect public health. This
paper will point out the major problems facing Myanmar in the future and the role of ethics of
individuals, institutions, and society in adapting to climate change.
Myanmar government has made progress to equip itself with the institutional and policy instruments
essentially needed to address climate change both at regional and national levels. It has established
and adopted a policy entitled the ‘Myanmar climate change strategy (MCCS)’, an important document
that mandates how climate change mitigation concerns are combined with national priorities across
all sectors, as explained below:
“The MCCS presents a road map to guide Myanmar’s strategic response and actions to address
climate change related risks and opportunities over the next 13 year and beyond. MCSS aligns
with the national vision, goal and objective to guide Myanmar’s transition along a climateresilient and low-carbon development pathway that will deliver inclusive economic and social
development” (MONREC, 2019, p.119).

Literature Review
This paper does not focus on the existence of climate change from a scientific perspective. Rather, it
discusses Myanmar’s response to climate change from security and ethical perspectives. In this
context, security refers to both socio-economic security and environmental security. Socio-economic
security can be further subdivided into concepts of livelihood security or health security, among
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others. Here, the ethical perspective refers to an argument about the moral responsibility held by
people and governments towards addressing the environment and climate change. According to Daw
Kyi Kyi Hla (2017), we have the moral responsibility to change our present lifestyle of wanton waste,
to eradicate world poverty, remove injustice and build a life that is socially, morally and
environmentally good for all beings that inhabit this earth. The moral dimension is ever present in our
endeavors towards environmental conservation and preventing the impacts of climate change. During
the past decade, Myanmar’s natural resources have been over-exploited both legally and illegally, its
forests denuded, and its waters polluted; while its people have been at the mercy of natural disasters.
In the present age, there is an urgent need to engage in strategies of reforestation and restoration.
This obligation is mainly based on a proper perspective on how look upon the natural environment
and world, and the way we relate to all living beings for both present and future. Thus, moral
responsibility is still regarded as the guiding principle in the mitigation and adaptation of climate
change in our attempts to sustain and improve life.
The system of the climate is a very complex system. It has five main components: atmosphere,
hydrosphere, cryosphere, land surface, and biosphere, with the ‘climate’ consisting of the interaction
among them (National, 2017). The impacts of climate change can be categorized into two groups.
These are primary impacts (those directly caused by climate change or climate hazards) and secondary
impacts (that have a slow onset or happen as a result of primary impacts). The cause of climate change
is not only natural occurrences but also anthropogenic changes. The planet earth’s temperature
mainly relies on the balance of solar energy entering and leaving the planet’s system. Generally, the
greenhouse effect provides for life on planet earth. However, extreme emissions and the release of
greenhouse gases can significantly boost their concentration in the atmosphere. This process is made
worse by the reduced capacity of forests to absorb more carbon than is released in the atmosphere.
The process by which more carbon is absorbed than emitted is known as a carbon sink. The reduced
capacity of earth’s carbon sinks is due to deforestation at an extreme rate. As a result, the planet is
warming at a very fast rate. In recent years, global warming has resulted in an ongoing rise in global
average surface temperature.
Concerning the primary cause of climate change, the IPCC second report states that “There is a
discernible human influence on global climate” (Yergin, 2012, p. 484). This statement has been
repeated in subsequent reports, and the 2013 report explained that “it is extremely likely that human
influence has been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-twentieth century”
(IPCC, Climate change, 2013, p. 17).
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Nowadays, the earth’s rate of temperature increase has doubled. According to the IPCC, in the last
sixty years, the “warming of the climate system is unequivocal. The atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has risen” (IPCC, Climate change
2013, p.4).
Myanmar is struggling for reconstruction as an emerging modern, developed and democratic nation.
However, Myanmar’s economy still mainly relies on the agriculture sector and has not yet reached full
industrialization. So, the natural environment of Myanmar has not yet reached the dimensions of
deterioration that can be seen in more developed countries. But it is getting there, as people are
pursuing development and industrialization to compete in the global economy. Myanmar has
observed nationwide warming since the 1950s.
Although Myanmar has not reached particularly high levels of emission, in the future, the growth of
the economy and the population is expected to raise emissions significantly. Thus, there is an urgent
need to begin to control deforestation. A sustainable forest, i.e. environment, is important for
maintaining low carbon dioxide emission levels in the nation. According to NAPA, “Over the last
decades the temperature in Myanmar has increased on average by ~ 0.08 degrees C per decade.
(Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, p.26).
Concerning the changing of rainfalls system, in most decades, Myanmar has seen an average increase
of 29 mm per ten years period. Myanmar’s NAPA also points out that cyclones have increased in not
only frequency but also intensity during the present age. The effects of climate change on the natural
environment directly impact the security of the Myanmar people. In other words, the increase of
temperature, changeable precipitation, extreme storms, rising sea levels, droughts, floods, and so on,
can impact on various aspect of life and make them less secure. Besides, the loss of biodiversity,
energy inadequacy, and deforestation will also relate indirectly to health issues all becoming more
prevalent. But the most important effects could be on people’s livelihood through changes to the
agricultural sector (Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, pp.26-28).
At present, Myanmar is a developing country. According to the CIA world factbook (2014), the nation
relies on agriculture for 38 percent of its GDP, a figure that does not contain agricultural processing,
which is contained in the industrial sector. Seventy percent of people in Myanmar are employed in
agriculture. In the coastal zone of Myanmar, most of the people are faced with the negative impacts
of climate change. According to the NAPA,
“It is conceded that the nation’s high vulnerability to climate change is exacerbated by the fact
that ‘human populations and economic activities are concentrated in the coastal zone as well as
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in low-lying land and are therefore exposed to long-term climate impacts such as sea level rise as
well as an increase in cyclones and storm surge/ flooding, due to its meteorologically perilous
geographical position.”(Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, p.30).
The coastal ecosystem includes mangroves forests, coral reefs and sea-grass beds which support vital
breading and feeding habitats for fish, shrimp and other species. These are deteriorating due to sea
level rises, increased cyclones and storms, and human activities (such as the cutting of the mangroves).
The degradation of this coastal environment can lead to decreases in fish and shrimp stocks. It can
ultimately result in negative impacts on human beings. Development also coincides with an economic
crisis for certain regions, as most rural people migrate to urban areas. This leads to significant effects
on the environment and natural resources. Industries are also expected to expand, which is also
expected to increase the use of natural resources. All of this will further exacerbate the environmental
degradation in the nation and increase the national greenhouse gas emission levels.
The Myanmar government makes self-reports of its actions to mitigate and adapt to environmental
degradation and climate change. The implementation of Myanmar’s actions is UN based programs.
The nation is responsible for reporting the progress of these activities. The NAPA is Myanmar’s report
to the UN on the status of its adaptation implementation programs. According to NAPA (2012, p.8)
report, Myanmar has identified eight sectors of vulnerability to climate change and prioritized
adaptation projects within each area. These eight sectors are 1. Agriculture, 2. earth warming, 3.
Forest, 4. public health, 5. water resources, 6. coastal zones, 7. energy and industry, and 8.
biodiversity.

Purpose
Nowadays, Myanmar faces numerous challenges in various sectors of the nation. Among them,
climate change is one of the hottest issues for Myanmar. The impacts of climate change are suffered
in various ways. It is the greatest threat to Myanmar’s future development. So, this issue is an urgent
need for Myanmar. In order effectively prevent the negative impacts of climate change, Myanmar
people need to change not only their scientific capacity, policies and technology, but also develop a
proper ethical perspective in their mindset. Therefore, the research seeks to understand the impacts
of climate change on Myanmar and the effect of this on mitigation, adaptation, and assessing the
government’s response. The major aim of this paper is to analyze the intersection of ethical concerns
with climate change impacts on Myanmar, the current situation of climate change mitigation and
adaptation, and how the government has planned for the issues.
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Methodology
This paper will analyze Myanmar’s vulnerability to climate change, particularly from a security and
ethical perspective. Firstly, it will describe the current scientific studies concerning the observed
impact of changes to the climate of Myanmar. Secondly, it will analyze the situation via the view of
Myanmar’s current social and developmental state to know its impacts on the environment and
human population. Lastly, Myanmar’s past and present adaptation polices, environmental law and
human responsibility on the environment will be analyzed to understand the depth of these issues
and how effectively it has been mitigated and adapted to. Moreover, it will use other various sources
as evidence.
There are three main parts in this paper. Firstly, it will describe and discuss the physical science of
climate change and how it will affect the natural environment of Myanmar. Secondly, it will examine
changes the natural environment will have and the negative effects this has on the security of human
beings. And thirdly, to counteract the negative impacts of climate change, it will argue that it necessary
to change ethical perspectives of individuals, institutions, and societies in order to effectively
implement these policies effectively.

1. Impacts of Changing Climate on the Natural Environment
Since the previous decades, the causes of climate change have been observed on the regional, national
and global levels. Warming temperatures can increase atmospheric greenhouse gasses. Moreover,
the increase of temperatures leads to the changing of precipitation patterns and rising of global sea
levels. In the international scientific community, there is an agreement that rising greenhouse gases
levels in the atmosphere have caused climate changes. Global Warming, changing precipitation
patterns and rising sea levels are the main effects of these changes. Because of the changing climate,
there will be negative impacts on the natural environment and human populations. Climate change
effects various aspects of the natural environment. The crisis of the climate is a true planetary
emergency. Denis Goulet (1992) said that ‘the ecological imperative is clear and cruel: Nature must
be saved or we human beings will die (p.234).’ So, solving this issue is urgently needed in the present
day. The aim of this section is to identify and describe the actual and expected effects of climate
change on Myanmar’s natural environment.
Climate changes include not only global warming but also any aspects of weather such as drought,
precipitation, heavy rain, wind patterns and so on. Concerning the increase of temperature, generally,
in Myanmar, temperatures are expected to increase at an uneven rate. According to official Myanmar
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government models, the average temperature will increase by 0.8 to 1.7 degrees Celsius, with the
greatest overall warming in the Yangon and Rakhine regions. By the end of century, increases of
temperatures are expected in the range of 2.8 to 3.5 degrees worldwide, again with the greatest
impact in Yangon and Rakhine regions (MOECAF, 2012, p.62-65).
The global temperatures have increased by about 0.85 oC from 1880 to 2012 (IPCC, 2014). The rising
in temperature has led to rapid changes within the global weather cycle. So, it may be regarded that
because of increasing temperatures and rising of sea level, weather events of all kinds are becoming
more extreme. The impacts of climate change contain physical impacts (drought, rise sea level, flood,
landslide, environmental impacts including impacts on ecosystems such as land degradation, water
security, loss of biodiversity, deforestation) and impacts on human population through socioeconomic effects such as food insecurity, health security and infrastructural consequences.
Climate hazard has the potential to cause loss of and damage to people physical assets and natural
environment. In Myanmar, the most common hazards are drought, cyclones, floods, intense rains,
heavy storms, and rising sea levels. Because of climate change, natural hazards are happening more
frequently and intensely than they were before. With regard to precipitation, the IPCC states that
more precipitation over land on a global scale is likely to have happened since the mid-twentieth
century, and there is high confidence that similar changes have taken place in the mid-latitudes of the
northern hemisphere over the same time period. (ICPP, climate change, 2013, p.5). Precipitation
changes are expected to particularly rise in scale on the global level. Besides, because of the high
variability between regions and seasons, contrasts in seasonal precipitation levels are expected to
increase between the wet and dry season with heavy precipitation and flooding in the wet seasons
and prolonged droughts in dry seasons (ICPP, climate change, 2013, p.20).
Climate change will impact the environment and communities depending on each particular
ecosystem. Climate change will increase soil erosion process and landslide in some areas. For example,
severe storm or winds lead to the removal of the surface layer of dry soils. The intense rain can cause
flooding which can then increase water logging and the washing away of topsoil and nutrients. In hilly
regions, it will increase the risk of landslides. Agricultural lands are often damaged because of
landslide and floods. In the Delta zone and coastal zone, the rising of sea levels events could lead to
the loss of agricultural land and land productivity.
“In the future, parts of inhabited and productive coastal areas could become permanently
inundated, while others could be affected by intrusion of salt water into ground-water systems,
soil salinization and coastal erosion processes. For example, stakeholder consultation revealed
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that every two years in the Ayeyarwady Delta around two million hectares of land are flooded
and more than three million hectares are moderately inundated.” (MNREC, 2017, p.36).
Droughts will increase the demand for irrigation that could put water and resources of land under
increasing pressure. Furthermore, the changing of soil moisture and rising temperatures lead to
negative impacts on fundamental crops such as rice, wheat, etc. The rising of sea levels could cause
the salinization of land and water resources in the Ayeyarwady Delta region and low-lying coastal
zones. Myanmar will then be faced with a disastrous loss of biodiversity caused by a change in the
seawater chemical composition (Oceanic warming and acidification). This kind of loss of biodiversity
is one of the primary impacts of climate change. For instance, coral reefs are important habitats for
fish and shellfish. However, increasing seawater temperatures affect the corals and hence alter the
living environment of numerous marine species. Moreover, sea level rises, coastal erosion and strong
tropical storms destroy the mangrove ecosystems in some areas (MONREC, 2017, p.36).
Other impacts of climate change include significant negative effects on the health of forests in
Myanmar. High temperatures and droughts increase the risk of forest fires, especially in the central
dry zone. Because of extreme climate change, the central dry zone of Myanmar may experience
desertification and deforestation. With this imbalance in the ecosystem, forests may be infested by
plant pests and diseases. In hilly regions these ecological imbalances could result in an increasing
number of landslides.
Rising sea levels are the main concern in regards to people’s safety and security, with other threats to
the security of people including cyclones, biodiversity and other natural disasters. Cyclones are a
significant problem in Myanmar ordinarily, and will only get worse with the effects of climate change.
Tropical cyclones arrive in Myanmar through the Bay of Bengal. Generally, 6.4 percent of all cyclones
that form reach land in Myanmar. The Nargis cyclone is the most prominent one. In 2008, the Nargis
cyclone destroyed four million hectares of rice (57 percent of the country’s total annual production).
It also destroyed the whole Ayeyarwady Delta. Floods in 2011 also impacted on Ayeyarwady, Mon,
Bago and Rakhine regions resulting in the loss of around 1.7 million tons of rice (MNREC, 2017).
According to NAPA, “In the Past (before 2000), cyclones made landfall along Myanmar’s coast once
every three years. Since the turn of the century, cyclones have made landfall along Myanmar’s
coastline every year.” (Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, p.27). Nowadays, the hazards of cyclones are
increased, with the highest risks in the northern coast regions near Sittwe. In Myanmar, 45 percent of
the land area is comprised of various kinds of forest. Most of the Myanmar people (70 percent of
population) directly or indirectly depend on forest resources. Especially, most of the native
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populations entirely depend on forest and forest production for their basic subsistence needs. But
extreme heat, low rainfall, floods, and prolonged droughts are expected to result in the degradation
of these vital forest areas. Moreover, wildfires destroy large swaths of Myanmar’s forest areas each
year. Increased forest fire events caused by climate change end up causing damage to natural
ecosystems that exacerbate the problems caused by the changing climate. These events may impact
not only the natural environment but also the human population.
Nevertheless, climate change makes the fire hazard worse. Prolonged drought periods are one of the
causes of drier biological substances, creating a feedback loop that spirals into a worse situation
creating more forest fires can spread very rapidly. Warmer temperatures increase the rate of
evaporation, further intensifying these conditions. With Myanmar’s reliance on its forestland for social
and economic purposes, preventative measures to stop wild-fires is an important role of forest
management and conservation in climate change mitigation, as increased rates and intensities of the
forest fires brought on by climate change may be determined to the security and the development of
nation. (M D M & H, 2009, p.56).

2. Climate Change Impacts on the People of Myanmar
Myanmar faces numerous challenges. Among them, the changing climate is one of the most
threatening issues. In the previous decades, climate change has had an effect on the various
productive sectors, especially affecting agriculture and water resources. On the coastal zone it has
also resulted in an increased risk of disasters. Myanmar’s agriculture, fisheries and livestock sectors
play a vital role in supporting economic development, local livelihood and food security. Among these,
the agriculture sector is the second largest contributor to the national GDP. It employs a great number
of the population (61 percent of labor force) and is dominated by small-scale landholders.
The development of the agriculture sector is entirely dependent upon rainfall. If there is too much
rain or too little rain, this has a large impact on agricultural production. A decrease in rain leads to
droughts, while heavy rain will cause floods. Both can destroy the agricultural produce. When there
are floods, the deltaic production and low-lying coastal rice cultivation are exposed to increased
salinity, coastal inundation and erosion. Inundation and salinity are the basic causes of the damage to
agricultural production. So, it can be said that they are the cause of decreased agricultural production
in the coastal zone and low-lying areas resulting in Lower income from the agricultural sector. This can
have many impacts on the earning of farmers and the income of the nation. In the central dry zone of
Myanmar, the extremely high temperature leads to prolong droughts. Many people in the dry zone
are therefore faced with various problems (i.e. income, health, etc.). For example, in 2009, a
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prolonged drought destroyed major central crops. In 2010, a strong drought diminished the water
resources of rural areas in the dry zone. And then this event destroyed agricultural products. In 2006,
the Zawgyi river floods also destroyed the crop (MNREC, 2017).
Almost all the effects of climate change are experienced in Myanmar. Particularly, smallholder farmers
and the poor are faced with the negative impacts via loss of agricultural products. The negative
impacts of climate change affect all the regions of the country. These are especially felt in the
Ayeyarwady delta, the coastal zone and the central dry zone of Myanmar. Among the impacted areas,
the central dry zone is the most threatened. The central dry zone of Myanmar comprises three main
regions such as the Sagaing region, the Mandalay region and the Magway region. The majority of
people in the central dry zone are affected most by the increase of temperature and erratic rainfall
patterns. The changing of the climate has already been affecting the agricultural sector and its related
sectors such as land and water resources and their strategies of livelihood.
A case study of Pakokku Township
Pakokku is situated in the western part of the central dry zone, on the west bank of the Ayeyarwady
River. Pakokku is already insufficiently resilient to the current climate conditions. This vulnerability
will only increase because of the increasingly changing climate. During the hot season (March to May),
the numbers of hot days have increased in the present day. So Pakokku has encountered the impacts
of the climate hazard. The wet season is expected to bring heavy rain that agriculture depends upon.
Consequently, with increased droughts, the capacity to benefit from agriculture in this region will
decrease.
Temperature changes and their associated shortages are arguably among the most significant
challenges in Pakokku. In May 2010, the high temperature of Pakokku was 45.9 °C. The increases in
temperature leads to primary impacts. Thus, Pakokku faces a number of direct impacts resulting from
of climate hazards and long-term changes. According to a report of Pakokku’s community, the
extremes of the temperature also results in deaths among the livestock, with resultant low income
and increased debts as people try to deal with the hardship. Moreover, rigorous heat affects the
productivity of daily wage laborers. Irrigation is almost non-existent away from riverbank areas.
Because of the lack of water in in-land areas, the product of agriculture will decrease, resulting in very
low incomes in the agriculture sector.
“In many years the rainfall received is very low, at around 400 mm per annum, which is
substantially lower than the national average rainfall (about 2500 mm per year) and the dry zone
average, which is around 1000 mm per year. In Pakokku, 61 percent of households rely on tube
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wells and bore holes, while 14 percent rely on either wells or springs or on rivers, streams or
canals. Extremely low levels of rainfall severely impact people, and the 14 percent of people that
rely on uncovered sources are especially exposed because a lack of rain and high temperatures
happens because of a greater number of clear sky day, which increase evaporation” (MCCA,
2016).
Before 2011, people were able to grow two crops per year but now can grow only one crop because
of the low rainfall and lack of water resources. On the other hand, in some areas, people along the
riverbank are expected to suffer more floods, landslides and heavy rain. So, the agricultural products
and infrastructure for irrigation will face great damages due to severe precipitation. These events will
threaten the safety of people and of loss of life from critical events will increase. With the current level
of planning, these productive methods and their infrastructure are not resilient enough to be able to
withstand increasingly severe hazards.
Climate change and global warming also create negative impacts on the public health sector in
Myanmar. Since the last decades, heat concerned illness and death are likely to increase with rising of
temperature in Myanmar. These increases of temperature and more incidences of heat waves are
likely to exacerbate health problems. Climate change will cause negative effects on public health such
as food and water borne illnesses. These illnesses are a significant issue for the people of Myanmar as
it is calculated to have a “very high” risk for major infectious diseases, and with warming
temperatures, the problem will only get worse. Moreover, Myanmar’s health sector is weakly
equipped to concern with epidemics. According to the CIA World Factbook (2014), the nation expends
only two percent of its GDP on health, ranking it as the 189 th of 190 surveyed countries.
The Myanmar government recognizes this possibility, as it describes in the NAPA that
“Increasing temperatures and erratic precipitation patterns will create favorable conditions for
the spread of infectious disease. Furthermore, pathogen distribution will increase in range as
vectors harboring parasites infest highland areas which at present are too cold for vector insects.”
(Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, p.34).
So, it can be said that climate change creates a significant risk to human health. The impacts of future
climate will increase the incidence of vector-borne diseases and heat related illness, injuries and
malnutrition, among others (see table 1). E.g., heavy storm and floods can pollute the drinking water
and can cause in diarrheal diseases, as well as various skin diseases.
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Table 1: Potential Climate change impacts on Public health
Health Concerns

Climate Change Impacts

1. Temperature related morbidity

1. Heat and cold related illness. Cardiovascular system illness.

2. Vector-borne diseases

2. Malaria, filarial, dengue and other pathogens carried by
mosquitoes, ticks and vectors.

3. Health impacts of extreme
weather

3. Diarrhea, cholera and poisoning caused by biological and chemical
contaminants in water
- Damaged Public health infrastructure due to cyclones.
- Injuries and illness.
-Social and mental stress from disaster and displacement

4. Health impacts of food and
water insecurity

4. Malnutrition and hunger, especially in children.
(MONREC, 2017, p.32-33)

Moreover, especially in rural areas, most poor households are affected by the impact of climate
change. Floods, severe storms, massive heat waves, heavy rain, and prolonged droughts are already
affecting the access of children to education and threatening their health.
Furthermore, the resources of fresh water are threatened in some regions of Myanmar, at the same
time some regions are faced with the pollution of fresh water and damaged by flooding and salt water
intrusion. The dry zone is especially at risk of fresh water scarcity. Besides, coastal zones, low-lying
deltas, and riverine areas are also at risk of contamination due to heavy storms, cyclones and floods.
According to Myanmar’s hazard profile, “the impacts of climate change and global warming can make
the water level reduce in the dry zone, resulting in water shortages, while the water level in the delta
region will rise due to the change of sea level” (Department of Meteorology and Hydrology, 2009,
p.54).
In the future, Myanmar will face various issues and the threats posed by climate change have the
potential to be among the greatest of them. In the agricultural sector, land will be more threatened
by flooding, prolonged drought, and intense rain, cyclones, storm and sea water inundation. In the
public health sector, the spread of disease by climate change impacts are likely to expand many areas.
Furthermore, freshwater resources will become threatened and seasonal variation in precipitation
will stress the community in unprecedented ways. The inhabitants of coastal regions may be affected
by climate change events which scar the very land of they inhabit. Beyond these critical areas, extreme
climate change will also impact the rest of the country. But the people and government of Myanmar
can try to implement adaptation methods to solve the negative impacts issues.
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3. Climate Change Adaptation in Myanmar
The terms ‘mitigation’ and ‘adaptation’ are essential for developing strategies to deal with climate
change. Mitigation is concerned with the cause of climate change whereas adaptation deals with the
effect of the phenomena. According to the IPCC, “adaptation is an adjustment in natural or human
systems in response to actual or expected impacts, which moderate harm or exploits beneficial
opportunities”. Generally, the more mitigation there is, the less severe will be the impacts. On the
other hand, the higher the preparatory adaptation, the impacts that do occur can be dealt with despite
any given degree of climate change. This section will analyze what has been done to adapt to the
changing climate and give an assessment of how to control and prepare the nation to deal with the
impacts of climate change.
In Myanmar, the impacts of climate changes are felt in various sectors of the nation. Therefore, in
order to prevent the negative impacts of climate change, the Myanmar government formulated and
implemented various climate change polices and projects. The objective of adaptation to climate
change is to reduce vulnerability and to build climate resilience. In 1992, the Myanmar government
signed the UNFCCC, which it ratified in 1994. The government has therefore obligated itself to
undertake an inventory of greenhouse gas emissions from the major sectors of its economy, make
projections for future emissions of greenhouse gases under different scenarios, and implement
climate change mitigation polices and assess risks posed by climate change and develop adaptation
plans (MONREC, 2019, p.28).
As a policy making document, in 2012 Myanmar formulated the National Adaptation Program of
Action (NAPA). This identified those who were most vulnerable to climate change and focused on eight
sectors such as water resources, agriculture, forest, health, coastal regions, biodiversity, warming
systems, industry and energy. In 2016, the Myanmar climate change strategy and Action Plan 20162030 was also developed. The aim was to provide primary actors at the regional and national level to
respond to the challenges and benefit from opportunities associated with climate change. Thus,
Myanmar’s climate change policy will support a long-term vision on climate change action which is
presently under development. Concerning the environment, governmental environmental policy in
Myanmar began when the National Commission of Environmental Affairs (NCEA) was formed on 14
February 1990. It has formulated the policies of environmental issues and provided legal
recommendations for future development.
According to these policies, the wealth of the nation is its people, its cultural heritage, its environment
and its natural resources. The objective of Myanmar’s environmental policy is aimed at achieving
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harmony and balance between these through the integration of environmental considerations into
development processes to enhance the quality of the life of all its citizens. Every nation has the
sovereign right utilize its natural resources in accordance with its environmental policies; but great
care must be taken not to exceed its jurisdiction or infringe upon the interests of other nations. It is
the responsibility of the state and every citizen to preserve its natural resources in the interests of
present and future generations. Environmental protection should always be a primary objective in
seeking development (BEWG, 2011, p.19).
As of 1997, the new policy has pointed out the role of environmental responsibility, reflected in the
actions of the MOECAF in making dry zone greening projects. This project aims to prevent the dry zone
areas from deforestation, loss of biodiversity, and soil erosion, while establishing more abundant
water resources for the rural areas. In the draft of the Environmental impact assessment, it states
that:
“There shall be established a system of environmental impact assessment which shall require any
proposed or business in Myanmar by any ministry, government department, corporation, board...
company... enterprise, firm or individual likely to have a significant impact on the environment to
obtain approval for its implementation in accordance with these rule” (Draft Environmental
Impact Assessment Rules, 2012).
So, in order to summit to an environmental impact estimate, it is necessary that all projects and
business activities to be conducted by individual, government and others corporations be first
assessed and approved for their environmental impact. The EIA and Environmental Conservation law
support the Myanmar government to get opportunities for implementing sustainable environmental
policies and NAPA paves the path for direct action on climate change adaptation. In order to develop
the adaptive capacity, Myanmar is required to make primary improvements to realize the basic six
conditions of policy, finance, capacity, institution, partnerships and awareness. The NAPA’s primary
project of adaptation was mainly based on five strategies. These strategies can provide a concrete
framework for future action that could better prevent the nation for the damaged by climate change.
These strategies are as follows:
“1. Create adaptive capacities for responding to climate change impacts focused on
preparedness, monitoring, pilot projects and restoration of natural capital.
2. Support the country’s aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
3. Integrate climate change management.
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4. Increase climate change research including assessing future climate risks and current
vulnerability.
5. Mainstream climate change adaptation onto policy, planning and relevant projects to ensure
scaling up of climate change adaptation across the country” (Myanmar’s NAPA, 2012, P.36).
NAPA’s report provides for Myanmar’s climate change adaptation efforts. Now, the Myanmar
government is attempting to counteract the negative impacts of climate change to a large degree by
taking effective action regarding the adaptation of climate change and environmental policies. But
Myanmar faces a significant weakness in its infrastructure and technology. So, Myanmar is not still
adequately prepared to deal with these new environmental and climate issues.
4. The Role of Ethics in Climate Change Adaptation
Climate change is partly concerned with planetary upheaval, numerous deaths of living things, human
beings suffering on a great scale and all kinds of other dismay. The ethics of climate change is not
merely all about understanding that dismay. Science alone cannot answer what we need. Science
observes the facts about the warming world and its causes. Science and technology can give facts and
observations only. If one wants to act on the basis of those facts, it is necessary to examine one’s
values. That is an ethical concern.
The world has an urgent need to adapt to the inevitability of a certain degree of climate change, even
as it tries to mitigate those effects. Scholars around the world are regularly discussing and debating
how to solve the critical issues of climate change. They mostly discuss the issue from the scientific
point of view. But a scientific perspective alone cannot solve all problems. In order to solve these
problems, it is essential to change our way of life and adjust our values to focus on an ethical balance
through which we can reduce greenhouse gas emissions while ensuring that fair and just economic
development can help the poor and vulnerable. This is a fundamental responsibility for every person
in the world at an individual level, not just at the level of institutional policies. If each and every person
in the world takes personal responsibility for environmental conservation, it will turn all of these
institutional adaptation policies into positive action that is truly effective.
“Human beings are the only living creatures, who make judgments about good and bad, right and
wrong. We should in the interest of environmental conservation and sustainable development,
stimulate the human conscience and awaken the dormant appreciation of natural beauty that
lies in every human heart. In this way we can make a contribution however small to raising
awareness of the people, including policy makers, leaders of government, multi-national
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corporations, civil society and other stake-holders that environmental conservation is not just an
economic issue or a scientific issue or social issue also a philosophical and moral issue” (Kyi Kyi
Hla, 2017, p.43).
After the first of report of IPCC, the leaders of many countries met in Rio de Janeiro for an Earth
summit. They signed the agreement of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.
The UNFCCC begins by acknowledging climate change and the role of the human beings in it. The
convention recognizes that “the largest share of historical and current global emissions of greenhouse
gases has originated in developed countries, that per capita emissions in developing countries are still
relatively low and that the share of global emissions originating in developing countries will grow to
meet their social and developmental needs” (Garvey, 2000, p. 119).
In Myanmar, forest and timber trade is a critical problem in the present day. The Chinese demand for
Myanmar teak is one of the causes of the illegal timber trade. Thus, deforestation has increased in
Myanmar. In 2013, Myanmar became the largest supplier of teak logs to china. In the delta areas of
Myanmar, when the people are poor, they struggle for their livelihood. In struggling for their
subsistence, they end up contributing to pollution and environmental damage. Poor people, left with
no other options, cut down mangroves to burn charcoal for their livelihood. In these ways, most of
the mangroves are destroyed by humans. Because of deforestation, many dangerous impacts of
climate change can occur like floods and landslides. That is why ethical considerations must both instill
values in people to take responsibility for environmental conservation and find ways to offer them
solutions for their livelihoods that do not involve environmental damage.
The Need for Ethics and Moral Responsibility
To protect the environment and adapt to climate change, the world certainly needs science and
technology to find renewable resources of energy. But people also need to develop a sense of
responsibility at institutional, social, and individual levels. Science and technology can solve the
problems of decreasing the hole in the ozone layer or seeking various sources of energy. But they
alone cannot solve the problems of the social, political, and individual causes of exploitation of the
environment without the input of ethics. These problems are fueled by human greed. So, it is essential
to control the endless greed of human beings.
Human beings’ lifestyle is changing. Every person ought to be of the same mind that this should be for
the improvement not just of the lives of the present generation, but also for future generations and
any other creatures that also have a right to life. The health and well-being of the Earth demands this.
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People should always remind themselves that with the collapse of the natural environment, human
life could degenerate both physically and mentally. If there is not enough food to feed the hungry or
enough water to quench their thirst, life could not survive (Kyi Kyi Hla, 2017, p.43).
“We should not forget that the present generation will be held accountable in many ways morally,
socially, economically, politically, administratively and legally to other living beings and to those
of the future if we fail in this endeavor. We have the moral responsibility to change our present
lifestyle of wanton waste, to eradicate world poverty, remove injustice and build a life that is
socially, morally and environmentally good for all beings inhabit in this world. The moral
dimension is ever present in our endeavors towards environmental conservation and sustainable
development. Human ingenuity is indeed a marvel which has resulted in incredible innovations
and will lead to new ways and means to adapt to changing climate conditions and sustain life on
earth” (Kyi Kyi Hla, 2017, p.61).
To protect the environment and to formulate the mitigation of and adaptation to climate change, one
should not neglect the role of ethics. The negative impact of the changing climate on Myanmar’s
environment and people are increasing more rapidly than before. This is caused by the relative
poverty in the country and its weakness of infrastructure. The development of the nation’s economy
in an ethically balanced way that treats the needs of the environment as a top priority is needed to
blunt these impacts. But Myanmar has not yet reached a sufficient stage of development.
Nevertheless, Myanmar’s government tries to implement policies for adapting to climate change. In
this respect, it also needs to change the ethical perspective of the people. Cooperation between the
government, NGOs and international organizations can only result in positive progress on climate
change preparedness when the people at every level ethically commit to valuing and caring for their
environments. Ultimately, climate change mitigation and adaptation measures will have a positive
effect on the nation as it grows.
It may be regarded that ethical values must still be our guiding principles in the mitigation and
adaptation to climate change in the effort to sustain life. Thus, global warming, mitigation and
adaptation to climate change needs a vigorous effort by all the world’s countries in cooperation. In
our effort, people must be firm in their commitment to control the basic causes of endless greed and
covetousness of human beings. Myanmar has gotten a bitter lesson about the dire consequences of
not dealing with this issue from the impacts of cyclone Nargis (2008) and the strong floods and
landslides of 2015 and 2019. It should be a wakeup call that the scarcity of freshwater resources, which
was once unimaginable, has now become a security problem for many people living in the dry zone.
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The time is right for Myanmar to counteract these issues and consider how we may prevent future
problems for the Myanmar people while at the same time contributing to national development and
preserving the natural environment from an ethical point of view.

Conclusion
This paper has analyzed the impacts of climate change in Myanmar by discussing the primary impacts
to the natural environment, how these impacts would affect the human population and how to
prepare as adaptation to these impacts. Myanmar’s climate has already been feeling the effects of
climate change in recent years with high temperatures and changing patterns of precipitation.
Increasingly, droughts during the dry season will become prolonged in the dry zone. The IPCC states
that climate change will have an effect various region of Myanmar. Myanmar also will suffer floods
due to increased precipitation intensity and an overall higher temperature during the rest of this
century. Myanmar must prepare to take effective action and make plans concerning adaptation. The
INC to the UN presented a way to deal with climate problems that suggested a desire to proceed along
the same line as it mentions the mitigation of climate change measures that will have a positive effect
on the nation as it grows. Particularly, in order to mitigate climate change and pollution of the
environment, it must reduce altogether the burning of fossil fuels and seek clean energy resources
that are renewable (Kyi Kyi Hla, 2017, p.60).
In order to proceed with national development plans while taking seriously the concerns of
environmental conservation and the mitigation of climate change, science and technology cannot give
the only solution. In this respect, our ethics must be examined and consideration must be made to
control the greed and selfishness of human beings. Most scholars regard that ethics play a vital role
in environmental conservation just as much as science and technology do.
The cooperation between the government, NGOs and the community both nationally and
internationally can accelerate adaptation and result in a positive improvement on climate change
preparedness plans in the future. That is why, to protect from the degradation of environment, and
to mitigate and adapt to climate change, Myanmar must make a significant effort not simply to
effectively implement these policies at the institutional level but to also change the ethical perspective
of its people.
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Abstract
Climate change has a negative effect on the agricultural sector which relies primarily on its effects, in
particular on the livelihoods of rural farmers in developing countries. This research aims to assess the
factors that determine the farmers’ livelihood vulnerability to the adaptive capacity of the impacts of
climate change and to examine the spatial distribution of livelihood vulnerability of farmer households
in Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar. Fifty-nine farmer’s households were selected for conducting the
household survey. The data were analyzed using the IPCC vulnerability index based on three
contributing factors of exposure, adaptive capacity, and sensitivity. The result showed that the overall
IPCC-LVI of the study area was 0.054 which can be interpreted as a moderate vulnerability suffered
from the climate related risk. Among the three major components which comprised of forty-six
indicators, the value of the major component of exposure was 0.553, which contributed the most
vulnerability to the community. The results showed that the value of adaptive capacity was 0.418 and
the sensitivity of study community response to climate change impacts was 0.397. The study also
showed that about 20% of sampled farmers’ household suffered high vulnerability. To reduce the
vulnerability of farmer’s livelihoods, some adaptation measures (providing agricultural inputs, training
for enhancing their adaptation to crop failure, creating income-generating activities) should be
provided. The findings can be useful for the development practitioners and policymakers of Myanmar
for enhancing adaptive capacity to reduce vulnerability of communities in response to climate change.
Keywords: livelihoods, adaptive capacity, exposure, climate change, Ayeyarwady Region
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1. Introduction
Climate change has an adverse effect on the agricultural area especially in the developing countries
like Myanmar. According to the United Nations Reports, Myanmar is the most vulnerable to extreme
weather events among the three countries (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
[UNDRR], 2015). Recent review made by Humanitarian Assistance and Resilience Programme Facility
& the Myanmar Information Management Unit (HARP-F & MIMU, 2016) reported that 3% of
Myanmar’s GDP lost annually due to natural hazards. Being a long low-lying coastal zone, Myanmar is
also vulnerable to sea level rise especially Ayeyarwady Delta where will being inundated as even a
small rise in sea level (NAPA, 2012). The social and economic impact of such events tends to affect the
most vulnerable to the communities who mainly rely on agriculture for their living.
In Myanmar, rice is not only subsistence and commercial crop, but also is dependent by about 69% of
rural farmers. The total area of rice cultivation in Myanmar is about 7.17 million ha, of which 68%
represents lowland rice cultivation areas (CSO, 2018). Since most of the rice cultivation is grown under
rain harvesting system, climate variability and climate extreme can affect significantly on rice
production (UNFCCC, 2012). In Ayeyarwady Delta, due to the Cyclone Nargis, the most severe cyclone
of Myanmar in 2008, 783,000 hectares of rice field were submerged under sea water and about 85%
of seed stocks destroyed (FAO, 2008). The severe flooding brought by Cyclone Komen in 2015, the
Ministry of Agriculture, Livelihood and Irrigation (MOALI) reported that over 445,154 ha of farmlands
have been inundated, with more than 313,005 ha destroyed, of which 147,797 ha have been recultivated. Damage to crops and arable land will disrupt the planting season and pose a risk to longterm food security (FAO/WFP, 2016).
One of the most populated parts of the country, the Ayeyarwady Delta, known as the "Rice Bowl" of
Myanmar where makes up about 28% of the total paddy cultivated area of the country is particularly
vulnerable to climate change with the convergence of several compounding factors (CSO, 2018).The
study area, Myaungmya Township is located in one of the major monsoon paddy production area and
also the highest summer paddy production in the Ayeyarwady Region, providing 69% of the township’s
labor force (Department of Agricultural Land Management and Statistics [DALMS], 2016). Although
the township has not previously undergone reported natural disasters for decades. The extreme and
widespread floods in 2015 caused catastrophic damage to the Ayeyarwady Delta, including a study
area with its effect on many people whose crops and livelihoods have been destroyed.
In light of above background, some of the questions need to be answered. What factors are more
vulnerable to farmers’ livelihoods and where? How can farmers cope with these vulnerabilities in
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response to climate related risk? Therefore, taking into account the impact of climate change on
agriculture and the resulting vulnerability of farmers, understanding vulnerability can help to develop
short-term and long-term effective adaptation measures to cope with climate change impacts on
livelihoods of farmers. This will also contribute to the implementation of strategies to improve
adaptation and coping to a possible future climate risk for policy makers and other stakeholders. The
major objectives of the study are to explore the factors that determine the farmers’ livelihood
vulnerability to the impacts of climate change and to examine the spatial distribution of livelihood
vulnerability of farmer households in Myaungmya Township, Ayeyarwady Region. The understanding
of these existing vulnerabilities of rural farmers can provide development practitioners with an
understanding of how to contribute to household-level township-level response to future climate
change.

2. Literature Review
Recently, climate change is being widely discussed and the climate vulnerability assessment has
addressed in the scientific literature, for quantifying how communities will adapt to changing
environmental conditions (Hahn et al., 2009). Vulnerability is a theoretical concept and cannot be
measured directly, so indicators are widely used as a tool to make the theoretical concept operational
(Hinkel, 2011). A numerous researcher from the wide range of fields have used a variety of methods
to assess vulnerability (Brooks, 2003; Sullivan, 2002; Snidvongs, et al., 2006; Vincent, 2007; Fussel &
Klein, 2006).
Hahn et al. (2009) assess the risk in Mozambique using Livelihood Vulnerability Index (LVI) which
constructs a balanced weighted approach. Their study used the different livelihood assets based on
the Sustainable Livelihood Framework as the major components that determine the vulnerability of
coastal and inland communities. The study found that they are more suffered from the sociodemographic structure and water resources.
Snidvongs et al. (2006) studied the risk and vulnerability of rain-fed farmers to climate impacts in Lao
PDR using multiple-criteria method especially focusing on household economic condition,
dependency on rice production and coping capacity to climate impacts. Analysis was shown that as
the over 80% of sample farmers are categorized in the low risk group which suggests the farmers are
highly resilience to climate impacts in Lao PDR.
There are many definitions of vulnerability however the vulnerability has no universally accepted
definition. Adger et al. (2004), point out the two categories of definition of vulnerability in the
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literature found in climate change: the amount of potential damage caused to a system by a particular
climate hazard and a state that exists within a system before its encounter a hazard.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines vulnerability as “the degree to which
a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate
variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate of climate
variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity” (IPCC, 2001).
Exposure is defined as the nature and degree to which a system is exposed to significant climatic
variations. Sensitivity is “the degree to which a system is affected, either adversely or beneficially, by
climate-related stimuli. The effect may be direct (e.g., a change in crop yield in response to a change
in the mean, range or variability of temperature) or indirect (e.g., damages caused by an increase in
the frequency of coastal flooding due to sea level rise).” Adaptive capacity is “the ability of a system
to adjust to climate change (including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential
damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences (IPCC, 2001).
FAO (2006) has suggested that vulnerability to climate change differs across space and time due to
the numerous contributing factors. In order to examine the climate change vulnerability, LVI was first
used by Hahn et al., (2009) in Mozambique and later it has applied in other countries. The LVI uses
multiple indicators to assess exposure to natural disasters and climate variability, social and economic
characteristics of households that affect their adaptive capacity, and current health, food, and water
resource characteristics that determine their sensitivity to climate change impacts.
This study applied the framework of IPPC livelihood vulnerability index to examine the extent to which
the system is susceptible to the sustaining the harm from climate change and variability. The analysis
was undertaken the different sets of indicators of three major contributing factors of exposure,
adaptive capacity and sensitivity defined by IPPC. Although few studies has been conducted in area of
vulnerability brought by climate change which used the secondary data for analyzing from township
level to country level, however Lar et al. (2018) studied the household level analysis using the LVI
method developed by Hahn et al. (2009). The present study is different from their study because we
used IPCC-LVI method which is grouped only three main components contributing to household
vulnerability. It is important to note that the household, at first is the most affected at the time of
difficulty or climate risk.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Study Area
This research work was carried out in Myaungmya Township, located on the eastern bank of Ngawun
River, one of the townships of Ayeyarwady Region in Myanmar which was selected for study because
it includes within the largest area of paddy rice cultivation in Myanmar, representing about 28 % of
the total paddy rice grown area of the country (Figure 1). Monsoon paddy occupies most of the sown
area that is grown during May and end of October and summer paddy during October and end of April.
Myaungmya Township covers an area of 1,152.23 square kilometers (115,200 ha), with a total
population of 291,390 and 18,328 farmers households in 2014 (Census, 2015). The employment in
agricultural sector was 69% of township’s labor force. The farmers engaged in two types of rice
cultivation, monsoon paddy (65451.29 ha) and summer paddy (26487.31 ha) for their major livelihood
activity. The annual mean temperature of Myaungmya Township was 27.08°C, the hottest month in
April with a mean temperature of 29.04°C and the coolest month in January with 22.89°C. The average
annual rainfall was 2,844 mm during the period of 1986-2015. This township has been exposed to the
cyclone and strong winds, flood and storm surge, intense rain, and sea level rise. According to the
study of Lar et al. (2018), the mean maximum temperature is increasing at a rate of 0.04°C per year
while the mean maximum temperature is slightly decreasing at a rate of 0.02°C per year. The trend
line of rainfall for 30 years shows that it is slightly increasing with about 18 mm per year, but it
fluctuates significantly.

Figure 1: Location of Study Area: Myaungmya Township, Ayeyarwady Region
Source: http://themimu.info/ & http://qgis.osgeo.org
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3.2 Data Sources and Sampling Procedure
The study conducted with both primary data and secondary data. The primary data were obtained
from household survey using the pretested structured questionnaires. The questionnaires were
included nine major sections based on IPCC vulnerability definition under exposure, adaptive capacity,
and sensitivity (Hahn, 2009). The household survey was carried out during February and May in 2016.
The researchers and research assistants have asked the household heads of the farmers in the study
area. In the case of a household, the head was not available to interview, the researchers requested
to answer one of the family members who was 18 years old and over to get the valid data.
In this study, a multi-stage sampling procedure was used. First, the researchers classified the
agricultural land use from the various land use types of the study area by using the QGIS. Then, the
sampling unit of 3 km x 3 km was divided on the agricultural land use map of study area and got 210
sampling units in total. Due to the time constraint, researchers selected the 59 sampling units where
were cultivated rice with 50% or more of the area within in a sampling units to collect the soil samples
for projecting the future rice yield (it is a separate study). Accordance with soil samples collected the
researchers interviewed the 59 farmers who practiced the paddy cultivation on that land for the
present study. Survey were conducted with the approval of the Mahidol University’s Institutional
Review Board.
Secondary data such as agricultural statistics, meteorological data were derived from the Department
of Agricultural Land Management and Statistics (DALMS) of Myaungmya Township, the Central
Statistical Organization (SCO) and the Department of Meteorological and Hydrology (DMH) of
Myanmar.
3.3 Data Analysis
Data collected were analyzed at two different phases: household level and township level based on
the IPCC definition of vulnerability which groups the three major components under exposure,
adaptive capacity, and sensitivity (IPCC, 2001). The detailed explanation of indicators used in study
area is presented in table 1.
IPCC Approach for Calculating LVI
The indicators used in this study were classified under nine components as explained in Table 1. Each
of components are composed of the several indicators or subcomponents. They were transformed
into appropriate measurement such as, percentages, ratios, and indices. Since all the indicators were
measured in different scales such as gender, age, experience in farming, dependency ratio, distance
to agricultural market etc., each of them was necessary to standardize as an index using equation 1.
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In case of some indicators that reduce the vulnerability level, the inverse index was used e.g. education
and income (Hahn et al., 2009).

Indexsh 

sh  smin
smax  smin

(1)

Where 𝑆ℎ is the value of indicator or the sub-component for household, Smin, Smax are the minimum
value and maximum values of the indicators of studied population respectively.
After each indicator was standardized, the sub-components were averaged using Equation 2 to obtain
the index of each major component of the sample farmer households in the study area.
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n
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indexshi
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Were Mh is one of the nine major components - Socio-Demographic Proﬁle (SD), Livelihood Strategies
(LS), Social Network (SN), Knowledge and Skills (KS), Finance (FI), Health (H), Natural Resources (NR),
Natural Hazard (ND) and Climate Variability (CV) for household h, indexshi represents the subcomponents, indexed by i, that make up each major component, and n is the number of subcomponents in each major component.
Once values for each of the nine components for a household were calculated, then they were
averaged using equation 3 to obtain the household-level LVI. The balanced weighted average of all
components was generated for LVI score for the household. The weights of each components are
determined by the number of indicators of such components.

 W M

 W
9

LVI h

i 1 Mi
9
i 1

Where,

hi

(3)

Mi

LVI h is the livelihood vulnerability index of the household, WMi is the weight value of nine

components i. The LVI of the household is scaled from 0 (least vulnerable) to 1.0 (most vulnerable).
Table 1. Contributing factors of major components and subcomponents livelihood assets used in IPCCLVI
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Contributing
factors
Adaptive capacity

Major components of
vulnerability
Socio-demographic
Profile (SD)
Livelihood strategies
(LS)

Social networks (SN)
Knowledge and skills
(KS)

Sensitivity

Finance (FI)
Health (H)
Natural resources (NR)

Exposure

Climate variability (CV)
Natural disaster (ND)

Indicators of vulnerability
Dependency ratio, age, gender, family member
Diversification of crop, agriculture as a major source of
income
Distance to agricultural market, Ownership of motorbike
Ownership of water pump, trailer, farming equipment,
fertilizer application, extension services
Participate in community affair, contribution to community,
voting, affiliation in institution
Education of household heads, farming experience,
ownership of TV, radio, mobile phone, participation in
awareness training
Average farming experience of household’s heads
Rice sale, expenditure, saving, loan, debt, remittances
Households with members suffering chronic illness, access to
health care center
Farm size, barrier to access land, triple crop, saltwater
institution, non-farm product
Affected crop area by flood, opinion of rain and drought,
flood, unusual rain, temperature, monthly mean maximum,
minimum precipitation (SD)

Source: Some indicators follows from Hahn et al. (2009) and Can et al. (2013), but some indicators are
modified to the context of the study area.

After the LVI score of each sample households calculated from equation 3, then, the IPCC-LVI was
computed. The sub-components were combined according to IPCC definition of three contributing
major components of vulnerability, exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. First, nine subcomponents of the LVI and its values were combined into three properties of IPCC. Exposure of study
households was measured by the major components of the natural vulnerability and climate
variability. Sensitivity was quantified by the components of health and natural resources. Adaptive
capacity was measured by the demographic profile of the study population, livelihood strategies,
social networks, finance and knowledge and skills. The IPCC -LVI diverges from the LVI when the major
components are first combined rather than merged in one step. The combination was done according
to the categorization in Table 1 using the following formula.

Exph 

We1 ND  We 2CV
We1  We 2

(4)

We1 and We2 are the weight for natural disasters and climatic variability included in exposure,
respectively, and equal to the number of sub-components. We assumed that the higher the rate of
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change of the climate variables and the higher the frequency of natural disasters, the higher will be
the exposure of households to a changing climate and extremes.

Senh 

Ws1H  Ws 2 NR
Ws1  Ws 2

(5)

Where Ws1, and Ws2, are the weights for health and natural resources of sensitivity component
respectively.

ACh 

Wac1SD  Wac 2 LS  Wac3 SN  Wac 4 NS  Wac5 FI
Wac1  Wac 2  Wac3  Wac 4  Wac5

(6)

Where Wac1, Wac2, Wac3, Wac4, and Wac5 are the weights for the socio-demographic profile, livelihood
strategies and social networks, knowledge, communication, and finance respectively. Once exposure,
sensitivity and adaptive capacity were calculated, the three contributing factors were combined using
Equation 7.

IPCC  LVI ht  ( Exph  ACh )* Senh

(7)

Where LVI–IPCCht is the LVI for the household and the township, which uses the IPCC vulnerability
framework. Exph is the weighted average exposure score for the household, ACh is the weighted
average adaptive capacity score for the household, and Senh is the weighted average sensitivity score
for the household. The LVI–IPCC was scaled from -1 (least vulnerable) to 1 (most vulnerable). A value
of 0 denotes a moderate vulnerability.
Data from completed questionnaires was organized, coded, entered and analyzed by using Microsoft
Excel 2007 and QGIS. Then the results are displayed in graphical forms, tables, and maps wherever
necessary.
Limitations of the Study
However, data collection was based on the structured questionnaire incorporating interview, some
data limitation comes into play, for example, income, saving, household expenditure, which are based
on recall. Knowing the inherent errors, such indicators were deemed too uncertain in making the
estimation of vulnerability.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Socio-Demographic Profile of the Sample Household Heads
When examining adaptive capacity, the capacity of individuals plays a key role in repose to climaterelated risks. The figure 2 is illustrated the general socio-demographic profile of the sampled
household heads in the study area.
Gender and Age Composition
The household survey consisted of a total of 59 respondents with 11.86% as female-headed household
which was less than the union level 23.7% (Census, 2015) (Figure 2.a). The average age of the sampled
farmer household was 51 years old. Most sampled household heads (> 80%) were active working age
group of 33 - 60 years. (Figure 2.b).
Education Attainment and Dependency Ratio
The education level of sampled farmers was generally low with the average schooling year of 5.92.
About 61% of respondents completed 5 - 8 schooling years and 32.20% of them attended less than
five schooling years, which represented the basic education level of Myanmar (Figure 2.c). The average
dependency ratio of sampled households was 58.78, which was higher than the country average
(52.5). About 38% of sampled households was the highest dependency ratio with more than 60,
followed by 30.34% of sampled household having the dependency ratio of 31- 60 (Figure 2.d).
Ownership of Farmland and Farming Experience
The average landholding size of respondents was 7.18 ha, ranged from 0.40 to 38.45 ha. Compared to
township average, sampled household head owned the higher average landholding size than the
township (3.89 ha). About 46% of sampled household owned the land under 5 ha while over 20% were
owned more than 10 ha (Figure 2.e). About 75% of sampled household had a farming experience over
20 years. The minimum farming experience was 2 years and maximum were 50 years respectively
(Figure 2.f).
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(a)

(b)

11,86%

1,69%
15,25%
30,51%

Gender

Age Group
52,54%

88,14%
Female

(c)

Male

18-32

33-46

(d)

6,78%

47-64

>64

16,95%

32,20
%

37,29%

Dependency
Ratio
25,42%

Education
61,02
%

9-11 years

5-8 years

<5 years

20,34%
No dependent

(f)

(e)

Land holdings

> 60

13,59%

Farming
Experience

33,90%

0.01 - 5.00 ha
> 10.00 ha

31-60

11,89%

20,34%
45,76%

1-30

74,53%

5.01 - 10.00 ha

> 20 years

11 - 20 years

1 - 10 years

Figure 2: The demographic profile of sampled households’ head in study area
Source: Household Survey (2016)

4.2 The LVI Result of IPCC
Figure 3 and Table 2 show the overall score of the LVI-IPCC, focusing on the three factors contributing
to vulnerability: exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. The calculated index value, 0.054
represents the farm households in the study township have a moderate vulnerability to the climate
change and climate variability since the value is between -1 (low vulnerability) and 1 (high
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vulnerability). This result is agreement with the study of Lar et al., (2018) same study area which uses
LVI method developed by Hahn et al., (2009). However, the difference between two approach is
component affected their vulnerability which might be the different integration of indicators for each
major component.
Adaptive Capacity
0,60
0,500,418
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

0,397
Sensitivity

Exposure
0,553

-1 = low vulnerability, +1 = high vulnerability

Figure 3: Triangle graph of three contributing factors for the LVI-IPCC
Source: Calculation of researchers based on the household survey in 2016

It should be noted that the value is larger than 0 indicates that the community is more exposed to
climate extremes and natural disasters than its capacity to overcome these adverse effects. This is
clearly seen in the diagram which is shifted towards the exposure (Figure 3). With the value of
exposure was 0.553, it contributed the most to the vulnerability of farmers’ livelihood of the study
area. This is because of fluctuation of climate viability, untimely and erratic rain resulting in flooding
in 2015 that affected some production area in Myaungmya Township (Table 2). The score of adaptive
capacity was 0.418. The higher the value of adaptive capacity means the community is able to cope
with climate change and its variability. The sensitivity of study farmers’ household response to climate
change impacts was 0.397. The aggregate factor of natural resources mostly affected upon it. The
overall LVI-IPCC index suggests that having a moderately exposure and a relatively low adaptive
capacity leads to the studied population to be moderately sensitive to climate-related events. This
study result is similar with the finding from Hinkel (2011).
4.2.1 Adaptive Capacity
Adaptive capacity plays an important role in long-term adaptation of climate change. Adger et al.
(2005) describe the adaptive capacity as the ability or capacity of a system to modify or change its
characteristics or behavior so as to cope better with existing or anticipated external stresses.
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As shown in figure 4 and table 2, the farmers’ household results showed that the vulnerability indices
of the major component of adaptive capacity ranged from 0.293 to 0.525 with the average score of
0.418 which reflected the sampled farmers were suffered vulnerability in terms of adaptive capacity.
In comparison, the finance was the most affected for their vulnerability with the score of 0.525. The
factors that generated the higher vulnerability were remittances, saving and agricultural loan. About
85 % of the sampled households, none of their family member did not work in outside of the study
area and only about 15% got extra income as remittances. Hence, they heavily depended on paddy
cultivation. Additionally, 66% of the respondents did not get enough agricultural loan from the
Myanmar Agricultural Development Bank (MADB) for their investment in paddy cultivation
consequently they had to borrow money with high interest rate from private money lenders.
However, the least factor that contributed to the vulnerability was socio-demographic profile which
score was 0.293. A very few female-headed household and dependency ratio generated the less
vulnerability to the socio-demographic profile with the score of 0.119 and 0.118.
4.2.2 Exposure
Exposure means the degree to which people and their properties as a form of tangible and intangible
could be exposed to climate-related risks.
As shown in figure 4 and table 2, the sampled household were most vulnerable in terms of natural
hazards and climate variability with the average value of 0.553, ranging from 0.254 to 0.590. The most
contributed factor for exposure was that the farmers’ opinion of temperature and rainfall pattern. A
majority of household, 86% reported that the temperature has been increasing while 85% of
respondents stated that rainfall has been slightly decreasing since last ten years. Their report is
agreement with the study of climate variability of the study area during 30-year period (1986-2105)
by Lar et al., (2018). About 74% of respondents reported that flood and unusual rain have been
increasing since last ten years. However, the natural disaster has the least effect on farmers’
vulnerability with the score of 0.254. A country wide flooding in 2015, 25.4% of sampled farmers
reported their paddy field was submerged under water and they have replanted the paddy resulting
in financial difficulty to invest in paddy cultivation again.
4.2.3 Sensitivity
The results from sampled farmer’s household showed that the vulnerability indices of the major
component of sensitivity ranged from 0.271 to 0.447 with the average score of 0.397 which reflected
the sampled farmers were suffered vulnerability in terms of sensitivity (Figure 4 and Table 2). The
majority of sampled households (76.27%) who did not have access to growing third crop and about
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75% of respondents reported that they did not collect non-farm products. Hence these factors play
an important role in generating the degree of vulnerability for all groups. It indicates that the
adaptions like the providing of irrigation facility and other income generating activities would reduce
the vulnerable degree impacted by climate change.
Socio-demographic
profile
Natural Resources

0,447

Health

0,271

Natural and Climate
Variability 0,553

0,6
0,5
0,4 0,293
0,3
0,2
0,1
0,0

0,450 Livelihood Strategies

0,381 Social Network

0,365

Knowledge and Skills

0,525

Finance

Figure 4: Vulnerability spider diagram of the major components of the IPCC-LVI of Myaungmya Township
Source: Calculation of researchers based on the household survey in 2016

4.2.4 Spatial Pattern of IPCC-LVI in Myaungmya Township
Mapping household vulnerability plays an important role in preparing and providing for basic needs
and access to resources in response to future climate-related risks. Since livelihood vulnerability is
impacted by climate change and climate-related risks across space and time, Dechassa et al., (2016)
suggested that index value should be interpreted as relative value to be compared within the study
sample only. Hence, the vulnerability index of each IPCC approach for a sample farmer household in
Myaungmya Township was assigned as three categories namely low vulnerability (-0.082 - 0.000)
moderate vulnerability (0.001 – 0.100) and high vulnerability (0.101 – 0.233) which could be
established for planning and disaster management.
The spatial distribution of IPCC-LVI result is presented in Figure 5. The average index of studied
households of the township was 0.054 and which ranged between -0.082 and 0.233. As shown in Table
3 and Figure 5, 20.34% of sampled households were in low vulnerability with the average score of 0.034. Their production area was mostly located in eastern area of the township where is near the
river and hence accessibility to agricultural market, public services. 59.32% of the household classed
as moderate vulnerability with the average score of 0.051. Among the three group, 20.34% of sampled
households have suffered the high vulnerability of the impact of climate variability with the average
score of 0.127. The production area of the highly vulnerable group was mostly found in northern and
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eastern part of the township. The farmers in such area had barrier to access agricultural production
due to saltwater intrusion, distance from the major agricultural market and other public services.
Table 2: The detailed results of the three contributing factors under IPCC-LVI in Myaungmya Township
Contr
ibutin
g
factor
s
Adapt
ive
capac
ity

Major
componen
ts
of
vulnerabili
ty
Sociodemograp
hic

Livelihood
strategies

Transport
ation

Productio
n means

Social
networks

Indicators of vulnerability

Obser
ved
value/
Index

Maxi
mum
value

VI

Number
of
indicato
rs

Ind
ex
val
ue

500

Mi
nim
um
val
ue
0

Dependency ratio

58.78

0.
11
8

4

0.2
93

Average age of household heads

50.98

70

26

% of female-headed households

11.90

100

0

Average household family member

4.93

10

2

Average crop diversification

0.29

1

0

10

0.4
50

% of households depending on agriculture as a
major source of income

100.0
0

100

0

Average distance to agricultural market

16.97

37

2

% of households who did not own motorbike

25.40

100

0

% of households who did not own water pump

35.60

100

0

% of households who did not own trailer

83.10

100

0

% of households who did not own enough
farming equipment

8.50

100

0

% of households who applied less than 50% of
necessary fertilizer

38.98

100

0

% of households who did not get extension
service from government

100.0
0

100

0

% of households who did not get extension
service from other organization

0.00

100

0

% of households who did not participate in
community affair last year

57.60

100

0

4

0.3
81

% of households who did not contribute to
community affair last year

27.10

100

0

% of households who did not vote in the last
election

15.30

100

0

% of households with a least family member is
affiliated in any institution

52.54

100

0

0.
56
8
0.
11
9
0.
36
7
0.
15
8
1.
00
0
0.
42
8
0.
25
4
0.
35
6
0.
83
1
0.
08
5
0.
39
0
1.
00
0
0.
00
0
0.
57
6
0.
27
1
0.
15
3
0.
52
5

Degree
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Knowledg
e and skill

Finance

Average schooling years of household heads

0.19

0

0

Average farming experience of household’s
heads

0.06

1

0

% of households who did not own TV at home

13.60

100

0

% of households who did not have mobile
phone

3.40

100

0

% of households who did not have radio

77.97

100

0

% of households did not participate in
awareness training

79.66

100

0

Inverse of rice sale

0.02

0

0

% of households who did not have enough
income for household expenditure

52.54

100

0

% of households who did not save money last
year

59.30

100

0

% of households who got very limited credit
loan

66.10

100

0

% of households who have unpaid debt

37.29

100

0

% of households with family member working
in different in another place

84.75

100

0

0.
37
4
0.
07
3
0.
13
6
0.
03
4
0.
78
0
0.
79
7
0.
14
9
0.
52
5
0.
59
3
0.
66
1
0.
37
3
0.
84
7

6

0.3
66

6

0.5
25

Contributing value of adaptive capacity
Sensit
ivity

Health

Natural
resources

% of households with members suffering
chronic illness

11.90

100

0

Average distance to health care center

16.43

37

1

% of households with small farm (<2.5 ha)

20.34

100

0

% of households who have barrier to access
land

39.00

100

0

% of households who did not grow third crop

76.27

100

0

% of households who affected by saltwater
institution

13.56

100

0

% of households who did not collect non-farm
product

74.58

100

0

0.
11
9
0.
42
4
0.
20
3
0.
39
0
0.
76
3
0.
13
6
0.
74
6

2

5

Contributing value of sensitivity
Expos
ure

Natural
disaster

% of households with crop area affected by
flood

25.40

100

0

Climate
variability

% of households who reported rain decrease in
the past 10 year

84.70

100

0

0.
25
4
0.
84
7

1
8

0.4
18
0.2
71

Vulnerab
le

0.4
47

0.3
97
0.2
54

Vulnerab
le

0.5
90
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% of households who reported drought
increase in the past 10 year

39.00

100

0

% of households who reported flood increase
in the past 10 year

72.90

100

0

% of households who reported unusual rain in
the past 10 year

72.90

100

0

% of households who reported temperature
increase in the past 10 year

86.40

100

0

Mean standard deviation of monthly mean
maximum temperature

1.13

2

1

Mean standard deviation of monthly mean
minimum temperature

2.91

3

2

Mean standard deviation of monthly mean
precipitation

87.28

239

4

0.
39
0
0.
72
9
0.
72
9
0.
86
4
0.
31
1
0.
49
5
0.
35
6

Contributing value of exposure

0.5
53

LVI_I
PCC

0.0
54

(Exposure - Adaptive Capacity) * Sensitivity

Source: Researchers’ calculation based on household survey in 2016

Very
vulnerab
le
vulnerab
le

Table 3: IPCC-LVI for vulnerable groups of sampled farmers in Myaungmya Township

Degree of vulnerability
Low vulnerability
Moderate vulnerability
High vulnerability

Affected households
Average Index score
-0.034
0.051
0.127

Number
12
35
12

%
20.34
59.32
20.34

Source: Researchers’ calculation based on household survey in 2016
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Figure 5: Distribution pattern of overall IPCC livelihood vulnerability index of Myaungmya Township; Source:
Researchers’ calculation based on household survey in 2016

Conclusion
This paper analyses the climate impact on the vulnerability of farmers’ livelihood using the IPCC
approach in Myaungmya Township, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar. The IPCC-LVI method provides the
detailed explanation of the factors affecting the household livelihood vulnerability in study area. The
result indicated that the overall result of IPCC-LVI is 0.054, the study area can be categorized as
moderate vulnerability to the impact of climate change and about 59% of farmers’ household fall into
this group. However, compared to the three group, the farmers in highly vulnerable group, over 20%
of farmers lives in the area where there are affected by salt intrusion, far from agricultural market and
public services. Findings from this study suggests that improving adaptive capacity could be offset the
advert impacts of climate events since we cannot reduce it. The findings of the study will help in
planning to implement in policy for rural lowland farmer to better adapt in response to climate change
and variability.
In conclusion, when operationalization of theory, indicator selection needs to be modified according
to the local context. The approach of this study should be further tested in the different locations (e.g.
different agroecosystem) over time to compare between and among communities within the local
context. In doing so, such study will support more useful information for development practitioners
and decision makers to evaluate the vulnerability of communities and to implement the effective
development programs for the most vulnerable sector which affect the national economy.
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The Impact of Bride Price on the Lives of Married Women in Two Southern
Chin Communities (Falam and Hakha)
Nilar Soe
Department of Law, Dagon University, Myanmar

Abstract
This paper explores an improved understanding of the customary laws and practices of the Chin
people in Myanmar and the impact of bride price and its implications for women’s rights in two Chin
communities. Bride price is used to cement and validate marriages in Falam and Hakha communities.
The study identified and analyzed the local customary practices in the framework of the Chin Special
Division Act, particularly Section 15(A) related to inheritance, to understand the differences and
commonalities of customary laws and practices among the Chin tribes. The paper examines the issue
of gender inequality and finds that it runs across cultures. Marriage involving a man and a woman is a
universal social institution, but its practices vary among cultures. Based on qualitative focus group
discussions and key informant interviews with men and women aged 18-70, this study provides useful
insights regarding bride price and its connection to violence. Bride price is a deep-rooted cultural
practice with almost all participants supporting its continuity. However, recent commercialization has
changed the practice and its cultural relevance is less clear at the present time. Although bride price
provides protection, respect, and acknowledgement of women within marriages, the paper argues
that the practice prescribes the role of women in marriages and further subordinates women to men.
This study highlights the need to engage with communities/traditional leaders on possible mitigation
of the negative impacts of bride price on women, men, and community development at large.
Keywords: bride price; Chin Special Division Act, Falam, Hakha, cultural practice, women, gender
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Introduction
The UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (1993) states that traditional
attitudes by which women are regarded as subordinate to men or as having stereotyped roles
perpetuate widespread practices involving violence or coercion, including forced marriage, dowry
deaths, acid attacks and female circumcision. The Committee recommends that States parties take
effective legal measures, including penal sanctions, civil remedies and compensatory provisions, to
protect women against all kinds of violence (General recommendation No. 1914 of the Committee).
Violence therefore can ultimately be ascribed to women’s systematic inferior status in society
compared to that of men.
In Chin communities, bride price is an important practice as a traditional cultural norm. It is an ancient
practice that aided communities and promoted social cohesiveness and harmony. However, in recent
years, there have been widespread concerns that the practice may have negative impacts for married
women. It has become a commercialized practice, particularly in richer urban communities. As
modernization impacts social customs, so the traditional cultural value of bride price is now less clear.
There is extensive debate between women’s rights activists and other actors as to whether bride price
has genuine positive outcomes or whether it is a dehumanizing tool that reduces women to
purchasable commodities and degrades their position and decision making power and creates
negative outcomes in marital relations including violence and inequality. To address the debate, this
research analyses the perspectives of Chin people about bride price. The analysis is grounded in
international human rights norms, but draws upon data gathered from Chin communities.

Background & Literature Review
Gender inequality remains a large problem amongst rural ethnic groups in Myanmar. Chin people
follow customary law that has been passed down through generations. Bride price refers to the
payments that a man or his family makes to the family of his wife in order to formalize the marriage
(Encyclopedia Britannia, 2012). According to Huntingford (1932), payments made to formalize
marriages predate modern civilization and are paid either as bride price or dowry. The practice of
bride price is not peculiar to Chin communities alone: it is a global practice which dates back to
Mesopotamians and Hebrews in 3000 BCE (Murdock, 1967), from which it spread throughout much
of the world’s societies. Schwimmer (2003) explains that two thirds of the world and ninety percent
of Sub Saharan Africa practice the system of bride price with only three percent practicing the dowry
system.
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The various forms of the payments made for a wife include bride price or wealth, bride service, sister
exchange and token bride price. The difference between these forms lies in how the payments are
made, but the objective is the same: ‘give for a wife’. ‘Bride price’, also known as ‘bride wealth’ or
‘bride token’, is an amount of money or property or wealth paid by the groom or his family to the
parents of a woman upon the marriage of their daughter to the groom. In regards to bride wealth, it
is defined as payment made by the groom’s family to the bride’s family at the time of marriage (Bride
price and bride wealth, 2006; Nadeau and Rayamajhi, 2013; Vang, 2013). Subsequently, the definitions
of bride wealth and bride price are the same, although “the term bride price is rarely used now due
to its implications that women are being purchased” (Bride price and bride wealth, 2006). Bride wealth
payments may help provide economic gains and stability in cultures that continue to practice it
(Hoogeveen, Van Der Klaauw & Van Lomwel, 2011).
These are not necessarily reflective of the Chin’s cultural practice of bride price. In Chin custom, the
most important of all the prices connected with marriage -it is the big price (man pai) paid to the
bride’s father or her heir and is only returnable in the event of a woman divorcing her husband (Head,
1917). If the groom’s family cannot come up with the full amount, the groom may spend several years
doing bride service. In recent times, this has generated a lot of controversy. For some Chin, bride price
is very popular as some people see it as a measure of the worth of the bride, and some Chin young
women, even compete for their bride price. (Flora Bawi, 2015) Others, however, see bride price as
problematic. For example, a recent bride price negotiation went viral and has attracted negative
attention as being that it is derogatory and not promoting equality (JASS, 2014). The sentiments are
supported by comments such as:
“They say that traditionally when a woman gets married, the man ‘owns’ the woman. But
women are not ‘things’. Women are not ‘property’. We are not ‘products’ to be ‘owned’. We
are human beings!” (Interview, 10 June 2019).
Among the Chin, women are entirely excluded from discussions regarding the price that then is to
have a major influence over the power structures of their marriages. The practice of bride price also
reinforces traditional domestic obligations, perpetuating the idea that a woman must “deliver” on her
high bride price. Upon marriage a woman is expected to move in with the husband’s clan where she
is made to do farming work, fulfill household chores, bear and tend to children, and care for her inlaws (JASS, 2014). Sometimes, women themselves do not realize that this is a problem. So when they
get married, the women consent to what the men do – they believe that men can do whatever they
want with their wives. The relations between husband and wife under the bride price system are
represented by the following quote:
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“…It was like the buying and selling of a business. The groom’s family would propose the
marriage, and the bride’s family would name the price. If the groom’s family could afford it,
they paid and took that woman to their house. After that, her husband owned her and forced
her to work as hard as possible because he had bought her already.” (Interview, 15 June
2019)
Chin customs reinforce men’s dominant position in society and deny women’s access to opportunities
and resources, which leaves women at risk of domestic abuse. Violence against women is not a
criminalized offence under Chin customary law. Many Chin, similar to many people in Myanmar, do
not see domestic violence as a problem (APWLD, 2017). As a result, no pathways to justice or remedy
exist for women who fall victim to domestic abuse. Women’s exclusion and lack of access to justice
perpetuates the cyclical nature of violence and discrimination against women.
Many women remain stuck with their husbands, even in situations involving domestic abuse or
alcoholism. Women wanting a divorce must go through local negotiators in order to settle with their
husbands. When women do manage to initiate a divorce, their family must return the received bride
price. Men maintain ownership of all property as well as custody of all children. When men initiate a
divorce, they must pay the family of the wife. In some townships, if the man refuses a divorce initiated
by a woman, or is unable to pay a divorce fee, the two are not considered divorced. Chin custom
dictates that only men may inherit property, land, and other family assets. Because women change
clans when they marry, they are not permitted to receive inheritance from their own family. This
would be transfer of property between clans. The subordinate status of women continues after the
husband’s death. In Chin bride price practice, wives are also excluded from inheritance in the case of
a husband’s death, as ownership of property goes to sons or other male relatives. Daughters and
widows may continue to live at the deceased husband’s home, but any daughters must vacate the
home when the widow passes away (Nikio, 2012).
In the present day, the bride price practice appears to have become monetized and commercialized
hence losing much of its traditional essence and value: the wife to be a full member of the husband‘s
family and a tool for cementing the relationship between the two families, in many circumstances.
Bride price thus appears to involve bargaining and buying of a wife as a 'commoditized' item in the
marriage market, which can result in domestic violence towards a woman if she does not fulfill her
'value for money' expectation (Kambarami, 2006; Chireshe, 2010; Srinivasan & Bedi, 2007; Matembe,
2004).
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Bride Price is a Chin customary practice and as such fall customary law in most places. Chin Customary
Law is maintained in the areas of governance and inheritance by the Chin Special Division Act of 1948
(Act XL Burma Code VIII, 1948). As a result, the continuation of Chin customary laws perpetuates a
patriarchal system that excludes women from decision-making processes and deprives them of
equality and access to justice.

Rationale & Methodology
Non-government organizations (NGOs) in Chin State find that conformity to the practice of bride price
may be supported through threats of domestic violence in terms of mental and physical violence and
gender inequality (Ninu, Women in Action Group, 2017). As a result, bridge price is seen as a potential
driver of domestic violence and unequal power relations between men and women (Ninu, Women in
action Group, 2017).While the same belief has been expressed by other researchers no evidence has
been yet presented to support this. Hence, this study was undertaken in order to ascertain if this belief
is justified.
The aims of the research were to:


Explore what happens during a traditional Chin marriage.



Investigate the impact of bride price and associated practices on the lives of married women.



Explore the issue of refund of bride price.



Explore the links between bride price and domestic violence

Designing the most effective interventions to reduce the negative impact of bride price of Chin women
requires an understanding of the cultural attitudes and practices which enable it to happen. The
prevalence of, and attitudes towards, impact of bride price on the lives of married women, especially
domestic violence and gender inequality, has been the subject of a number of studies by a few local
researchers in the recent years (Flora Bawi, 2016; Ninu, 2017). A research study focused on Falam and
Hahka townships, and focused on gaining insights into the knowledge, attitudes and practices related
to bride price as well as its relationship with domestic violence. The present research on Chin bride
price involved one focus group discussions (with 10 participants) and 8 in-depth interviews with men
and women in Falam and Hahka communities in Chin State from June 2019. The research chose an indepth qualitative approach in order to gain a deeper understanding of the differences and similarities
in attitudes relating to bride price and violence. By examining the impact of bride-price and violence
through the words of women and the communities in which they live, it was hoped that this study
illuminated the underlying impacts of bride price on the lives of Chin women in two Chin communities.
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Findings
Cultural leaders and expert interviewees gave their views on a range of topics regarding the custom
and practice of bride price and its importance in society. Their views deal with the definition of bride
price, the clan system, positive aspects of bride price, the connections between bride price and gender
inequality, and the relationship between bride price and domestic violence. Each of these topics is
discussed below.
Definition
The bride price practice is common among the Chin tribes, but the details of practices are different
across Falam and Hakha communities. Some tribes only have one type of bride price, while the others
have several types, such as a major bride price (man-pi) and other minor bride prices (man-te). The
most important of all the bride prices are connected with marriage. The major bride price can be
demanded by the bride’s father or brother (the father’s heir).Minor prices can be demanded by the
bride’s maternal grandfather or uncles (pu-man), by mothers (nu-man), brothers (ta-man), by the one
who gave a name to the bride (min-man), and other relatives (Head, 1917; Nikio, 2012).
With the exception of a few communities, the price is not negotiable and those who negotiate are
looked down upon. Instead, if a high price is asked, about half is paid on the wedding day and the rest
can be paid in installments later. If a man is unable to pay the bride price debt in his lifetime, the debt
is handed down to the next generation. His son has an obligation to continue to pay. This kind of bride
price debt was mentioned mostly in Hakha Township, when interviewees explained about past
practices. While older respondents shared more about their own experiences of hardship, caused by
high bride price debt, this phenomena occurred, less among the younger respondents (Nikio, 2012).
In Hakha Township, the major bride price is called ‘phun-thawh.’ ‘Phun’ means clan and ‘thawh’ means
pay. Only after a man pays phun-thawh for his wife, she will leave her father’s clan and become his
clan member, as do her children. If a man does not pay phun-thawh, he cannot claim their children as
his. If a man paid phun-thawh for a child who was born out of a wedlock, the child would belong to
his clan. Among some Zomi tribes, the husband pays the bride price only after his wife bears a son.
Only after that, a woman is considered to become a full member of her husband’s family/clan (Nikio,
2012).
The practice bride price may look as if a man pays for his wife. But in reality, the receivers of the bride
price have to return gifts for what they have received. Traditionally, the groom’s family pays the bride
price and the bride’s family slaughters animals and hosts the wedding feast. In some communities, for
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the feast, the bride’s family would slaughters a pig and the groom’s family brings chickens. While the
bride’s relatives were only allowed to eat chickens, the groom’s relatives can only eat pork. In Laitu
and Asho communities, the groom’s family bring gifts, such as swords, spears etc. for the bride’s
relatives. In return, the bride’s family gives clothes and other gifts to the groom’s relatives (Ninu,
2017).
A man who has paid a bride price is recognized as an in-law. When you don’t pay, a bride price, you’re
not recognized and not accommodated at parties and burials by families and clans member. Women
are not happy when bride price is not paid, as there is no ownership of the bride. Some women think
marriage lasts longer when a bride price is paid. As result, return of the bride price is difficult. Even
old people have a voice and a stronger base when a bride price is paid. They can talk at the village and
clan meetings. Some women say bride price is for marriage protection as it makes you endure
marriage. They know they are married, owned and recognized when a bride price has been paid.
Courts of law have upheld that a woman is only married when a bride price has been paid because
village chiefs come and witness the occasion.
Benefits of Bride Price
Some interviewees recognized that bride price forms, the status and official start of a marriage and
many confessed that it binds a couple. It generally gives value to the marriage and the man. It was
also revealed that many people use bride price as a token of saying thank you to the wife’s parents
for raising such a beautiful daughter and giving her to the bridegroom’s family.
It was also noted that bride price gives pride, value, security and purchase to the wife in her new home
and portrays the man as a grown up, responsible enough to take care of his wife. Traditionally, bride
price was supposed to consist of gifts given to the parents of a bride in appreciation of their role in
the bride's upbringing (MIFUMI World Conference, 2010). Bride wealth has also been defended as an
institution that serves to protect the wife against abuse from her husband, stabilizing the marriage
and joining two families together. It was noted that bride price has resulted in loving relationships
between the two families. All the above in a way make spouse interaction cordial and healthy, which
is a cardinal aspect in marriage relationships. Marriage stability depends on an array of issues and
spouse interaction is one of them. Normally when men pay a bride price they value their wives and
thus do not mistreat them. They respect them as equal parties in this commitment, and this is no
doubt a pillar in ensuring the stability of the marriage (Habati, 2009). So bride price in these ways can
positively influence interactions between spouses and ultimately improve marriage stability.
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Bride price was seen as a means of protecting the marriage. When bride price is paid, the woman
belongs to the home. It was seen as a form of stability where the marriage was bonded with cows and
pigs and this kept the marriage stable and recognized. If the couple separated, you had to return
everything. It did not allow you to abuse the marriage and run away as a result of small quarrels and
problems. It was, and still is, seen as recognition that the girl is married when the bride price are
presented as the event is witnessed by the families and clans of the bride and groom as well as village
chiefs who write down and sign for what has been presented. It is recognized by the court of law as a
marriage. It acts as an appreciation for bringing up the girl. The payment of bride price is seen as a
replacement for the labor that will be lost when the girl is taken to a new home (Keko, MIFUMI, 2011).
Some interviewees also looked at bride price from legal perspectives. They argued that before any
marriage is solemnized in the Christian way or in the law court and publically recognized, the bride
price had to be paid first. The practice gives men the rights over the woman and her children in a
patrilineal society (Dodoo, 1998a; Nkunya, 1999). When a man is unable to pay the bride price of his
wife and she passes on, the wife's family owns the corpse and surviving children according to the
tradition and custom. An interviewee said:
“If you don't pay the bride price of your wife, it is considered an illegal marriage. After paying
the bride price, the woman now belongs to you (man). It is then left unto them to decide
whether to wed or not” (Interview, 11 June 2019).
Another female interviewee buttressed this statement saying:
“When your bride price is paid, you the woman's dignity, status, security is respected”
(Interview, 15 June 2019)..
However, some women were of the opinion that the practice takes away their rights and further
enslaves them as they (women) have limited choices in decision making within the family (Group
discussion,10 June 2019). Bride price renders women to 'commoditized objects' whose value is
equated to material items or money (Interview, 14 June 2019).
Bride Price and Unequal Gender Relations
Gender inequality remains a large problem amongst rural ethnic Chin groups in Myanmar. Chin people
follow customs that have been passed down through generations.
Chin custom dictates that grooms must pay a bride’s family before a marriage. The practice of bride
pricing reinforces the subordinate position of women in Chin society. The price is negotiated by male
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family members and male community negotiators. Women are entirely excluded from discussions
regarding the price that then has a major influence over the power structures of their marriages (Ninu,
2017).
The traditional value of bride price is less clear due to the impacts of modernization on social customs
in the contemporary period.
Bride price is sometimes associated with negative consequences for women (Kingah & Kingah, 2010).
For instance, some researchers have concluded that the payment of the bride price may result in
women’s diminished autonomy and their commodification as objects for sale (Dodoo, Horne &
Biney, 2014; Heenren, 2011). Other studies have hinted that husbands sometimes are unhappy
at the exorbitant amount of money paid for the marriage, which could be a reason for women’s
subjugated position (Hague, Thiara, & Turner 2011).
Many men often perceived themselves as ‘superior to the woman’ because they (or their families)
paid bride price to bring the woman ‘into the man's household’. Older men expressed that they felt
compelled to exercise their authority in the home with the justification they paid bride price, a view
common among young men too. Where they sensed a real or imaginary threat to their authority, men
were said to resort violence, as exemplified by two key interviewees:
“Men are dominant in decision-making. The woman has no power for anything. Where the
man is suspicious or insecure, domestic violence is common. This is mainly where the man is
unemployed or the woman has higher education and social status. … He expects the woman
to show him respect as the village women should. He may even refuse her from working
outside home. Such women may be assaulted…. I am not sure whether people who have
grown in the town experience the same” (Interview, 14 June 2019).
“Women lack power to make decisions in the home. The culture does not allow them to stand
up to the men. The custom is also (support) men, especially over family matters. If (women)
want to leave, they pay back the bride price first” (Interview, 12 June 2019).
Many interviewees also pointed out the impact one of bride price in cementing gender inequality, as
women have little power in relation to the practice and, rather, are passed from family to family
(Interview, 11 June 2019).
Negotiations usually involve senior men in the two families who decide what the woman will do, and
how she will behave. Thus, bride price can be seen both as a symptom of male dominance and power
in families and also as a cause (Tamale, 2004).
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An example of how it can be seen as a symptom of male dominance is that it is a result of male family
members already being in a more powerful position in the family, leading to men automatically, and
more or less without question, expecting to control their family through its operation. One example
of how bride price can be seen as a cause of a male dominance is that, at the root of the practice,
women are culturally attributed little power to inﬂuence the custom but are bargained for and
‘exchanged’ from household to household by male family members so there are few opportunities for
equal treatment of men and women as a result. Rather, the subservient position of the wife is often
made worse and greater inequality is therefore caused by the payment of bride price.
As men control bride price, women are in a weaker position as the ones being negotiated over, the
objects to be exchanged, so – both ways – the power difference is increased by bride-wealth –it gives
men more and at the same time women less…. So it changes the power both ways. No wonder men
don't like bride price to be challenged (Interview, 15 June 2019).
In the patriarchal family structures and marriage patterns of Chin communities, patriarchy is closely
linked to the clan system, in which only men are allowed to carry and pass the clan name on to the
next generations. Women, on the other hand, are made clan-less. Women follow men into their family
households and men pay a bride- price to the wife’s parents. In this way, when women marry they are
‘passed’ from the hands of their parents to the hands of the husband (GEN, 2015). Women are
consequently highly dependent on male family members for their livelihoods.
These customary laws are designed to keep the power in the hands of men while discriminating and
oppressing women into ordinate subordinate positions. Being deprived of the right of ownership to
land, house and other important properties, women are forced to depend on male guardians as a
particular characteristic of the patriarchal system, i.e. their fathers, husbands, brothers and even sons.
This, in turn, puts pressure on men, as they have to bear the weight of ‘the dependent girl child’ they
have created in adult women.
The father and relatives of the bride demand a bride price at the marriage. After a man pays the bride
price, the woman becomes a member of his family or clan and so do their children. This grants
guardianship to fathers in cases of divorce. Widows might lose child custody to the male heir of her
late husband. If a woman divorces her husband, her father or relatives have to return the bride price
they have received. If they are not willing or cannot afford to return it, she cannot leave her husband.
In addition, this practice objectifies women, as men often regard themselves as the ‘owner’ of their
wives after having paid the bride price. Objectification in turn is one of the causes of physical and
sexual violence committed against married women (Nikio, 2012).
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Couples who have gone through financial hardship because of a high bride price, and who think this
practice is similar to selling daughters, want to end this practice. On the other hand, those who think
a bride price gives prestige to a woman and her family prefer to continue the practice. Many
respondents are in favor of continuing the practice with a moderate amount in order to maintain keep
Chin identity alive.
Many of the interviewees said that a high bride price puts families under financial strain, as both
husband and wife have to work harder for years to repay their bride price debts. For example:
“Normally, parents pay bride prices for their sons. But when we got married, my husband’s
parents had already passed away. So, we had to pay on our own. We worked hard, raised
pigs and chickens and saved money. And all of the money was used for paying our bride price
debt. It made our life so difficult. So I think this is not a good practice. If I have a daughter
and I won’t demand a bride price for her. It took us four years to repay my bride prices”
(Interview, 14 June 2019)
After paying bride prices for their wives, many husbands get a sense of ownership over their wives.
This is often used as a justification for undermining women’s rights in marriage, divorce and
inheritance. Some male respondents say that men value women more after they have paid a high
bride price. On the other hand, many study participants complained about husbands and parent-inlaws using the bride price to justify claims over women’s labor as well as to legitimatize their authority.
For example:
“Think about what you own. You don’t regard things you get for free, but highly value those
for which you pay high prices. It’s the same. Men value and treasure women for whom they
have paid high prices” (Interview, 12 June 2019).
Discriminatory Divorce Customs
Chin customary laws regarding divorce further reiterate men’s dominant position as primary
controllers of assets, resources, and children. Under Chin customary law men can freely decide to
divorce their wives, while many obstacles prevent women from divorcing their husbands.
Many women remain stuck with husbands, even in situations involving domestic abuse or alcoholism.
Women wanting a divorce must go through local negotiators in order to settle with their husbands
(Nikio, 2012).
When women do manage to initiate a divorce, their family must return the received bride price. Men
maintain ownership of all property as well as custody of all children.
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Some male respondents praise the bride price for few divorce cases in Chin communities. However,
this low divorce rate has been achieved by putting up many barriers for women to divorce. If a woman
initiates divorce, her parents and relatives have to return the bride price they have received. If they
cannot or are not willing to repay, she cannot divorce her husband. In some communities, they don’t
have to return the bride price if she already gave birth to a child or children. However, her husband
will receive the custody over their children (Nikiko, 2012). For example:
“When I was young, my cousin was forced to get married against her will. They lived in our
neighborhood. As she couldn’t love her husband, they had problems every night. My father
often had to go to their house and talk to her around 10 or 11 pm. She wanted a divorce, but
her parents said they wouldn’t be able to return the bride price. So she had to endure. After
bearing five children, she still couldn’t love her husband and ran away to Phakant, leaving all
the children behind” (Interview, 11 June 2019).
Bride Price and Domestic Violence
Women are objectified through bride price practices. In turn, the objectification of women is one of
the causes of physical violence. At the same time, it might also cause sexual violence among married
couples. During a male group discussion, one respondent half-jokingly says that since men own their
wives after paying their price, a wife cannot say “no” if her husband demand sex .For example:
“I don’t know about other places, but among us here, I think violence towards women is
related to the bride price practice. If men did not pay bride prices, they would not be able to
bully their women. Without bride price, women would have less restriction and could act
more freely” (Interview, 12 June 2019).
One male doctor said that he sometimes treated women with injuries which look like marks of beating.
But none of the women would admit that their spouses were the source of their wounds. Women
think that to be beaten is shameful and try to hide it from others if possible:
“Women have to take it silently. Mostly they don’t speak about it to others but keep it secret,
because they worry that they will lose face in their society” (Interview, 14 June 2019).
“The Chin Customary Law”, compiled by Maung Tet Pho, is the first written record of Chin Customary
Law and is about the practices of the Asho tribe. Chapter IV, Para 36, states, “If while a man and a
women are living together and the husband puts her to work and the wife effused to do , he has the
right to cane his wife three times if she talks back to him. If she is stubborn and refuses to change, he
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can punish her by divorcing her, or with another canning to correct her bad behavior” (Maung Tet
Pho, 1884, p.14).
Across the study communities, men’s physical violence against their wives falls into the categories of
cruelty: ‘ordinary’ and ‘grievous’. If the husband beats his wife severely, even if she does not go back
to her parents; her parents can take her back. If the husband wants to bring her back, her parents can
demand compensation or refuse him. For example:
“According to our custom, a man should not beat his wife severely so that blood comes out
or should not slap on her face. Parents understand that sometimes husbands and wife do
quarrel and fight. But you are not supposed to beat your wife so that she gets a cut and blood
comes out from the wound. You should not slap her face, as there are other parts you can
beat. You should not beat her severely so that her bones break, even if you have paid her
bride price. If a man does this, he has to give a gong or cow as compensation to her parents”
(Interview, 15 June 2019).
This compares with another interviewee:
“If the husband wants to bring back a wife who left him, he has to give a mithan to her
parents and discuss the matter with them. But here, we don’t have mithans. So I paid 200,000
MMK to bring my wife back. In earlier times of our marriage, she often went back to her
parents. She stopped only after we had two children. I had to go and bring her back again
and again. ‘I was drunk and that’s why I beat her. Now I regret what I did. Please forgive me.’
In turn, they killed chickens or a pig and I was reprimanded: ‘Don’t drink so much. You should
not beat her again” (Interview, 13 June 2019).
Compensation varies across communities, e.g. a chicken, a pig, mithan, a gong or a pot, etc. Among
the Laitu, the wife’s maternal uncle has a strong influence over the decision making and has the right
to demand compensation separately (Nikio, 2012). But the women survivors are not the ones who
receive compensation:
“When men are sober, they can control themselves, but when they are drunk, they let out
their dissatisfaction and anger freely. Women, on the other hand, also get angry when their
husbands drink. So they complain. It is often followed by quarrels and then beatings. Women
start with words; men respond with fists” (Interview, 13 June 2019).
One male respondent from Hakha Township explains that apology and forgiveness is embedded in
Chin customs. This practice is further strengthened by Christianity and now, it is often applied in
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solving rape cases. Instead of bringing justice for the victim, the current practices focuses more on the
harmony and wellbeing of the community through forgiveness and reconciliation between the two
families (GEN, 2015)

Discussion – Challenging Bride Price as a Human Rights Violation
In Myanmar, as in many other countries, women are widely considered to be ‘bearers’ or ‘protectors’
of culture (Belak, 2002). The notion that women are the bearers of culture is strongly linked to the
gendered norms that cast women foremost as reproductive beings.
This is a foundational principle in understanding the mechanisms that subordinate women. The
alleged responsibility for women to uphold the culture is used to: justify men’s influence over women;
restrict women’s mobility and thereby their social, cultural, religious, educational and occupational
opportunities; control women’s sexuality and marriage choices by discouraging interethnic or
interfaith marriages; and warrant the need for ‘protection’ from men (APWLD, Ninu, Women in Action
Group, 2017). This is a patriarchal system where society views women as inferior to men.
The findings showed that bride price was a widely accepted practice among both men and women
and younger and older participants in Falam and Hakha communities. Although there was
widespread support in preserving it, there was also acknowledgement of its negative impacts
on Chin society including on women, men and their children. This is similar to findings of a nationwide
study in Chin State conducted by Ninu in which many respondents viewed bride price as important
to validate marriage (Osuna, 2003). Such high levels of acceptance among the C hin community are a
huge challenge for the engagement of communities and policy makers in working towards mitigating
the negative impacts of this practice.
Challenging bride price is not an easy thing to do because whatever its drawbacks, people are still
deeply attached to the practice. It is difficult to implement laws to ban it or to restrict the amount
payable. Nevertheless, the practice has to be challenged because it has implications of violating
women’s rights. It is thus important that massive sensitization and education is carried out on the
negative effects of bride price and legislation should be enacted to prohibit it. Both the taking and
giving of bride price can be made an offence. In this regard the Domestic Relations Bill, which provides
that marriage gifts shall not be an essential requirement for any marriage under the act and where
any party to a marriage has given them, and that it is an offence to demand for their return, should
be adopted.
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However, effective implementation of such a law if put in place can only be possible if those affected
by bride price make the initiative to cooperate in the legal process, and the community leader must
give a favorable and encouraging response to such an initiative. It is important to note that it is not
easy to bring an end to the payment of bride price. Underlying the practice is the socio-cultural
presumption of the inferior status of women, which cannot be brought to an end by legislation only.
In this regard, there is need for cooperation with all the government departments, civil society and all
citizens to work together to bring to an end to the negative effects of payment of bride price.
Furthermore, it falls within the larger scope of women’s rights to equality and protection from
discrimination in all spheres of life. The implementation of the Myanmar Constitution and other
related laws which espouses, women’s rights and particularly eradicating laws and customs that
demean women, should be a priority for our government, which has already played a key role in the
protection of women’s rights.

Conclusion
Although the practice of payment of bride price is widely accepted, analysis of both national and
international law clearly shows that the practice has led to violations of women’s rights to equality
and dignity, among others. Challenging the practice is not an easy process because of its perceived
traditional, cultural and religious importance by both men and women not only in Chin communities
but also in many other communities all over the world.
The study found a mix of positive and negative impacts of bride price on individuals, families and
communities, with negatives far outnumbering positives, and mainly negative impacts in terms of the
lives of married women.
The research identiﬁed many negative impact on women, most of them extremely damaging and
distressing in nature, and some of these impacts also affected men and children. For women, they
included the cementing of gender inequality, endemic domestic violence and abuse. Further impacts
highlighted include debt and difﬁculties for young men and an entrenchment of poverty.
The development of a gender analysis on the ground by a local and national NGO (Ninu) and the
ensuing campaigning and policy work, including research, have been of key importance in beginning
the process of transforming views on bride-price, and indeed transforming rural women's lives in Chin
communities. It has also proved vital to introduce a gendered lens into conceptualizations of bride
price. The practice may have functioned in the past, at least, as a helpful means of exchange, but this
study and other recent literature demonstrate the huge cost to women of such a custom.
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Thus, reform of bride price can be seen to be an important issue in moving towards gender equality
and combating patriarchal notions of power and decision-making in communities. Men remain in
positions of control in the communities concerned, but reforming bride price would be one step
towards enhancing women's human rights, removing bride price violations and abuse, and
empowering women to feel equal members of communities, marriages and families.
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Brief History of Drama in Colonial Period
Nwe Ni Lin Maw
Department of History, University of Mandalay, Myanmar

Abstract
This paper examines the development of literary dramas and stage dramas in Myanmar during the
colonial period from 1885 to 1948. In Myanmar many kinds of literature flourished in successive
monarchical periods. Myanmar drama probably started in Nyaungyan period and changed in various
ways throughout the successive ages. However, the development of dramas can be seen in the
colonial period with the emergence of dramatists. Drama and dramatic literature spread to all parts
of the country. This paper attempts to investigate the origin and development of Myanmar dramas
and the famous dramatists and dramas, the changing styles of dramas and how these dramas reflected
on political and socio-economic life of the people in the colonial period. The literary dramas flourished
during the period from 1885 to 1920. With the development of western education and literature
movement in 1930s, the western dramas were introduced especially among the educated circle. The
literary dramas have changed to stage dramas. However, it is found that famous literary dramas did
appear on the stage and that separate stage dramas emerged. The literary dramas and stage dramas
in colonial period disseminated knowledge and current news, moral precepts, civic and religious ethics
and culture and political situations of that period.
Keywords: Drama, performing artists, patriotism, religion, culture heritage
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Introduction
In Myanmar literature, the word drama, literally “Pyazat” is a combination of the Myanmar words
“Pya” (show) and the Pali word “Zataka” derived from original. The Myanmar word “Pya” is to make
visible to the naked eye. The Pali word “Zataka” means the stories of the lives of Lord Buddha.
Therefore, we can say the word “Pyazat” (drama) is about the stories or events that can be seen and
understood with the naked eye. In English literature, Pyazat is translated as “drama” and “play”.
Dramas are mass media by which the audiences and spectators are informed, instructed and educated
in knowledge and current news, moral precepts, civic and religious ethics and culture.
Drama in the specific mode of fiction represented in performance: a play performed in a theatre, or
on radio or television. Drama and the performing arts serve to generate a rich array of reciprocal
benefits for both students and our community. We have also enjoyed seeing the way in which studying
the Arts have helped our society to improve their overall socio-economic results.
The drama goes straight to what the public want to say because of it consist of both verbal and visual.
The drama can reflect the ages. Two types of dramas: literary dramas and stage dramas. During the
Colonial period literary dramas developed because of the advent of the printing press. When studying
the drama of early Colonial period, we can find that these were mostly related with fiction, legend,
and tableau. Therefore, these cannot reflect the image of the ages. But the drama of later colonial
period became the mirror of the age especially the dramas of Theikpan Maung Wa, Zaw Gyi, Thakhin
Ba Thaung, Maung Htin and so on. When the studying the drama, we can know about socio-economic,
politic and social standard because of a mirror of ages.

Objectives of Paper
-

To investigate the importance of the drama in colonial period

-

To make the younger generation interested in the drama

-

To raise the morale of the citizens of the country.

Research Method and Materials
This paper was conducted by the descriptive method. Related data were collected through some
published data. Making use of material available in the library of the History Department, University
of Mandalay and the National Archives Department, an attempt is made to study the factors of
Myanmar dramas for the morale of the citizens of the country.
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Research Questions
This paper will examine the following questions:
-

The origin of literary dramas in Myanmar.

-

What were the famous dramatists and dramas in the colonial era?

-

How and why did the drama style changed during the colonial era?

-

How did dramas reflect political and socio-cultural life?

-

How did the literary dramas change from Theatrical performance?

Background
During the reign of monarchs, the literary drama spread from the court to the culture of the human
world. The earliest term “drama” is found in the Nyaungyan princess’ ear bore ceremony order issued
by Narkhanpyaekyihmu on 5 waxing of Tabodwe Month in 962 Myanmar Era (Maung Maung Tin,
2000, p. 53). The oldest drama is Manikat which written by Wungyi Padaytharaza (1717-1787 CE).
There are many perceptions about the Myanmar drama. Most of the perceptions are: (a) gradually
progress of Nat Pwe (oblation), (b) the result of the development of Zatnipat (Five hundred and fifty
stories of Buddha late lives) and (c) advancement through Pyo Linkar (Lyric). Most of Myanmar
scholars believe that the development of Pyo Linkar literature became a form of drama. The history
of drama can be studied in five parts.
1. The oldest drama is from the second Inwa or after the Nyaungyan period (1599-1752 CE)
for example Manikat.
2. The period of court drama, it was the Konbaung period (1752-1885 CE) for example E
Naung and Rama.
3. The whole night performance drama period, it is the late Konbaung period (1856-1885
CE) for example, the dramas of U Kyin Oo and U Ponnya.
4. The period of Printed literary drama, it began in the 1920s for example, the dramas of
Sartaingmut U Koo and Mawlamyaing Saya Yaw etc.
5. Modern drama period, it is after 1928 onwards for example the dramas of Thakhin Ba
Thaung and Saya Zaw Gyi, etc.
Of these, this research paper will focus in literary dramas and stage dramas in colonial period.
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Dramatists and their Dramas in Colonial Period
According to the lists of my research, there are twenty-three dramatists and there were 145 dramas
in colonial period (see appendix). The old dramas were dominated by rhymes. The dramatists who
emerged after U Kyin Oo, U Ponnya, were Sartaingmut U Koo, Mawlamyine Saya Yaw, Saya Hsutha,
Hsinphyukyun Saya Thin and Pazuntaung Saya Kha (Hmawbi Saya Thein, 1965, pp. 163-213).
The seven characteristics given by the ancient Myanmar dramas to the audience are as follows (Thein
Naing, 1959, p. 179):
(1) Entertainment
(2) Reformation of the age and time
(3) Refined culture
(4) Religious knowledge
(5) Knowledge about court and royalty
(6) General information and
(7) Moral lessons
A drama depicting such a nature of human beings was “Minkadaw” (Sein Maung, 1963, p. 52) by
Achotetan Saya Pe. That drama published in 1888 depicts the tangled state of the affairs of a minister’s
wife. The drama educated the people in artistic form mocking at the topsy-turvy events of the
community. The drama “Sayawun parpe” in 1928 (Ba Thaung, 1965, pp. 1-525) by Thakhin Ba Thaung
lampooned at the nature of the quacks in a sense of humor. The drama “Maha Hsanchinthu” in 1931
(Zaw Gyi, 1965, pp. 7-159) by Zaw Gyi lampooned the people who forget their origins and become
arrogant and fair-weather people. “Adhamma Mingala” in 1931 (Zaw Gyi, 1965, pp. 163-198) by Zaw
Gyi lampooned the so-called educated men who relied too much on books without searching the truth
in practicality world. The drama “Ra-thay-ma” in 1934 by Theikpan Maung Wa (Theikpan Maung Wa,
1966, pp.1-525) derided the human nature which follows the prevailing trend whether it is right or
not. “Ngaba Pyazat” in 1934 (Theikpan Maung Wa, 1966, pp. 1-525) by Theikpan Maung Wa derided
the corruption of municipal officers of the Colonial period. U Nu’s dramas were published by “Nagani
“publishing house. Described in the dramas were principles of communism. The drama was named
“Bilatthwar U Saw” in 1941 (Khin Maung Lay, 1972, p. 269) by Thein Pe Myint derided U Saw, following
the style of western dramas. The readers could take pleasure in the taste of western drama (Maung
Htin, 1960, p. 70). U Nyana’s “Bamathit Pyazat” in 1944 (Nyana, 1970, pp. 1-115) pointed up the
struggles for the Myanmar independence. The books were named “Aung Bala Pyazatmya” (Aung Bala,
1960, p. 1-227) and “Thamaingwin Myanmar Pyazatmyar Nidan” (Thaung, 1968, pp. 1-525) edified
the people to be morally upright. It was Maung Htin’s humorous drama “Bar Ayay Akyisonele” in 1944
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(Maung Htin, 1957, pp. 1-7) lampooned the times to become a dutiful person. In any case, a drama is
an educative story, lampooning the people who do not follow codes and conducts of the society.
Changes of Drama Style
Myanmar drama later deals with performance of artistic beauty, dance, singing, human natures,
gesture and natural surroundings. Such a performance is the main entertainment of Myanmar people.
In Myanmar, culture drama and characterization have been transformed as stage performance (Khin
Maung Nyunt, 1978, p. 56).
Dramatists wrote their dramas with focus on dance and song to the liking of the time. So, the quality
of plot and characterization was poor in performance. Under the Colonial rule Myanmar theatrical
performance mainly based on song, dance and stage layout (Thein Naing, 1959, p. 182). So, the layout
of the dramatic performance in the colonial period was different from those of the past. Song and
choreography were paid more attention without considering the plot much. It was Sartaingmut U Koo
who bridged the dramatic world of Konbaung period and the dramatic world of colonial period. At
first books on drama were popular. Then they were transformed into stage dramas. Legendary dramas
were in vogue up to the colonial period. As the dramas were popular in theatrical performance,
dramatists wrote dramas. Among the dramatists who produced the popular dramas were Saya Yaw,
Sartaingmut Saya Ku, Dapein U Maung Gyi, Pazuntaung Saya Kha, Hsinphyu Kyun Saya Thin, Taung
lone pyint Saya Mya, Maung Saw Hlaing, Mg Bo Taine, Saya Hsutha and Saya Lun (Sarpay Beikman,
1983, pp. 279-289). We can see a list of dramas published between 1875 and 1920 in appendix (i) (Zin
Min, 2011, pp. 75-84). The modern literary movement emerged at Yangon University in 1930. As a
result, Modern dramas emerged that we can see appendix (ii). Regarding the differences of styles
between ancient and modern dramas, the author ‘the University Maung Maung Gyi’ discussed his
paper as follows:
-

The form of dramas has changed. Western theatrical forms emerged as Myanmar theatrical
forms.

-

The theme of the drama has changed. Contents of Sanskrit and Pali literature has abandoned
and then Human nature is being portrayed. Legendary world and the afterlife leaved and
entered the human world.

-

Storytelling, demonstration and intentions were made. In speech, too, they have abandoned
the form of poetry and are speaking as they do on a daily basis.
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With the advent of Modern dramas, theatrical forms also appeared. Therefore, in modern drama,
there is a difference between a literary drama and a stage drama. During 1920 to 1941, some modern
dramas are performed.
U Po Kyar also made some literary contribution by writing articles in the Thuriya (Sun) daily for the
development of Myanmar drama based on the following points;
(1) Priority should be given to more important episodes.
(2) Whole night performance system should be changed as it is not proper from the view of
health.
(3) Mode of dress of dramatic artistes is important.
(4) Obscene behavior should be avoided on the stage.
(5) Vulgar language should be restrained on the stage.
(6) Appearance of Atwinwun (Interior Minister) and Apyinwun (External Minister) after the
performance of Natkadaw (female inaugural dancer)
(7) The skill of drum ensemble leader and Naukhtaing (vocalist-cum-clown whose place is at
the back of the Myanmar orchestra)
(8) The end of duet dance in a Myanmar drama is a waste of time and is not necessary
(9) Characters and dialogue unrelated to the plot should be deleted
During the Second World War (1939-1945) Myanmar dramas deviated from the traditional style and
they made some creations depending on the situations of the times. The main reason was that there
was unavailable of film for making motion pictures. So, film artistes had to change their profession
transforming themselves to drama performers. They staged their performance as human bioscope.
The creative stage craft and decoration was the progress of the Myanmar drama in the Second World
War period. The dramas of the time presented the prevailing life style of the urban people rather than
traditional dramatic performances. They were mostly melody dramas using plain language (Thein
Naing, 1959, p. 194). Postwar dramas were staged at the theatres of Joti, Zaw, Karhtay and Win Win
in downtown Yangon. They were distinguished from the previous traditional drama in (1) form of
drama (2) change in subject, and (3) way of dialogue in plot, performance, support to bring the plot
into focus and motive.4 The result was the development of dramatic writings. In general, the dramatic
literature was categorized into three genres. They were: -

4

(a) Western dramatic form was adapted to Myanmar drama
(b) The subject of dramas was mainly based on human nature rather than on Jataka stories
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(1) Drama intended for reading
(2) Drama intended for both reading and staging and
(3) Drama intended for documentation after staging
The dramas of the first category were to entertain the people in book form in the areas where there
were no dramatic performances for some reason. The second and third categories were written and
made by dramatists, song composers and singers made to give both literary and entrainment. Thus,
the role of staging dramas became important (Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 289). There were generally
nine requirements for stage dramas: (1) Script (2) actors and actresses (3) instrumental theme or
melody (4) stage curtain depicting background scenario (5) spot light (6) microphone (7) dialogue and
songs (8) acting (9) stage layout and musical support for staging a drama. Modern dramas mainly in
wartime were created mainly on the basis of low investment and easy performance. A drama could
be created within a short period of time by using modern creative materials. At that period the
performers did not strictly follow the principles of theatrical drama or cinema. They entertained the
audience with new action combining drama and opera. There was no comedian and the performers
amused the audience in conformity with the plot (Kywet Sote Gyi, 1973, p. 89).
Dramas Reflected in Political and Socio-cultural Life
“Seintalone Pyazat” in 1934 (Sein Maung, 1963, p.52) by Saya Zaw Gyi presents the nature of covetous
people. It is a drama which gives lesson on social affairs, indicating that keeping the greed in the fore
leads to wrong path with the disappearance of truth. The drama “Branma sariya” in 1934 (Theikpan
Maung Wa, 1966, pp. 1-525) by Theikpan Maung Wa is an educative social drama which illustrates the
exploitation of self-seekers. When three basic needs of food, clothing and shelter are insufficient the
wicked nature appears due to the extreme selfishness. Under such situation human nature tends to
be morally bad. The dramas “Phaya Lugyi”, in 1934 (Theikpan Maung Wa, 1966, pp. 266-278)
Mayasoelin, “Linnaysa Hsinthayhma” are the ones which highlighted the social condition of the time.
They pointed out that some social problems could be settled by the negotiation of the community
rather than by laws and regulations. The drama “Ratheaygu” in 1935 (Zaw Gyi, 1965, pp. 201-220) by
Zaw Gyi was written with the intention of giving spiritual encouragement to the orphanage. Apart
from social and satirical dramas there also emerged the dramas which dealt with the political situation
of the time.

(c) The dramas of the past were performed with rhythmic poems and prose. In later period dramas were
staged using colloquial expression.
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“Naungdaw Chootkhan” in 1937 (Nu, 1937, pp. 1-20) by Thakhin Nu are educative dramas on political
and social affairs, indicating that the person who will lead a country should be morally upright, and if
not, the country will deteriorate just as the home collapses if the foundation is not firm. The drama
“Bamathit” in 1944 (Nyana, 1970, pp. 1-155) and “Setkuphyu Pyazat” in 1945 (Zeya Maung, 1945, pp.
1-220) have the theme for organization and education, “Wethali” (Yan Naing Sein, 1969, p. 251) for
the consolidation of the union, “Doteingyi pyazat” (Yan Naing Sein, 1969, p. 249) for the state building
and perpetuation of the already achieved independence, and “Tahlayhtesi pyazat” (Yan Naing Sein,
1969, p. 250) for the unification of political leaders.
Under the colonial period a university student had to study at least the plays of Shakespeare. It can
be said that the writings of translation have developed since then. Pe Maung Tin suggested that
Myanmar language and literature be taught at vernacular schools for Myanmar youths, and that
western literature and culture should be adapted for Myanmar people. Myanmar vocabularies were
increased by using the English words directly (Maung Htin, 1960, p. 67). A remarkable event in the
colonial period of Myanmar was that Pyay Hall and Tagaung Hall of Rangoon (Yangon) University
jointly presented the drama entitled “The Boor” by Chekhov (1860- 1904) in the concerts. (Maung
Htin, 1960, p. 68) In 1934-35 the drama “Importance of Being Earnest” by Oscar Wild was staged at
the gymnasium in Yangon University (Maung Htin, 1960, p. 68). The points mentioned above indicate
that university students adapted the western dramas to ones that suited the Myanmar culture. Zaw
Gyi introduced his dramas “Shwe Maung Than” in 1933 and “Maha Hsan Chin Thu” in 1931 at the
concert of Myanmar school. Since that time alien dramas were transformed into Myanmar dramas as
a kind of entertainment. In addition to translation dramas, satire dramas also emerged.
Modern drams well reflected the life of the people. The reflection of categories in Drama from ten
years interval starting 1885 to 1950 is mentioned in the following table as follows:
Reflection of category in Drama

No.

Year

Social satire

1
1885-1895
142
2
1896-1906
178
3
1907-1917
342
4
1918-1928
42
5
1929-1939
26
6
1940-1950
33
(Maung Maung Tin, 1970, pp. 1-269)

Political
satire
5
4
3
15

Religious
10
7
18
2
-

Nat
Spirit
8
18
23
-

History
8
9
3
-

Pagoda
legend
1
2
2
-
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Chaining from Literature Drama to Theatrical Performance
Artists of the colonial period entertained the audience with dramas. Among them were (Sarpay
Beikman, 1983, p. 300):
(1) Kyaw Ohn Hlaing
(2) Khunhnahtway Tun Yee
(3) Khit Party
(4) Sabe Tin
(5) Sein Aung Min
(6) Sein Hlan Bo
(7) Dagon Hla Shwe
(8) Dutiya Po Sein
(9) Po Sein (Seinmaha Zat troupe)
(10) Myachay Kyin Ma Ngwe Myaing
(11) Myodaw Aung Mya Sein
(12) Shwe Kyee Nyo
(13) Shwe Daung Nyo
(14) Shweman Chit Tin
(15) Shweman Tin Maung
(16) Arzani Hla Kyi
(17) Mingala Aung Ba Nyo
(18) Aung Nyein (Tet Khit Sein)
(19) Aung Moung (Mingala Aung Moung)
The programme for a dramatic night performance included opera, royal audience, duet dance, Jataka
stories performance etc. The types of dance were rope dance, swing dance, duet dance, preliminary
female dance, Yein dance (choral dance), solo dance, lance dance, sword dance etc. The dramatic
performance of the actors and actresses was supported by music.
Drama has been included in Anyein performance. Anyein is by nature different from Zat performance.
Nowadays Anyein music consists of both traditional Myanmar music ensemble and western musical
instruments like saxophone, trumpet, clarinet, drum etc. In the past musical instruments were
definitely set for Anyein performance. They were and have been played on the stage. A female dancer
had to sit facing the musical troupe, turning her back on the audience. Now the performance style is
to some extent different from the past. Sound, light and musical instrument have been extended in
Anyein performance like Zat performance. So, there is no marked difference between Anyein and Zat
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in entertaining the audience. There are many similarities in style between Anyein and Zat. Layout and
decoration performance should be different between them. Myanmar theatrical drama comprises a
variety of arts. Stories, modern and ancient, staged by Zat troupe are portrayed to the accompaniment
of musical instruments playing, song, dialogue, dance and choreographic action. A typical Myanmar
theatrical drama should be constituted of the above five elements. The significant point is that
traditional Myanmar musical ensemble is the key part of Zat music. Even if western musical
instruments are used in Zat music traditional Myanmar musical ensemble is essential. This point is one
of the attributes of Myanmar theatrical drama admired by the people. The stories and plots staged by
Zat, Anyein and puppet shows reflect the feeling of the people and can be regarded as people’s forum.
They represent the wish of people regardless of social class and region. According to the Myanmar
tradition and custom Zat performers entertain the audience with dance, song, dialogue and melody.
The finale of drama is presented giving the lesson to the audience.
The economic life of dramatic performers was stable only when there were theatrical shows. So, they
had to work at theatrical troupe run by the tough persons without considering the plot and characters.
Any dramatic troupe had to follow their orders without complaining about fee or place. The
performance fees of the artistes also increased along with the rise in paddy price. The level of
Myanmar theatrical drama got higher when Po Sein and Aung Bala set up dramatic troupe. At first
four kinds of Thabin, Amyint Thabin, Aneint Thabin, Anyein Thabin and Ahso Thabin, stood on their
own principles. Later they gradually became mixed in some aspects. Zat dramatic performance took
good elements of other performances in their entertainment. The people preferred it to other forms
of theatrical performance. So Zat dramatic performance became prominent compared to others. Here
an interesting point to note is that the audience of that time encouraged the Zat performance with
personal attachment, more specifically with the attachment to the leading male performer. In this
way it reached the age of competition of leading male performers (Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 227). The
performance of singing and dancing by U Sein Ka Done who knew and valued dramatics were the
records of Myanmar theatrical drama. U Sein Ka Done could play the brass gong (Thabinwun U Nu,
1967, p. 175).
There were Zat troupes of Upper Myanmar and Zat troupes of Lower Myanmar under the rule of the
British. The Zat troupes of Lower Myanmar led by Aung Ba La, Sein Kadone, Po Sein etc. were more
popular than the Zat troupes of Upper Myanmar. It was probably due to the fact that after King Thibaw
was deported from Myanmar some theatrical performers moved to Lower Myanmar where economic
condition was better. Generally, the people from Upper Myanmar had to watch the Zat troupes
coming from Lower Myanmar. Although there were some artistes in Upper Myanmar, they could not
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organize a typical Zat troupe firmly and distinctly. However there emerged a Zat troupe in Upper
Myanmar in pre-war time. It was Shweman Tin Maung Zat troupe which received popular support and
patronage of Lower Myanmar. At that time there were many graduates without respectable job in
Myanmar. Keneth Sein sang and performed "B. A. duet dance" with English music (Dagon Saya Tin, No
Year, p. 50). It was the time that theatrical dance that reflected the current social environment. Indian
Penal Code was ironically described in the Ngochin of Sanda Kommara drama (Hmawbi Saya Thein,
1965, p. 225). There was virtually no innovation in staging the great drama about Jataka stories. The
performers continued to present the dramas of previous performances. On the other hand, there
appeared small Zat troupes with new technology. Before the war opera was performed before the
duet dance that programme was changed after the war (Dagon saya Tin, No Year, p. 57).
In 1946 Shweman Tin Maung performed the drama “Ye Yan Aung” adapted from “Thousand- and onenight stories” (Sarpay Beikman, 1983, pp. 327-328). It was staged as a theatrical show taking admission
fee in Aung Theiddhi, Thiwali and Naythuyein theatres in Mandalay. (Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 328).
Shweman Tin Maung made many remarkable attempts for the progress of theatrical performance. He
introduced the spotlights in staging the performance (Thein Naing, 1968, p. 135). He was recognized
as the pioneer of the use of spotlights in theatrical performance (Thein Naing, 1968, p. 136). One
remarkable point here is that the presentation of Jataka stories was changed in accordance with the
time. Under the colonialism when patriotic literature became popular the drama “Letwe Thondra”
was especially well-known in which Shwe ManTin Maung played a leading role of Minister Letwe
Thondra (Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 329).
The dramas Letwethondra and Gitayoo were fascinating and aroused literary and political spirit
(Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 338). Shweman Tin Maung changed the attitude of the audience who
regarded theatrical performance as the mere entertainment. They gave the five strengths to the
audience. They served the national interest. The audience learnt moral lessons by viewing the
theatrical performance of Shweman Zat troupe. Shweman Tin Maung gave priority to dramatic
dialogue which is the essence of theatrical performance rather than dance (Shweman Zat Saya, 1971,
p. 10).
U Po Kyar proposed a time allotment to perform Myanmar drama according to the traditional custom
(Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 336).
Natkadaw (female inaugural dancer)

10 minutes

Yein (group dance)

15 minutes

a variety of dance

20 minutes
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introductory speech for dramatic plot

15 minutes

duet dance

50 minutes

Main plot of drama

60 minutes

Break Time

10 minutes
Total - 180 minutes

The above schedule suggested time limit shows that it took about 60 minutes for the main plot of
modern drama. The latter part of dramatic arts would be modernized drama of Jataka stories which
was presented using common colloquial language and lamentation songs. It seemed likely that Jataka
stories were presented effectively with two or three episodes without elaboration. It would take one
and a half hour. Modern dramas were shown with some episodes. Like Shweman Tin Maung, Sein
Aung Min also contributed to the innovation of performing arts. His main modification of dramatic
arts was that Myanmar orchestra in front of the audience was moved on to the stage. Myanmar
traditional orchestra and western music were placed on left and right side of the stage of
entertainment. One innovation was crescent-shaped stage (Thein Naing, 1968, p. 142) on which
patriotic operas and dramas were performed. There also emerged many drama actors and actresses
(Sarpay Beikman, 1983, p. 328).

Conclusion
In conclusion, the cultural status of a race can be assessed through its dramatic arts. Some form of
cultural arts aesthetically represents intellects of human beings and systematic arrangement and
presentation. Dramas play an important part to stimulate spirit and morale of the audience. Two type
dramas; literary dramas and stage dramas were found in Myanmar during colonial period. Literary
dramas in Myanmar can be seen since the early 17th century. However, the literary dramas throughout
colonial period were mostly related with Buddhist literature and Jataka stories which did not reflect
the socio-economic lives of the people. The period of printed literary dramas flourished in 1920s.
These dramas educated the people in artistic form mocking at the topsy-turvy events of the
community and proud nature of wealthy person and educated persons and the corruption of colonial
officials. The year 1930s was the period of most political awakening period of communism in Myanmar
which also reflected on writing dramas. The modern literary movement emerged at Yangon University
in 1930. As a result, Modern dramas emerged in university circle and the students tried to translate
the western dramas and stage these dramas for entertainment. Dramatists wrote their dramas with
focus on dance and song and performance plots that the stage dramas separately emerged. The stage
dramas could reflect the socio-economic conditions and highlight the political situations of that
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period. The stage dramas performance was especially flourished in the wartime period of the Japanese
occupation in Myanmar which mainly intended to the public during the shortage of film production in
that period. The development of dramatic performance could be seen in the postwar period because
of the endeavors of the famous performers of Zat troupes. They not only tried to limit the
entertainment hours of dramas but stage decorations and backdrops to attract the audience and
Jataka stories dramatic performances were also renewed to entertain. The changes of Myanmar
dramas from literally dramas to stage dramas in colonial period has benefitted more to the public
because stage dramatic performance was more effective tool to disseminate what the dramatists
wanted to give information and convey messages to the people. The development of Myanmar
dramas and the changes of literary dramas to stage dramas in colonial period contributed to develop
moral and religious education of the people and provide political awakening and highlight socioeconomic conditions of the people in Myanmar in colonial period. The continued existence of literary
dramas and stage dramas after independence of Myanmar in 1948 provided for the moral
development and socio-economic development of the country. However, the publication of literary
dramas and also stage dramas to entertain the people are now less and less because of the fewer
dramatists and other forms of literature and entertainments are flourishing. The decline of Zat troupes
in Myanmar theatrical performance is one of the reasons for the decline of stage drama performance.
The literary dramas and stage dramas should be developed in the country for its moral, patriotic and
spiritual development of the people because dramas are educative tools for the people and also the
mirror of the socio-economic conditions of the country.
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Appendix (i)
Ancient Dramas (or) Dramas of Early Colonial Period

No.

Playwrights

Dramas

1

Sartaingmut U Koo

2
3

Mawlamyaing U Yaw
Pegu U Su Tha

4

Puzumtaung Saya kha

1. Luwunmaunghnama
2. Waythantara
3. Buddhawin
4. Buridat
5. Pontawrama
6. Okkalarparazawin
7. Karkawaliya
8. Minnanda, Shinhmwelum
9. Patarsarre
10. Ngwebyaingphyit Medwe
11. Mahawthadhar
1. Thahton Yazawin
1. Saw Phe, Saw May
2. Tin Tin, Khin Khin
1. Wumte, Wummay
2. Myahninnweminthame
3. Thakhoegyi Maunghti Lat
4. Ohssarsaunt Ma Thein Yin
5. Tarwatainthar Myinmopwegyi
6. Weitzarphyit Me Thaw Tar
7. Salay khwe
8. Shwephyinnyihnaung
9. Rakhine Maunghnama
10. Thambarratharthat
11. Nethurakan Seinkontan
12. Shwehpayonme
13. Sandimelya
14. Baydarre
15. Thinkharpatta Nanthone
16. Tagaungyazawin Mg Pauk Kyaing
17. Thakhoegyi Mg Tu Mee
18. Dhapyabo Mg Swar
19. Kansatay Ma Aung Phyu
20. Ahpahtet Thartalagyi
21. Kulilithar Thuhtaysinle
22. Boeme hnit Thukhoe Nga Tat Pyar
23. Luswamkaung Mg Byatta
24. Nankaraing Kywema
25. Kyaithteeyoe Thamaing
26. Thinkhaponname wumtharke Mghnama
27. Mahathetkhara Minthagyi
28. Pathein Shwemotehtaw Thamaing
29. Methawtar
30. Seinwazi Sanmahme
31. Lasandarminthame Linpyarhpyit

Published
Year
1875
1878
1878
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881

1877
1880

1886

1883
1887
1882
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5
6

32.
1.
2.
Dapainyeinsaya U Maung 1.
Gyi
2.
3.
4.
5.
U Pote Ni

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Shwetigon Thamaing
Kommare
Kappatain Mg Ba Sein
Yekinthu Ma Shwe Pwint
Maung Lonla
Yenganpaing Ko Yin Gyi Nat Hpyit
Kantkaw Tapin Pyin Chaukpin
Rakhinekalay Shwepaw U Sein
Rakhinemakalay Panohnzarnyunt
Byatwi Byatta
Thukhoegyi Mg Pauk Kyaw
Hsantawkhoe Tayoke Mg Kan
Kandarama Dokerike
Manawmayamintha Hmwe Hpyit
Shwemawyarlakepyarkwe
Ngwesapeye Minthame
Shwemyintzunatme Kainnaye
Maung Maung hint Mi Mi
Ponnaselan
Maung Oakkan Kansoe
Alaungtaw Hsankyitrathe
Takhainglonshwe Minthme
Shwewunpyolatpyat
Pyinsapattayodayarlatthit
Thinkharra Konmar hnit Thardume
Sawmon pawlein
Mg Wunna Okwe
Ameboat hnit Tharsotehtwe
Makkadumyaukkalay
Minnyinaung Hpaungswoe
Ossarsaunt Ma Mya Sein
Ossarsauntkular Ma Pan Yee
Ponnarmalay Me Si pyan
Hattiparla Hsinkhaungpyat
Shwekyinyazawin ossasaunt
Apyogyi Ma Hnaung
Hpatsutsone hnit Ingyinyon
Tasaykalay Mya Hnin Ye
Pegumyo Kotheinkothan
Chin Barlathatti
Beinmatharra Dharkhowe
Pantawset Mg Byatta
Shwenansinlar taymaha
Pyilonhmyathman taytheippan
Daungtutawhlanhtoe Sitee
Sampenyunt hnit Ma Ngwe Yon
Myosate Mg Boe Aung
Boe Shein Boe Sein
SeBarla Tharmeik
Ingulimarla khoethar

1875
1880

hnit

1912
1911
1912
1910
1912
1910
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7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
Sayar Thin
1.
(Shinphyukyown
sayar 2.
thin)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
U Poke Ni, U Seing and U 1.
San Thu
Sayar Taing (Mg Boe 1.
Taing)
2.
3.
4.
Shwetaung Sayar Lum
1.
2.
Taunglonepyan Sayar Mya 1.
2.
3.
Minhlaminhkaung Kyaw 1.
Htin (Maung Maung Gyi)
Winkabar Maung Boe 1.
Thwin
2.
Sayar Khin
1.
Maung Ye Chan
1.
BPTC Mg Mg Su
1.
Mg Mg Lay
1.
Sayar Ko Lu Kyaw
1.
U Fe, U Bae, U Bae Gyi
1.
Maung Bu
1.
Mg Thar Naing
1.
Anonymous
1.
2.

Degarwumin thar
Ossarsaunt Ma Saw Myaing
Arlawaka Belumin
Mainmalainmezarga
Mg Pe Maung Ma Shwe u
Minkutha hnit Pa Pa wati
Pa Du Ma Min hnit Paungto
Twintehsantauk Sein Myint Sein thet
Thattabarga aung thwe myittarsar
Manisawra
Lutharsar pawritharda
Eithitheinga Shinpyanthar ahpa
Masalamargalulin
Thuseittasandri Byainghpyit
Thakyar hnit athura
Rakhine Maunghnama
Kansoe Maunghnama
Sein Nann Thu Mya Nann Thu Minthame
Shwehpyinnyinaung natphyitkhan
Wunthutaw
Thihabarhu
Pyinnyarbala
Tasaykalay Mg Pe Ba
Kywebeluphyit Naybihmanminthame
Beinponrazar Kwamponkomma
Heindu Maunghnama
Shwehintha
Sawmyathamusein
Shwedaungpyan
Kalarkalay Nga Byat Wi, Nga Byatta
Thiridhammarthawkamingyi
Sartaungthu Ma Aung Phyu
Maung Yin Mg, Ma Shwe Ou
Dwemenaw Ngwetaungpyipyankhan
Thihabarhu
Panpe Mg Tint Te
Mypsate Mg Ye Chan, Kansatelasanyon
Thawkakommar hnit Pyinsakahlar
Chin Ba Way hnit Ma Kye Hmon
Byatgadewa
Atulakommar
Bainmitharra Mingyi Dhahkwe
Maung Sanda
Kularmaunghnama
Tayokemaunghnama
Ma SHsin khoe Sein sit
Mg Fu Nyo

1890
1900

1907
1916
1882

1914

1914
1880
1881
1882
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(Zin Min, 2011, pp. 75 – 84)

3. Kansatay Ma Aung Thu
4. Shwepanmyaing Nan Kay Khaing
5. Shwe Hpyin Nyinaung hnit Ma Shwe Ou

Appendix (ii)
Modern Dramas (1928 -1945)
No.

Playwrights

1

Thakhin Ba Thaung

2
3

4

5

Dramas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
U Hla Tun
1.
U Thein Han (Zaw Gyi)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Tint Tint (Theikpan Maung 1.
Wa)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Dr. Gum Lyaung (Maung 1.
Phyu)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sayarwunparpe
Taingpyiyanthu
Kawzawtaw
Bedinpyinnyarshigyitapaing
Htaikthusan
Tarwatainthar
Mahasanchinthu
Adhammamingalartakhan
Shwemaungthan
Seintalontakhanyat
Ratheaygutakhanyat
Aunglantawtakhanyat
Thakontala (Translate)
Mezartaungchay
Ngoeba
Byammasariya
Thatinsar
Rathayma
Parahita
Htimahoke
Burarligyi
Kyaukkonthe
Athetthakhin
Democracy
Mayarthe
Tanatsar
Khantwinthonepauk
Khetsanthu
Pwekatawgyi
Mesandashinathin
Amatmin
Salayanyarka Palweaysayar
Swetswetphyu
Minthame hnit Wethtain
Wamto
Sayarkataw
Dhamyahnito
Akyanthitshithu
Thambula hnit Ngahteehlaingthugyi

Published
Year
1928
1929
1961
1930
1930
1931
1931
1933
1934
1935
1942
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6

U Nu (BA ko Nu)

7
8

U Nyanna
Maung Htin

9

U Thein Pe Myint

10
Zay Yar Maung
(Zin Min, 2011, pp. 112– 116)

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.

Cheysarthukalay
Maung Ba Myint Miba toeko Yaungkham
Meikswehnito
Botatpyar
Kyaungpyazet (book)
Achitlaw Ahmonelaw
Akutho
Nwarthoekyoepyat
Ukalain
Naungtawchutkhan
Mayarsoelin
Linnesa Hsinthayhma
Thukara
Atharhteka laukhtut
Puhtuzanaw Uammattakaw
Luhtuaungthan
ThakaLa
Bamathit
Azarnimikhin
Barayegyisonele
Bilapthwar U Saw
Khetsanpyi
Melarye
Seinyaungso
Doealokethamarkhetyaukpyi
Sakkuphyu

1928

1942
1943
1944
1944
1944
1941
1944

1945
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The Importance of Myanmar-China Border Trade
on Myanmar’s Economic Growth (2000-2020)
Nwe Nwe Htun
International Relations Department, Mandalay University of Foreign Languages, Myanmar

Abstract
Myanmar-China relations have been described as "Pauk-Phaw" friendship valued between the two
countries. Myanmar’s new civil government came to power in March 2011. Myanmar’s economic
reforms opened the door and provided more opportunities for Myanmar and China to cooperate in
the economic, trade and investment sectors. Myanmar’s trade with China was heavily concentrated
in cross-border trade through the Yunnan province of China. The main trading point in Myanmar’s
cross-border trade with China is Muse town, which is adjacent to China’s border town Ruili in Yunnan
province. The development of cross-border trade has had a positive impact on bilateral trade and
Myanmar economic growth. This paper analyzes the role of Myanmar-China Border Trade on
Myanmar Economic Growth over the period (2000-2020). This paper also explains that Myanmar and
China cooperated in trade relations during Myanmar’s economic reform in the transitional period
(2010-2020), and providing sound and stable development of Myanmar- China relations. This research
focuses the questions on why Myanmar-China border Trade played an important role on Myanmar
economic growth.
Keywords: Bilateral Trade, Cross-border Trade, Pauk-Phaw, Trading Point, Economic Growth
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1. Introduction
The main objective of this study is to show that the border trade with China was crucial to Myanmar’s
economic growth. Myanmar is bordered by the most popular and huge economy community nation
in the world, China. Trade is regarded as an engine of economic growth. The government of Myanmar
has signed border trade agreement with neighboring countries and opened border trade post since
1996. The Myanmar government also established the Department of Border Trade (DOBT) which was
important to implement and facilitate border trade activities under the guidance of the Ministry of
Commerce (MOC). Since that time, China became the main trading partner for Myanmar. Myanmar
has 15 border trade points with these neighboring countries. Among them, Myanmar’s trade was
heavily concentrated in cross-border trade with China (Myanmar-China border trade booms, with two
exceptions, 11.07.2016, p.2). This paper is divided into two parts. Firstly, the paper explains Myanmar
and China trade relations since 2000. It explores the growing bilateral trade value between Myanmar
and China. Secondly, the paper discusses Myanmar-China trade relations since 2011 in terms of border
trade. In this regard, it explains a significant trade policies and the establishment of department of
border trade under the joint committee between Myanmar and China. However, this paper did not
mention in the informal trade and investment sectors between Myanmar and China during the years
(2000-2020). After examining the collected data, the paper will endeavor to explain why MyanmarChina border Trade played an important role on Myanmar economic growth.
In this article, the importance of the Myanmar-China border trade on Myanmar economic growth
(2000-2020) will be scrutinized, using the relevant international relations theory of “Cooperation
theory” as an analytical framework. According to Ernst Haas, states (for example, EU) could not solve
problems unilaterally in the field of trade and economies. Initiating several policies played a major
role in a response to common problems and preparing the establishment of economic growth (Haas,
1958, p.16). Therefore, relevant and solid policies were laid down by the cooperation between
Myanmar and China for the development of a trade area.
The article of Moh Moh Kyi (2016) “Three New Trade Centers to Open” analyzes how the Myanmar
Trade Organization under the Ministry of Commerce has been trying to launch three trade centers in
three states. The trade centers hold trade fairs to promote the export to neighboring countries as well
as business matching with entrepreneurs from neighboring countries (Moh Moh Kyi, 2016, p.5). It
shows that trade centers provided support for local entrepreneurs to produce quality products for
export.
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The book of Yaw Zar Ling (2017), An Analysis of the Effect of Border Trade Value on Myanmar Economic
Growth, describes the annual data of GDP, Export and Import of border trade with Thailand, India and
Bangladesh. The border trade value of Myanmar has been growing every year (Yaw Zar Ling, 2017,
p.3). The study shows that the export value of border trade was the determinant factor of the
economic growth of Myanmar.
The previous authors analyzed the annual data of GDP, export and import of border trade with
neighboring countries by applying under the framework of Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model.
However, they did not explain the importance of Myanmar-China Border Trade on Myanmar Economic
Growth by applying the conceptual framework of Cooperation theory. Therefore, in order to fill this
gap, this study will explain Myanmar-China Border Trade on Myanmar Economic Growth (2000-2020)
in of light the Cooperation theory.
In conducting this research, a case study design has been applied to examine why Myanmar-China
border trade played an important role on Myanmar economic growth. In addition, level of analysis
has been used to assess the perceptions and policies of Myanmar and China in the context of their
features at domestic, regional and systemic levels.

2. Myanmar-China Trade Relations Since 2000: Transition to a Market Economy and the
Formalization of Border Trade
Soon after the military took power in 1988, economically, the State Law and Order Restoration Council
(SLORC) later re-constituted as the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) allowed private
sector businesses to engage in external trade and to retain export earnings, and started to legitimize
and formalize border trade with neighboring countries.
2.1. Myanmar’s Economic Reforms
In 1993, in Myanmar, the Ministry of Trade was transformed as the Ministry of Commerce (MOC) to
implement the economic activities for the development of national economy. Moreover, Myanmar
has changed its economic structure from a centrally planned economy into a market oriented system.
A series of structural reforms had been introduced and new legal policy instruments were enacted for
market oriented economy. The Myanmar government has recognized the private sector as a basic
factor of the market-oriented economic system and paid great attention for its development. The
MOC was the Myanmar government agency and played a vital role in transformation process of the
implementation of market oriented economic system (Economy of Myanmar, n.d., p.5). The MOC has
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established the Department of Border Trade in 1996 in order to strengthen the border policy and to
develop the bilateral trade relations with the neighboring countries.
2.2. Border and Ethnic Conflicts
Politically, in the past, it was not easy to perform border trade in big volumes due to the weak
transportation and insurgent groups in border areas before cease-fire agreements. Since 1989 the
military government has reached ceasefire agreements with over 15 armed opposition groups. The
ceasefires have had a deep impact on many ethnic communities, especially in the hills and mountains
of northern Myanmar. Moreover, after conducting cease-fire agreements with some ethnic groups
through its constructive engagement policy, trade was legalized in 1996 with the establishment of the
Department of Border Trade under the MOC. In April 2009 tensions with the military government
increased because of the sudden announcement that all ceasefires signed groups had to transform
into separate Border Guard Forces (BGFs). This controversial scheme would have divided groups into
smaller, separate units under Myanmar army control. Some of the smaller groups who had signed
ceasefires agreed to transform into BGFs. Moreover, tensions further increased after Myanmar army
occupied the Kokang region, thereby ending two decades of ceasefire with the Myanmar National
Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) in August 2009. After several days of fighting, the remaining
MNDAA troops were withdrew and fled across the border into China. During the SPDC, the main
ceasefire groups refused to transform into BGFs before the final deadline on 1 September 2010. The
SPDC told that it would consider their status to be equivalent to that before the truces were agreed.
In Myanmar, the SPDC tried to move true ethnic peace in order to end the conflict after establishing
new ceasefires (Kramer, 2012, p.12). It supported the efforts to build trust and mutual understanding
between the Myanmar majority and ethnic minority communities, as well as among ethnic
communities.
2.3. Myanmar-China Cooperation
Although among the countries that imposed sanction on Myanmar, China continued to maintain the
close relations in many sectors because of their Pauk-Phaw relations since independence time. China
signed a major trade agreement for cross-border trading on August 5, 1988. After transforming,
Myanmar signed a border trade agreement with China on August 13, 1994. The Muse border trade
office was established and introduced one stop services (OSS) in August 1995 (Winston Set Aung,
2009, p.15). However, there was some problem in trading especially export-first policy, licensing
system, high tax related to export (Ministry of Commerce, n.d., p.2). Therefore, there were some
difficulties in the flow of goods and services under the military government. It resulted in significantly
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increased volumes of trade (Winston Set Aung, 2009, p.10). Myanmar government changed its
economic system by transforming border trade policy to increase in Myanmar economy under the
MOC auspices.
Another important factor of Myanmar-China border trade was the trading point on the Yangon–
Mandalay–Muse/Ruili (Shweli)–Kunming corridor. The portion between Mandalay and Kunming was
labeled as Asian Highway No. 14. There was a sharp contrast between Asian Highway No. 14 (AH14)
connecting Myanmar with China. The Myanmar section of AH14 has been developed and maintained
by a build–operate–transfer scheme of the Myanmar government with a Myanmar local contractor
(Myanmar-China dilemma, n.d., p.3). As the result of the No. 14 (AH14), Myanmar developed with
good communication and transportation in trading with China.
However, economic sanctions were first imposed by the West in 1997, and further stiffened in 2003
and 2007. Therefore, the direct imports from and direct exports to the West have become much more
difficult. Whenever taking the sanctions from the west, China never changed its policy towards
Myanmar. China permitted the preferential treatment for border trade with Myanmar on issues
concerning border trade issued in 1986. As a result, Myanmar has relied more on its neighboring
country, China and cross-border trade has become more significant for Myanmar’s economic sector
(Winston Set Aung, 2009, p.15). The cross-border trade has also become one of the major sources of
income for Myanmar.
Under the pattern of trade between Myanmar and China, Myanmar exported its primary products
and China exported the industrial products. Myanmar’s exports were concentrated in a commodities
such as precious stones (jade), natural gas, minerals, marine products, agriculture products, wood
product, and clothing. Crude oil, petroleum products, machinery and equipment, transport
equipment, construction materials, fertilizer, cement, edible oil, food products, fabric and plastics
resin were the major import commodities from China. Myanmar under the Department of Border
Trade has opened 15 border trade points with the neighboring China, Thailand, India and Bangladesh.
They were Muse, Lweje, Kanpikete, Chinshwehaw, Tamu, Reed, Myawady, Tachilek, Kengtung,
Kawthaung, Myeik, Hteekhee, Mawtaung, Sittwe and Maungtaw. The four border gates, which linked
China, were Muse in northern Shan state, Lwejel in Kachin state, Chin Shwehaw in northeastern Shan
state and Kanpite Tee in Kachin state (Myanmar-China border trade booms, with two exceptions,
11.07.2016, p.2). Among them, Muse border gate stood the largest trade zone with maximum trade
value transacting between the two neighbors.
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Myanmar’s documented cross-border exports accounted for 10 per cent out of the total value of
documented exports between 2003 and 2005 and 7 per cent in 2005–06, while Myanmar’s total
documented cross-border imports accounted for 9 per cent in 2003–04, 10 per cent in 2004–05, and
11 per cent in 2005–06 (Department of Trade, n.d., p.6). (See Table 1) Since the value of documented
cross-border exports and imports account for around 10 per cent of total trade, cross-border trade
was important for Myanmar trade.
Table 1: Documented Cross-border Trade balance with China (US$ million)

Year
Trade balance with China

2002/03
25,597

2003/04
13,412

2004/05
43,892

2005/06
-4,179

2006/07
34,018

Source: Department of Border Trade, Ministry of Commerce, p.6.

Since the Muse gate was opened in 2006, bilateral trade volume of Myanmar-China has grown year
by year. In border trade between Myanmar and China, the trade value has increased from 267.63
million in 2000 to 1800.30 million in 2010 (Department of Border Trade, n.d., p.6). (See Table 2) Muse
gate was the main point for Myanmar China border trade.
Table 2: Border Trade of Myanmar with China (US $ Million)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Year

Total trade
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

411,74
497,44
463,7
501,16
656,61
716,66
1092,62
1329,5
1348,48
1383,67
2130,19

China
267,63
276,35
331,8
387,12
496,71
481,36
749,76
977,43
986,6
1076,81
1800,3

Variation(%)
Year-on-year
Since 2000
64,99
55,55
71,55
77,24
75,64
87,16
68,62
73,51
73,16
77,82
84,81

Source: Department of Border Trade, Ministry of Commerce, p.6

Border trade played an important role for Myanmar economic growth because the border trade of
Myanmar was the main source government revenue. China has more favorable conditions for
Myanmar because of the better highways and road transportation and familiar of the imported goods
from China with Myanmar. Trade facilitation has improved and job opportunities have opened up for
more locals in border areas.
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3. Myanmar-China Trade Relations Since 2010:
Democratization and the Strengthening of Economic Ties with China
The historic general election was held in 2010. It was the beginning of a new chapter in Myanmar
foreign relations. After taking office, the new civilian government, led by the Union Solidarity
Development Party (USDP) under U Thein Sein began implementing the political and economic
reforms.
3.1. Myanmar’s Economic Reforms under USDP Administration
After the 2010 elections in Myanmar, the civilian government has brought the developments in both
economic and political liberalization. Myanmar government opened border trade, private business
sectors were allowed to participate in all sectors of the economy. In 2011, the new government
attempted a major policy of reforms including currency exchange rate, foreign investment laws and
taxation. The Export and Import Law was lunched on 7 September 2012. It was repealed the control
of Exports and Imports Act 1947. This law aimed to lay down the policies relating to export and import
that support the development of the State. Import restrictions were relaxed and export taxes were
abolished. Moreover, the MOC introduced Individual Trading Cards (ITC) in 2012 to make easy for
small individual exporters and importers to do business. The main aim of the department of border
trade was to increase trade volume and to achieve government revenues. It had authority to issue
export, import licenses and permits through border area (Myanmar-China border trade rises in FY
2016-17, 20.04.2017). The border trade provided to the increase of employment opportunities for
many workers and creates income.
3.2. Border and Ethnic Conflicts
In the political transition, the new government has made impressive reforms in the ethnic nationality
problem. However, the government and the ethnic armed groups remained fragile in the ceasefires.
The government announced all ceasefires as invalid in September 2010. The military pressured on
ethnic armed groups by blocking Chinese border trade. It was through the Kachin Independence
Organization (KIO)’s Laiza headquarters and refused to renew the operating license of Yangon Airways
run. The ongoing armed conflict between the Myanmar army and the KIO with its allies (AA, ABSDF,
TNLA) has created a severe humanitarian crisis in Kachin and northern Shan states on December 30,
2012. It threatened peace and security for Myanmar and its neighbors. The conflict in Kachin state has
caused great concern for China. China has sent troops to its border with Myanmar to boost security
(Burma News International, 2015, p.20). China has been gradually drawn into the Myanmar peace
process. At the Yunnan Regional Government’s initiative, a fruitful meeting between the KIO and the
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Myanmar Government was held in Ruili, Yunnan Province. China continued to maintain close ties with
powerful EAOs on its border. The important one was to be ensured stability along its border and the
protection of Chinese business interests (Ibid., p.82). Therefore, Chinese desire was to foster good
relations with all sides for stability in the border area because the border conflict has threatened the
positive economic development between the two countries.
Under USDP Administration, President U Thein Sein pledged to make the ethnic issue a national
priority and offered a national conference to seek political solutions to solve the ethnic divisions. The
Union-level peace team was made up of a central committee (UPCC) for making policies and a working
committee (UPWC) for implementing the ceasefire negotiations. The UPCC was chaired by President
U Thein Sein and the UPWC was chaired by the Vice President Sai Mauk Kham. Prior to the Union-level
peace team. There were two government peace teams created by the Union-level Peace Discussion
Group in December 2012. The teams were led by U Aung Thaung and U Aung Min respectively and
divided their tasks geographically. The group was renamed and reformed into the Union- level peace
team by Presidential Decree No.12/2012 issued on May 3, 2012. The UPWC carried out the negotiation
with and the ethnic armed groups to reach peace agreements. Both sides agreed to ceasefire and
cooperate in economic and development tasks. Therefore, the government offered economic and
business incentives to convince armed groups for both inside and outside of ceasefires. For example,
in logging, mining on gold and jade, agribusiness on rubber, teak, sugar cane plantation, banana
plantation, rare earth reserves Hydro-electric dams such as Myitsone, Tarpain, Chibwe, Pashe, Lakin,
Phizaw in Kachin state and also in mining gold, silver, lead, zinc, ruby, and coal, logging teak,
agribusiness on Rubber, rice, tea plantation Mong Hta industrial zone proposed by RCSS/SSA,
Namoum industrial zone proposed by the government, Muse Trade Zone Dams: Kengtawng, Mobye,
Nawngpha, Paunglong, Shweli, Tasang, Yeywa, Zawgyi in Shan state (Burma News International, 2015,
p.44). The government under U Thein Sein finalized all the ceasefires by the end of 2013 by holding
political dialogue and endorsed agreements with all of the ethnic armed groups.
3.3. Myanmar-China Cooperation
In 2011, the domestic political situation of Myanmar led to the emergence of democratically elected
government and the international community welcomed the process of democratization. However,
the democratic reform in Myanmar displayed a series of unpleasant conditions for China and the
bilateral relationship was faced with challenges. Therefore, China tried to accomplish by clearing up
any misunderstanding that might have existed between the two countries (China–Myanmar relations,
n.d.). Moreover, during the year 2011, Myanmar and China signed five memorandums of
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understanding (MoUs) including one between the MOC from both countries, on the establishment of
Myanmar- China Border Economic Cooperation Zone (Koji Kubo, 2016). A Joint Committee of MOC
from both countries established Myanmar- China Border Economic Cooperation Zone to boost border
trade between the two countries. Under Myanmar- China Border Economic Cooperation Zone, the
trade value has increased from 2985.45million in 2011 to 4653.59 million in 2015 in border trade
between Myanmar and China. The proportion of border trade out of the country’s total exports
jumped from 22.2 percent in 2011 to 40.8 percent in 2015 (Myanmar-China border trade rises in FY
2016-17, 20.04.2017). (See Table 3) As a result of the cooperation between them, the trade value has
increased year to year during the political reform in Myanmar.
Table 3: Border Trade of Myanmar with China (US $ Million)

No.

Year

1
2
3
4
5

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total trade

China

3368,73
3453
4011,61
4852,98
6206,37

3985,45
3110,9
3662,2
4322,69
4653,59

Variation(%)
Year-on-year
Since 2011

88,62
90,09
91,29
89,07
74,98

Source: Department of Border Trade, Ministry of Commerce, p.6

4. Myanmar-China Trade Relations Since 2015:
Liberalization under the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and the Challenge of Ethnic Armed
Conflicts
The general election was held on 8 November 2015. The NLD achieved the sweeping victory in the

2015 elections. The NLD government came to power at the end of March 2016. There was an
eventful two years in Myanmar’s ongoing democratic transition and national reconciliation in
2015-2016.
4.1. Economic Reforms under NLD Administration
The NLD government promoted trade liberalization outward looking policy and encouraged the
market-oriented economic system. The Myanmar government has planned to open more border
trade points under the second short- five-year National Comprehensive Development Plan which
spans from 2016-2017 to 2020-2021. Myanmar implemented the National Export Strategy for export
sector promotion. The government is working to lower the trade deficit although the efforts to reduce
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the trade deficit face some difficulties (Trade deficit, n.d.). It can be seen that the new NLD
government reformed economic policy to increase in its economic relations with China.
4.2. Border and Ethnic Conflicts under NLD Administration
The NLD government has been successful in negotiating ceasefires with ethnic armed groups by
granting them some limited economic rights and the NCA’s establishment of new structures for
political dialogue and conflict resolution. However, the four groups launched a major military counteroffensive on 20 November 2016 against Myanmar Army outposts in Kokang region, northern Shan
state along the Chinese border (Muse’s 105 Mile free trade zone, Mong Koe, Pang-Sai, Namhkan and
Kutkai) as the “Northern Alliance- Burma”(Burma News International, 2017, p. 25).The border trade
through Muse was temporarily suspended. Therefore, Myanmar-China border trade dropped. All the
economic zones were in the area of ethnic controlled region and very close with the conflicted area
among the Ethnic Armed Organizations (EAOs) and Myanmar’s Military Forces. Therefore, the
government negotiated with the EAOs (The Global New Light of Myanmar, 11. 07. 2018, p.1&2).
Myanmar expected to boast economy by constructing the trade centers, processing plants, small &
medium industrial facilities, trade logistics center, and quality packing center in that three border
economic zones. The Chinese government urged the Myanmar government to promote stability in the
border area. Chinese forces deployed along the border in Kokang region after the Myanmar air force
mistakenly dropped bombs a second time. Later, the Myanmar Foreign Minister visited China and
agreed to compensate the families of the victims. The Chinese army warned Myanmar army to control
its forces and not to cross the border (Burma News International, 2015, p.82). It found that China has
been gradually drawn into the Myanmar peace process.
4.3. Myanmar-China Cooperation under NLD Administration
In 2016, bilateral trade decreased by 18.65 and trade volume from Muse border dropped more than
US$46 million in 2017. US$ 292.57 million to US$ 5.085 billion dropped in trade value through Muse
gate in 2016-17. However, Myanmar's export to China through border trade reached US$ 4.212 billion
due to other border gates made up the overall increased value (Bi, 2010, p.22). Therefore, Chinese
markets provided broad opportunities and convenient monetary settlement for the export trade of
Myanmar.
Myanmar has also attempted to consolidate its friendship with China. During the One Belt One Road
(OBOR) Summit, also known as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)Summit, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi signed
two economic agreements; a border economic zone along the Yunnan Province- Kachin State border,
and the cooperation on the BRI in 16 May 2017 (The Global New Light of Myanmar, 16.05.2017, p.1).
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It was the signs of their relations increased and bilateral economic ties seemed to strengthen after
attending Daw Aung San Suu Kyi OBOR Summit. China stands the biggest trade partner of Myanmar.
The total trade between Myanmar and China increased by over 30 million U.S$ in 2016-2017 fiscal
year. The bilateral trade between Myanmar and China reached US$ 5.967 billion in the 2016-2017
fiscal years, while the fiscal year 2015-2016 amounted to US$ 5.936 billion. In 2017, the bilateral trade
volume between Myanmar and China reached US$ 13.536 billion, with a year-on-year growth of
10.2%, of which China’s exports to Myanmar amounted to US$ 9.09 billion, with a year-on-year growth
of 10%, and China’s imports from Myanmar amounted to US$ 4.527 billion, with a year-on-year
growth of 10.5%. However, Myanmar’s export side, there was a continuous negative trade balance
because export values are greater than imports values from 2015-2016 to 2017-2018 (Koji Kubo, 2018,
p.7). Although there were any challenges in export side, the trade between Myanmar and China has
grown rapidly year by year.
On June 2018, the Myanmar Trade Promotion Organization, the Yunnan Provincial government and
the Kunming People’s Government signed a MoU for the legal export of rice, sugar, corn and other
agricultural products to China, but have not yet reached a government-to-government agreement.
Myanmar has agreed the sites for the three economic zones in the Kachin State and Shan State along
the Myanmar-China border areas on 10 July 2018. The “Kanpiketi Border Economic Zone” was situated
in the Kachin State’s Special Region 1 that was under the control of the New Democratic Army-Kachin
Militia. Another two are “Chin Shwe Haw border economic zone” in the area of Shan State’s Lauk Kai
Township that was under the control of Kokang Self-Administered Zone and “Muse border economic
zone” in Shan State’s Muse Township (Koji Kubo, 2018, p.5). The NLD government has generated a
new hope and beginning for Myanmar by singing the MoUs with China concerning on economic zone.
Regarding the private sector, nearly two-fifths of Myanmar’s exports in 2014 has come from border
trade. The private sector’s border trade totaled 16.4 percent of the entire country’s aggregated
exports and 14.8 percent of its imports. The export value of the Muse border post has included natural
gas since October 2013. Nonetheless, exports from Muse, with the exception of natural gas, amounted
to around US$ 2 billion. It was 10 times more than exports from the second largest border post. Muse
was the largest border post of Myanmar, accounting for the highest share of the private sector crossborder trade exports. The total exports of the private sector were US$ 8,124 million in 2016/2017, of
which US$ 3,270 million was by cross-border trade. The major export items to China through Muse
include sugar, rice and fresh fruits in 2016/2017 (The Global New Light of Myanmar, 16.05.2017, p.3).
As a result of cooperation between Myanmar and China in their trade, cross border trade was a major
trade channel for the economy, especially the private sector.
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However, border trade with the export rice, and maize and livestock which have been legalized by the
Myanmar government, but not by the Chinese side through Muse was slow on October 2018. Since
that time, the rice and livestock were dumped in the border trade zones in Muse due to the security
was tight and confiscation was high in China. On 31 December 2018, the registered that trade volume
in Muse faced a drastic fall by US$387.58 million in the 2018 fiscal year compared with last year’s.
Only a business-to-business contract for the purchase of 15,000 tons of rice and 10,000 tons of corn
was signed in December (Vakulchuk, April 2017,p. 32.). Though China has allowed for a certain legal
quota of rice export, taxes were excessively high upon exceeding this quota, leading to illegal export
of some agricultural and livestock products to China.
According to MOC export and import trade situation of Myanmar with China (1-10-2018 to 22-3-2019)
compared to the same period of 2017-2018 Fiscal Year, it found trade deficit for Myanmar especially
in trade value through Muse gate. Because of high production cost and not enough raw materials to
produce some products and commodities in its own country, Myanmar purchased these commodities
from China and other countries (see Table 4) (Ministry of Commerce, n.d., p.2). However, in 20192020, the country’s export through border gates earned over US$ 5.8 billion while its import shared
over US$ 2.7 billion. This fiscal year’s border trade increased by over US$ 281 million compared to the
fiscal year 2018-2019 (Khreizo, 2019, p. 21). Therefore, the trade between Myanmar and China has
grown rapidly year by year.
Table 4: Ministry of Commerce Export/Import Trade Situation of Myanmar in (1-10-2018 TO 22-3-2019)
compared to the same period of 2017-2018 Fiscal Year

No.

Sector
1 MUSE

(1-10-2018 to 22-3-2019)
(1-10-2017 to 22-3-2018)
Export
1540.39
2325.8
Import
812.99
783.79
Trade Value
2353.38
3109.58
2 Border Export
3292.26
3071.11
Import
1354.71
1425.65
Trade Value
4646.97
4496.76
3 Over Sea Export
4420.89
4013.56
Import
7086.76
7696.89
Trade Value
11507.65
11710.48
4 Total
Export
7713.15
7084.7
Import
8441.47
9122.54
Trade Value
16154.62
16207.24

Increase/Decrease
-785.4
29.2
-756.21
221.15
-70.94
150.21
407.3
-610.13
-202.83
628.45
-681.07
-52.62

Source: Ministry of Commerce, https://www.commerce.gov.mm/en/dobt/border-trade-data, page.30
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It concluded that cross-border trade or border trade played an important role in Myanmar’s economic
growth. When China faced with the problems of the political reform and the conflict of frontier area
in Myanmar, the two countries addressed the problems by the cooperation activities according to
cooperation theory. However, there was any weakness in their border trade activities. Because of
Myanmar civil war ongoing in most of frontier area especially Muse border point, there were negative
signs in some of political, social and economic obstacles. When the process in trade licensing and
restrictions on imports and exports applied, the market and economic situation of Myanmar have also
led to increased informal cross-border trade activities. Informal cross-border trade refers to the
registered or unregistered business activities undertaken across the borders based mainly on the
popular economy. China’s stringent measure, on the other hand, for the fresh fruits and vegetables of
Chinese exports are loosely applied at Myanmar border. China’s import controls have been influential
for Myanmar’s exports, especially agricultural exports (Winston Set Aung, 2009, p.14). Informal
activities tended to produce undesirable outcomes such as increased corruption, smuggling, and
human trafficking from informal trade. Therefore, it found that the cooperation between the two
countries in border trade needs to formulate the exact, fair and strict policies to get the complete
benefits for them.

5. Conclusion
Myanmar and China is historically and ethnically related and mixed border regions, they are PaukPhaw relations. However, Myanmar transformed towards democratic and federal country. This
political system was a determinant factor for either minimize or maximize the volume of trade and
economic exchanges between Myanmar and China. It also depended on the political stability in the
frontier area. Therefore, after a democratic election in Myanmar, the two countries employed a
suitable foreign policy to preserve their economic cooperation. As a result, China becomes the largest
trade partner of Myanmar, and the value of bilateral trade with China expands year after year. Under
the Cooperation Theory, the two countries initiated relevant policies played a major role in a response
to common problems and preparing the establishment of economic growth. This showed that the
economic relations between Myanmar and China continued to be mutual important partners and
border trade played an important role in Myanmar’s economic growth.

6. Findings
It found that border trade played an important role for Myanmar economic growth. In 1988, the
SLORC/SPDC formalized the border trade with neighboring countries. After reforming the economic
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structure, the government enacted the policy for market oriented economy. China signed a major
trade agreement for border trade with Myanmar at that time. However, in politics, the ethnic
problems were an important in Myanmar-China border trade relations. After signing the ceasefire
agreements with over 15 armed opposition groups, the government established the Department of
Border Trade under the MOC. In 2009, the Tatmadaw occupied the Kokang region and the ethnic
troops flee across the border into China. Therefore, the SPDC tried to end the conflict. China never
changed its trade policy towards Myanmar. Although there were some problems of export-first policy
and licensing system between Myanmar and China, China was more significant for cross-border trade
with Myanmar. Because the bilateral trade volume of Myanmar-China has grown year by year since
2000. Since 2010, Myanmar transformed to political democratization and the strengthening of
economic ties with China. In 2011, the new government tried to formulate a reform policy on currency
exchange rate, foreign investment laws and export-import laws. In Myanmar, the government from
1988 to 2010 relied on the diplomatic and economic support of China to withstand economic sanctions
and diplomatic pressure by the west and the UN. Myanmar under the USDP government seemed to
depend less on China. However, in politics, new fighting was broken out in Kachin and northern Shan
state, Myanmar needed to support from China for ceasefire negotiations with ethnic groups along the
Myanmar-China border. After negotiating to ceasefire within the both sides under China’s support,
Myanmar signed five MoUs with China and established Myanmar-China Border Economic Cooperation
Zone. After the 2015 elections, the NLD took the power and encouraged the market- oriented
economic system. In politics, the NLD government has been successful in negotiating ceasefires with
ethnic armed groups. However, four major combatant groups under the banner of the Northern
Alliance remained persistent in their armed struggle. China, as a close and powerful neighbor,
continued to play a pivotal role in Myanmar’s peace process. After attending Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
at the OBOR Summit, it was the signs of their relations increased and bilateral economic ties seemed
to strengthen. China is the important border trade partner of Myanmar. Trade relations between
Myanmar and China have smoothly maintained with the favor of political and security situation of
border areas especially around Muse route. The Muse trade zone is successful of border trade in
Myanmar economic growth. Both countries are increasing in trade volume and also achieving mutual
benefits year by year through the border trade points especially Muse gate. Moreover, whenever
Myanmar army and ethnic groups fought or had the conflict, China maintained the role of negotiator
in their conflicts. Therefore, the successive Myanmar government encouraged on trade relations with
China to promote in Myanmar economic growth.
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Traditional Elephant Dance from an Anthropological Point of View
Nyein Chan Soe
Department of Anthropology, Yadanabon University, Myanmar

Abstract
Kyaukse is famous for its elephant dance. In the Pagan Period, King Anawrahta propagated Buddhism
by dispatching the white elephant on which the relics of the Buddha were carried on Mount Shwe Tha
Lhyaung, Kyaukse. Elephant toys were donated in commemoration of the event. Later man-stuffed
elephant dance has been voguish in the country. Elephant dance is simple enough to be seen and
appreciated in Thadingyut. There are three steps of elephant dance- Nat-doe, Ah-yai, and Ah-yin.
Dancers of elephant dance groups go round Kyaukse for donations during Lent. There are many
elephants for the contest, but only a few elephants win. Dance groups entertains in some festivals,
initiation ceremonies and special occasions as some people hire them. But they cannot get money all
year round. The losers are willing to dance for the next year because it symbolizes gratitude to King
Anawrahta, for the welfare of the people in the area, prosperity, etc. Elephant dance is not an
economy-based rite because the expenses for the contest do not cover even the capital. A new kind
of ritual- obligatory ritual - is added in Spiro’s definition. Some elephants entertain the audience by
spending some money, some youths dance with their joking elephants to amuse the audience. The
elephant dance provides the livelihood of toy masters and local people. Now, high expenses burden
the elephant dance groups. Toy elephant stands for Kyaukse and when pilgrims go to Shwe Thein Taw
Pagoda, Kyaukse, children and people buy toy elephants made of paper or cloth as souvenirs.
Nowadays, elephant dance seems to be endangered although there are some innovations in the
dance. As the dance has lasted for over one hundred years, it can be assigned as an intangible cultural
heritage through cooperation of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture. Communal money in
and around the town will support the festival and the dance for years.
Keywords: elephant dance, Kyaukse, Spiro
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Introduction
There are twelve seasonal festivals in Burma. Most of them are religious because Buddhism flourishes
in the country. Burmese people hold and participate in twelve seasonal festivals happily. They are not
for fun but for emergence of versatile scholars in the country, and military personnel for defense of
the country, development and peace in the country (Aye Naing, 2017, p.3). Some festivals vanished
but they have been transformed into a new flavor. There are unique festivals in some areas. They are
Ah-yoke-thwin festival in Pagan, buffalo fight in Tavoy and elephant dance in Kyaukse.
Kyaukse is famous for the Elephant Dance. In colonial times, a certain professor in Rangoon University
assumed that the First Home of Burma was Kyaukse. But conservative historians objected to his
hypothesis. There were papers on both topics in Burmese and English. One book is “Burmese History
Before 1287: A Defence of the Chronicles,” compiled by Maung Htin Aung. Kyaukse is famous in the
academic milieu. There are nine seasonal festivals in Kyaukse among which the festival of elephant
dance is the most popular ever held. The dance is held on the eve of Thadingyut (7th month of Burmese
lunar calendar) full-moon day. There are three kinds of elephants in the dance contest. They go round
Myo Ma market three times and dance before the umpires. The winners gain prestige and after the
contest they are hired to entertain people in pagoda festivals, initiation ceremonies, etc. But the losers
enter the contest annually so as to show gratitude to King Anawrahta. Their activities might strengthen
religious zeal and good weather conditions. Some elephants do not join the contest but entertain
townspeople and guests at the contest. They render social services for the town. Toy masters,
shopkeepers and businessmen get their income by making souvenirs. The winners might not run their
elephant dance all year round but just for some months. But the losers continue competing through
gratitude to King Anawrahta, hope of good weather, religious zeal, etc. Some arguments are- How do
some elephant groups try to win the prize, why do losers compete annually and is the elephant dance
economy-oriented, are Spiro’s hypotheses on ritual complete, etc.

Literature Review
In Thailand, according to the Legend of Queen Cama (Camadevivamsa), the Mulasasana Legend
(Tamnan munlasana), and Chinakalamalipakon (Jinakalamalipakaranam), Chamathewi was a strikingly
beautiful princess who came from the Mon kingdom of Lavapura (Lavo, or Lopburi). The princess
Chamathewi was sent to Lamphun and she brought Buddhism, together with five hundred monks, to
Hariphunchai. It took about three months to get to the city. Then she became queen there. She
endeavored to propagate Buddhism in the kingdom by erecting temples and leading the countrymen
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on the path of Dhamma. She also observed the precepts, donated alms-food to monks and created
Buddha images. As a result, Hariphunchai was transformed into a flourishing Buddhist city as well as
the center of the Lamphun kingdom. She was a warrior, too. Because of her unblemished beauty, a
Lawa king on the mountains near Doi Kam (the foothills of Doi Suthep) sent a marriage proposal. But
the queen rejected the proposal. There was a war between the countries. She defeated the king. She
ruled for years. Then she abdicated and ordained as a nun. The monument in Lamphun was started in
1980 and completed in 1982. Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn, now His Majesty the King of Thailand,
graced the monument’s grand opening on October 2, 1982. There are two major ceremonies of
worship held yearly to commemorate the date of Queen Chamathewai’s birth and death. Provincial
governor and local government officials worship and celebrate her birthday either in September or
October but the largest celebration focuses on August 14. The majority of participants in these rituals
are older women, transgendered individuals and children. Because Queen Chamathewi is regarded as
a prominent female leader in Lan Na mythology, her supporters-cum-worshippers are mainly females.
Very few men are involved. Sometimes a spirit medium communes with the queen’s spirit and females
and transgendered individuals act as a medium to Chamathewi’s spirit. In the case of the Queen
Chamathewi Monument, it is believed that one should not make a wish for true love because the
queen was separated from her husband (Ooi Keat Gin & Grabowsky, 2017).
In Monywa, Burma, the rite of Pon Ma Kyi worship is done on 3 rd waxing moon of Tabaung. On 2nd
waning moon, women fry white and red pancakes and fish. Then they cook brinjaj and pea. At dawn
on 3rd waxing moon, they lay a mat on the ground and offer white and red pancakes, pea, brinjaj,
pickled tea and rice in a plate to Pon Ma Kyi spirit. Then they pray for ample yield and prosperity.
Children shout, “Lady Pon Ma Kyu, please drop gold and silver.” They watch the offering so that it is
not to be snatched by dog, cat and chicken. In the morning they can partake the meals. Farmers make
a sheaf of paddy by wearing flower, and clothes in the form of Pon Ma Kyi spirit. They put the sheaf,
sticky rice, coconut, banana, white and red pancakes, flat circular stone used for grinding Thanakha
(Limonia acidissima) and mirror on a cart. They sing a song and worship the pile of paddy seven times
clockwise. They believe that much yield would be accrued (Kyaw Than Tun, 2008).
In Shan State, Taunggyi District, Taung Yoe nationals hold Tar Tet Pwe, the first festival of twelve
seasonal festivals. On the festive day, villagers hang their donations on Padesa tree and bring rice,
betel quids, robes, snacks and vegetables and go to the pagoda or monastery where Tar Tet Pwe is
held. Long ago, Mee Lone (rocket) was launched. There are two kinds of Tar Tet Pwe- Pwe Win and
Pwe Htwet. The former means that those from neighboring villages come to the monastery and make
a hierarchical procession- elder ones holding a pennon, women carrying bowls of offertory, musicians
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playing drums and gongs- goes round the pagoda or monastery clockwise three times. They worship
the abbot and observe five precepts. The latter means that monks headed by the Buddha are served
with meals and then guests far and near are also served. In the afternoon, host villagers with their
offertories and musicians go in procession. Then other villagers follow them. Hosts worship monks
and observe precepts, listen to the Dhamma of the monk, donate to monks and share merits accrued
to all beings. They dance to their heart’s content. Tar Tet Pwe implies to be courting time for damsels
and youths. Host villages collect money to entertain villagers and guests communally. Neighboring
villages either help or donate to the hosts (Thu Zar Aung et al., 2018).
According to worshipers, people hold festivals and worship to show thanks to the God and spirit and
reunite with old relatives and offer foods to all. In like manner, the essences of the Elephant Dance
can be seen in the research.

Rationale
There are twelve seasonal festivals round the year in Burma. In the festival, dance accompanies to
some extent. In Kyaukse, elephant dance is annually held in Thadingyut. Three months before, the
elephant dance groups entertain the townsfolk and keep donations for further charity. As the weight
of the elephant is heavy, only strong and steadfast men can dance. The dance brings unity and cooperation among members of the troupe. The elephant dance embodies gratitude to King Anawrahta.
And the festival is unique to Burma. The research question of the paper is, “Why do townsfolk hold
the elephant dance in Kyaukse?”

Research Methodology
Descriptive and narrative study designs were used in this study. The study area is Kyaukse. Study
population covered 20 individuals. The study had been conducted from 2018 till 2019. Data collection
was based on key informant interviews, focus group discussion and individual interviews.
Background History
Kyaukse once recognized as the Rice Bowl of Burma is a prosperous town. As townspeople are
Buddhist, many monks study Buddhist texts in thirteen monasteries. Students can learn in schools,
technical university and agricultural training school in the town.
For the purification of Theravada Buddhism, King Anawrahta established a certain pagoda on
Thalyaung hill in Kyaukse. Then he donated ten toy elephants made of gold and silver to the pagoda.
In commemoration of the act of King Anawrahta, in Thadingyut, elephant-shaped snacks had been
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offered on the eve of Thadingyut full-moon night and on the next day, snacks had been thrown down
the hill. Then, later, elephants made of mud and then bamboo and paper were donated. Some carried
squatting elephant by poles. But, in 1238 Myanmar era, Hsaya Nge Gyi introduced making man-stuffed
elephants. Only then did elephant dance make an appearance. Each troupe has gone round Myoma
market for three times because it was believed to be a religious dance (Yi Soe, 1993, pp. 11-2).
Elephant Dance
In Thadingyut, lights are offered to the Blessed Buddha. During Lent, troupes of elephant dancers
entertain the townsfolk around the town and then people offer some money. After the elephant
dance competition, they donate to the Triple Gem. On the eve of the full-moon day of Thadingyut,
traditional elephant dance is held. Two men enter the hollow elephant made of bamboo, paper and
cloth and dance aesthetically. There are three kinds of elephant dance. They are Nat-doe, Ah-rai and
Ah-yin.
Nat-doe dance is that after the elephant has been made, an artisan raises offertories to worship Utena
Nat. Then two men enter the hollow elephant and bow down to pay respects three times.
Ah-rai dance means that the dance is boisterous enough to be liked by audience. It is the attack
between the wild elephant and the mahout. The wild elephant tries to trample and gore the mahout,
in return, the man holding a goad or chopper or spear protects himself from being crushed to death
and scuffles after the elephant by rolling and plunging from side to side. Then he tactically clambers,
mounts on the elephant and aims with his weapon.
Ah-yin dance is an elegant dance. Such dance matches with songs such as classic, modern, the blues
or even hip-hop. In fact, elephant dance is hard enough to dance. The two men must frolic coherently,
carry the whole weight of the elephant, and listen to the music (Yi Soe, ibid, 1993, pp.58-61).
During the elephant dance, the competing elephant such as the embroidered elephant, traditional
elephant and baby elephant, etc., entertains by bowing its forehead to the ground and dancing with
rhythmic beats of music before the central shed and other sheds of umpires by going round Myoma
market three times. The umpires score marks on natural beauty, adornment, harmony among
members of the troupe, varieties of Burmese musical instruments (solo drum, oboe, cymbals, gong,
bamboo clappers), correct timing, pleasantness, attraction to audience, traditional preservation, same
clothing, etc. At 8 o’clock at night, the competition finishes. Then the umpires from the sheds come,
put in the table and prepare to award first, second, third and consolation prizes for three kinds of
elephants.
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Kyaukse townsfolk, neighboring towns and villages, people from far away region come to see the
elephant dance. As Kyaukse lies on Rangoon-Mandalay highway, cars and vehicles are diverted to
other ways so as not to disturb the dance. When friends and relatives come to the dance, hosts
entertain guests and friends at home.
There are over twenty elephant toy masters in Kyaukse and they make competing elephants, small
elephants and elephant heads. Some masters embroider elephants in the town, others order for
embroidery in Mandalay. As there is Shwe Thein Taw pagoda in Kyaukse, it is a pilgrimage site. Pilgrims
from all over the country come to worship the pagoda. On return they buy elephant toys, and other
souvenirs. So, toy masters give toys to shopkeepers for sale. They earn their living by making elephant
toys.
Local people sell elephant toys, bamboo clappers, drums, goads etc. as souvenirs of Kyaukse during
the Elephant Dance and on other occasions. They also sell CD-ROMs of the Elephant Dance annually.
They stamp T-shirts and shirts as souvenir of Kyaukse, the Elephant Dance in Kyaukse, souvenir of
Shwe Thein Taw Pagoda etc., in Kyaukse and sell such clothes. CD-ROMs of the Elephant Dance are
annually shot and they seem to be a kind of souvenir. Pilgrims and spectators buy such souvenirs of
Kyaukse. When children accompany, they buy elephant toys, bamboo clappers and some CD-ROMs of
elephant dance. They try to imitate the elephant dance in their free time.
It is known that in Buddhist literature, in fact, there are five qualities of elephant. They are: the
elephant crushes the earth; it turns its whole body when it looks; it has no permanent lair; it revels in
the water, plunging into glorious lotus ponds full of clear pure cool water; and it lifts up its foot with
care and puts it down with care (Pu, 2006, pp.373-4). Through superior intelligence, men can control
and train elephants in their warfare and work. Moreover, men imitate elephants and dance like an
elephant.
As there are three kinds of elephants, expenses differ from one to another. The embroidered elephant
costs about 20- 25 lakhs, traditional elephant about 7- 10 lakhs and baby elephant about 4- 5 lakhs.
There are also other expenses such as automobiles, costumes, band, generator, etc. Some wealthy
persons (Moe Zaw, Zaw Gyi Maung, Aye Yar Maung, Kay Thi Oo) hire celebrities such as actor, actress
and Burma Got Talent vocalists so that their elephant attracts the audience. People follow such
elephants because they are the fans of such celebrities. When a certain group wins the prize, they get
3 or 5 lakhs. But with sponsorship they get 20 or 25 lakhs for the first prize.
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For fund and sponsor for the festival, the Regional, District and Township administrative bodies donate
about 10 or 15 lakhs but the amount differs annually. At the opening ceremony the Prime Minister
and members of the ministries of Mandalay Region attend. Then, Kyaukse Association in Yangon also
gives funds. The main sponsor is Kamboza Bank, Kyaukse Branch. Other entrepreneurs in Kyaukse
sponsor the festivals. Some people headed by the administrative staff donate money for the festival
so as to maintain a unique festival in the country. What is striking is that town’s elders do not collect
money from the townsfolk.
On the full-moon day of Thadingyut, in the morning, the awarded elephants climb Mount Shwe Tha
Lhyaung. Then, town’s elders and members from Kyaukse Association in Rangoon carry gold and
silver-hued elephant toys, go round the Shwe Tha Lhyaung Pagoda three times clockwise and pray for
peace and prosperity of the world. Then, ten kinds of elephants made of wheat and gold and silverhued elephant toys are donated to the Buddha. They share merits accrued to King Anawrahta. Then
the awarded elephants entertain townsfolk (Moe, ibid, pp. 34- 35).
Some elephants try to win prizes in the contest. They work harmoniously to achieve the goal. They
compose new songs about King Anawrahta, Kyaukse area and elephant dance. Dancers rehearse songs
and dance many times within time schedule. They practice some tricks to attract the audience.
Stamina to dance for twenty minutes is essential because dancers shoulder the weight of the elephant
and dance with the song melodiously. The owners also support dancers with money, clothes and other
necessities. If they win the first prize in the contest, the whole group is overjoyed. The winners are
hired to entertain locally in such activities as initiation ceremony, pagoda festivals. Sometimes they
go to foreign countries for the dance. Members of the group, including the owner of the elephant, get
money. After one year, they gather and donate money to build monastery, pagoda, etc. for the
propagation of Buddhism. Contrarily, the losers compete through religious zeal, hobby and
enthusiasm for the enjoyment of the people. The winners acquire fame and money after the
competition but the losers waste money, time and even energy. They suffer degradation. But, for the
next year they are willing to compete in the dance.
Aye Yar Min Elephant
It is known that there are three kinds of elephants in the elephant dance- baby elephant, traditional
elephant and embroidered elephant. There are about fifty elephants in Kyaukse area. Every animal
has its name but after some time owners change their elephants with new names. Among the
elephants two elephants are mentioned.
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In the rite of elephant dance, Aye Yar Min elephant is the most popular not only in Myanmar but also
in ASEAN countries. The group of Aye Yar Min elephant has won ten prizes. Such years are 1994, 1997,
2000, 2004, etc. In 2002 at the Diamond Jubilee of Buddhist Association, Beik town, the name of Aye
Yar Min was changed into Myay Aye Yar and performed there. So, a prize was won. Nowadays, Myay
Aye Yar (Grandson Aye Yar) competes. In fact, Aye Yar Min troupe is the biggest in Kyaukse.
In 1998, traditional Folk Dances of ASEAN countries were held in Singapore. Aye Yar Min elephant was
selected and the group went to compete. Among 27 groups the elephant dance won the first prize.
Then a special prize was also given. Ko Hmat Tin placed in fore legs and Ko Min Thu in hind legs.
On 25th May 1998, a group of 28 members headed by Director General of the Ministry of Culture, went
to Singapore by air. Myanmar Cultural Dance Troupe was sponsored by Metta Welfare Association
and other groups. On 27th, in the second session of the programme, the audience applauded elephant
dance in Golden Theatre, Singapore. On 31st, Myanmar Cultural Dance troupe performed U Shwe Yoe
and Daw Moe duet dance, Pagan royal dance, Kyaukse elephant dance, Myanmar traditional Thingyan
dance merrily (Myat Jhan, Mission of Shwekyaung Sayadaw Shi Fa Jhao in Singapore, Lat Moe Swe
Press, Rangoon, 2010, First Published, pp. 34-6).
In 2008, under the patronage of the Venerable Shi Fa Zhao of Golden Pagoda Buddhist Temple,
president, Metta Welfare Association, Singapore, Aye Yar Min elephant went to Singapore and
appealed to the audience. There, Maung Cho took his place in fore legs and Ko Min Thu in hind legs.
Ko Min Thu said as follows:
“We're successful because we co-operate diligently to rehearse a scene of catching elephant
and we have floral designers, competent dancers and composers. We practice the dance for
twenty minutes nightly. We practice to do some tricks such as walking on a plank, mounting
flights of steps, tubs and pivotal chair. Man in forelegs is essential to dance on the ground
but so is he in hind legs at high places. Money gained by performance throughout the country
has been donated for the propagation of Buddhism e.g., monasteries, pagodas, Kahtainrobes and monks.”
Nwe Soe Elephant
There are many elephants in Kyaukse. Among those elephants, two elephants are more popular. They
are New Soe and Aye Yar Min. In order to trace past events, the elders of Nyaung-Khayauk-Pin quarter,
Kyaukse, were interviewed about Nwe Soe elephant. U Kyaw Swe, U Khin Maung Thein, U Kyaw Myint
and U Tun Tin said as follows.
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'In the elephant dance, nowadays, the oldest elephant is Nwe Soe. It is 75 years old. It seems
that the elephant has participated since 1946. Long ago, there had been no competition. To
maintain tradition, elephants went round the market for three times but some for several
times. So, some elephants after crossing railway tracks were broken into pieces.
We don't know the origin of Nwe Soe elephant. Then the elephant was given the names of A 1 and
later No Two. After Nwe Soe song had been a hit, the elephant was named after Nwe Soe. In fact, U
Ba Aye made Nwe Soe elephant and then U Aye Kywe, a son of U Ba Aye, mended the elephant. Both
artisans were born in Nyaung-Khyauk-Pin quarter.’
Nwe Soe won third prize when we competed with national costumes. As Golden Jubilee of Nwe Soe
elephant, the group won third prize again. At this time, the elephant was embellished with gold paper.
Now, the elephant is awarded as the oldest elephant by the committee.
Entertaining Elephants
In the Lent, some elephants go round the town and entertain before houses in wards. Townspeople
donate some money. Old and young folk and even children like to see the elephant dance. Sometimes
they watch the elephant practice tricks in the house compound. Most elephants compete in the dance
contest. But there are some elephants that do not compete. They are Myoma White Elephant, Kay Thi
Oo, Aye Yar Min, Shwe Wah Maung, Moe Zaw, and Zaw Gyi Maung. In fact, Myo Ma White Elephant
has been headed by Town’s elders and it is about one hundred years old. In the contest the white
elephant commemorating the event of King Anawrahta takes the first of the contests. The elephant
plays a leading role in Kyaukse area.
U Myo Thant and Daw Aye Kyaing have two elephants- Kay Thi Oo and Nyo Min Khant. The former
entertains people in the dance. Their son presides over Nyo Min Khant for contest. They hire some
popular actors, actress, vocalists and even contestants from Myanmar Got Talent or other
programmes in the country. They spend money for the entertainment- 20 or 25 lakhs for the
embroidered elephant, 20 or 30 lakhs for one popular vocalist (at least three vocalists are hired), 10
lakhs for budding singers, band, cars, generators, etc. It costs about 100 lakhs for a day. Other
elephants such as Moe Zaw, Zaw Gyi Maung, and Aye Yar Maung also hire one or two vocalists to
entertain the audience.
Joking Elephants
Some youths and adults collect money to make an elephant unsystematically. Then they wander
round the market and dance merrily and boisterously. People like to watch them dance with tattered
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elephant with amusement. After some hours the elephant raises its head and other members hold
torn parts of the elephant on shoulders. They eventually jump into the ditch with animal parts and
take a bath there.

Discussion
The elephant dance in Kyaukse had its origin in the propagation of Buddhism all over Burma through
auspices of King Anawrahta. Everybody is enjoying and awe-struck enough to see performance of
man-stuffed elephant dance. When the elephant is made, the dancers worship Utena spirit. Kyaukse
townsfolk believe that King Utena who could control elephants through mantra was brought up by a
hermit on Mount Min Mway in Kyaukse. At first Burmese people believed in pre-Buddhist and
primitive origins such as alchemy, astrology, Nat, etc. Later they hold such practices as well as Buddhist
observances in their daily life.
In fact, the winners cannot meet the daily needs all year round from being hired to entertain folk on
special occasions and festivals in the cold season. The dance probably can’t provide a whole year’s
income.
In Thailand, Queen Chamathewi founded Hariphunchai, introduced Buddhism there, built religious
edifices and led countrymen to a virtuous life. She was a brave warrior and fought against war. Later,
she entered into the Order of Nun. She is worshipped as a heroine in Lamphun. Local people and
visitors worship her. Most of worshippers are females and transgendered persons. In like manner,
King Anawrahta is known as the founder of the First Burmese Empire. He introduced Buddhism in
Burma in Pagan Period. He propagated Buddhism by having the relics of the Buddha carried on the
white elephant in the country. He built religious monuments in Pagan and in parts of the country. He
managed dams and irrigation systems for paddy cultivation. He fought wars against enemies. But, he
was killed by a buffalo. He is not worshipped as a hero of Burma’s development in the country.
The Elephant Dance is similar to Pon Ma Kyi worship. Farmers worship Pon Ma Kyi spirit with pancakes
and meals. They feed children with such foods. They make a woman with hay stack, sing and dance
around the pile of paddy. They pray for much yield and good weather. Now, Pon Ma Kyi worship seems
to be extinct and farmers worship as a token at home or in the farm. In like manner, townsfolk in
Kyaukse worship elephant, at first the white elephant that brought the tooth relic of the Buddha.
Then, they have changed into the elephant dance and prayed for the welfare of the world. The pagoda
trustee throws a competing elephant made of paper and cloth down the hill and some townsfolk pray
for prosperity and throw small toys too.
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Tar Tet Pwe is a New Year Festival. It is held communally. Not only the host village but neighboring
villages help. Rocket is rarely hurled in the festival. People go round the monastery or pagoda three
times and donate to monks. Monks and guests are served with meals. Then they share merits to all
beings. They dance happily. Host villages give their reciprocity to neighboring villages when they again
hold such festival. Youths are happy enough to seek after their destined lovers. But, in the elephant
dance in Kyaukse, the elephant dance is not held with communal donation but individual expenditure
plays a vital role. When those from neighboring villages come to watch the elephant dance, hosts
entertain them. Elephant dance is not a kind of courting time in Kyaukse area as Kyaukse seems to be
urbanized.
Kay Thi Oo and other elephants entertain the audience with their bands and singers. Their aim is to
attract the spectators and promote the elephant dance in Kyaukse. In other words, joking elephants
entertain the people in a different style in the elephant dance. People are amused to see the joking
elephant dance merrily. Their aim is the same. The elephant dance is the symbol of Kyaukse Town and
a unique festival in the country.
According to Melford Spiro (1982), there are three concepts in ritual- instrumental, expressive and
commemorative ritual. Commemorative ritual deals with the event of the Buddha. In fact, it is believed
that Kakusan Buddha, Konagamana Buddha, Kassapa Buddha and Gotama Buddha had visited Mount
Shwe Tha Lhyaung and preached the Dhamma to five hundred yogis, five hundred hermits, guardian
spirit of the mount. As the guardian spirit of the mount could live long till the life time of the Gotama
Buddha and after hearing the Dhamma he made a golden image of the reclining Buddha and built a
pagoda. Anawragta renovated the pagoda on the mount.
Expressive ritual venerates to Triple Gem (the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha). On the fullmoon day of Thadingyut, after the Elephant Dance, town’s elders provide monks with dawn meals at
Shwe Tha Lhyaung Pagoda. A senior monk addresses sermon to them and shares merit to all beings in
the universe. In the morning the elders and folk go round Shwe Tha Lhyaung Pagoda three times
clockwise, pray for the welfare of the people in the world, donate snacks and figures of elephants to
the pagoda and share merit accrued to King Anawrahta. They devote to the Triple Gem and benefactor
of Kyaukse area, i.e., King Anawrahta.
Instrumental ritual is done to gain some goal or end. It implies to be extrinsic goal- physical (health,
beauty, and so on), social (wealth, honor, fame, power, and so on), and natural (rainfall, plentiful
crops, and so on). By performing the Elephant Dance at the foot of Mount Shwe Tha Lhyaung in
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Kyaukse in Thadingyut, the townsfolk believe that they would get many crops, prosper economically
and live in sound health and peace of mind.
In 2019, there was an elephant with many innovations- it can lift a log, pump water, smoke a cigar,
eat grass and even excrete its feces, etc. The audience liked to see the elephant with such new
creations. But, the most important fact is that it is difficult to meet the expenses for the elephant
dance. Later the elephant dance is expected to be endangered.
Kyaukse townsfolk believe that the Elephant Dance is the only big festival held in the country.
Although there are some difficulties in the festival, they try to keep up the tradition for years. They
firmly hold that when they fail to hold the festival, such mishaps as famine, bad weather, pestilence,
etc. would befall them. As a result, they hold the dance annually. Now, during the Covid- 19 pandemic,
as the State bans from holding any religious or secular festivals and activities in the country, the dance
is not held. But, Myoma White Elephant Group would hold the Elephant Dance as a token so that the
countrymen would redeem from the pandemic.
The dance is performed by youths as baby elephant. So, children in the town play the elephant dance
in their free time. They sing and dance, just as the dancers in the competition do. When they grow
older, they learn how to dance systematically. It seems to be the best way to maintain the tradition
of elephant dance.
According to an interview with Daw Tin Shwe, aged 86, a native of Kyaukse, elephant dance has been
held for over one hundred years. So, the elephant dance should be nominated as an intangible cultural
heritage of Kyaukse.

Conclusion
Melford Spiro (1982) said about three concepts of rituals- instrumental, commemorative and
expressive. Concerning the Elephant Dance, it is an obligatory ritual because townsfolk hold the
Elephant Dance to show their gratitude to King Anawrahta who rendered services for the welfare of
the people in the country, especially in Kyaukse area. In return of gratitude and respect to the
benefactor, they share merit accrued to the king after they have performed meritorious deeds. It is
strongly believed that unless they hold the elephant dance, some mishaps would befall on the area.
Even the losers in the elephant dance are not discouraged from competing. They are enthusiastic
enough to continue the dance for years. The dance symbolizes co-operation among elephant dancers
and band members, individual or communal sponsor for the elephant dance, good weather, plentiful
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yields, religious fervor, etc. So, the losers have been active to compete in the dance. They seem to
render services not only for their interests but for the welfare of the people in and around Kyaukse.
In fact, some rich men in the town participate in the elephant dance through harmony,
encouragement, material supports, etc. for the merriment of the audience. In like manner, some
honorary elephant owners spend their money and effort for the maintenance of the elephant dance.
Youths also render services for the dance by dancing with joking elephants. Those who dance in the
baby elephants seem to keep up the tradition of elephant dance because they would hand over the
tradition for years.
The elephant dance provides local people financially to some extent. Toy masters, souvenir sellers and
block businessmen get income by making and selling toy elephants, elephant heads and apparels and
T-shirts all year. Winners get their income by performing their dance in religious occasions and
festivals. Some popular elephants go to foreign countries to entertain there. Then they support for
the propagation of Buddhism in the country.
The elephant dance is not economy-oriented because capital investment is greater than the prize. As
there are three kinds of elephants, prizes number nine. In other words, nine elephants win prizes and
other elephants are losers. Commodity price rises year after year and expenses for the elephant dance
are varied. Most owners spend much money for their elephants.
As Shwe Thein Taw Pagoda in Kyaukse Town is glorious, it is a pilgrimage site near Mandalay. Pilgrims
pay respect to the pagoda and on return they buy toy elephants for their children or as souvenirs. So,
Kyaukse stands for elephant. Then, they try to come and watch elephant dance in Thadingyut because
the dance competition is unique for them.
In fact, elephant dance provides merriment, close association among siblings, friends, hosts and
guests, harmony and co-operation among members of the dance group, awareness of artistic
sentiments, etc. The dance also contributes to the local people economically to some extent.
Moreover, more important is that it instills religious fervor one generation after another.
Townspeople donate elephant toys and other offertories to the Buddha and pray for the welfare and
peace of all people living in the world. It is a festival unique to Burma. As the elephant dance in Kyaukse
has been held over one hundred years. So, under the guidance of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and
Culture, archaeologists and other scholars should co-operate for the task of nomination as an
intangible cultural heritage in Mandalay Region. The townsfolk of Kyaukse endeavor to collect
donations in and around Kyaukse area. If so, some funds would be supported for the maintenance of
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the dance. They should endeavor for the nomination through their cooperation and enthusiasm. Then,
the elephant dance will prolong for years through support of all citizens headed by the State.
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